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P R E F A CE.

The following Work owes its

origin to the favourable reception

which the Public has been pleaſed

to give to the " Enquiry into the

“ Duties of Men ;" and to wiſhes

intimated from different quarters

very deſerving of attention .

That I might have a reaſonable

chance of laying before the Reader

a performance not deſtitute of all

claim to originality ; I purpoſely

abſtained, until the principal part

was executed, from the peruſal of

otherA 2
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ture.

other Treatiſes addreſſed to perſons

of the Female Şex, or primarily de

ſigned for their inſtruction. I then

thought it incumbent upon me to

examine various works of that na

The reſult proved as was to

be expected . I found many opinions

coinciding with my own , many dif

fering totally from them . The lat

ter circumſtance led to alterations ,

whenever reflection convinced me

that I had been in a greater or a leſs

degree miſtaken ; and to additions ,

when they appeared neceſſary for

the ſupport of my own ſentiments,

and the matter in queſtion ſeemed

important enough to require them .

On ſuch occaſions, however, my

object has been to furniſh uſeful

rules and juſt concluſions, with a

brief
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brief explanation of the grounds of

them ; rather than to point out and

cenſure the individuals, who, in my

apprehenſion, have recommended

what ought to be ſhunned, or have

reſted judicious maxims of conduct

wholly or in part on improper mo

tives . In one or two inſtances I

have been obliged , for the ſake of

perſpicuity, to ſtate with plainneſs

the objectionable poſition. But I

have been ſolicitous not to load a

practical work with controverſy.

1

YOXALL LODGE ,

Oct. 18, 1796.
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AN

ENQUIRY

INTO THE

DUTIES OF THE FEMALE SEX.

CHAP. I.

PLAN OF THE WORK EXPLAINED.

In the outſet of the preſent undertaking

may
be proper briefly to ſtate the plan

on which it is conducted.

it

The duties of the female ſex, in general,

are the objects which it is propoſed to in

veſtigate. The obſervations contained in

the following pages will, in many caſes,

have an eſpecial reference to the conduct

of women placed in the higher or in the

middleB



2 PLAN OF THE WORK EXPLAINED.

middle claſſes of ſociety ; but they will

feldom be directed exclufively to any rank

or ſtation . It has been my wiſh and my

endeavour; that this treatiſe, as far as it is

capable of being uſeful, may be uſeful to

readers of every deſcription .

The ſphere of domeſtic life, the ſphere

in which female exertion is chiefly oc

cupied, and female excellence is beſt dif

played, admits far leſs diverſity of action,

and conſequently of temptation , than is to

be found in the widely differing profeſſions

and employments into which private ad

vantage and public good require that men

thould be diſtributed . The barriſter and

the phyſician have their reſpective duties,

and their reſpective trials. The fundamental

principles by which both the one and the

other is to regulate his conduct are the

fame. The occafion, however, on which

thoſe principles are to operate, and the

enticement, whether of pleaſure or of in

tereſt, by which their preſent effect is im

4 peded,



PLAN OF THE WORK EXPLAINED . 3

peded, and their future ſtability endan

gered , are continually preſenting them

felves to each in a ſhape adapted to the

purſuits in which he is buſied, and the ob

jects moſt familiar to his attention and de

fire. But the wife and the daughter of

the former are ſcarcely diſtinguiſhed as

ſuch , by any peculiarities of moral obliga

tion, from the perſons ſtanding in the ſame

degree of relationſhip to the latter. The

diſcriminating lines, unleſs their number or

their ſtrength be encreaſed by circumſtances

not neceſſarily reſulting from the profeſſion

of the huſband or the father, are few , ob

fcure, and inconſtant. The ſame general

truth might be exemplified in a variety of

additional inſtances. Even the ſuperiority

of rank which elevates the peereſs above

her untitled neighbour, though it unqueſ

tionably creates a difference between their

reſpective duties, is far from creating a

difference equal to that which ſubſifts be

tween the duties of an hereditary legiſlator

and thoſe of a private gentleman. Such

being
B 2



4 PLAN OF THE WORK EXPLAINED.

being the general fimilarity in the ſituation

of women, differing in fome reſpects from

each other in outward circumſtances, or

even placed in ſeparate claſſes of ſociety ; I

purpofe to couch in general terms the re

marks about to be offered on the conduct

of the female ſex . But I ſhall at the ſame

time be ftudiouſly ſolicitous to point out,

whenever a fit occaſion ſhall intervene, the

moſt prominent of thoſe inſtances in which

the moral activity and the moral vigilance

of the female mind are to be guided into

particular channels, in conſequence of fome

particularity, either in the ſtation of the in

dividual , or in the rankor profeſſion of her

neareſt connections. The peculiar tempta

tions of the capital, and thoſe of the country ,

will alſo receive the diſtinct conſideration

which they deſerve.

Marriage draws a broad line of diſcrimi

nation , ſeparating the female ſex into two

claſſes, each of which has moral duties and

trials peculiar to itſelf . A writer, therefore ,

whoſe
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may

whoſe enquiries, in whatever manner they

be carried on , ſhall relate to the whole

circle of feminine duties, will almoſt ine

vitably find himſelf conſtrained to conſider

the duties of married women in fome mea

fure apart from thoſe of the ſingle. Yet he

will not fail to perceive, on the ſlighteſt at

tention to his ſubject, that there are nume

rous rules of moral obligation which attach

equally on women of either claſs ; rules

which reſpect fundamental principles ofaça

tion, diſpoſitions ofthe heart, the cultivation

of the underſtanding, the employment of

time, and various other particulars effential

or fubfervient to excellence and uſefulneſs of

character. How then is he to avoid tedious

and unprofitable repetition in the reflec

tions which he makes, and the advice

which he offers ? By determining, previ

ouſly to the commencement of his work,

the plan of compoſition and arrangement

moſt favourable, in his judgement; to per

fpicuity and impreſſiveneſs ; and then, by

inſerting ſuch obſervations as are applicable

B 3 both



6 PLAN OF THE WORK EXPLAINED.

both to ſingle and matrimonial life in that

part of his performance in which , whether

it relates chiefly to the married or to the

unmarried, they ſeverally will beſt accord

with the general ſcheme already ſettled.

I have to requeſt my readers, of all de

ſcriptions, uniformly to bear in mind, that

ſuch is the principle on which I have pro

ceeded.

As my concern in the preſent work is

with the female ſex , an error or tempta

tion becomes entitled to notice, when it is

one to which women are expoſed, though

they ſhould not be expoſed to it in a greater

degree than the other ſex . In animad

verting on ſubjects of this deſcription, I

may not always have obſerved , when the

obſervation would have been well-founded ,

that the animadverſion might be extended

to men . Sometimes too, in ſpeaking of

failings which prevail in the female world,

I may not have expreſsly ſtated, when I

might have ſtated with truth , that there

is
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is a large number of individuals who are

exempt from them . Let not the former

omiſſion be aſcribed to partiality, nor the

latter to the injuſtice of indiſcriminate

cenſure. I have been generally ſolicitous

to expreſs myſelf, ſo as to preclude the

poſſibility of ſuch ſuſpicions. But it may

be better even to incur a ſmall riſk of oc

caſional miſconſtruction , than to weary

the reader with the perpetual recurrence

of qualifying and explanatory phraſes.

Some of the obſervations advanced in

the ſubſequent chapters will not, I truſt,

appear to the generality of thoſe who

may peruſe them , the leſs deſerving of re

gard, in conſequence of being deduced

from ſcriptural authority. To ſuch per

fons as, rejecting that authority, have im

bibed opinions concerning female duties,

and the ſtandard of female excellence, at

variance with thoſe which Chriſtianity

inculcates, let me be permitted to recom

mend, antecedently to every ſtudy and to

B4 every
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every purſuit, a deliberate and candid ex

amination of the evidence of a religion,

which furniſhes the wiſeft rules of con

duct for this life, as well as grounds of

hope and conſolation in looking forward

to another.

*

i .
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CHAP. II.

GENERAL GROUNDS OF THE IMPORT

ANCE OF THE FEMALE CHARACTER

BRIEFLY STATED.

In the courſe of a work which purpoſes

to inveſtigate ſomewhat at length the ſe

veral duties of the female ſex, the import

ance of the female character will naturally

diſcloſe itſelf. It is not by attending to

formal and ſtudied panegyric, but by con

ſidering in detail the various and mo

mentous duties, to the diſcharge of which,

women are called both by reaſon and re

velation , that the influence of feminine

virtues is rendered moſt conſpicuous. It is

thus too that the reſponſibility attached to

that influence in all its branches, in all its

minuteſt capacities of being beneficially

employed, will be placed in the ſtrongeſt

light;
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light; a circumſtance of no ſmall weight

with regard to precluding the emotions of

arrogance and the confidence of ſelf-ſuffi

ciency, which are ever likely to be pro

duced by ſimple eulogium. The general

contempt, therefore, which is ſometimes

manifeſted reſpecting women by perſons of

the other fex , and moſt frequently by per

ſons who are unworthy or incapable of

forming a judgement concerning thoſe

whom they profeſs to deſpiſe, would not

have induced me to make any preliminary

obſervations on the ſubject. There is, how

ever , a prejudice which it is deſirable to re

move without delay, becauſe it is found to

exiſt in female minds, and unavoidably

contributes, in proportion to its ſtrength,

to extinguiſh the deſire of improvement,

and to repreſs uſeful exertion . The fact

is this. Young women endowed with

good underſtandings, but deſirous of juſti

fying the mental indolence which they

have permitted themſelves to indulge'; or

diſappointed at not perceiving a way open

by
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by which they, like their brothers, may

diſtinguiſh themſelves and riſe to eminence ;

are occaſionally heard to declare their opi

nion , that the ſphere in which women are

deſtined to move is ſo humble and fo li

mited, as neither to require nor to reward

affiduity ; and under this impreſſion , either

do not diſcern, or will not be perſuaded

to conſider, the real and deeply intereſting

effects which the conduct of their ſex will

always have on the happineſs of ſociety.

In attempting to obviate this error , I ſhould

be very culpable were I to flatter the am

bitious fondneſs for diſtinction , which may,

in part at leaſt, have given riſe to it. To

ſuggeſt motives to unaſſuming and virtuous

activity, is the purpoſe of the following

brief remarks.

Human happineſs is on the whole

much leſs affected by great but unfrequent

events, whether of proſperity or of adver

fity, of benefit or of injury, than by ſmall

but perpetually recurring incidents of good

Or
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or evil. The manner in which the in

fluence of the female character is felt be

longs to the latter defcription. It is not

like the periodical inundation of a river,

which overſpreads once in a year a deſert

with tranſient plenty. It is like the dew of

heaven which deſcends at all ſeaſons, re

turns after ſhort intervals, and permanently

nouriſhes
every

herb of the field .

In three particulars, each of which is of

extreme and never-ceaſing concern to the

welfare of mankind, the effect of the fe

male character is moſt important,

Firſt, In contributing daily and hourly

to the comfort of huſbands, of parents, of

brothers and ſiſters, and of other relations,

connections, and friends, in the intercourſe

of domeſtic life, under every viciſſitude of

ſickneſs and health, ofjoy and affliction .

Secondly, In forming and improving

the general manners, diſpoſitions, and

conduct

: wi
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conduct of the other ſex , by ſociety and

example.

Thirdly, In modelling the human mind

during the early ſtages of its growth, and

fixing, while it is yet ductile, its growing

principles of action ; children of each ſex

being, in general, under maternal tuition

during their childhood, and girls until the

become women.

Are theſe objects inſufficient to excite

virtuous exertion ? Let it then be remem

bered, that there is another of ſupreme im

portance ſet before each individual ; and one

which ſhe cannot accompliſh without faith

fully attending, according to her ſituation

and ability, to thoſe already enumerated

namely, the attainment of everlaſting feli

city, by her conduct during her preſent pro

bationary ſtate of exiſtence.

;

.1

15 , lik

7,90
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CHAP. III.

ON THE PECULIAR FEATURES BY WHICH

THE CHARACTER OF THE FEMALE

MIND IS NATURALLY DISCRIMINATED

FROM THAT OF THE OTHER SEX.

The commander, who thould be em

ployed to aſcertain , for the ſecurity of the

inhabitants of a particular country, the moſt

efficacious means of guarding the frontier

againſt invaders, and of obſtructing their

progreſs if they ſhould ever force their way

into the interior, would fix his attention,

in the firſt inſtance, on the general aſpect

of the region which he is called upon to

defend. He would ſtudy the mountains,

the defiles, the rivers, the foreſts. He would

inform himſelf what quarters are open to

inroads ; what are the circumſtances which

favour the machinations, what the undiſ

guiſed
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guiſed 'violence, of the enemy ; what are

the poſts which the aſſailants would find it

moſt advantageous to occupy; what the

ſtations from which, if once in their pof

feffion, it would be moſt difficult to diſlodge

them. The plan of defence which he would

preſcribe, while, on the one hand, it would

be formed on thoſe fundamental principles

which military experience has eſtabliſhed

as the baſis of all warlike operations, would

be adapted, on the other, with unremitting

attention to all thoſe diſcriminating features,

which characteriſe the particular diſtrict in

which thoſe general principles are to be

reduced to practice.

A writer, in like manner, who ventures

to hope, that in ſuggeſting obſervations on

the duties incumbent on the female ſex, he

may be found to have drawn his concluſions

from the ſources of nature and of trath ,

ſhould endeavour, in the firſt place, to af

certain the characteriſtical impreſſions which

the Creatorhas ſtamped on the female mind;

the
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the leading features, if ſuch there be, by

which he has difcriminated the talents and

difpofitions of women from thofe of men.

For it is from theſe original indications of

the intention of Providence, taken in con

junction with ſuch further proofs of the

Divine will as the Scriptures ſhall be found .

to have diſcloſed, that the courſe and ex

tent of female duties, and the true value of

the female character, are to be collected.

In different countries, and at different

periods, female excellence has been eſti

mated by very different ſtandards. At al

moſt every period it has been rated among

nations, deeply immerſed in barbariſm , by

the ſcale of ſervile fear and capacity for

toil. Examine the domeſtic proceedings

of ſavage tribes in the old world and in

the new, and aſk who is the beſt daughter

and the beſt wife. The anſwer is uniform .

She who bears with ſuperior perſeverance

the viciſſitudes of ſeaſons, the fervour of the

fun, the dews of night. She who, after a

march
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march through woods and ſwamps from

morn tó ere, is the firft to bring on her

ſhoulders a burthen of fuel, and foremoſt

in erecting the family wigwam , while the

men ſtand around in liftleſs unconcern :

She who ſearches with the greateft activity

for roots in the foreſt; prowls with the

moſt ſucceſs along the ſhore for limpets ;

and dives with unequalled fortitude for ſea

eggs in the creek : She who ſtands dripping

and famiſhed before her huſband, while he

devours, ſtretched at eaſe, the produce of

her exertions; waits his tardy permiſſion

without a word or a look of impatience ;

and feeds, with the humbleft gratitude, and

the ſhorteſt intermiſſion of labour, on the

ſcraps and offals which he diſdains: She,

in a word , who is moft tolerant of hard

ſhip , and of unkindneſs. When nations

begin to emerge from groſs barbariſm , every

new ſtep which they take towards refine

ment is commonly marked by a gentler

treatment, and a more reaſonable eſtima

tion of women ; and every improvement

in
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in their opinions and conduct reſpe & ing

the female fex, prepares the way for addi

tional progreſs in civiliſation . It is not,

however , in the rudeneſs of unciviliſed life,

that female worth can either be fitly appré

hended, orbe diſplayed in its genuine co

lours. i And we ſhall be the leſs inclined to

wonder at the perverſion of ideas which

has been exemplified on this ſubject, amidſt

ignorance and neceſſity, among Hottentots

and Indians; when we confider the erro

neous opinions on the fame topic which

have obtained more or leſs currency in our

country, and even in modern times. It

would perhaps be no unfair repreſentationof

the ſentimentwhich prevailed in the laſt age,

to affirmthat ſhe who was completely verſed

in the ſciences of pickling and preſerving,

and in the myſteries of croſs - ſtitch and em

broidery ; ſhe who was thoroughlymiſtreſs

of the family receipt-book and of her needle

was deemed, in point of ſolid attainments,

to have reached the meaſure of female
per

fection . Since that period, however, it has

been
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been univerſally acknowledged, that the in

tellectual powers of women are not reſtrict

ed to the arts of the houſekeeper and the

fempſtreſs. Genius, taſte, and tearning it

ſelf, have appeared in the number of female

endowments and acquiſitions. : And we

have heard , from time to time, fome bold

aſſertors of the rights of the weaker ſex ,

ftigmatiſing, in terms of indignant com

plaint, the monopoliſing injuſtice of the

other ; laying claim ,on behalfof their clients ,

to co -ordinate authority in everydepartment

of ſcience and of erudition ; and upholding

the perfect equality of injured woman and

uſurping man in language ſo little guarded ,

as ſcarcely to permit the latter to conſider

the labours of the camp and of the ſenate

as excluſively pertaining to himſelf,

The Power who called the human race

into being has, with infinite wiſdom , regard

ed, in the ſtructure of the corporeal frame,

the taſks which the different ſexes were re

ſpectively deſtined to fulfil. . To man , on

whomC2
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whom the culture of the ſoil, the erection

of dwellings, and, in general, thoſe opera

tions of induſtry, and thoſe meaſures of de

fence,which include difficult and dangerous

exertion, were ultimately to devolve, He

has imparted the ſtrength of limb, and the

robuſtneſs of conſtitution , requiſite for the

perſevering endurance of toil. The female

form , not commonly doomed, in countries

where the progreſs of civiliſation is far ad

vanced, to labours more ſevere than the

offices of domeſtic life, He has caſt in a

ſmaller mould, and bound together by a

looſer texture. But, to protect weakneſs

from the oppreſſion of domineering ſuper

riority , thoſe whom Hehas not qualified to

contend, He has enabled to faſcinate ; and

has amply compenſated the defect of mul

cular vigour by ſymmetry and expreſſion ,

by elegance and grace. To me it appears,

that He has adopted, and that He has

adopted with the moſt conſpicuous wil

dom, a correſponding plan of diſcrimina

tion between the mental powers and diſpo

3
ſitions
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ſitions of the two fexes. The ſcience of

legiſlation , of juriſprudence, of political

economy ; the conduct of government in

all its'executive functions ; the abſtruſe re

ſearches of erudition ; the inexhauſtible

depths of philofophý; the acquirements

ſubordinate to navigation ; the knowledge

indifpenfable in the wide field of commer

cial enterpriſe ; the arts'of defence, and of

attack by land and by ſea, which the vio

lence or the fraud of unprinçipled aſſailants

render needful; theſe, and other itudies,

purſuits, and occupations, aſſigned chiefly

or entirely to men, demand the efforts of a

mind endued with the powers of cloſe and

comprehenſive reaſoning, and of intenſe

and continued application , in a degree in

which they are not requiſite for the dif

charge of the cuſtomary offices of female

duty. It would therefore ſeem natural to

expect, and experience, I think, confirms

the juſtice of the expectation, that the Giver

of all good, after beſtowing thoſe powers

on men with a liberality proportioned to

C3 the
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the ſubſiſting neceſſity, would impart them

to the female mind with a more ſparing

hand. It was equally natural to expect,

that in the diſpenſation of other qualities

and talents, uſeful and important to both

ſexes, but particularly ſuited to the ſphere

in which women were intended to move,

He would confer the larger portion of his

bounty on thoſe who needed it the moſt.

It is accordingly manifeſt, that, in ſpright

lineſs and vivacity, in quickneſs of percep

tion, in fertility of invention, in powers

adapted to unbend the brow of the learned,

to refreſh the over-laboured faculties of the

wiſe, and to diffuſe, throughout the family

circle, the enlivening and endearing ſmile

of cheerfulneſs, the ſuperiority of the female

mind is unrivalled. Does man, vain of his

pre -eminence in the track of profound in

veſtigation , boaſt that the reſult of the en

quiry is in his favour ? Let him check the

premature triumph ; and liſten to the ſtate

ment of another article in the account,

which, in the judgement of prejudice itſelf,

will
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will be found to reſtore the balance. As

yet the native worth of the female character

has been imperfectly developed. To eſti

mate it fairly, the view muſt be extended

from the compaſs and ſhades of intellect, to

the diſpoſitions and feelings of the heart.

Were we called upon to produce examples

of the moſt amiable tendencies and affec

tions implanted in humannature ofmodeſty,

of delicacy, of ſympathiſing ſenſibility, of

prompt and active benevolence, of warmth

and tenderneſs of attachment ; whither

fhould we at once turn our eyes ? To the

fifter, to the daughter, to the wife. Theſe

endowments form the glory of the female

ſex . They ſhine(a ) amidſt the darkneſs of un

cultivated

(a ) The conjugal and parental affection of the women

among the North American Indians is noticed by Cap

tain Carver, and by other writers, who have deſcribed

the ſavage tribes of the New World ; and it appears the

more conſpicuous in thoſe accounts, as the Reader cannot

avoid contraſting it with the fullen apathy of the men. In

the late Admiral Byron's Narrative of the calamities en

dured by himſelf and his companions after their ſhipwreck

C 4 . near
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cultivated barbariſm ; they give to civiliſed

fociety its brighteſt and moſt attractive luf

sni tre.

near the Straits of Magellan, he records ſeveral very forci

ble and pleaſing inſtances of compaffionate benevolence

ſhewn to them by the female part of the families of their

Indian coductors ; inſtances which , like the former, ap

pear with all the advantage of contraſt . I will not multi

ply authorities and quotations on a fubject neither doubtful

in itſelf, nor likely to feem doubtful to the Reader ; but

will produce, in the place of all further teſtimony , the un

equivocal declaration of a man, who, like Ulyſſes of old ,

15 Mores hominum multorum vidit et urbes ;"

had travelled with a mind bent 'on obſervation through

widely - ſeparated diſtricts of the earth , and had experienced,

in almoſt all the countries which he viſited, the utmoſt

preſſure of misfortune. I give his evidence in his own

words :: I have always remarked that women in all

" countries are civil, obliging, tender, and humane; that

they are ever inclined to be gay and cheerful, timorous

and modeſt , and that they do not heſitate, like men ,

" to perform a generous action. Not haughty , not arro

gant, not fupercilious, they are full of courteſy, and

“ fond of fociety ; more liable, in general, to err than

man; but in general, alſo, more virtuous, and perform

ing more good actions than he. To a woman , whe

" ther civiliſed or ſavage, I never addreſſed myſelf in the

language of decency and friendſhip , without receiving

a decent and friendly anſwer. With man it has often

been
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tre. The priority of female excellence in

the points now under conſideration, man is

feldom undiſcerning enough to deny. But

he not unfrequently endeavours to aggran

diſe his own merits, by repreſenting himſelf

as characteriſed in return by fuperior forti

tude. In the firſt place, however, the reality

of the fact alleged is extremely problema,

tical. Fortitude is not to be fought merely

on the rampart, on the deck, on the field

of battle. Its place is no leſs in the cham

ber of ſickneſs and pain , in the retirements

of anxiety, of grief, and of diſappointment.

“ been otherwiſe. In wandering over the barren plains

of inhoſpitable Denmark , through honeft Sweden and

“ frozen Lapland , rude and churliſh Finland, unprinci

“ pled Ruſſia, and the wide- ſpread regions of the wan

“ dering Tartar ; if hungry, dry, cold, wet, or ſick , the

women have ever been friendly to me, and uniformly

“ ſo . And to add to this virtue, fo worthy the appellation

of benevolence, theſe actions have been performed in ſo

“ free and ſo kind a manner ; that, if I was dry, I drank

" the ſweeteſt draught, and if hungry, I eat the coarſe

“ morfel with double reliſh . " - See the Account ofMr.

Ledyard in the Proceedings of the Afſociation for making

Diſcoveries in the interior Parts of Africa . London, 1790 ,

4to. p . 44•

The
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1

The reſolution which is difplayed inbraving

the perils of war is, in moſt men , to a very

conſiderable degree, the effect of habit and

of other extraneous cauſes. Courages isi

eſteemed the commoneft qualification of a

ſoldier. And why is it thus common ? Not

ſo much becauſe the ftock of native reſolu

tion , beſtowed on the generality of men , is

very large; as becauſe that ſtock is capable

of being increaſed by diſcipline, by habit,

by : fympathy, by encouragement, by the

dread of ſhame, by the thirſt of credit and

renown,almoſt to an unlimited extent. But

the influence of theſe cauſes is not reſtricted

to men . In towns which have long ſuf

tained the horrors of a fiege, the deſcend

ing bomb has been found, in numberleſs

inſtances, ſcarcely to excite more alarm in

the female part of the families of private

citizens, than among their brothers (6) and

huſbands

(6) It would be eaſy to multiply examples from antient

hiftorians, to prove , that among nations imperfectly civil

iſed, women have frequently encountered, with unſhaken

fortitude ,
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huſbands. In bearingviciſſitudes of fortune,

in exchanging wealth for, penury , ſplendor

for

women take

fortitude, the perils and viciffitudes of military campaigns.

Examples more recent may be found even in our own

country. Dr. Henry, deſcribing, in his Hiſtory of Eng

land, (vol . v . p. 545. ) the manners of the former part

of the fifteenth century, obferves, that “ the ferocity of

" thoſe unhappy times was ſo great, that it infected the

“ fair and gentle ſex, and made many ladies and gentle

up arms, and follow the trade of war. He

alſo quotes a writer of credit, who affirms, that “ many

- worthy ladies and gentlewomen , both French and Eng

liſh ,” took part in the fiege of Sens, during the year

1420 ; of whom “ many began the feats of arms long

6 time ago, but of lying at ſieges now they begin firſt.”

The influence of habit in producing that kind of cou

rage , which ought rather to be called inſenſibility ofdanger,

is, in few inſtances, more evident than in the fearleſs un

concern with which the ſkirts of Mount Veſuvius, and of

other volcanos, are inhabited ; and the alacrity with which

diſtricts ravaged by eruptions are re -occupied. In theſe

examples the female mind appears to be rendered as de

void of apprehenſion as that of the men. In the late erup

tion of Veſuvius, eighteen thouſand inhabitants, driven

from Torre del Greco by an inundation of lava, which

took its courſe through the centre of the town, returned,

ere the ruins were yet cold , to rebuild their dwellings; and

poſitively refuſed the offers, repeatedly made to them by

the
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for difgrace, women feem , as far as expez

rience has decided the queſtion , to have

fhewn themſelves little inferior to men.

With reſpect to ſupporting the languor

and the acuteneſs of diſeaſe, the weight of

teſtimony is wholly on the ſide of the

weaker ſex . Aſk the profeſſors of the

medical art, what defcription of the per

ſons whom they attend exhibits the higheſt

patterns of firmneſs, compoſure, and reſig

nation under tediousand painful trials ; and

they name at once their female patients. It

has, indeed, been aſſerted , that women, in

conſequence of the ſlighter texture of their

frame, do not undergo, in the amputation

of a limb, and in other caſes of corporal

ſuffering, the fame degree of anguiſh which

is endured by the rigid muſcles and ſtub

the Neapolitan Government, of a ſettlement in a leſs dan .

gerous ſituation . We do not hear that the female part of

the community folicited their relations of the other ſex to

accede to the propoſal; or that they remonſtrated againſt

returning to the ſpot, from which the fiery deluge had ex

pelled them .

born
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born ſinews of perſons of the other ſex

under ſimilar circumſtances ; and that a

ſmaller portion of fortitude is ſufficient to

enable the former to bear the trial equally ,

well with the latter. The aſſertion , how

ever , appears to have been advanced not

only without proof, but without the capa

bility ofproof. Who knows that the nerves

are not as keenly ſenſible in a finer texture

as in one more robuſt ? Who knows that

they are not more keenly ſenſible in the

firſt than in the ſecond ?: Who can eſtimate

the degree of pain , whether of body or of

mind, endured by any individual except

himſelf ? How can any perſon inſtitute a

compariſon, when of neceſſity he is wholly

ignorant of one of the points to be com-.

pared ? If, in the external indications of

mental reſolution , women are not inferior

to men ; is a theory which admits not of

experimental confirmation, a reaſonable

ground for pronouncing them inferior in

the reality ? Nor let it be deemed won

derful, that Providence ſhould have con

ferred
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ferred on women in general a portion ofori

ginal fortitude,not much inferior,to ſpeak of

it in the loweſt terms compatible with truth ,

to that commonly implanted in perfons of

the other ſex , on whom many more ſcenes

of danger and of ſtrenuous exertion are de

volved: 1 If the natural tenderneſs of the

female mind, cheriſhed , too, as that tender

neſs is in civiliſed nations, by the eſtabliſhed

modes of eaſe, indulgence, and refinement,

were not balanced by an ample ſhare of

latent reſolution ; how would it be capable

of enduring the ſhocks and the ſorrows to

which , amid the uncertainties , of life, it

muſt be expoſed ? Finally, whatever may

be the opinion adopted as to the preciſe

amount of female fortitude, when compared

with that of men, the former, I think, muſt

at leaſt be allowed this relative praiſe : that

it is leſs derived from the mechanical influ

ence of habit and example than the latter ;

lefs tinctured with ambition ; leſs blended

with inſenſibility ; and more frequently

drawn from the only fource of genuine

ſtrength

3
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ſtrength of mind, firm and active princi

ples of religion .

The Reader will have been aware that

the fketch which I have endeavoured to

trace in the preceding outlines, is that of

the female character under its cuſtomary

form ; ' not under thoſe deviations from its

uſual appearance, which are known fome

times to occur. It is our firſt buſinefs to

ſettle the general rule, not to particulariſe

the exception. But amid the endleſs di

verſity of nature ; amid the innumerable

multitudes of cotemporary individuals, dif

tinguiſhed each from the other in their

minds, no leſs than in their countenances,

by ſtronger or fainter lines of difference,

and thrown into a variety of ſituations and

circumſtances, ſeverally calculated to call

forth and improve particular talents, and

encourage particular purſuits,' exceptions

will be frequent. Hence many inſtances

might be produced from each fex of per

ſons who have poſſeſſed a more than com

mon
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mon ſhare of the qualities and diſpoſitions

which in ordinary cafes are found moſt

conſpicuous in the other. It might even

be poſſible to ſtate ſome examples of wo

men who have ſcarcely been ſurpaſſed by

the moſt eminent men in depth and com

prehenſiveneſs of intellect ; and of men ,

who have nearly equalled their rivals of

the other fex in quickneſs of fancy, in de

licacy of ſentiment, and in warmth of af

fection . There are alſo perfons of each

fex who are greatly deficient in thoſe qua

lifications by which it was natural to expect

that they would have been chiefly diftin

guiſhed. But all theſe caſes are variations

from the general courſe of things, and va

riations on which, at preſent, it would be

uſeleſs to enlarge.

Of the errors and vices which infeſt hu

man nature, fome are equally prevalent in

the two ſexes ; while others, in confequence

of the peculiarities by which the character

of the one ſex is diſcriminated from that of

the
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1

;

the other, peculiarities which gain addi

tional ſtrength from the diverſity in the

offices of life, reſpectively aſſigned to each ,

do not exerciſe an equal power over both.

Thus, among women, in whom feminine

delicacy and feeling have not been almoft

obliterated, (I am not, at prefent, taking re

ligious principle into the account,) intem

perance in wine, and the uſe of profane

language, are unknown and ſhe who

ſhould be guilty of either crime, would

be generally regarded as having debaſed

herſelf to the level of a brute. On the

other hand, there are failings and tempta

tions to which the female mind is particu

larly expoſed by its native ſtructure and

diſpoſitions. On theſe treacherousunder

miners, theſe inbred affailants, of female

peace and excellence, the ſuperintending

eye of education is ſtedfaſtly to be fixed:

The remains of their unſubdued hoſtility

will be among the circumſtances which

will exerciſe even to the cloſe of life the

moſt vigilant labours of conſcience. It is

neceſſary ,D
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neceſſary, therefore, to be explicit on the

ſubject.

The gay vivacity and quickneſs of ima

gination, ſo conſpicuous among the quali

ties in which the ſuperiority of women is

acknowledged, have a tendency to lead to

unſteadineſs of mind ; to fondneſs of no

velty ; to habits of frivolouſneſs, and tri

fling employment ; to diſlike of ſober ap

plication ; to repugnance to graver ſtudies,

and a too low eſtimation of their worth ;

to an unreaſonable regard for wit, and

ſhining accompliſhments ; to a thirſt for

admiration and applauſe ; to vanity and

affectation. They contribute likewiſe, in

conjunction with the acute ſenſibility pe

culiar to women, to endanger the com

poſure and mildneſs of the temper, and to

render the diſpoſitions fickle through ca

price, and uncertain through irritability .

And ſenſibility itſelf, fingularly engaging

and amiable as it is , ſhares the common

lot of earthly bleſſings, and comes not with

out
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out its diſadvantages. It is liable to ſudden

exceſſes; it nurturés unmerited attachments ;

it is occaſionally the ſource of ſuſpicion,

fretfulneſs, and groundleſs diſcontent; it

fometimés degenerates into weakneſs and

pufillanimity, and prides itſelf in the fees

bleneſs of character which it has occafion

ed. And if in common it fills the heart

with placability and benevolence ; it is

known at other times to feel even a flight

injury with ſo much keenneſs, as thence

forth to harbour prejudices ſcarcely to be

ſhaken , and averſion ſcarcely to be mol

lified.

1

The moſt important of the conſequences

flowing from theſe cauſes, will hereafter

be the ſubject of incidental obſervation .

At preſent it is ſufficient to have enume

rated the cauſes themſelves. But in this

place it is neceſſary to add, that there re

mains one fource of female errors and

temptations which has not yet been no

ticed, becauſe it ſprings not from mental

D 2 pecu:
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peculiarities,;, namely, the conſciouſneſs of

being diſtinguiſhed by perſonal attractions.

The effects of this conſciouſneſs on the fe

male character, which, if conſidered by

themſelves, are extremely, ſtriking, and in

many caſes are ultimately combined with

thoſe which reſult from the qualities and

diſpoſitions already ſpecified, will receive

further notice in the progreſs of our en

quiries.
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CHAP. IV ,
ini

ON FEMALE EDUCATION ,

In the preceding chapter fome of the prin

cipal materials on which the hand of edu

cation is to operate were enumerated. The

next object is to conſider how they are to

be employed

The early attainments deſirable to the

one ſex are in ſo many points the ſame, or

nearly the ſame, with thoſe which are im

portant to the other, that ſeveral of the

following remarks on the inſtruction of

youth will neceſſarily be of a general na

ture . The culture, however, of the female

mind is the point to which they will all

be directed

The primary end of education is to train

up the pupil in the knowledge and appli

D 3 cation
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cation of thoſe principles of conduct, which

will lead probably to a conſiderable ſhare of

happineſs in the preſent life, but aſſuredly

to a full meaſure of it in that which is to

come. The ſecondary end is to ſuperadd

to the poſſeſſion of right principles, thoſe

improving and ornamental acquiſitions,

which , either from their own nature, or

from the prevailing cuſtoms of a particular

age and country, are in ſome degree mate

rial to the comfort and to the uſefulneſs of

the individual. The difference in point of

importance which ſubſiſts between theſe

two objects is ſuch , that the dictates of ſober

judgement are palpablyabandoned whenever

the latter is ſuffered , in the ſlighteſt manner,

to encroach on the priority of the former.

The modes of attaining both objects, and

of purſuing the ſecond in due ſubordina

tion to the firſt, require to be adjuſted ac

cording to the circumſtances which cha

racteriſe the perſons who are to receive

inſtruction. Hence in female education ,

that inſtructor is ignorant or regardleſs of

a duty

1
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a duty of the higheſt concern , who, in

transfuſing into the youthful hearer thofe

fundamenl truths which equally concern

every human being, does not anxiouſly

point out their bearings on the particular

weakneſſes and errors, whether in judge

ment or in action , into which the female

ſex is in eſpecial danger of being betrayed.

An attempt to efface the diſcriminating fea

tures which the hand of God has impreſſed

on the mind, is in every caſe impoſſible to

accompliſh ; and would be in every caſe,

were it practicable, the height of folly and

preſumption. To efface thoſe of the fe

male mind, would be to deprive women of

their diſtinguiſhing excellences.

anticipate the miſtakes, to reſtrain the ex

ceſſes, to guard againſt the unwarrantable

paffions, which originate in the very fource

whence thoſe excellencies flow , is to confer

on the workmanſhip ofGod the culture and

the care which he intended that it ſhould

receive from the hand of man. It is hum

bly

But to

D4
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.

bly to contribute towards the progreſs of

its improvement that mite of aſſiſtance,

which, in the counſels of ſupreme wiſdom ,

he thought fit'to leave dependent on hu

man co -operation.

Are we then authoriſed, in point of fact,

to affirm , that in this country, and in the

preſent times, the inſtruction of young

perſons of the female ſex is generally car

ried on with a fyftematic and due regard to

each of the two purpoſes of education ; and

alſo, with lively and uniform ſolicitude to

counteract the ſeductive errors and tempta

tions, which derive much of their ſtrength

from the peculiarities of the female cha

racter ?

As the education of girls is ſometimes

conducted at home, ſometimes at a public

ſchool, any reply which may be offered to

the preceding queſtion, muſt refer diſtinctly

to both plans,

In
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* In the inſtruction of perſons whom we

believe to be deſtined to ſurvive the ſtroke

of death , and to ſurvive in happineſs or in

miſery proportioned to the nature of their

conduc in this ſhort and preparatory ſcene

of exiſtence, the main object to be purſued

is to inſpire them with ſuch views of things,

to eſtabliſh them in ſuch principles and

rules of action, as are calculated to render

that future and moſt important ſtate of

being, a period of bleſſedneſs. Such would

ſtill have been the dictates of reaſon, had

the reſult been likely to be unfavourable to

happineſs in the preſent life. How forci

bly, then , do they preſs upon thoſe who

are convinced, as is the caſe with all who

believe in the Chriſtian Revelation, that

godlineſs has the promiſe of the life

" which now is, as well as of that which

“ is to come (c ) : ” that the very
fame views

of things, the very fame principles and

rules of action , which lead to never-ending

( c) 1 Tim. iv . 8.

felicity
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felicity hereafter, promiſe in the common

courſe of events a larger portion of external

comforts than is attainable by any other

means, and are accompanied by a ſerenity

of heart, and by a cheerful ſenſe of the pro

tecting care of infinite Power, Wiſdom , and

Goodneſs, which far more than outweigh

the collected amount of all other terreſtrial

enjoyments. The chief folicitude, there

fore, of every one who is called to fulfil

the duties of tuition ought to be this : to

engage the underſtanding and the affections

of the pupil in favour of piety and virtue,

by unfolding the truth, the importance, and

the inherent excellence of the Chriſtian re

ligion ; and by inculcating the obligations

of morality , not as ultimately reſting on in

dependent principles of their own , but as

founded on the precepts and ſanctions of

the Goſpel, and forming one branch of hu

man duty to God .

Is the truth of this poſition univerſally

admitted ? It is not. By ſome perſons,

4 who,
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who, diſdaining the maxims of what they

ſtyle the vulgar herd of mankind, affert

pretenſions to ſuperior intelligence ; and by

others, who, from thoughtleſſneſs, from fa

ſhion , from humility, have acquieſced in

the authority of the former ; an opinion

preciſely the reverſe of this is maintained .

Weare told that the great buſineſs of Edu

cation is to guard the mind againſt the in

fuence of prejudice : that of all prepoſſeſ.

ſions, thoſe which reſpect religion are the

moſt dangerous and the moſt enſlaving; the

moſt eaſy to be imbibed in childhood and

youth ; the moſt difficult, when once im

bibed, to be ſhaken off in the maturity of

the underſtanding : that religion is there

fore a ſubject which ought never to be

brought forward as a matter of inſtruction ,

but rather to be entirely kept out of ſight

during the courſe of education ; in order

that the young perſon, when judgement ſhall

have acquired ſufficient ſtrength,mayweigh,

with unbiaſſed diſcernment, the contending

creeds, which divide the well-informed part

of
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of mankind, and adopt that which ſhall be

found conformable to reaſon and truth .

Thus, it is aſſerted , and thus only will be

lief be rational. Thus, and thus only, add

fome of the patrons of this opinion, who

diſclofe, intentionally or unintentionally ,

the ſecret ſentiment as to religion which

the majority of them entertain , will the

world be enabled to ſhake off the fetters of

delufion, prieſtcraft, and fanaticiſm ; and

children have a chance of being emanci

pated from the ſuperſtitions of their fore

fathers.

It will be proper to remove this obſtacle

before we attempt to proceed further.

The human mind in infancy has been

compared, and in ſome reſpects juſtly com

pared, to a blank ſheet of paper. In one

material point, however, the compariſon

fails. The ſheet of paper, depoſited on a

thelf, or locked up in a drawer, continues

a blank ; it acquires no impreſſion of char

racters
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racters until they are purpoſely imprinted

by the hand of the writer. Is that the caſe

with the youthful mind ? : If you forbear to

impreſs it with ideas and ſentiments, , can

you prevent it from receiving impreſſions

from the perſons and the objects with which

it is daily converſant ? As well might you

forbid the calm ſurface of the lake to reflect

the woods and rocks of the impending

mountains. The mind is originally an

unſown field, prepared for the reception of

any crop ; and if thoſe, to whom the cutes

of it belongs, neglect to fill it with good

grain, it will ſpeedily be covered with weeds.

If right principles of action are not im

planted, wrong principles will ſprout up ;

if religion be not foſtered, irreligion will

take root. To keep the mind during a

ſeries of years in a ſtate of perfect indiffer :

ence as to the truth or falſehood of the pre

vailing religion of the country , would be

impoffible: and the common effect, were

the ſcheme feaſible, would be, that they

who were brought up to the age
of matu

rity
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rity without the flighteſt inclination to any

particular religion, would remain indiffer

ent to all religion as long as they ſhould

live.

:: In the next place, let us be permitted to

aſk thofe declared enemies of every pro

ceeding which may bias the youthful mind,

whether they act up to their own princi

ples. Do they inculcate on their own chil

dren no elements of knowledge, no motives

action , no rules of conduct ? They will

expreſs ſurpriſe at the abſurdity of the queſ

tion . They will tell us, and they will tell

us truly, and they might extend their ob

fervation with equal juſtice to religion, that

to train up children without knowledge,

without maxims of moral behaviour, left

their opinions on thoſe ſubjects ſhould be

biaſſed , would be as unphiloſophical as it

would be to prohibit them from walking,

that when arrived at years of diſcretion they

might decide, uninfluenced by the preju

dices of habit, whether they would travel

on
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ontwo legs or on four. They will tell us,

that they recommend to their offspringwhat

they themſelves, as enquirers after know

ledge, have ſeen reaſon to believe true,and

have experienced to be uſeful ; and that

they alſo communicate the proofs of that

truth and of that utility. It ſeems, then ,

that religion is the ſubject in which theſe

enemies of prejudice and enquirers after

knowledge have diſcovered neither utility

nor truth. Be it ſo . But why are not wë,

who believe Chriſtianity to be both true and

ſuperlatively uſeful, to recommend it to our

children with earneſtnefs correſponding to

our conviction of its certainty and import

ance ; and thoroughly to inſtruct them in

the evidence on which that conviction is

eſtabliſhed

The fact is, that whatever may be the

fpeculations of eccentric and ſceptical phi

loſophers, among perſons who believe and

examine the Scriptures not a ſhadow of

doubt can remain on the point in queſtion.

In
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up a child in

the way

In the ſacred volume we hear the invitation

of David . " Come, ye children, hearken

unto me ; I will teach you the fear of

the Lord (d) . ” We hear Solomon thus

addreſfing parents :
« Train

he ſhould
go, and when he is

old he will not depart from it (e).” We

hear the voice ofGod himſelf ſpeaking thus

in ſignal commendation of Abraham : “ I

« know that he will command his children

" and his houſehold after him , and they

“ fhall keep the way of the Lord ( f )."

We hear the Almighty repeatedly admo

niſhing the Iſraelites to be diligent in teach

ing their children his laws, and the wonders

which he had wrought for their fathers ( 8 ).

The New Teſtament reiterates the fame lef

fon. Our Saviour's reproof of thoſe who

would not ſuffer the little children to come

unto him (b ) might of itſelf, perhaps, in

cline us to forebode his diſpleaſure againſt

( d )' Pſalm , xxxiv . u . (e) Proverbs, xxii. 6 .

( f) Gen. xviii. 19. (g ) Deut. iv. 10. vi . 9--20; xi . ig.

. (h) Matt. xix. 141. Mark, X. 14. Luke, xviii. 16 .

perſons
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perfons who; in future times, fhould not

fuffer them to come to the knowledge of

his goſpel. But the point is not left to reſt

on prefumptions. St. Paul, in expreſsly

commanding children to “ obey their pa

rents in the Lord (i) , ” and becauſe their

obedience " is wellpleaſing unto theLord (k ),"

gives a deciſive proof of his own judgement,

that children ought to be inſtructed in the

religion of Chriſt. In perfect conformity

with this judgeinent the fame apoſtle con

gratulates a favourite convert, becauſe, to

ufe his own words, “ from a child thou haft

" known the ſcriptures, which are able to

« make thee wiſe unto ſalvation , through

faith, which is in Chriſt Jeſus (1).” And

in another place he expreſsly commands

parents, in terms which alone would have

been ſufficient to decide the queſtion, “ to

“ bring up their children in the nurture

“ and admonition of the Lord (m ).”

( i ) Epheſ. vi . 1 .

( 1) 2 Tim . iii . 15 .

(k ) Coloff. iii . 20.

(m) Ephef. vi. 4.

FromE
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From the reſult of ſuch'enquiries as I

liave been able to make on the ſubject, it

appears, that in the generality of public ſe

minaries and boarding- ſchools this moment

ous object of religious inſtruction is by no

means purſued either with proper earneſt

neſs or in a judicious manner ; and that, in

fome, the attention which it occupies merits

no better appellation than that of form , and

ſerves only to impoſe on the parents of the

children who are placed there, and to fill

the young mind with contempt, or at leaſt

with unconcern, as to the moſt awful of all

confiderations, There may be particular

exceptions; but that the ſtate of the caſe,

on the whole, both in the metropolis and

in the country, accords with this repreſenta

tion, feems to be a fact, which , unhappily,

admits not of diſpute.

On the want of due earneſtneſs with re

gard to the inculcation of religion in public

ſeminaries, I mean not to dwell at preſent;

as
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as I ſhall, ere long, be under the neceſſity

of recurring to the fubject, when the mode

in which the objects comprehended under

the ſecond branch of Education, and the

degree of attention which they commonly

receive, are diſcuſſed .. The uſual defect of

judgement; in the manner of impreſſing the

principles and injunctions of Chriſtianity,

appears to me to conſiſt in theſe two cir

cumſtances. Firſt; they are commonly in

culcated in the form of a dry and authori

tative lecture, without being applied and

illuſtrated in ſuch a method as to create a

deeply -rooted conviction of the influence

which they claim over every period and

every action of life, or to intereſt the affec

tions of the opening mind ; whence reli

gion is rather dreaded as an auſtere monitor

and a relentleſs judge, than loved as the

giver of preſent and future happineſs (n).

Secondly,

(n ) In ſome boarding ſchools a general mode of puniſh

ment has been to oblige the offender to tranſcribe, or to get

by rote, one or more chapters of the Bible. In ſome few

cafes ,E 2
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Secondly, they are preſented to the under

ftanding rather as truths to be implicitly

received on the credit of the teacher, and

on the ground of their eſtabliſhed preva

lence, than as truths refting on the folid

baſis of fact and argumient, and inviting at

all times the cloſeſt inveſtigation of their

certainty which the mind is capable of be

ftowing. Hence, when a young woman

begins to act for herſelf on the ſtage of life,

and a growing confidence in her ownjudge

Inent, together with the effect of new fcenes

and fituations which incidentally ariſe, leffen

the eſtimation in which ſhe once held the

opinions of her inſtructors ; it is ſcarcely

poffible but that her regard for religion,

which , whether greater or leſs, was in a

conſiderable degree derived from that eſti

caſes, whey the offence is a flagrant violation of a précept

of religion, and the ſelected portion of ſcripture relates'im

mediately to the crime, the practice may be adviſable . But

uſed as a general and indiſcriminate method of puniſhment,

it ſeems one of the apteſt plans that could be deviſed to

render the Bible odious to all the inhabitants of the

Ichool.

mation ,
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mation, muſt at the ſame time be impaired.

And if ſhe ſhould be thrown, as in theſe

days of widely -extended intercourſe is not

very improbable, into habits of familiarity

with perſons who in practice ſlight ſome of

the injunctions of the Goſpel, or who doubt

of diſbelieve its divine origin ; is it won

derful that her faith ſhould waver, when

the feels herſelf at once allured by tempta

tions, and unable to give one ſatisfactory

reaſon for crediting the book which com

mands her to refift them ? I am aware that

during a certain period of childhood it is

true, no lefs in the caſe of religion than of

other branches of inſtruction , that the truth

and the propriety of many things muſt be

received by the pupil on the credit of the

inſtructor, becauſe the mind is not then

competent to judge of the proofs by which

they are eſtabliſhed. Yet, even during that

period, it ſeems to me generally deſirable,

and particularly on the ſubject of religion,

that the pupil ſhould be appriſed both of

this neceſſity and of the cauſe of it ; and

E 3
ſhould
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fhould be taught to expect that 'ample in

formation will be afforded as ſoon as the

ſhall become fully capable of underſtanding

it. As the intellectual faculties expand, the

more obvious proofs of revealed religion

ought to be gradually developed. And, in

the concluding years of education, the pre

fcribed ſtudies unqueſtionably ought to com

prehend the leading evidences of Chriſtian

ity, arranged with fimplicity , but in a re

gular order ; conveyed in familiar, but not

unintereſting language ; compriſed within a

moderate compaſs; and diveſted of learned

references, and critical diſquiſitions (6) .

When girls are educated at home, the

article of religious inſtruction generally

occupies more attention than it obtains in

b) If there ſhould be no exiſting ſummary of the evi

dences of Chriſtianity , which is entirely ſuited to the par

ticular purpoſe in view, it could not be difficult to compile

one from the excellent treatiſes on the ſubject already be

fore the public . 'And I truſt that ſome of thoſe perſons,

who have ſo meritoriouſly diſtinguiſhed themſelves by

works calculated to improve the courſe of female educa

tion , will be induced to undertake the taſk .

ſchools,
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ſchools,and is conducted with greater judge

ment. In families in which juſt ſentiments

of Chriſtian duty prevail, it is rightly deem

ed that firſt object of education, which,

ſtanding pre - eminent, by itſelf, excludes all

others, not from equality only, but from

compariſon. Where Chriſtian principles

are leſs active, it is proportionally neg

lected. But if we aſſume, and in the majo

rity of inſtances it will ſurely be no unfair

aſſumption, that the mother is equally alive

to their influence with the conductreſs of

the ſchool, to whom her daughter, if fent

from home, would be committed ; it is evi

dent that the warmth and the ſolicitude of

parental affection will impel her to ſuch a

degree of earneſtneſs and diligence in preff

ing on her child thoſe truths which ſhe

deems of the greateſt moment to the pre

fent and eternal happineſs of the latter, as

a ſtranger, urged by no ſuch powerfulmo

tives, cannot be expected to attain . In the

regulation of the temper, no inconſiderable

branch of practical religion, the mother, to

whom24
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whom each peculiarity that marks the dif

poſitions of the child is thoroughly known,

has a decided advantage over the ſchool

miſtreſs , who has neither poffeffed the

ſame opportunities of diſcovering them ,

nor is likely to ſtudy them with the fame

attention and perſeverance, nor is able, with

the ſame facility, to accommodate her ſet

tled modes of inſtruction to remedy. what

is amiſs. And as to the proſpect of fuc

ceſs in diſcerning and applying ſuitable me

thods of winning the heart to the ſide of

piety and rectitude, the ſuperiority of the

mother will in moſt caſes be ſtill more

apparent. For though in communicating

knowledge on ſubjects which addreſs them

ſelves excluſively to the underſtanding, fhę

may not be altogether equal to a perſon

trained by long experience in the profeſſion

of teaching ; yet in every attempt to render

knowledge amiable in the eyes of the pu

pil, and to lead the affections to bear their

reaſonable part in preparing the heart for

the ſervice of God, and animating it with

the
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the deſire of diffufing happineſs among

mankind, ſhe will come to the undertaking

with advantages, which no one but ſo near

a relation can enjoy. That inſtructor who

is loved the beſt will commonly prove the

moſt efficacious. In every point which has

been ſpecified, but eſpecially in the laſt, the

mother will be found to derive from her

unrivalled claim to the fond attachment of

the child an influence far exceeding that of

any other teacher. Theſe circumſtances of

ſuperiority , all of which, be it remembered,

relate to the moſt important of human con

cerns, afford a general and very ſtrong

ground of preference to the domeſtic plan

of education for the female ſex, whenever

the adoption of it is practicable, and con

fiftent with other duties. It muſt be ob

ſerved too, that, when children are brought

up at home, to guard them from the per

nicious ſociety of thoſe who are not ſo well

principled as themſelves, is ſeldom a very

difficult taſk . ' In a boarding-ſchool the taſk

would be impracticable. Thrown into the

promif
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promiſcuous multitude of good and bad,

your child will form her intimacies not with

ſuch as are the moſt deſerving, but with

ſuch as are the moſt agreeable. And if

they whom ſhe ſelects for her aſſociates and

friends unite, and the union is not uncom

mon, agreeable qualities with bad diſpoſi

tions, ſhe can fcarcely fail of being, in ſome

meaſure, corrupted. One worthleſs girl is

fometimes found to contaminate the greater

part of a ſchool,

In the cultivation of the female undera

ſtanding eſſential improvements have taken

place in the preſent age. Both in ſchools

and in private families there prevails a de

fire to call forth the reaſoning powers of

girls into action, and to enrich the mind

with uſeful and intereſting knowledge fuit

able to their ſex . The foundation is laid

by communicating to the ſcholar a rational

inſight into the formation and ' idioms

of her native tongue. The grammatical

blunders, which uſed to diſgrace the cona

verſation
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verſation even of women in the upper and

middle ranks of life, and in conjunction with

erroneous orthography to deform their epif

tolary correſpondence, are already ſo much

diminiſhed, that in ſome years hence it may

perhaps no longer be eaſy to find a young

lady, who profeſſes to be miſtreſs of the

French language, and is at the ſame time

groſsly ignorant of her own. Geography,

ſelect
parts of natural hiſtory , and of the

hiſtory of different nations, antient or mo

dern , popular and amuſing facts in aſtro

nomy and in other ſciences, are often fami

liar to the daughter in a degree which, at

the very moment that it delights the parent,

reminds her how ſmall a portion of ſuch

information was in her youth imparted to

herſelf. Of the books, alſo, which have

been publiſhed within the laſt twenty years

for the purpoſe of conveying inſtruction to

girls, though ſome of them approach too

nearly to the ſtyle and ſentiments of ro

mances, a conſiderable number poſſeſſes

great

$
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great merit ; and moſt of them are abund

antly more adapted to intereſt the young

reader, and thus to make a lively and per

manent impreſſion on her underſtanding,

than thoſe were which they have ſucceeded.

Some improvement, too, though certainly

not fo much as is deſirable, appears to have

taken place in the choice of French books

ufed at fchools and in domeſtic educa

tion (p). And learners of that language

are perhaps called upon leſs frequently than

was heretofore the cafe to convert the exer

ciſes of religion into French leſſons (9).

If

W ) It is to be hoped that ſome very improper French

works, formerly admitted into ſeminaries of inſtruction ,

will ſoon be altogether excluded . Such have heretofore

been in complete pofleflion of every ſchool-room , and ſtill

retain their place in fome.

( 9 ) The practice of requiring children to employ French

Prayer-books and Bibles in accompanying the officiating

minifter through the Engliſh ſervice, ought to be univerſally

aboliſhed . Its effect is to withdraw the mind from every

fentiment of devotion , and to make the acquiſition of a few

foreign words and phraſes rank higher than the heartfelt

performance of public worſhip . It may be poſſible that

perſons
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If we eſtimate the peculiar advantages of

private and of public tuition, fuppofing each

fyftem to be practicable, with reſpect to the

inſtruction of girls in the various branches

of uſeful knowledge, thoſe attending the

former plan will be found to preponderate.

For when that fyftem is adopted, the in

ſtructors are commonly under the ſuperin

tendence of the parent of the pupil, or of

fome perſon of the family who poſſeſſes

much of the authority of a parent ; and are

thus kept up to a higher ſtandard of active

exertion than is generally to be expected

in a ſchool. And as their attention is con

fined to a very fmall number of pupils,

perhaps to an individual; their exertions are

likely to be more productive than thoſe of

another perſon poffefſed of equal qualifica

tions, but obliged to diſtribute her labours

over a numerous claſs. . It
may be added,

perfons of complete proficiency in the French language

might uſe the books in queſtion without diſtraction of

thought, or dimination of religious fervour. But this is

not the proficiency of children.

that
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that a teacher, whoſe care is reſtricted to

three or four, perhaps to fewer ſcholars, will

probably feel a greater degree of reſponſi

bility as to their advancement, and a fuller

conviction that her own credit depends on

the event, than is uſually felt by an inſtruc

treſs at a ſchool with reſpect to any parti

cular ſcholar. „ The former, reſting her cha

racter on the ſucceſs of a ſingle inſtance, is

impelled to beſtow proportionate diligence

upon it. The latter, depending on the reſult

of many , has leſs at ſtake in each . If the

pupils of the former make ſlow progreſs,

their deficiency cannot fail to be obſerved ;

and they are the only cotemporary teſtimo

nies of ſkill and diligence which ſhe has to

produce. The latter, if the improvement

of ſome of her fcholars is but ſmall, may

hope that their backwardneſs will eſcape

notice in the crowd ; or, at leaſt, that it will

be noticed with little diſgrace to herſelf

among other and more favourable examples

of her care. The former, alſo, if ſhe feels,

in an equal degree with the latter, a perni

cious
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cious propenſity, very general in ſchools,

to beſtow pains chiefly on thoſe children

whoſe abilities and quickneſs point them out

as moſt likely to do honour to their inſtruc

treſs, is much leſs at liberty to indulge it.

Theſe points of ſuperiority in domeſtic

tuition over a public ſchool' muſt be coun

terbalanced , if they are to be counterba

lanced at all, by the beneficial conſequences

generally expected to reſult from the emu

lation which is commonly ſeen to take place

where numbers are collected, and occupied

in the fame purſuits. For whatever weight

might remain ' to be thrown into the oppo

fite fcale, were the beſt method of educating

boys the object of enquiry ; with reſpect to

the inſtruction of girls, to which alone our

inveſtigation relates, there feems no other

peculiar advantage to be alleged by the ad

vocate of the boarding -ſchool. If it be ſaid

that more ſkilful teachers are to be found in

ſchools than can be obtained at home ; it

may be replied in the firſt place, that the

affertion
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aſſertion is by no means univerſally true ;

and, in the ſecond place, that when it is

corroborated by facts, it can claim little in

fluence on the preſent argument. For when

a compariſon is made between the benefits

which reſpectively characteriſe the ſyſtems

of private and of public education ; it can

not be ſuppoſed to extend beyond thoſe

cafes in which teachers of competent ability

may be obtained on either plan. Now the

beneficial conſequences of emulation, when

fairly conſidered , do not appear by any

means ſufficient generally to compenſate

the loſs of the advantages which have been

ſeverally ſtated as accompanying the plan

of domeſtic inſtruction . But it is further

to be obſerved, that theſe beneficial conſe

quences,
whatever may be their amount, are

far from being unmixed with evils ; with

evils, I mean , that tend directly to leſſen ,

in ſome refpects, the collective quantity of

knowledge acquired at the ſchool, and fo

far to counteract the very object in pro

moting of which the whole excellence of

emulation2
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emulation is confeſſedly placed by thoſe who

are loudeſt in its praiſe. For when the ſpi

rit of competition has ſeized a ſchool, how

often does it happenthat, while girls ofta

lents and reſolution ‘are puſhed on by their

ardour to exertions which would not other

wiſe have been excited ; and to exertions,

be it remembered, which not unfrequently

impair their health , conftrain them to a'ceſ

fation from the buſinefs of the claſs, and

prove ultimately to have impeded rather

than to have accelerated their progreſs ;

thoſe who are diftinguiſhed by diffidence

and timidity, and thoſe whoſe abilities are

but ſlender, are depreſſed below their natu

ral level. Conceiving, or learning by inef

fectual trials, that they are unable to keep

pace with the augmented ſpeed oftheir for

mer companions ; and, too often, finding the

encouraging favour of their teachers dimi

niſhed in proportion ' as they need it the

more, they become leſs and leſs anxious for

the acquiſition of knowledge, grow remiſs

andF
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and languid in the purſuit of it, and ſink

into liſtleſsneſs, inactivity, and deſpondence.

Emulation , however, which from its in

fluence on the acquiſition of knowledge has

neceffarily called for attention in this part

of our enquiry, muſt not be coldly diſmiſſed

without further notice. Thoſe of its effects,

favourable and unfavourable, which have

been already mentioned, are by far the leaſt

important of the conſequences with which

it is accompanied. Whatever may
be

thought by different obſervers, as to the

caſes and the degrees in which it enlarges

the ſum of intellectual attainments ; yet,

among thoſe who poſſeſs and improve op

portunities of judging from experience,

there ſurely, can be but one opinion as to

the general reſult of its operation on the

diſpoſitions of the heart. The truth is,

that of all principles of action it is one of

the moſt dangerous. It ſtimulates and nou

rifhes ſome of the darkeſt paſſions of the

human
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human mind ; and fubverts thoſe motives,

and undermines thoſe ſentiments and affeca

tions,which it is one main purpoſe of Chriſt

ianity to inculcate and enforce. Self- con

ceit, a ſupercilious contempt of perſons fup

poſed, and often falſely ſuppoſed, of inferior

attainments ; proneneſs to ſuſpect teachers

of being prejudiced and partial, and affidu

ous endeavours to conciliate their favour by

fineſſe ; a ſecret wiſh that it were poſſible

to retard the progreſs of ſucceſsful competi

tors ; an envious deſire to detract from their

merits ; and a gradually increaſing averſion

to their ſociety and indifference to their wel

fare, are among its uſual effects. But it will

be ſaid , that a tendency to theſe malignant

feelings, theſe artful maneuvres , is inhe

rent in human nature ; and that it is unfair

to load emulation with the guilt. In part

the aſſertion is true. The embers of the

evil exiſt deep within us, and will ſhew

themſelves under the moſt active and faga

cious efforts to extinguiſh them . But emu

lation is the agent which, perhaps at every

periodF 2
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period of life, and undoubtedly in childhood

and youth ,moſt ſucceſsfully fans them into

a flame.

Are we not, then , to avail ourſelves, it

will be ſaid , in the proceſs of inſtruction, of

the influence of compariſon and example ?

Is it not lawful, is it notbeneficial, to apply

to children a ſtimulus, which is applied with

reproach and with viſible advantage, to

kindle ardour, to rouſe exertion, and to con

firm good conduct, in maturer years ? In

the adminiſtration of public affairs, in the

profeſſional management of buſineſs, in the

proceedings of domeſtic life, is it not with

equal frequency andwiſdom that models of

excellence and patterns of demerit are fet

before men engaged in correſponding occu

pations ; the former to excite them to vir

tue, the latter to deter them from vice ?

Does not Revelation itſelf authoriſe and

fanctify the practice, when one facred writer

directs thoſe whom he addreſſes to take

" the prophets for an example of patient

out .

ſuffer
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fuffering (r);” and another enjoins his con

verts to follow himſelf as their enſample (s) ;

and repeatedly compares his own acquifi

tions with thoſe of others who were em

ployed in the ſame purſuits with himſelf, at

one timedeclaring that in his youth “ he

“ profited more than his equals in years(t);"

and at another, that in his riper age
« he

was not a whit behind the very chiefeft

“ of the apoſtles (u )," inferior in no point, in

labours and in ſufferings more abundant(x )?

To compare our own conduct and attain

ments with thoſe of others, that we may

the more clearly perceive our defects, and

be incited to imitate a meritorious example,

is a practice in many caſes both juſtifiable

and uſeful. It is conſequently a practice fic

to be recommended on ſuitable occaſions,

and with proper explanation, to thoſe to

whom we are to impart inſtruction . But

( r ) James, v . 10 .

( u ) 2 Cor. xi . 5 :

( s ) Phil. iij . 172 ( t) Gal. i. 14.

( x ) 2 Cor. xi . 22, 23 .

to
F 3
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to compare that we may imitate, is not the

ſame thing as to compare that we may rival.

And emulation includes, not in name only ,

but in reality, the idea and the ſpirit of rival

ſhip. In this circumſtance conſiſts the dan

ger and the miſchief of the principle. Rival

fhip is the nurſe of pride, of envy, of de

traction , of malevolence. We are all prone

to harbour unkind ſentiments towards thoſe

by whom we feel ourſelves ſurpaſſed, eſpe

cially if we were for ſome time level with

them in the race. We find it more eaſy to

depreciate than to equal them . And to hate

thoſe whom we have injured, is one of thoſe

inherent diſpoſitions of the human heart

which are viſible even in childhood . In the

next place let it not be forgotten , that emu

lation, as called forth in ſchools, is com

monly directed to ſubjects widely differing

from thoſe in which St. Paul and the other

ſacred penmen exhorted their diſciples to

excel. It is not an emulation in humi

lity, in patience, in charity, in piety , and

holi
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holineſs( y ); but in ſkill in languages, and

other branches of knowledge; or more fre

quently, in merely ornamental accompliſh

ments. The convert who ſtrove, according

to the Apoſtle's direction, to imitate the pro

poſed pattern of Chriſtian virtue, if he was

truly influenced by that religious impreſſion

under which he profeſſed to act, could not

feel genuine emulation . The malignity, the

ſpirit of rivalſhip was excluded by the na

ture of the object in view, and of the mo

tives which inſtigated the purſuit. So far

was he from being vain of his progreſs in

religious attainments, that the farther he ad

vanced, the more conſcious was he of the

extent of his deficiencies, and the more

(y ) Theſe are the points in which St. Paul ſought; by

praiſing the believing Gentiles, “ to provoke the Jews to

“ emulation,” according to the expreſſion in our Bible ;

or, as the original term ( ozgatninow) might have been better

rendered , “ to excite them to zeal." If it be thought that

emulation , as the term is properly to be underſtood, is

countenanced by this paſſage of Scripture ; let it alſo be

remembered, that “ emulations” ( Snaoo) are placed by the

fame apoſtle in the dark catalogue of crimes, which exclude

from the kingdom of God . Gal . v . 20, 21 .

F4 humbled
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humbled by that conſciouſneſs. So far was

he from wiſhing that it were in his power

actually to lower the excellences of his fel

low -Chriſtian with whom he compared him

ſelf, and from ſeeking to lower them in the

eſtimation of others, that he rejoiced in dif,

playing them for general edification. And

if at any time he was himſelf made the in

ftrument of advancing them by his counſel

and encouragement to higher degrees of

virtue, he beheld with augmented joy the

increaſe of their preſent luſtre, and the pro

fpect of an addition to their eternal reward .

Is this the temper of mind produced in

ſchools and ſeminaries by emulation ? Is

the principle which commonly produces the

directly oppoſite temper, an agent ſafe to be

employed either in a boarding -ſchool or in

a private family ? Is it wiſe, is it Chriſtian

condu&, ſpontaneouſly and needleſsly to

incur fo great a riſk of foſtering in the youth

ful breaſt thoſe paffions, which , even if they

are combated in early years with the moſt

anxious vigilance, will fhew themſelves but

too
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too powerful amidſt the future ſtruggles and

competitions of life ?

In carrying on every branch of educa

tion there is no practical rule more entitled

by its importance to ftedfaſt attention than

this : that the pupil ſhould be impreſſed with

a conviction , that whenever ſhe is directed

to purſue a particular courſe of ſtudy, the

direction is reaſonable; in other words, that

ſhe ſhould perceive the matter enjoined to

be evidently uſeful in itſelf, or ſhould be fa

tisfied that it is required by competent au

thority. When the underſtanding is not

ripe enough to comprehend the utility of

the attainment, let the obligation of com

pliance be ſhewn to reſt on the ſubmiſſion

due to the deciſion of parents, and of thoſe

who ſtand in the place of parents ; and let

the duty of ſubmiſſion be clearly traced to

that ſtandard of rectitude to which the mind

ought to be habituated from the days of

childhood conſtantly to refer -- the revealed

word of God. As the faculties open, let

the
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the advantages to be expected from the ac

quiſition of the knowledge in queſtion be

proportionably unfolded . But in developing

them let not the inſtructor fail to dwell on

this frequently neglected leſſon , that their

uſe conſiſts in the increaſed power and op

portunities which they afford to their poſ

feffor, of recommending herſelf to her Ma

ker’s favour by manifeſting obedience to his

laws, and by doing good to her fellow - crea

tures ; and that, for their faithful application

to theſe purpoſes, ſhe will ſtand reſponſible

hereafter. When the diligence of the teacher

has ſtamped theſe principles,the fundamental

principles of rectitude in all human conduct,

on the breaſt of the ſcholar ; then is the time,

amidſt unceaſing care to refreſh the impreſ

fion whenever it ſeems in any degree to

fail, then is the time to give that additional

incitement to active exertion which
may

be

derived from the influence of example. Then

let thoſe to whom that incitement is necef

ſary, and to whom it may be addreſſed with

out danger, be exhorted to compare their

Own
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own remiſſneſs with the diligence of their

more induſtrious companions. But let them

be diſtinctly and uniformly inſtructed that

the object of the compariſon is to diſcover

their own deficiencies, in order that, on

principles of duty, they may be corrected,

not to enter into a perſonal conteſt for pre

eminence with the other party ; that in con

templating ſuperior merit, they are not to

envy, but to admire ; to copy, not to emu

late.

To impart to the youthful ſcholar thoſe

acquiſitions which are deſired either confi

derably or entirely on the ſcore of orna

ment, conſtitutes, as was ſtated in the out

ſet, the ſecond branch of Education. That

this branch of Education is not at preſent

undervalued or neglected in our own coun

try, is a fact, which even a flight know

edge of the general proceedings and opi

nions of parents in the upper and middle

claſſes of fociety would be ſufficient to eſta

bliſh beyond the probability of diſpute, .

Two
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Two queſtions remain to be propoſed. Firſt,

whether it is valued and cultivated too much ?

Secondly, whether the prevailing modes of

cultivating it are judicious : that is to fay,

whether it is kept ſubordinate, and fuffici

ently ſubordinate, to the primary object of

inſtruction, the inculcation of thoſe radical

principles on which preſent and future hap

pineſs depends ; and whether, in the man

ner as well as in the degree of carrying it

on, due regard is paid to the peculiar cha

racteriſtics of the female mind, and to the

impreſſions, the errors, and the dangers to

which , in conſequence of thoſe native pe

culiarities, the ſcholar is expoſed ? The an

fwer which muſt be given to theſe queſ

tions, an anſwer to be deduced from
gene

ral practice, not from a few ſcattered ex

ceptions, is not the reply which it were

highly to be wiſhed that truth would have

permitted to be returned . In ſchools, al

moſt univerſally , and not unfrequently in

domeſtic tuition , ornamental accompliſh

ments occupy the rank and eſtimation which

ought
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ought to have been aſſigned to objects of

infinitely greater importance. Not that the

pupil, when this perverſion of rational ar

rangement takes place, is expreſsly inſtructed

that to acquire and to diſplay ornamental

attainments is the firſt buſineſs of life. Quite

the contrary. She is probably told once in

a week, perhaps ſomewhat oftener, that to

do her duty to God and her fellow - crea

tures in the manner which the Bible enjoins,

is the only object of real confequence. But

what is the effect of a dry precept heard

periodically from the pulpit or in a lecture

room, and coldly repeated on incidental oc

cafions by a teacher, to the power of daily

habit ? If a girl is treated by her inſtructors;

if ſhe is taught to - labour and to act in the

way that wouldbe reaſonable ; if toimprove

in perſonal grace, to ſtudy faſhionable de

corations of the body and of the mind, were

the appointed purpoſes of her exiſtence ; if

ſhe is thus treated, if ſhe is taught thus to

labour and to act, and with diſpoſitions in

clining her, by a natural bias, to lean towards

3
that
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that perſuaſion ; , will a few ſhort admoni

tions, formally interſperſed and reluctantly

heard , counteract the danger? Will it be

wonderful if, when ſhe ſhall be ſet at liberty

from the reſtraint of ſuperintendents, her

conduct in life ſhall correſpond to the way

in which ſhe was regularly accuſtomed to

act, rather than to what ſhe was occaſionally

directed to believe ? Is it ſurpriſing that a

young woman ſhould give free ſcope to the

deſires which ſhe has ever been led to che

riſh ; that ſhe ſhould practiſe the arts in

which her childhood was initiated ? Is it

ſurpriſing that ſhe, when grown up, ſhould

ſtarve herſelf into ſhapelineſs, and overſpread

her face with paint, who was trained at a

boarding -ſchool to ſwing daily by the chin ,

in order to lengthen her neck, and perhaps

even accuſtomed, as is ſometimes the caſe,

to peculiar modes of diſcipline contrived to

heighten the complexion ? If ſhe was taught

throughout the whole courſe of her educa

tion, though not by expreſs precept, yet by

daily and hourly admonitions, which could

convey
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convey no other meaning, that dancing is

for diſplay , that muſic is for difplay, that

drawing and French and Italian are for dif

play ; can it be a matter of aſtoniſhment,

that during the reſt of her life ſhe ſhould

be inceſſantly on the watch to ſhine and to

be admired ?

Let the importance of a rule which has

been already ſuggeſted, and the little regard

which it experiences in many ſchools and

in many private families, be my apology for

recalling it once more to the mind of the

reader. The pupil, whatever may be the

ſubject in which ſhe is inſtructed, ſhould

be led diſtinctly to underſtand, as early as

her faculties are equal to the exertion, the

general reaſons for which it is expedient

that ſhe ſhould attain that particular quali

fication , and the general purpoſes to which ,

when attained, it is to be applied. If there

be any caſes in which the obſervance of this

rule is of eſpecial moment, it is in thoſe in

which , from the natural peculiarities of the

female
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female chara & er, there exiſts a more than

common danger that the object for which

the attainment is fought will be miſcon

ceived by the ſcholar; and that, in conſe

quence of that miſconception, or of other

probable contingences, the attainment itſelf

will , in proceſs of time, become a ſource of

formidable temptations. The ornamental

acquiſitions which have been ſpecified, and

other fimilar accompliſhments included with

in the plan of female education, fall preciſely

within this defcription. Let the pupil , then,

be thoroughly impreſſed with a conviction

of the real end and uſe of all ſuch attain

ments ; namely, that they are deſigned, in

the firſt place, to ſupply her hours of leiſure

with innocent and amuſing occupations ;

occupations which may prevent the languor

and the ſnares of idleneſs, render home at

tractive, refreſh the wearied faculties, and

contribute to preſerve the mind in a ſtate

of placid cheerfulneſs, which is the moft

favourable to fentiments of benevolence to

mankind and of gratitude to God ; and in

the
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the next place, to enable her to communi

cate a kindred pleaſure, with all its benefi

cial effects, to her family and friends, to all

with whom ſhe is now, or may hereafter,

be intimately connected. In addition to

this general view of the purpoſes of orna

mental accompliſhments, let any prominent

advantage , by which one is diſtinguiſhed

from another, be noted with the degree of

attention which it deſerves. If, for exam

ple, the uſes of muſic are explained, let not

' its effect in heightening devotion be over :

looked. If drawing is the ſubject of re

mark , let the ſtudent be taught to contem

plate in the works of creation, the power,

the wiſdom , and the goodneſs of their Au

thor. If juſt conceptions reſpecting the end

of theſe and all ſimilar acquiſitions are not

ſedulouſly implanted in the breaſt of the

ſcholar, ideas of a very different nature will

prevail. And when a young woman ſteps

forth into active life, graced with ſplendid

accompliſhments, and poſſeſſed with an opi

nion that ſhe is to employ them in outſhining

herG
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her aſſociates and competitors, her profici

ency may fitly be to thoſe who are truly

concerned for her welfare a matter of for

row rather than of congratulation.

The miſtaken opinions reſpecting the

proper end of perſonal accompliſhments,

and the extravagant opinions oftheir worth ,

which either the inculcation of wrong prin

ciples on the ſubject, or the neglect of im

preſſing thoſe which are juſt, eſtabliſhes in

the youthful mind , extend their influence

to all matters ſimilar in their nature to ſuch

accompliſhments, and capable of being

united with them in promoting one com

mon purpoſe. Hence that fondneſs for the

arts of dreſs and exterior decoration , to

which the female ſex, anxious to call in

every adventitious aid to heighten its native

elegance and beauty, feels itſelf inclined by

an inherent bias, is ſtimulated and cheriſhed

in the
years of childhood ; and inſtead of

being ſedulouſly taught to reſtrict itſelf

within the bounds which reaſon and chrif

tian
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tian moderation preſcribe, is trained up to

fill whatever meaſure of exceſs ſhall be dic

tated by pride, vanity, or faſhion . There

are well-intentioned mothers who urge the

neceſſity of taking pains to encourage in

their daughters a certain degree of attach:

ment to dreſs, of ſolicitude reſpecting the

form and texture of their habiliments, left

they ſhould afterwards degenerate into flat

terns. It would perhaps be not leſs reaſon

able ſtudiouſly to excite in boys a reliſh for

the taſte of ſpirituous liquors, left in proceſs

of time they ſhould impair their health by

abſtemiouſneſs. An ancient philoſopher de

fined woman to be “ an animal fond of

« dreſs. " And the additional experience

of two thouſand years does not appear

greatly to have invalidated his concluſion.

It ſhould ſeem , therefore, that with reſpect

to this point, parental anxiety might repoſe

its confidence on the unaffifted energies of

Nature. But further ; there is no rule of

conduct in principle more objectionable, no

method of proceeding in practice more un

wiſe, than to guard againſt one evil by en

couragingG 2
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couraging its oppoſite. The eagerneſs of

men, ever deſirous to obtain its end, or a

part of its end, in the quickeſt manner, and

aware how far the rapid influence of the

paſſions outſtrips the operations of argu

ment, is at all times, and on every ſubject,

prone to combát error by rouſing and che

fiſhing emotions which lead to the con

trary extreme. But the reſult of this mod

of attack, whether it be directed againſt falſe

opinions which infeſt religion and politics,

ör againſt thoſe which prevail in the hum

bler concerns of private life, is always to be

dreaded. Either the mind is confirmed in

its errors by perceiving the weakneſs ofthe

means employed to expel them ; or, yield

ingblindly' to the new impreſſion, abandons

its original miſconceptions only to become

a prey to oppoſite illuſions. Whatever be

the enemy to be fübdued, let him be affail

ed with juſtifiable weapons. Whatever be

the poiſon imbibed , let it be encountered

with its ſpecific antidote. The danger

which you fear, is it that your daughter

*may prove a flattern ? Impreſs her with

the
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the advantages, the duty of neatneſs; train

her in correſponding habits ; teach her by

precept,and whenever occaſion offers itſelf,

by example, the diſguſting effects of devi,

ating from them. Attach her thus to the

proprieties without tempting her to the va

nities of dreſs ; ſecure the decencies of her

perſon without enſnaring her mind.

Beauty is a poſſeſſion ſo grateful to every

woman, and yet ſo productive of hazards

and temptations, that if a young perſon is

thrown into life with her original wiſhes

and opinions on that ſubject uncorrected,

her inſtructors will have been negligent of

their charge in a very important point. To

remind her from time to time of the tranſi

tory and precarious duration of perſonal at

tractions ; to remind her, that elegance of .

form and brilliancy of complexion are acci

dental gifts of Nature, beſtowed without

regard to intrinſic excellence in the poffef

ſor; to teach her, that they who are admired

chiefly on thoſe accounts are eitherunworthy

G 3 of
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1

of being valued for better reaſons, or are

admired only by perſons whoſe approbation

is no praiſe ; that good ſenſe and virtue are

the only qualifications which enſure or de

ſerve laſting eſteem ; and that a countenance,

lighted up with intelligence and the virtuous

feelings of the heart, will kindle emotions

which mere regularity of features could

never have excited : this is not the lan

guage of auſterity and moroſeneſs, but of

truth, of prudence, and of Chriſtian duty,

Pre- eminence in rank is likewiſe a topic

which calls for eſpecial admonitions even in

the ſeaſon of youth. Let the pupil, who

finds herſelf in this reſpect elevated above

her companions, be led clearly to apprehend,

and practically to remember, that the dif

tinctions of rank in ſociety are inſtituted

not for the advantage or gratification of any

individual, but for the benefit of the whole ;

that ſuperiority, conſidered with a reference

to the individualwho chances to poffeſs it,

is accompanied with proportionate duties

and
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and temptations ; that to poſſeſs it implies

no merit, to be without it, no unwor .

thineſs ; and that the only important diſ

tinctions are thoſe which involve excellence

of character and forebode permanent effects,

the diſtinctions of vice and virtue.

1

Among children aſſembled in large bodies

at ſeminaries of education, many are found

who regulate their deportment to their

ſchool-fellows, partly according to the de

grees of wealth , but eſpecially of gentility ,

which they conceive to belong to their re

ſpective families. When the parent or re

lation of
any of the ſcholars drives up to

the door, they crowd into the windows with

other emotions beſides that of ſimple cu

rioſity; and, as the equipage is more or leſs

ſhewy than that in which their own friends

are wont to make their appearance, envy or

exult. They pry , by ingenious interroga

tories, into the internal proceedings of each

other's home ; and triumph or repine acq

cordingᏀ Ꮞ::;
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cording to the anſwers which they receive

concerning the number of fervants kept in

the houſe, the magnificence of their liveries,

the number of courſes habitually ſerved up

at table, the number of routes given at their

town reſidence in winter, the extent of the

gardens and of the park at the family man

ſion in the country, the intercourſe main

tained with nobility and people of faſhion ,

and the connection ſubſiſting with the ſordid

occupations and degrading profits of trade.

When daughters are educated at home, the

ſame paſſions reveal themſelves; but being

encountered by the ſuperior attention which

may there be paid to a girl's diſpoſitions,

and wanting the encouragement which they

would have derived in the ſchool from'ex

ample, and from the exerciſe afforded to

them by a continual ſupply of freſh mate

rials to work upon, they are more eaſily

ſubdued . Both in public and in private

education let them meet with that vigilant

and determined oppoſition , without which

they
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they will enllave the heart , and render the

character a deteſtable compound of haugh

tineſs, malevolence, and inſenſibility.

In treating of Education , I have not yet

adverted to the care of health. In the caſe

of children who do not labour under any

particular weakneſs of frame, the concern

which education has with health conſiſts

not ſo much in poſitive endeavours to pro

mote, as in cautiouſly forbearing to injure

it ; not ſo much in deviſing means to aſſiſt

Nature in eſtabliſhing a ſtrong conſtitution,

as in ſecuring full ſcope for the benefit of

her ſpontaneous exertions. Debility and

diſeaſe require peculiar attentions. And

univerſally, the plan of inſtruction ought

to be ſo arranged as not to claſh with the

acquiſition or the preſervation of a bleſſing

which , whether comfort or utility be con

fidered, claims a place among the foremoſt

attainable on earth. So intimate is the con

nection , ſo general the ſympathy, between

the body and the mind, that the vigour of

the
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the former feems not only to remove obfta

cles to the operations of the latter, but even

to communicate to its powers an acceſſion

of ſtrength. Wholeſome food, early hours,

pure air, and bodily exerciſe, are inſtru

ments not of health only, but of knowledge. -

Of theſe four indiſpenſable requiſites in

every place and mode of education, the

two firſt are ſeldom overlooked ; in ſchools

the two which remain frequently do not

awaken the ſolicitude which they deſerve.

Is
pure

air to be found in the heated atmo

ſphere of low and crowded rooms ? Is it

exerciſe to pace once in a day in proceſſion

down a ſtreet or round a ſquare; or in re

gular arrangement to follow a teacher along

the middle walk of a garden, forbidden to

deviate to the right hand or to the left ? Pale

cheeks, a languid aſpect, and a feeble frame,

anſwer the queſtion ; and prognoſticate the

long train of nervous maladies which lie in

wait for future years. It is not neceſſary

that girls ſhould contend in the hardy amuſe

ments which befit the youth of the other

ſex .
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ſex . But if you wiſh that they ſhould pof

ſeſs, when women, a healthful conſtitution ,

ſteady ſpirits, and a ſtrong and alert mind ;

let active exerciſe in the open air be one of

their daily recreations, one of their daily

duties ( % ).

(z) For the purpoſe of encouraging a propenſity to fa

lubrious exerciſe in the open air, it ſeems deſirable that girls

ſhould be allowed, when educated at home, and if poflib

when placed in ſchools, to poſleſs little gardens of their own ,

and to amuſe themſelves in them with the lighter offices of

cultivation . The healthineſs of the employment would

amply compenſate for a few dagged frocks and dirtied

gloves. Beſides, an early reliſh for domeſtic amuſements

lays the foundation of a domeſtic character. The remem

brance of delights experienced in childhood diſpoſes the

mind in riper years to purſuits akin to thoſe from which

the recollected pleaſures were derived .

1
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CHAP. V.

ON THE MODE OF INTRODUCING YOUNG

WOMEN INTO GENERAL SOCIETY.

When the buſineſs of education, whe

ther conducted at home or at a public ſe

minary, draws towards a concluſion , the

next object that occupies the attention of

the parent is what ſhe terms the introduc

tion of her daughter into the world. Eman

cipated from the ſhackles of inſtruction, the

young woman is now to be brought for

ward to act her part on the public ſtage of

life. And as though liberty were a gift un

attended with temptations to unexperienced

youth ; as though vivacity, openneſs of heart,

the conſciouſneſs of perſonal accompliſh

ments and of perſonal beauty, would ſerve

rather to counteract than to aggravate thoſe

temptations; the change of ſituation is not

unfre
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unfrequently heightened by every poſſible

aid ofcontraſt. Pains are taken, as it were, to

contrive, thatwhen the dazzled ſtranger ſhall

ſtep from the nurſery and the lecture-room ,

fhe ſhall plunge at once into a flood of va

nityand diffipation. Mewed up from every

prying gaze, taught to believe that her firſt

appearance is the ſubject of univerſal ex

pectation , tutored to beware above all things

of tarniſhing the luſtre of her attractionsby

mauvaiſe honte, ſtimulated with deſire to out

ſhine her equals in age and rank, fhe burns

with impatience for the hour of diſplaying

her perfections; till at length, intoxicated

beforehand with anticipated flatteries, ſhe

is launched, in the pride of ornament, on

fome occaſion of feſtivity , and from that

time forward thinks by day and dreams by

night of amuſements, and of dreſs, and of

compliments, and of admirers.

I believe this picture to convey no exag

gerated repreſentation of the ſtate of things

which is often witneſſed in the higher ranks

of
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of ſociety . I fear, too, that it is a picture

to which the practice of the middle ranks,

though at preſent not fully correſponding,

bears a continually increaſing reſemblance.

Theextreme, however, which has been de

fcribed, has, like other extreme, its

oppoſite. There are mothers who profeſs

to initiate their daughters, almoſt from the

cradle, into what they call the knowledge of

life ; and pollute the years of childhood with

an inſtilled attachment to the card -table ;

with habits of Alippancy and pertneſs, de

nominated wit ; with an “ eaſineſs” of man

ners, which ought to be named effrontery ;

and with a knowledge of tales of ſcandal

unfit to be mentioned by any one but in a

court of juſtice. Both theſe extremes are

moſt dangerous to every thing that is va

luable in the female character ; to every

thing on which happineſs in the preſent

world and in a future world depends. But

of the two the latter is the more pernicious.

In that ſyſtem war is carried on almoſt from

infancy, and carried on in the moſt deteſt

+

every

able
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able manner, againſt female delicacy and

innocence. In the former, that delicacy

and that innocence are expoſed under the

greateſt diſadvantages to the ſudden influ

ence of highly faſcinating allurements. It

may be hoped however, that, coming to the

encounter as yet little impaired, they may

have ſome chance of eſcaping without ſe

vere injury. At any rate, be this chance

ever ſo ſmall, it is greater than the proba

bility, that when aſſailed from their earlieſt

dawn, by flow poiſon inceſſantly admi

niſtered, they ſhould ultimately ſurvive.

To accuſtom the mind by degrees to the

trials which it muſt learn to withſtand, yet

to ſhelter it from inſidious temptations,

while it is unable to diſcern and to ſhun

the ſnare, is the firſt rule which wiſdom

ſuggeſts with regard to all trials and tempta

tions whatever. To this rule too much at

tention cannot be paid in the mode of in

troducing a young woman into the com

mon habits of ſocial intercourſe. Let her

not
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not be diſtracted in the years by nature

particularly deſigned for the cultivation of

the underſtanding and the acquiſition of

knowledge, by the turbulence and glare of

polite amuſements : nor be ſuffered to taſte

the draught which the world offers to her,

till ſhe has learnt, that if there is ſweetneſs

on the ſurface there is venom deeper in the

cup; and is fortified with thoſe principles

of temperance and rectitude which may

guard her againſt unſafe indulgence. , Let

vanity, and other unwarrantable ſprings of

action , prompt, at all times, to exert their

influence on the female character, and at no

time likely to exert an influence more dan

gerous than when a young woman firſt ſteps

into public life, be curtailed , as far as may be

ſafely practicable, of the powerful aſliſtance

of novelty. Altogether to preclude that

aſſiſtance is impoſſible. But it may be diſ

ärmed of much of its force by gradual fa

iniliarity. Let that gradual familiarity take

place under the ſuperintendence of parents

and near relations, and of friends of
ap

proved1
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1

proved fobriety and diſcretion . Let not the

young woman be conſigned to ſome faſhion

able inſtructreſs, who, profeffing at once to

add the laſt poliſh to education , and to in

troduce the pupil into the beſt company,

will probably diſmiſs her thirſting for admi

ration ; inflamed with ambition ; devoted to

dreſs and amuſements; initiated in the

ſcience and the habit of gaming; and pre

pared to deem every thing right and indif

penſable, which is or ſhall berecommended

by modiſh example. Let her not be abans

doned in her outfet in life to the giddineſs

and miſtaken kindneſs of faſhionable ac

quaintance in the metropolis, or forwarded

under their convoy to public places, there

to be whirled , far from maternal care and

admonition, in the circle of levity and folly.

Let parental vigilance and love gently point

out to the daughter, on every convenient

occaſion, what is proper or improper in the

conduct of the perſons of her own age, with

whom ſhe is in any degree converſant, and

alſo the grounds of the approbation or diſ

approbation
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approbation expreſſed. Let parental coun

fel and authority be prudently exerciſed in

regulating the choice of her aſſociates. And

at the ſame time that ſhe is habituated to

regard diſtinctions of wealth and rank, as

circumſtances wholly unconnected with

perſonal worth ; let her companions be in

general neither much above her own level,

nor much below it : left ſhe ſhould be led
sis

to ape the opinions, the follies, and the ex ,

penſiveneſs of perſons in a ſtation higher

than her own ; or, in her intercourſe with

thoſe of humbler condition, to aſſumeairs of

contemptuous and domineering ſuperiority,

Solicitude on the part of parents, to conſult

the welfare of their child in theſe points,

will probably be attended with a further

conſequence of no ſmall benefit to them

ſelves;when it perſuades them to an en

creafed degree of circumfpection asto the

Viſitorswhom they encourage at home, and

the ſociety which they frequent abroad.

OC
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CHAP. VI.
-Qrendi arte

ON FEMALE CONVERSATION AND EPIS

TOLARY CORRESPONDENCE.

CONVERSATION is an index to themind.

« Out of the abundance of the heart the

mouth ſpeaketh (a ). " The obſervation is

true, not only when referring to thoſe who

uſe the language of openneſs and ſincerity,

but alſo'when applied to the reſerved man

and the diffembler. Clofenefs indicates diſ

truft; and often, by ſharpening curioſity,

cauſes the diſcovery of what is meant to be

concealed. Art ſooner or later drops the

mafk , or gives ample proof that ſhe wears

one. **If it be admitted , conformably to

general 'opinion, that female fluency in dif

courſe is greater and moreperſevering than

that of the other fex ; it behoves women the

(a ) Matt. c. xii. V. 34:

H 2 more
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more ſteadily to remember, that the foun

tain will be eſtimated according to the

ſtream : that if the rill runs babbling along,

fhallow and frothy, the ſource will be deem

ed incapable of ſupplying an ampler cur

rent : that if the former is muddy, bitter,

and corroſive, its offenſiveneſs will be aſ

cribed to the inherent qualities of the latter.

Among the faults which it is uſual to

hear laid to the charge of young women,

when female diſcourſe is canvaſſed, vanity,

affectation, and frivoloufneſs, ſeem to fur

niſh the moſt prevailing theme of cen

ſure. " That in a great number of inſtances

the cenſure is warranted, cannot be denied.

And every young woman ought to beware,

left there ſhould be ground for applying its

with juſtice, to herſelf. For, if it ſhould be

with juſtice applied to her, let her be affured,

that whatever may be the circumſtances of

palliation by which a part of the blamemay

be transferred elſewhere, there will yet be,

in the moſt favourable caſe, a large reſi

dium,
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dium , for which the ought to be, and muſt

be perſonally reſponſible . But it is no ,

more than common candour to avow, that

in addition to thoſe defectswhich frequenta

ly ſubfift in the plan of female education ,

there is another cauſe towhich a portion of

this: vanity, and of its concomitant habits

and errors, muſt be aſcribed ; namely, the

injudicious and reprehenſible behaviour of

the other ſex .

The ſtyle and kind ofconverſationin which

men very generally indulge themſelves to

wards unmarried women , not unfrequently

towards married women , and towards no

women ſo much as towards thoſe who have

been recently introduced into public, are

ſuch as would lead an indifferent auditor to

conclude, either that their own intellectual

powers were very ſender; or, that they re

garded the perſons to whom they were di

recting their diſcourſe, as . Nearly devoid of

underſtanding. For, antecedently to expe

rience, could it appear probable that a man

H 3
of
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of ſenſe,'when converſing with a woman

whom hedeemed to poffefs a cultivated

mind, would ſtudy, as it ſhould feem , ito

fhun every ſubject ofdiſcourſe which might

afford ſcope for the exercife of reaſon that

hiswhole aim would apparently be, to ex

cite noify gaiety founded on nothing ; to

call forth a conteit of puny witticiſm and

flippant repartee ; to diſcuſs the merits of

capss and colours, and eſſences and fans ;

and to intoxicate the head, and beguile the

heart; by every mode and every extrava

gance of compliment? Yet ſuch is the fort

of converſation daily to be heard ; and not

in public places only, but in private fami

lies; and not only from the giddineſs of

empty young men, but from men of ma

turer years, and of a more ſober caft ; men

who, themſelves,"have daughters about to

be introduced into the world, and are them- ?

ſelves known, in their ſerious moments, to

lament, and to lament with ſincérity, the

temptations and dangers" by which thoſe

daughters, when introduced, are to be afa

failed .
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failed . The effects of ſuch treatment and

intercourſe on young women are deeply »

and permanently miſchievous . Shewhois

already vain ,frivolous, and affected , inſtead

of deriving from the behaviour which the

experiences from the other fex motives and

encouragements to improvement, is con

firmed in her faults more and more; and

learns to continue from principle what, per

haps, originated in thoughtleſſneſs. And

ſhe who at preſent is not tinctured with ,

theſe failings, is in conſtant hazard either of

being enſnared by the familiarity of ex

ample,and by the comparative diſregard

ſhewnto thoſe excellences with which the

is endowed; or of contracting a difpofition

equally remote from feminine diffidence and

Chriſtian humility, namely, a propenſityto

admire her own acquiſitions ; to reſt with

proud confidence in her own judgment of

perſons and things ; and to reprehend with

cenforiouſneſs, or expoſe with ſarcaſtic ri

dicule, the manners and the characters of

r acquaintance. Young women will act

belis H4 wiſely
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wiſely in remembering that men who are

addiớed to this ſtyle of converſation , and

profufe in the language of complimentary

encomium , are found in general to be in

diſcriminate flatterers, and to applaud with

out inward approbation : and that, if ſingle

men ,they are often among the leaſt likely

bave their affections ſeriouſly engaged,

andthe leaſt worthy to poſſeſs the affections

of another.l , į

cu Ulemine

But while, on the one hand, we allow

to young women the full benefit of every

apology that can be derived from the im

proper behaviour and example of the other

fex in the points under conſideration ; truth

requires us, on the other hand, to obferve

that this very behaviour on the part ,

which has been juſtly reprehended, is frew

quently called forth and encouraged by the

favourable reception which it is ſeen ' ta

attain , Beauty delights to hear its own

praife. Where beauty does not captivate

in the countenance, grace and elegance

may

of men ,

Cimin
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may faſcinate in the perſon : and grace

and elegance do not yield to beauty in the

defire of admiration . Where neither beauty,

nor grace and elegance have been liberalof

their gifts, vanity is at hand to magnify

every the moſt flender token of theirboun .

ty ; and liſtens with open ears to the ap

plauſes which ſhe imagines'herſelf to de

ferve ; and with ſtill greater eagerneſs to

thoſe, her title to which ſhe had previouſly

doubted. If perſonal attractions have been

ſo ſparingly beſtowed, as neither to leave

room for the expectation of fincere encou

mium , nor even for the deluſive dreams of

hope, in which the fancy is prone to lin

dulge; the love of compliment has yet

other ſources of gratification. Shewy iace

compliſhments become the ground on which

thetribute ofpanegyric is claimed : andthe

tribute once evidently claimed, will be re

gularly paid by conviction or by politeneſs.

Hence it is that among a large proportion

of young women , and eſpecially among

thoſe who are not remarkable for the

ſtrength
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ſtrengthoftheir underſtanding,and who haveas

not beenaccuſtomed to eſtimate the worth

of objects, according to the ſtandardofrea

ſonand religion , converſation loaded with

flatteries, as ſilly as they are grofs, too often o

finds welcomehearers. Hence, alſo, it is. 22

confined in circles of this deſçription to

ſcenes, topics, and incidents which embraces

little more than the amuſements of the pre

ceding or of the enſuing afternoon ; the 19

looks and the dreſs of the preſent company

or of their acquaintance ; petty anecdotes

of the neighbourhood, and local ſcandal.

Is it wonderful then that the wiſh prevalent

in moſt men, and eſpecially in young men , '

to render themfelves acceptable in ſocial :

intercourſe to the female ſex , ſhould be »

tray them into a mode of behaviour which is

they perceive to be ſo generally welcome ty

Is is wonderful that he who diſcovers tri

fling to be the way to pleaſe, ſhould become

a trifler; that he who by the caſual intror in

duction of a ſubject, which ſeemed to call :

upon the reaſon to exert itſelf, hasbroughts

an
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an ominous yawn over the countenance of

his fair auditor, ſhould guard againſt a re

petition of theoffence ? ' But it is not only

to women of moderate capacity , that hours

oftrifling andAippant converfation are found

acceptable. To thoſe of ſuperior talents

they are not unfrequently known to give 10

degree of entertainment, greater than on

Night conſideration we might have expectati

ed . The matter, however, may eaſily be *

explained. Manywomen who are endow

ed with ſtrong mental powers, are little in

clined to the trouble of exerting them.

They love to indulge a fupine vacuity of

thought; liſten to nonfenſe without diri

ſatisfaction, becauſe to liſten to it requires

no effort ; neither ſearch nor prompt others

to ſearch deeper than the ſurface of the

paffing topic of diſcourſe ; and were it not

for an occaſional remark that indicates dif

cernment, or a look of intelligence which

gleams through the lifleſſneſs of floth ,

would ſcarcely be ſuſpected of judgement

and penetration. While theſe perſons

rarely
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rarely ſeem in the common intercourſe of

life to turn their abilities to the advantage ei

ther of themſelves or of their friends; others ,

gifted with equal talents, are tempted to

miſapply them by the conſciouſneſs ofpof

ſeſſing them . Vain of their powers and.of

their dexterity in the uſe of them , they

cannot reſiſt the impulſe which they feel

to lead a pert and coxcombicalyoung man ,

whenever he falls in their way, to expoſe

himſelf. The prattle which they deſpiſe, they

encourage; becauſe it amuſes thembyrender

ing the ſpeaker ridiculous. They lead him

on, unſuſpicious of their deſign, and ſecretly

pluming himſelf on the notice which he

attracts, and on his own happy talents of

rendering himſelf agreeable, and delighted

the moſt when he is moſt the object of de

riſion , from one ſtep of folly to another.

By degrees they contract an habitual reliſh

for the ſtyle of converſation, which enables

them at once to diſplay their own wit, and

to gratify their paſſion for mirth , and their

tafte for the ludicrous. They become in.

wardly
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wardly impatient when it flags ; and more

impatient when it meets with interruption.

And if a man of grave aſpect and more

wakeful reflection prefumes to ſtep with

in the circle, they affail the unwelcome

intruder with a volley of brilliant rail

lery and ſparkling repartee, which bears

down knowledge and learning before it';

and convulfé the delighted auditors with

peals of laughter, while he labours in his

heavy accoutrements after his light-armed

antagoniſt, and receives at every turn ' a

ſhower of arrows, which he can neither

parry nor withſtand .

From the remarks which have been made

on the frivolouſneſs of language and fen

timent which often appears agreeable to

women ; and even to women who are quali

fied both to communicate and to enjoy the

higheft pleaſures of converſation which

L
can Aow from cultivated minds ; fet it not

be inferred, that the mixed diſcourſe either

of female ſociety, orofyoung perſons of the

two
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two fexes, is to reſemble the diſcufſions of

á board of philoſophers ; and that eaſe and

gaiety, and laughter and wit, are to be pro

fcribed as inveterate enemies offobriety and

good ſenſe. Let eaſe exempt from affecta

tion, gaiety prompted by innocence , laugh

ter the effuſion of ingenuous delight, and

wit unftained with any tin &ture of malevo

lence, enliven the hours of ſocial converſe.

But let it not be thought that their enliven

ing influence is unreaſonably curtailed, if

good ſenſe be empowered at all times to

fuperintend their proceedings ; and if ſo

briety be authoriſed ſometimes to interpoſe

topics, which may exerciſe and improve

the faculties of the underſtanding.

At the clofe of theſe remarks on female

converſation, it may be allowable "to fub

join a few words on a kindred ſubject,

epiſtolary correſpondence. Letters which

paſs between men , commonly relate in a

greater or a leſs degree to actual bufineſs .“

Even young men, on whom the cares of

life
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earenotyet devolved in their full weight;

will frequently be led to enlarge to their

abſent friends on topics not only of an in

tereſting nature, but alſo of a ſerious caft :

on the ſtudies which they are reſpectively

purſuing ; on the advantages and diſadvan

tages of the profeſſion to which the one or

the other is deſtined ; on the circumſtances

which appear likely to forward or to im .

pede the fucceſs of each in the world .

The ſeriouſneſs of the fubject, therefore,

has a tendency , though a tendency which ,

I admit, is not always fucceſsful, to guard

the writer from an affected and artificial

ſtyle. Young women, whoſe minds are

comparatively unoccupied by ſuch con

cerns, are ſometimes found to want in their

correſpondence, a counterpoiſe, if not to

the deſire of ſhining, yet to the quickneſs

of imagination, and occaſionally, to the

quickneſs of feeling, natural to their fex .

Hencethey are expoſed to peculiar danger,

a danger aggravated by the nature of fome

of the faſhionable topics which will pro

ceed
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ceed from engroſſing converſation to em

ploy the pen, of learning to clothe their

thoughts in ſtudied phraſes ; and even of

loſing ſimplicity both of thought and ex

preſſion in florid, refined , and ſentimental

parade. Frequently, too, the deſire of

ſhining intermingles itſelf, and involves

them in additional temptations. They are

ambitious to be diſtinguiſhed for writing,

as the phraſe is, good letters. Not that a

lady ought not to write a good letter. But

a lady, who makes it her ſtudy to write a

good letter, commonly produces a compoſi

tion to which a very different epithet ought

to be applied. Thoſe letters only are good,

which contain the natural effuſions of the

heart, expreſſed in unaffected language.

Tinſel and glitter, and laboured phraſes, diſ

miſs the friend and introduce the authoreſs .

From the uſe of ſtrained and hyperbolical

language, it is but a ſtep to advance to that

which is inſincere. But though that ſtep

be not taken , all that is pleaſing in letter

writing is already loft. And a far heavier

lofs
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;

lofs is to be dreaded , the loſs of fimplicity

of manners and character in other points.

For when a woman is habitually betrayed

into an artificial mode of proceeding by

vanity, by the deſire of pleaſing, by eiro

neous judgement, or by any other cauſe

can it be improbable that the ſame cauſe

ſhould extend its influence to other parts

of her conduct, and be productive of ſimi

lar effects ? In juſtice to the female ſex ,

however, it ought to be added , that when

women of improved underſtandings write

with fimplicity, and employ their pens

a more rational way than retailing the

ſhapes of head -dreſſes and gowns, and en

couraging each other in vanity, their letters

are in ſome reſpects particularly pleaſing .

Being unencumbered with grave diſquiſi

tions, they poſſeſs a peculiareaſe; and ſhew

with fingular clearneſs the delicate features

and ſhades, which diſtinguiſh the mind of

the writer.

in

1
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CHAP. VII.

REMARKS ON PROPENSITY TO IMI

TATION .

On Dreſs.

At the age when young women are in

troduced into general ſociety, the character ,

even of thoſe who have been the beſt in

ſtructed, is in a conſiderable degree unfixed.

The full force of temptation , as yet known

only by report, is now to be learned from

hazardous experience. Right principles,

approved in theory, are to be reduced from

fpeculation into practice. Modes of con

duct, wiſely choſen and well begun, are to

be confirmed by the influence of habit.

New ſcenes are to be witneſſed ; new opi

nions to be heard ; new examples to be

obſerved ; new dangers to be encountered.

The
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The reſult of a very few years at this ſea

ſon of life, in almoſt every caſe, powerfully

affects, and in many caſes unequivocally de

cides , the tenor of its future courſe. Un

fortunate are thoſe individuals who, at this

critical period, being deſtitute of the coun

ſel of judicious friends, or too giddy to give

it a patient hearing, or too opinionated to

receive it with kindneſs, advance unaided

to the trial ; and are left blindly to imbibe

the maxims, and imitate the proceedings,

of the thoughtleſs multitudé around them.

A propenſity to imitation is natural to

the human mind , and is attended with

various effects highly favourable to human

happineſs. To childhood it is a perpetual

ſource of knowledge, gained without labour

and without reluctance. In riper years it

continues to inſtruct ; it produces ſuch a

degree of conformity between the manners

and conduct of different individuals, as

maintains the harmony of ſociety, notwith

ſtanding the claſhing purſuits and preten

ſionsI 2
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ſions which agitate the world ; and con

tributes, in ſubordination to higher prin

ciples, to conciliate thoſe who have ex

perienced a ſudden elevation or depreſſion

of fortune, to the habits and comforts of

their new condition. This propenſity

ſhews itſelf with eſpecial ſtrength in the

female ſex . Providence, deſigning from

the beginning, that the manner of life to

be adopted by women ſhould in many

reſpects ultimately depend, not ſo much on

their own deliberate choice, as on the de

termination , or at leaſt on the intereſt and

convenience of the parent, of the huſband,

or of fome other near connection ; has im

planted in them a remarkable tendency to

conform to the wiſhes and example of thoſe

for whom they feel a warmth of regard ,

and even of all thoſe with whom they are in

familiar habits of intercourſe. In youth,

when the feelings of the heart are the moſt

lively, and eſtabliſhed modes of proceeding

are not yet formed, this principle is far

more powerful than in the more advanced

periods
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periods of life. Asthe mind, in obeying

the impulſe of this principle, no leſs than

in following any other of its ' native or ac

quired tendencies, is capable of being en

fnared into errors and exceſſes ; the ſeaſon

of youth , the ſeaſon when the principle it

ſelf is in its greateſt ſtrength, and when it

has yet derived few leſſons from reflection

and experience, is the time when error and

exceſs are moſt to be apprehended. In

youth, too, when the love of admiration

and the dread of ſhame are unimpaired,

there arefew ſubjects and occaſions fo likely

to produce error and exceſs, as thoſe in

which cloſeneſs of imitation is deemed the

road to reſpect and applauſe ; and even

ſmall degrees of ſingularity are ſuppoſed to

entail conſiderable diſgrace. Let theſe cir

cumſtances be duly recollected, and we ſhall

not greatly wonder that women in general,

and efpecially very young women, feel an

extreme repugnance to fall ſhort of their

neighbours in compliance with every faſhion

of the day not palpably criminal; and that

I 3 ſo
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ſo many are led with open eyes by the at

traction of prevailing cuſtom , indiſcrimi

nately to copy the pattern ſet before them

by their equals and their ſuperiors; and af

ter following the crowd through unceaſing

fluctuations of vanity, of folly, ofpride, and

of extravagance, to attend it , to ſay the leaſt,

to the confines of vice.

But circumſtances, which may not ex

cite wonder, are not the leſs on that account

to be lamented. Error and miſconduct are

not to be guarded againſt the leſs, becauſe,

from the weakneſs of human nature, and

the force of temptation, they may be likely

to occur. The known probability of an

undeſirable event is an additional reaſon for

vigilance and circumſpection. If life is a

ſtate of trial , the more eaſily a young wo

man may be betrayed into a fault, the more

ought ſhe to be fortified againſt it by friend

ly admonition . Idwell the longer on theſe

very obvious truths, becauſe perſons of

worth and underſtanding appear ſometimes

1

to

1
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to give currency to a miſtaken and perni

cious opinion,that follies and failings natural,

as the phraſe is, to certain periods of life,

or to perſons in certain ſituations, are of no

great moment : and though, if driven to

expreſs their ſentiments reſpecting any ſuch

point of conduct, they mention it with a

degree of blame ; yet they paſs over the

matter lightly, and ſeem not to think it

neceſſary to give themſelves or others much

trouble about it.

:: In things which in themſelves are indif

ferent, cuſtom is generally the proper guide;

and obftinately to reſiſt its authority, with

reſpect to circumſtances of that deſcription,

is commonly the mark either of weakneſs

or of arrogance. The variations of dreſs,

as in countries highly poliſhed frequent va

riations will exiſt, fall within its juriſdiction.

And as long as the prevailing modes remain

intrinſically indifferent ; that is to ſay, as

long as in their form they are not tinctured

with indelicacy, nor in their coftlineſs are

14 inconſiſtent
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inconſiſtent with the ſtation or the fortune

of the wearer ; ſuch a degree of conformity

to them , as is ſufficient to preclude the ap

pearance of particularity, is reaſonable and

becoming. It is modeſtly to acquieſce in

the deciſion of others, on a ſubject upon

which they have at leaſt as good a title as

ourſelves to decide, and upon which they

have not decided amiſs. When other un

objectionable modes are generally eſtabliſh

ed, the ſame reaſoning indicates the pro

priety of acceding to them. But it neither

ſuggeſts por juſtifies the practice of adopt

ing faſhions, which intrench either on the

principles of decency, or on the rules of

reaſonable frugality. Faſhions of the for

mer kind are not unfrequently introduced

by the ſhameleſs, of the latter by the pro

fuſe ; and both are copied by the vain and

the inconſiderate. But deliberately to copy

either, is to ſhew that delicacy, the chief

grace of the female character; and economy,

the ſupport not merely of honeſty alone,

but of generoſity , are deemed objects only

of

1
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ofſecondary importance. Among the modes

of attire more or leſs inconſiſtent with femi

nine modeſty, thoſe which ape the garb of

the other ſex are to be claſſed (a ). Their un

pleaſing effect is heightened by additional

circumſtances which very commonly attend

them , and are deſigned perhaps to ſtrength

(a ) From the account which Dr. Henry gives of Engliſh

manners and cuſtoms at different periods, both ſexes among

our anceſtors appear to have been as much attached to coſt

lineſs, variety, and, I may add, abſurdity in dreſs, as their

cotemporaries abroad, and each ſex commonly as much as

the other. From the two following paſſages, however , in

his Hiſtory , it may be inferred, that at one period, namely ,

in the reign of Henry the eighth , the men exceeded the wo

men in extravagance and fickleneſs. " The dreſs of the

period was coſtly, and in its faſhions fubject to frequent

“ Auctuations : fo coſtly, that the wardrobes of the nobility

" in fifty years had encreaſed to twenty times their former

“value ; fo changeable, that the capricious inconſtancy of

the national dreſs was quaintly repreſented by the figure

of an Engliſhman , unclothed, in a muling poſture, with

• Theers in his hand and cloth on his arm, perplexed amidſt

“ a multiplicity of faſhions, and uncertain how to deviſe his

“ garments.” Vol. vi . p . 661.' “ The attire of females

was becoming and decent, ſimilar in its faſhion to their

“ preſent dreſs, but leſs ſubject to change and caprice .”

Ib . p . 663 .

en
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en the reſemblance ; a maſculine air and

deportment, and maſculine habits of addreſs

and familiarity. To thoſe whom higher

motives would not deter from exhibiting or

following ſo prepoſterous an example, it

may not be ineffectual to whiſper, that the

who conceives that to imitate the habili

ments of perſons of the other ſex, is a pro

bable method of captivating them, is not a

little unfortunate in her conjecture. Let

her aſk herſelf, in what manner ſhe would

be impreſſed by the appearance of a young

man ſtudiouſly approaching in his dreſs to

the model of her own ; and ſhe will not be

at a loſs to eſtimate the repulſive influence

of her accoutrements on thoſe whom the

copies. Beauty, it is true, may remain at

tractive in the midſt of abſurd and uncouth

decorations: it is attractive, however, not in

conſequence of them , but in ſpite of them ;

and it attracts with force. fingularly dimi

niſhed by the medium through which it has

choſen to operate . And thoſe men who

expect in women qualities more eſtimable

I than
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than perſonal charms, are prone to draw

unfavourable concluſions as to the under .

ſtanding or the diſpoſitions of one who

proves herſelf ſo little attached to the
pro

prieties natural to her ſex ; and if they are

betrayed by inadvertence into the language

of compliment, can ſcarcely reſtrain emo

tions of diſguſt from riſing in their hearts.

In the next place, it is to be obſerved ,

that the principles which recommend ſuch

a degree of compliance with eſtabliſhed

faſhions of an unobjectionable nature, as is

ſufficient to prevent the appearance of par

ticularity, cannot be alleged in defence of

thoſe perſons who are ſolicitous to purſue

exiſting modes through their minute rami

fications, or who ſeek to diſtinguiſh them

ſelves as the introducers of new modes.

Fickleneſs, or vanity, or ambition , is the

motive which encourages ſuch deſires; de

fires which afford preſumptive evidence of

weakneſs of underſtanding, though found

occaſionally to actuate and degrade ſuperior

minds.
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minds. It happens, in the embelliſhment of

the perſon , as in moſt other inſtances, that

wayward caprice, and a paſſion for admira

tion , deviate into thoſe paths of folly which

lead from the objects of purſuit :

We have run

Through every change that fancy, at the loom

Exhauſted, has had genius to ſupply ;

And ſtudious of mutation ſtill, diſcard

A real elegance, a little uſed,

For monſtrous novelty, and ſtrange diſguiſé (b) .

So prepoſterous are the freaks which mo

dern faſhion has exhibited, that her votaries,

when brought together in her public haunts,

are frequently unable to refrain from gazing

with an eye of ridicule and contempt on

each other ; and while individually priding

themſelves on their elegance and taſte, ap

pear to an indifferent ſpectator to be run

ning a race for the acquiſition of deformity.

It is a common and a juſt remark, that

objects in their own nature innocent and

(6 ) Cowper's Talk , Book 2d,

entitled
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entitled to notice, may become the fource of

diſadvantage and of guilt, when, by being

raiſed from the rank of trifles to ideal im

portance, they occupy a ſhare of time and

attention which they do not deſerve ; and

when they are purſued with an immoderate

ardour, which at once indiſpoſes the mind to

occupations of higher concern , and clouds

it with malignant emotions. There are few

ſubjects, by a reference to which it is more

eaſy to illuſtrate the obſervation ; there are

none to which it is more evidently neceſſary

to apply it , than faſhions in attire, in equi

page, in furniture, in the embelliſhments of

the table, and in other ſimilar circumſtances.

Thus, to ſpeak of the topic immediately

under conſideration , if, in addition to that

reaſonable degree of regard to the dreſs of

the perſon which enſures the ſtricteſt neat

neſs, and a modeſt conformity in unobjec

tionable points to the authority of cuſtom ,

a young woman permits her thoughts to be

frequently engaged by the ſubject of exte

rior ornaments ; occupations of moment

will
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:

will be proportionally neglected. From the

complacency natural to all human beings,

when employed in contemplating objects

by means of which the flattering hope of

fhining is preſented to them ; fhe will be in

the moſt imminent danger of contracting a

diſtaſte to ferious reflection , and of being at

length abſorbed in the deluſions of vanity

and felf -love . It is undoubtedly a matter

of indifference, whether a lady's ribbands

be green or blue ; whether her head be

decorated with flowers or with feathers ;

whether her gown be compoſed of muſlin

or of filk . But it is no matter of indif

ference, whether the time which ſhe devotes

to the determination of one of theſe points,

is to be reckoned by hours or by minutes ;

nor whether, on diſcovering the elevation

of her bónnet to be an inch higher or low

er, and its tint a fhade lighter or darker,

than the model which prevails among her

acquaintance, ſhe is overwhelmed with con

ſternation and diſappointment, or bears the

calamity with the apathy of a ſtoic.

I have
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I have ventured in the preceding pages

explicitly to inculcate the duty of refraining

from compliance with faſhions in dreſs,

which would be accompanied with a degree

of expence inconſiſtent with the preſent cir

cumſtances of the individual . Let not the

admonition be conceived as intended to

countenance a niggardly diſpoſition. To

prevent the danger of contracting ſuch a

diſpoſition, has been one of the principal

reaſons for offering the advice. Young wo

men who accuftom themſelves to be laviſh

in matters of perſonal decoration, eaſily pro

ceed to think, that as long as they reſtrain

their expenſiveneſs within the limits of the

reſources ſupplied by their parents and

friends, they are chargeable with no blame

on the ſubject. If they pay their bills punc

tually, who is entitled to find fault ? Thoſe

perſons will diſcern juſt cauſe of reprehen

fion , who do not conſider the honeſt pay

ment of bills, at the cuſtomary times, as

compriſing the whole of human duty with

regard to the expenditure of money. The

demands
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V

demands of juſtice may be ſilenced ; but has

benevolence no claims to be ſatisfied ? The

fact is, that an unguarded fondneſs for or

nament has been known, in a multitude of.

examples, to overpower the native tender

neſs of the female mind. If the purſe is

generally kept low by the demands of mil

liners, of mantua-makers, of jewellerș, and

of others, who bear their part in adorning

the perſon, little can be allotted to the
ap

plications of charity. But charity requires;

in common with other virtues, the foftering

influence of habit. If the cuſtom of de

voting an adequate portion of the income

to the relief of diſtreſs be long intermitted, i

the deſire of giving relief will ſpeedily be

impaired. The heart forgets, by diſuſe, the 11

emotions in which it once delighted. The

ear turns from ſolicitations now become un

welcome. In proportion as the wants and

the griefs of others are diſregarded , a ſpirit.

of ſelfiſhneſs ſtrikes deeper and Atronger :

roots in the breaſt. Let the generous exsi

ertions of kindneſs be çempered with diſ

I cretion ;
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cretion : but let a diſpoſition to thoſe exer

tions be encouraged on principles of duty ;

and confirmed, in proportion to the ability

of the individual, by frequency of practice.

Before the world has repreſſed, by its in

tereſted leſſons, the warmth of youthful

benevolence, let' experience eſtabliſh a con

viction , that the greateſt of all pleaſures is

to do good. She who has accuſtomed her

felf to this delight, will not eaſily be induced

to forego it. She will feel, that whatever

ſhe is able, without penuriouſneſs or impro

per fingularity, to withdraw from the ex

pence of perſonal ornament, is not only

reſerved for much higher purpoſes, but for

purpoſes productive of exquiſite and per

manent gratification.

Another, and a very important benefit

which reſults from fixed habits of mode

ration as to dreſs, and all points of a ſimilar

nature, will be clearly difcerned by advert

ing to the irreparable evils into which

young women are ſometimes plunged by

theK
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„the contrary practice. The laviſh indul

gence in which they have learned to feek

for happineſs, becoming, in their eſtimation ,

effential to their comfort, will bias their

conduct in every important ſtep. Hence,

in forming matrimonial connections, it ex

erciſes perhaps a ſecret, but a very powerful

influence. The proſpect of wealth and

magnificence, of the continuance and of the

cencreaſe of pleaſures ſuppoſed to flow from

thepomp of dreſs and equipage, from ſump

tuous manſions, thewy furniture, and nu

merous attendants, dazzles the judgement ;

impoſes on the affections; conceals many

defects in moral character, and compenſates

for others; and frequently proves the deci

five circumſtance which leads the deluded

vi&im to the altar, there to conſign herſelf

to ſplendid miſery for life.

There are yet other confequences which

attend an immoderate paſſion for the em

belliſhments of dreſs. When the mind is

fixed upon objects which derive their chief

value
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3

다

valuefrom the food which theyadminiſterto

vanity and thelove of admiration, the aver

fion which almoſt
every

individual of either

fex is prone to feel towards a rival, is particu

larly called forth . And when objects attain

able ſo eaſily as exterior ornaments occupy

the heart, there will be rivals without num

ber. Hence it is not very unuſual to ſee

neighbouring young women engaged in a

conſtant ſtate ofpetty warfarewith each other.

To vie in oſtentatiouſneſs and in coftlineſs

of apparel; to be diſtinguiſhed by novel

inventions in the ſcience of decoration ;

to gain the earlieſt intelligence reſpecting

changes of faſhion in the metropolis ; to

detect, in the attire of a luckleſs competitor,

traces of a mode which for ſix weeks has

been obſolete in high life ; theſe frequently

are the points of excellence to which the

whole force of female genius is directed .

In the mean time, while the maſk of friend

fhip is worn on the countenance, and the

language of regard dwells on the tongue,

indif ,K2
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indifference, difguft,and envy, aregradually

takingpoffeffion of thebreaſt; until, at length,

the unworthy conteſt, prolonged 'for years

under confirmed habits of diffimulation , by

which none of the parties are deceived, ter

minates in the violence of an open rupture.

7

1

- The Scriptures haveſpoken too plainly re

fpecting unreaſonable ſolicitude about dreſs,

to permit me to quit the ſubject without

referring to their authority . Our Saviour,

in one of his moſt folemn diſcourſes, warns

hisfollowers againſt anxiety " wherewithal

thely ſhould be clothed ,” in a manner par

ticularly emphatical, by claffing that anxiety

with the deſpicable purſuits of thoſe who

are ſtudious-s.what they ſhall eat, and what

they ſhall drink ;" and by pronouncing all

fuch cares to be among the characteriſtical

features bywhich the heathens were diſtin

guiſhed and diſgraced (c). It ought to be

obſerved, that theſe admonitions of Chrift

( c ) Matt. vii 31 , 32 .

m ! reſpect
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reſpect men no leſs than women. St. Paul,

in the following paſſage, ſpeaks pointedly

concerning female drefs : “ I will,, in like

manneri alſo, that women adorn them

► felves in modeſt. apparel, with ſhame

Si facedneſs and fobriety ; not with broi

66 dered hair, or gold, or pearls, or coſtly

array; but,which becometh women'pro

" feffing godlineſs, with good works(d )."

In another paſſage, which remains to be

produced from the New Teſtament, St. Pe

ter alſo ſpeaks expreſsly of the female ſex ;

and primarily of married women , but in

terms applicable with equal propriéty to the

fingle: *** Whoſe adorning, let it not be

" that outward adorning of plaiting the hair

**and of wearing of gold, and of putting

it

on of apparel.' But let it be the hidden

man of the heart," (the inward frame and

diſpoſition of the mind ,) “ in that which is

not corruptible ; even the ornament of a

“ meek and quiet fpirit, which is in the

ſight of God of great price (e).” It is

(d) 1 Tim. ii . 8, 10.

K 3

( e ) 1 Peter, iii . 3 , 4.

evident,
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evident, on the one hand, that it was not

the intention of either of the Apoſtlesi, in

giving theſe directions, to 'proſcribe the uſe

of the particular kinds of perfonal ornament

which he fpecifes. But, onthe other hand,

it wasunqueſtionably the defign of both, to

proſcribe whatever may -juſtly be ſtyled fod

licitude refpecting any kind of perſonal de

coration ; and to cenfure thoſe who, inſtead

of reſting their claim to approbation ſolely

on the tempers of the ſoul, ſhould ſeek to

be noticedand praiſed for exterior embel,

liſhments, as deviating preciſely in that de

gree from the ſimplicity and the purity of

the Chriſtian character. Theſe obſervations

may, by parity of reaſoning ,be extended

from the ſubject of dreſs to ſolicitude re

ipecting equipage, and all other circum

ſtances in domeſtic oeconomy, with which

the idea of ſhewy appearance may be con

nected.
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CHAP... VIIL...

1

ON AMUSEMENTS IN GENERAL - MAS

QUERADES. THE EFFICACY OF IN

á DIVIDUAL EXAMPLE CONSIDERED .

Amusements, private as well as public,

form another province over which cuſtom

and faſhion are generally allowed to pre

fide. The claim is, under due limitations,

not unreaſonable. But that propenſity to

imitation in the female ſex, which has al

ready been explained, concurs with the

high ſpirits and inexperience of youth oc

cafionally to lead women to venture in

this province, on ground that is manifeſtly

inauſpicious, and fometimes on ground

which ought to be deemed forbidden . In

former ages, when the barbarous combats

of gladiators werè exhibited in the Roman

Circus ; and exhibited in ſo many cities

K4
and
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and with fuch frequency, as in ſome in

stances to coſt Europe from twenty to

thirty thouſand lives within the ſpace of a

month ; the wives, and daughters of the

citizens of all ranks are repreſented as hav

ing been paſſionately addicted to theſe ſpec

tacles ( f ). To our own country.women,

whoſe eyes have not been polluted nor

their hearts hardened by cruel and ſan

guinary entertainments, this recital may

ſcarcely appear credible. But the fact is

confirmed by fimilar examples. I mean

not to dwell on the concurrent accounts

given by different writers, of the extreme

delight which the women amongthe North

American Indians experience, when vying

with each other in embittering the tortures

inflicted on the captive enemy : partly be

cauſe a large ſhare of the pleaſure is derived

from the triumphant ſpirit of revenge; and

partly becauſe parallels drawn from the un

tamed ferocity of ſavage life, cannot fairlybe

applied to illuſtrate the influence of cuſtom

( f ). Liplus, Sat. b. i. c. 129: Bas

"

2

on
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on modern periods of refinement . Buta

fact, too nearly correſponding to that which

has been alleged from the annals of Rome,

was very recently to be witneſſed , I believe

that it is even yet to be witneſſed , in one

of the cultivated nations of the South of

Europe. I allude to the Spaniſh Bull-feaſts.

Perſons of credit, who have lately viſited

Spain, unite in deſcribing the Spaniſh ladies

as beyond meaſure fond of this barbarous

fpecies of entertainment ( 8 ) ; and as

i moſt

( 8 ) See “ Townſend's Journey through Spain, in the

year 1786 and 1787," ſecond edition, vol . i . p. 342, & c.

According to his ſtatement, the Bull-feaſtsat Madrid are

regularlyheld one day in every week, and often two days,

throughout the ſummer. On each of theſe days fix bulls

are ſlaughtered in the morning, and twelve in the evening.

Of the men who engage the furious animal , ſome maintain

the combat on foot, ſome on horſeback . The danger of

the employment may be eſtimated from two circumſtances,

mentioned with another view by the author whom I quote.

Firſt , that feventeen horſes on an average are killed by the

bulls each day ; and that fixty horſes have been known to

periſh in a day . Secondly, that among the official attend

ants on the Bull-feaſts, is a prieſt appointed to adminiſter

the facrament to perforis mortally wounded in the conflict.

He
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moft vehement in their applauſe when the

ſcene of danger is at the height. I ſtate

thefe facts as affording an impreſſive exam

ple of the force of cuſtom ; and a warning

of the firmneſs with which the deſpotiſm

of faſhion may
in

many cafes require to be

withtood, even when it is aſpiring to

juriſdiction 'merely over amuſements. If

in the preſent age, in a chriſtian country ,

a people which lays claim to con

fiderable refinement, faſhion has power to

benumb the ſympathetic emotions of hu

manity which characteriſe the female heart ;

to render exhibitions of cruelty and blood

fhed, the miſeries of tortured animals (6 ),

and

among a

6 TheHe concludes his account in the following terms :
&

fondneſs of the Spaniards for this diverſion is ſcarcely to

* .be conceived . Men, women, and children , rich and poor,

" all give the preference to it beyond all other public ſpec

tacles .” His teſtimony might receive confirmation ,were

it neceſſary, from other authorities:

(h) In the former part of the ſixteenth century, Bear

baiting is affirmed to have been " a favourite diverſion ,

" exhibited as a ſuitable amuſement for a Princeſs "

: Henry's
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and the dangers of their wretched affailants,

not merely tolerable to female, eyes, but a

fpectacle gratifying beyond every other inthe

way ofamuſement; let it not bethoughtvery

improbable, that in our own country fálhion

may, on ſome occaſions, prove herſelf able

to attach women to 'amuſements, which ,

though neither ſtained withblood ; nor de

rived from the infliction of pain, may be

fuch as for other reaſons ought to be uni

verſally reprobated and exploded. And

whenever fuch occaſions may ariſe, letevery

woman remember, that modes of amuſe

ment intrinſically wrong, or in any reſpect

unbecoming the female fex, are not trans

formed into innocent recreations by the

countenance of numbers, nor by the fanc

Henry's Hiſtory of England, vol . vi . p . 671. An amuſe

ment thus countenanced was probably acceptable to Eng.

liſh ladies in general . It appears , at a later period,to have

ſtill maintained a place among the recreations of women of

rank. Among the ſpectacles diſplayed for the diverſion of

Queen Elizabeth , when ſhe was entertained at Kenilworth

Caſtle by the Earl of Leiceſter, bear-baitings and boxing

matches are enumeratedby the hiſtorian ofthefeſtivity...

I tion,
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tion, if they ſhould obtain the fanction, of

nobility, or of a court. :: .. ' ?

lik , 6 . رز

Conſcientious vigilance to avoid an im97

proper choice of amuſements, is a duty of

great !importance, not only becauſe time

ſpent amiſs can never be recalled , but parti,

cularly becauſe, by the nature ofthe en

gagementsin which the hours of leiſure and

relaxation are employed, themanners, the

diſpoſitions, and the whole character, are

materially affected. Let the volume of any

judicious traveller through a foreign coun

try be opened in the part where he deline

ates the purſuits, the general conduct, the

prevailing moral or immoral ſentimentsof

thepeople; and hewill be found to beftow

attention on their cuſtomary diverſions, not

only becauſe the account of them adds en

tertainment to his narrative, and is neceſſary,

in order to complete thepi&ture of national

manners, but alſo becauſe they form one of

the ſources to which national opinions, vir

tues, and vices, may be traced. It is true,

that
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that the amuſements which prevail in any

country will depend, in a conſiderable des

gree, on the tone of ſentiment and opinion

prevailing there ; becauſe a conformity to

the exiſting ſtate of general ſentiment and

opinion is necefſary to render public amuſe

ments generally acceptable. But it is alſo

true, that the latter exert a reciprocal in

fluence on the former ; and are among the

moſt -active of the cauſes by which it may

be altered or upheld. If he who ' affirmed

that, werehe allowed to compoſe the ballads

of a nation , he would, at pleaſure, change

its form of government, uttered a boaſt not

altogether unfounded in the principles of

human nature ; with juſter confidence might

he have engaged to produce moſt important

effects on the manners, opinions, and moral

character of a nation, ſhould he be inveſted

with full power over all the public diverſions.

The influence of amuſements on character

is manifeſt in both ſexes. A young wo

man, however, muſt be deemed more liable

than an individual of the other ſex, to have

the

}
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the diſpoſitions of the heart effentially af

fected by favourite modes of entertainment.

Her time is not abſorbed, nor her turn of

mind formed and ſteadied, by profeſſional

habits and occupations: and her fuperior

quickneſs of feeling renders her the more

alive to impreſſions conveyed through a

pleaſurable medium . Tacitus, in his de

fcription ofthe manners of the ancient inha

bitants of Germany, dwells with merited

praife on the ſingular modeſty of the wo

men ; and aſſigns as a principal cauſe of this

virtuous excellence, their not being corrupt

ed by feducing ſpectacles and diverſions (i ) .

The remark is made with his uſual acuteneſs

ofmoral reflection : and we cannot doubt,

that it was ſuggeſted by his experience of

the melancholy depravation of conduct in

the ladies of Rome, reſulting from their

attendance on the Amphitheatre and the

Circus.

c (i)." Quod nec fpectaculorum illecebris, nec conviviorum

irritationibus corrupta ." - De Moribus Germ .

uki

Since
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Since then, it is evident that the character

and difpofitions cannot fail to be in ſome

meaſure changed by the amuſements ha

bitually purſued ; and that alterations of

ſupreme importance have taken place, and

may therefore again take place, under their

influence; it ſeemsproper to add a few dif

tinct obſervations on the different claſſes of

public diverſions, which are at preſent fre

quented in this country by perſons in the

upper and the middle ranks of life.

The claſs of amuſements which, in conſe

quence of having aſſumed to itſelf a ſort of

pre-eminence in dignity and ſplendor over

other ſcenes of entertainment, claims to be

noticed in the firſt place, conſiſts of thoſe in

which the parties engaged appear under the

diſguiſe of a borrowed character. It in

cludes all thoſe meetings which, however

diſtinguiſhed each from the other in the

faſhionable world by diverſities of form and

other circumſtances, may here be compre

hended under the general name of maſque

rades.
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rades. Amuſements of this fort have alſo

a pre- eminence different from that which

has already been aſcribed to them ; an in

herent pre- eminence, which entitles them

in a moral point of view to the earlieſt con

fideration . It is a pre-eminence in the

power of doing miſchief. Of all the authói

riſed modes of public entertainment now

countenanced by perſons of credit of either

fex , theſe are, in proportion to their fre

quency and extent, beyond doubt the moſt

pernicious. They are calculated to ſurpaſs

the reſt in encouraging evil , and to fall ſhort

of them all in every thing like a counter

poife of good. Their dangerous tendency

ariſes from a circumſtance effential to their

nature ; from the ſtate of concealment

under which the individuals preſent keep

themſelves from the knowledge of each

other. To affirm this general ſtate of con

cealment to be effential to the nature, and

inſeparable from the amuſement,' of a mal

querade, is not too ſtrong language. A

few of the parties may be diſcovered to

each
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3

2

each other withoutdiminution of entertain

ment to the principal number ; and the

converſation which
may

ariſebetween per

fons, where detection has taken place on

one ſide only, may occaſionally create an

accefſion of mirth . But let all the parties,

or even the principal ſhare, become mutus

ally known, and there would remain no

thing to ſurpriſe and to intereſt. Curiofity

might be willing to employa few minutes

in gazing on the dreſſes, and in fixing in

her memory the names of the individuals

by whom they had ſeverally been aſſumed.

But the pageant would almoſt inſtantly bea

come inſipid ; and the fultans, thechimney

ſweepers, the harlequins, the ſhepherdeſſes,

and the nuns, would ſpeedily regard each

other with the indifference with which they

would view the motley tinſel of a troop of

morrice -dancers, or the kings and queens.

of gilded gingerbread at a fair. Now , if

invention were to occupy itſelf in deviſing

ſituations, ſituations I mean not incompati

ble with the forms of public amuſement,

whichL
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which ſhould be ſpecifically adapted to en

courage and forward the enterpriſes of vice,

to undermine the firmneſs of innocence,

or, if we rate the miſchief at the lowelt de

gree, to wear away the delicacy of a young

woman, and ſupply its place by petulant

aſſurance : what ſcheme could be more ob

vious or more auſpicious than to take away

the reſtraints of openneſs and ſhame ; to

give ſcope for unbounded licence of ſpeech

and action, by covering the ſpeakers and

actors with obſcurity ; and under theſe cir

cumſtances to bring together, in one pro

miſcuous aſſemblage, the inexperienced and

the artful, the virtuous and the profligate ?

But the profligate, it will, perhaps, be ſaid

in reply by the advocate for theſe diver

fions, fhall be excluded from well-regulated

maſquerades: the doors ſhall not fly open

at the approach of every one who has mo

ney to hire a dreſs and purchafe a ticket: a

proper introduction ſhall be required, and

acceſs granted only to good company. Are

theſe precautions, then , obſerved in moſt

maſque
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not.

maſquerades ? It is conceded that they are

Let us then aſk a queſtion ſtill more

to the point. Is it poſſible that they can be

obſerved, with effect, in any ? Bar the doors

with the utmoſt care ; watch them with

unceaſing attention ; preſcribe check upon

check, paſſport upon paſſport; exact every

attainable teſtimonial, certificate, and re

commendation ; eſtabliſh every barrier of

form and etiquette ; and vice will laugh at

your ſolicitude, and overleap all your
obſta

cles at pleaſure. What is to qualify a per

ſon for admiſſion to your well -regulated

maſquerade? Will you not deem birth and

fortune, and liberal connections, poliſhed

manners, and a character outwardly decent,

to be ſatisfactory qualifications ? Are theſe

qualifications, which are all that are re

quired to enroll a perſon among
thoſe

whom the world claſſes under the denomi

nation of good company ; which are by no

means to be found in all perſons whom the

world honours with that title ; which are

recognized as a paſſport into the private fo

cietyL2
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ciety of individuals and families of rank

and reſpectability : are theſe to be pro

nounced at the door of a public room in

ſufficient to make a perſon worthy of being

allowed to purchaſe a ticket, and ſhare in

the evening's amuſement ? Could this fyl

tem of excluſion be maintained in practice?

Could a ſyſtem ftill ſtricter be maintained ?

If it be not practicable to uphold a ſyſtem

even much more ſtrict, there is an end of

all your hopes of excluding the vicious.

Birth , and wealth, and liberal connections,

and poliſhed manners, and a character out

wardly decent, are every day found to prove

diſguiſes, which conceal profligate conduct

and a corrupt heart. The ſociety of per

fons, to whom this deſcription is applicable,

is at all times dangerous to the innocent,

and eſpecially to the young. It is danger

ous in domeſtic intercourſe; it is dangerous

in the ſcene of public reſort : but the dan

ger is encreaſed tenfold when they are ena

bled to exerciſe their arts under a maſk .

No longer acting in the face of day, before

the
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3 the world, before witneſſes, whofe counte

nance and good opinion they are aware that

it would be unwiſe to forfeit ; they are left,

exempt from the curb of diſgrace and fear,

unknown and irreſponſible, to indulge what

ever ſhameful levity the ſcene and the hour

may favour, to carry on whatever dark ma

chination their intereſt and their paſſions may

fuggeſt. What conſiderate parent would

expoſe his daughter to the riſk of having

her ears inſulted by the mirth and jefts of

the unprincipled ; or teach her, even if no

further miſchief would poſſibly enſue, to

feek for diverſion in a theatrical aſſumption

of fictitious language and ſentiment, and in

familiarity of converſation , and conteſts of

ſnip - ſnap repartee, with ſtrangers ? What

conſiderate daughter would wiſh a parent

to lead her, or to admit of her being led,

into ſuch meetings ?

Parents, who on the whole diſapprove of

theſe diverſions, from a conviction of their

L3 per
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pernicious tendency, are ſometimes known

to be the very perſonswho introduce their

daughter to an acquaintance with them.

They profefs to introduce her on principle ;

affirming, that they deſign merely to let

her be preſent at a maſquerade, once or

twice, in order that ſhe may kņow what it

is . Spontaneouſly to introduce their daugh

ter into a ſituation of danger which there

was no neceſſity that ſhe ſhould ever expe

rience, is , in truth , a fingular ſpecies of

wiſdom . Is this the way to inſpire her

with a perſuaſion that the amuſement in

queſtion is one from which it becomes her

to abftain ? Or is it rather the
very

method

to kindle a fondneſs for theſe revels of

midnight and concealment ; revels, which

the never knew until initiated into them by

a parent ; revels, which, but for that initia

tion, ſhe might never have known ; revels,

into whoſe worſt exceſſes ſhe may hereafter

plunge in conſequence of that initiation ,

when the force of parental authority ſhall

be decayed, and a change of circumſtances

3 ſhall

1
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ſhall leave her at liberty to gratify her

deſires ?

A plea which we ſhall perhaps hear ad

vanced in behalf of theſe entertainments by

perſons who, though far from inwardly ap

proving them, cannot eaſily perſuade them

ſelves to decide in favour of conſcience

againſt faſhion , and ſtudy to deceive them

felves by ſpecious pretences for doingwrong ,

is this : that maſquerades do no very great

harm, becauſe they recur but ſeldom . In

reply to ſuch a plea, it ſurely cannot be re

quiſite to ſay much. Indeed, it would not

be neceſſary to add a ſingle word to the

general obſervations already made, if they

to whom this plea may be addreſſed would

at once bring it to the teſt of reaſon, inſtead

of being diſpoſed to allow it , as may not

improbably be the caſe, on the authority of

thoſe who urge it. It may be ſufficient,

however, to remark , that, although in mat

ters of indiſpenſable neceſſity we may be

obliged to take a large portion of evil with

theL 4
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the good, and to be content if on the whole

the latter ſhould preponderate; it is not ſo

with reſpect to any particular ſpecies of

amuſement. The amuſement, whoſe chief

praiſe is , that it occurs but ſeldom , ought

manifeſtly to recur never .

It is from a thorough conviction that

public entertainments of this nature ought,

on moral conſiderations, to be laid aſide, that

I have been led to ſpeak thus at length on

the ſubject. At preſent, they are confined

to the precincts of the metropolis, and are

not very frequent. But from their efta

bliſhment in the capital , from the counte

nance of people of rank, from the ſplendor

and the very expenſıveneſs with which

they are attended, they ſeem to poſſeſs the

powers of attraction which may be likely

to win more and more on what are called

polite circles; and by degrees on thoſe per

ſons who, however unable to contend in

politeneſs with their ſuperiors, are willing,

though at the riſk of final ruin , to vie with

them in extravagance.

If
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If a public entertainment be of ſuch a

nature and tendency that it ought on moral

conſiderations to be laid aſide, every perſon

is bound, in point of moral duty, to dif

countenance it. A truth ſo plain might,

without preſumption , look for general ac

quieſcence. “ But what," I hear it replied,

can be done by an individual ? If I attend

“ the ſcene of amuſement, I am unnoticed in

“ the crowd ; if I refrain , my abſence is un

“ known. Myexample is unperceived, or if

perceived, is diſregarded; it neither ſtrength

ens,nor could invalidate what has the ſanc

" tion of general practice. To think that I

can reform the world, would be arrogance

“ and folly. ” This language,which on many

occaſions is adopted by perſons who are in

ſearch of apologies for continuing to in

dulge themſelves in a reprehenſible gratifi

cation , is ſometimes alſo the anſwer of dif

fident ſincerity. The diffident and ſincere

may, perhaps, be led to ſuſpect the juſtice

of their mode of reaſoning, when they re

fled , that there is ſcarcely an enormity

pre
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prevailing in public or in private life, in the

conduct of nations or of individuals, in the

management of buſineſs or in the purſuit of

pleaſure, which is not palliated , vindicated,

recommended , by the fame line of argu

ment. Is our unchriſtian traffic in ſlaves

the ſubject of diſcuſſion ? The radical ini

quity of the trade is confeffed : but we are

told, that if we ſhould renounce it, other

nations would continue to carry it on : why

then, it is ſaid , are we to defiſt ? Are un

warrantable cuſtoms in commercial tranſac

tions pointed out ? The merchant admits

that there is cauſe of blame į but alleges,

that he neither inſtituted nor can aboliſh

the practice: and aſks why he is to be more

ſcrupulous than his neighbours. Similar

inſtances might be multiplied to almoſt any

extent. In all caſes of this nature, the lan

guage of the world is ; If you cannot pre

vent the commiſſion of a criminal act, why

are you to leave to others the profit or the

pleaſure which will attend it ? The lan

guage of Revelation is ; “ Be not a partaker

" in
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sin other men's fins. Keep thyſelf pure (k ). ”

The former is the rule by which man is

diſpoſed to judge ; the latter is the rule by

which God will judge. You ſay that you

cannot reform the world. Cannot you re

form yourſelf ? How is a prevailing bad

cuſtom of any kind to be extinguiſhed

otherwiſe than by being abandoned by the

individuals who have upheld it ? And by

what means have you been exempted from

the general obligation ? It matters not, in

this view of the queſtion, whether thou

ſands will follow your example, or not a

ſingle individual will be made better by it.

Look to the moral benefit of others ; but

look firſt to the moral benefit of that perſon

who has the moſt at ſtake in your actions ;

look firſt to yourſelf.

But the aſſertion that your example is

inconſiderable, and will be inefficacious, de

ſerves a more particular examination. Has

( k ) 1 Tim. V. 22 .

example
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example no effect, either to eſtabliſh or to

diſcountenance a ſpecies of public enter

tainment? Or is it the example of the fe

male ſex only that is without influence ?

You reply, that the example of women of

elevated ſtation has a moſt powerful effect :

that the entertainments of which we are

ſpeaking would have now been far more

popular and frequent than they are, if the

perfon moſt eminent in rank of your own

ſex in this kingdom had favoured them

with her encourageme
nt, inſtead of merito

riouſly diſtinguiſhing herſelf by withhold

ing her patronage : and that the pattern

exhibited by the wives and daughters of

nobility will ever have great and extenſive

efficacy , as well among others of the fame

rank, ' as among their inferiors. This ac

knowledgemen
t

is ſufficient ; it contains the

principle of every conceſſion which can be

deſired. You are neither a queen , nor of

noble birth ; your example will not have

the commanding force derived from royal

ty, nor the attractions which accompany

the
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the peereſs. It will not draw multitudes in

its train ; it may influence few ; but are

you certain that it will influence none ? Is

it poſſible for you to know beforehand , that

it will not influence one individual ? And

if it has a beneficial influence on one indi

vidual, is this an effect to be deſpiſed ? Is

the
very chance of ſuch an effect to be dir

regarded ? But is it not probable, is it not

almoſt certain, that the force of your exam

ple will be more widely felt ? Put the caſe

fairly to yourſelf. If a young woman , of

your own age and ſtation , and of your own

neighbourhood, had declined the public

amuſement which has given riſe to this diſ

cuſſion, and had confeſſedly declined it for

the reaſons which have recently been urged

againſt it ; would her example have excited

no doubts in your own breaſt ? If it had

found you involved in doubts, would it

not have ſtrengthened them ? If it had

found you impelled by falſe ſhame to act

contrary to your judgement, would it not

have ſuſtained you ? Might not an oppo

ſite
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fite example on her part have prevented or

removed your doubts, or have given falſe

ſhame the victory over your underſtanding

and your conſcience ? Might it not have on

others the ſame effect as on yourſelf ? Have

you then no fiſter, no relation, no friend,

no acquaintance, whom your example could

move ? AreAre you ſo little loved, ſo little

eſteemed, that there is not a ſingle perſon

in your own family, or among your con

nections, not a ſingle perſon either in your

own ſituation in life, or of rank ſomewhat

above or ſomewhat below it , on whom

your ſentiments and conduct would operate

either in the way of recommendation or the

contrary ? If this ſuppoſition be poſſible,

how muſt you have lived !

Remember then theſe two plain and

momentous rules of conduct at which we

have arrived. Firſt, that on every occa

fion you are to act preciſely in that man

you believe that moral recti

tude would of itſelf require you to adopt

ner, which

inde
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r independently of any
reference to effects :

which
may be produced by your ex

ample : and ſecondly, that, whatever may

be your ſtation in life, there is no caſe in

which your example cannot do harm ; nor

any in which it may not do good.

To ſome perſons I may , perhaps, appear

to have dwelt on the ſuppoſed inefficacy of

individual example, and on the duty of ab

ftaining from every proceeding which con

ſcience, previouſly to all conſideration of

the probable effect of that example, pro

nounces to be in itſelf morally wrong, with

an extraordinary degree of particularity and

ſolicitude. I have, in truth , been anxious

to explain myſelf on theſe topics with per

ſpicuity ; becauſe I have been conſcious,

that in pointing out their bearings on the

conduct of an individual with reſpect to

one ſpecies of public amuſement, I have,

in fact, been aſcertaining two moral rules

which may be applied almoſt daily and

hourly, and to many of the moſt importailt

occur
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occurrences and tranſactions in life. If theſe

rules have been fatisfactorily eſtabliſhed , it

would be not only fuperfluous, but tedious,

to revive the argument hereafter. I would

therefore requeſt the reader to bear them

carefully in mind ; to conſider them as

meant to be applied to every branch of

moral behaviour which may be diſcuſſed in

the ſubſequent pages ; and to turn her

thoughts to them , and to the reaſoning on

which they are founded, whenever in the

future intercourſe of life ſhe ſhall hear the

common but
very miſtaken opinions, from

the effect of which they are deſigned to

guard her, brought forward to influence

her conduct.
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CHAP. ix.

THE SUBJECT OF AMUSEMENTS

CONTINUED.

Theatrical Entertainments--- Mufical Enter

tainments-- Sunday Concerts-- Dancing --

Gaming and Cards---On Exceſs in the

Purſuit of Amuſements.

HEATRICAL Amuſements are thoſe

which offer themſelves to our attention in

the next place.

The ſtage is an inſtrument too powerful

not to produce viſible and extenſive effects

wherever it is permanently employed. To

the ſentiments diſplayed in the tragic or the

comic ſcene, to the examples of conduct

afforded by popular characters under in

tereſting circumſtances, and to the general

tone of manners and morals which pervades

dramaticM
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dramatic repreſentations, the opinions, the

diſpoſitions, and the actions of the fre

quenters of the theatre will acquire ſome

degree of fimilitude. What is heard with

admiration and pleaſure, will be remember

ed : what is ſeen under thoſe impreſſions,

will be imitated. The impreſſion of the

ſentiment will be, in ſome meaſure, modi

fied by the leading qualities and inclinations

of the mind of the hearer : and the fidelity

with which the example will be copied ,

will depend on a variety of circumſtances

favouring or diſcouraging cloſeneſs of imi

tation . The growth of the plant will vary ,

as it is fixed in auſpicious or in ungenial

ſoil; the quantity of its fruit will be affecte

ed by the ſmiles and frowns of the ſky,

But there is ſeldom a foil fo ungenial as

entirely to obſtruct its vegetation ; feldom a

ſky ſp. frowning as for ever to diveſt it of

fertility. From antient times to the preſent

hour the influence of the Stage has been

diſcerned. Has it been the object to incut

cate or to explode particular opinions ; ID

elevate
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elevate or to degrade the characters of in

dividuals ; to ſtrengthen or to ſhake exift

ing forms of government ? From the days

of Grecian and Roman antiquity, down to

the French revolution, the Stage has been

an engine eagerly employed by thoſe who

have had it under their control. Is its in

Auence unperceived or diſregarded in our

own country ? The legal reſtraints to which

the theatre is ſubjected, and the ſtamp of

official approbation which' every new play

muſt receive before it can be exhibited , an

ſwer the queſtion. The loweſt orders of

the people, mutable, uninformed , and pal

fionately addicted to ſpectacles of amuſe

ment, may probably be acted upon , through

the medium of theatrical repreſentations,

with greater facility and ſucceſs than other

claſſes of the community. But, to ſpeak of

individuals among the upper and middle

ranks of life, young women are the perfons

likely to imbibe the ſtrongeſt tinge from the

ſentiments and tranſactions ſet before them

in the drama, Openneſs of heart, warmth

M 2 of
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of feeling, a ſtrong ſenſe of the charms of

novelty , readineſs to adopt opinions recom ,

mended by faſhion, proneneſs to give large

ſcope to the influence of aſſociation and of

ſympathy, theſe are circumſtances which

characteriſe youth, more eſpecially youth

in the female fex : and circumſtances which

render thoſe whom they characteriſe liable,

in a peculiar degree, to be practically

impreſſed by the language and examples

brought forward on the Stage.

The Engliſh Stage has, for a confiderable

time, laboured under the heavy imputation

of being open to ſcenes and language ofgrofs

indelicacy, which foreign theatres would

have profcribed. This obfervation is ap ,

plicable even to our tragedies. Of Engliſh

comedy, an eminent writer (1) of our own

country

( l) Dr. Blair, in his Lectures on Rhetoric and Belles

Lettres, fto. vol. i. p . 547 ; where he quotes ſeveral ia

ſtances in confirmation of his remark. Mr. Diderot pro

nounces Engliſh comedy to be withoutmorals. Vol .

taire,
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coûntry'obſerves, that,althoughwe ourſelves

overlook its immorality, “ all foreigners,

“ the French eſpecially,who are accuſtomed

to a better regulated and more decent

“ Stage, fpeak of it with furprife and afte

« 'nifhment.” Of the moral éhanges which

Opinn

taire, who, undoubtedly , was no rigid moralift, ſpeaks of

it in the ſtrongest terms of reprobation. M. Moralt, in his

Letters upon the French and Englith Nations, aſcribes the

corruption of mannets in Londonto comedy, 'as its chief

cauſe. « Their comedy , he ſays, is like that of no other

country It is the ſchool in which the youth of both

fexes familiariſe themſelves with vice, which is never

os
repreſented there as více, but as mere gaiety . " ;

Dr. Blair's opinion ofthe principal of the Engliſh comic

writers, from the reign of Charles II . to that of George II .

is contained in the following ſentence. " It is extremely

“ unfortunate that, together with the freedom and boldneſs

« of the comic ſpirit in Britain , there ſhould have been

“ joined ſuch a ſpirit of indecency and licentiouſneſs, as

“ has diſgraced Englilh comedy beyond that of any nation

“ fince the days of Ariſtophanes.” Lectures, vol. ij.

p. 542. He adds, p . 547, 548 , " that of late years a fen

“ fible reformation , derived in a confiderable degree from

“ the French theatre, has begun to take place. " The

improvement is unqueſtionable ; but the innocence and

morality of most of our modern comedies are only com

parative.

M 3
the
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the Stage may have experienced in France

ſince the commencement of the political

convulſions which for ſome years paſt have

agitated, and ſtill continue to agitate, that

country, I am not qualified to ſpeak. But,

antecedently to thoſe, events, it ſeems to

have been the concurrent opinion of com

petent judges; that, although corruption of

manners and of private conduct had ariſen

at Paris to an exceſsby no means to be pa

ralleled at London ,the drama of the former

Capital was fár ſuperior in purity to that of

the latter. Let not this fact be deemed

contradictory to the opinion recently given

the powerful effect which theatrical 're

preſentations are adapted to produce on the

moral character and behaviour of thoſe who

frequent them .' In France, public diffolute

neſs was puſhed on by cauſes from which,

of late, England has been , by the bleſſing

of Providence, exempted ; caufes ' which,

though capableof deriving ſtrength from

a depraved Stage, would not have been ef

fectually withſtood by the leſſons oftheatres

of

more
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7

more pure than thoſe ofParis: the diſbelief,

general among the higher orders, of a relia :

gion , depreſſed , on the one hand, by a load

of ſuperſtition, and affailed , on the other,

by writers of eminent talents and reputa

tion ; and the example of a Court, com

monly ſignalized by unbluthing profligacy,

and ſpreading the contagion ofvice through

out the empire. We know that, in one at

leaſt of theſe particulars, England was un

happy enough, during a part of the laſt :

century , to afford a picture reſembling that

of France : and we know what was at that ;

period the ſtate of our drama. The torrent:

of immorality and profaneneſs, which in the

days of Charles the ſecond, and for a con- .

ſiderable time afterwards, deluged the theae ;

tre , has ſubſided ; or is no longer permitted

to roll its polluted and infamous tide acroſs

the Stage. The glaring colours of vice,

which gavę , no diſguſt to our anceſtors ,

would ſhock , if not the virtue, yet the re

finement, of a modern audience. Let the.

friends of religion , of their country, of

private
M4
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private worth and of public happineſs, be

thankful for the change which has taken,

place. But has the change been complete ?

Is the Britiſh Stage now irreproachable ?

Does it exhibit no ſcenes which give pain

to modeft eyes, no language grating to

modeft ears ? Does it exhibit nothing which

a Chriftian need be aſhamed of writing, of

acting, of witneſſing ? Let thoſe who are

the beſt acquainted with the theatre anſwer

thequeſtion to their own conſciences. And

whenever any woman is deliberating whe

ther ſhe ſhall or ſhall not attend the repre

ſentation of a particular drama, let her aſk

herfelf this further queſtion ; Whether ſhe

is not bound in conſcience, if the lays claim

to the confiſtency of a Chriſtian, at once to

decide in the negative, unlefs fhe has ſuf

ficientreaſon to believe that the former en- -

quiry, viewed as relating to that drama,

oan , with truth , be anſwered to her fatif

faction ? Had theſe pages been addreſfed to

perſons of the other fex, the ſame principles

of deciſion would have been ſtated as no

leſs clearly incumbent on men.
The
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The Stage is properly deſigned to furniſh

a faithful picture of life and manners. Be

it admitted for a moment that the picture is

exhibited, and ought to be exhibited, mere

ly for the purpofe of amuſement: yet,

unleſs we are to maintain either the abſurd

propofition, that amuſements have no in

fluence on character, or the wicked propo

ſition, that amuſements may lawfully be of

a corrupting nature ; the picture ought, ať

leaft, to be ſuch as ſhall not be injurious to

the diſpoſitions of the heart. But when

amuſement, though it may be the ſole ob

ject of the careleſs ſpectator of the drama,

is manifeſtly not the point in which the

whole effect of the repreſentation termi

nates ; when the ſentiments delivered, and

the line of conduct exemplified, by the fa

yourite actor, in a favourite character, are

found by experience to impreſs kindred

opinions, and a tendency to a ſimilar train

of proceeding on the audience; the Stage

ought to aſſume a higher office, and to re

commend itſelf as the nurſe of virtue. If

it
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it is falſe to its truft, it forfeits every title to

public patronage, and ought to be exploded

as a nuiſance moſt dangerous to the com

munity. Is the Stage then, it will be ſaid ,

to intrude itſelf into the functions of the

pulpit? Are no, perſonages to be intro

duced but women of demure ſobriety, and

men of unimpeachable integrity ? Are the

attractions of mirth and wit to be diſclaim

ed ? Are folly and affectation no longer to

be encountered with ridicule ? Are villainy

and fraud no longer to be chaſtiſed with

the laſh of ſatire ? If the Stage is to be cur

tailed of its moſt copious ſources of amufe

ment, how is it to intereſt, how is it to

attract ſpectators ? If the mixture of vir

tue and vice, and the unbounded diverſities

of character, which prevail in the world ,

are not to be exhibited, how is a pi & ure of

real life and manners to be diſplayed? The

reſtrictions which , if enforced , would ren

der the ſpectacles of the Stage irreproach

able, are ſuch as would neither lead it from

its natural province, nor cripple its powers

of
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of entertainment. To conftitute a moral

Stage, it is not requiſite that Lectures on

Divinity and Ethics ſhould be read there ;

nor that the attractions of mirth and wit

ſhould be proſcribed ; nor that worthleſs

characters ſhould be excluded from the

drama. But it is neceſſary that the general

effect of the piece ſhould be unequivocally

virtuous. It is neceſſary that mirth and

wit ſhould neither directly nor indirectly ,

openly or covertly, be polluted with the

ſmalleſt tincture of indelicacy. It is neceſ

fary that vice be not clothed in amiable :

colours ; in colours which may diſguiſe its

deformity from the ſpectator, or tempt him

to pardon , perhaps to imitate it, for the

fake of the engaging qualities with which

it is ſurrounded. He know's little of hu

man nature who thinks that the youthful

mind will be ſecured from the infecting

influence of a vicious character, adorned

with poliſhed manners, wit, fortitude, and

generoſity, by a frigid moral, delivered at

the concluſion , or to be deduced from the

events
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events of the drama. Neither ought vice

ever to be exhibited undercircumſtances of

open groſſneſs, or, what is ſtill worfe, of

grofſneſs veiled under a maſk of decorum.

What would not be endured by modeſt

eyes and modeſt ears in a private company,

ought not to be endured upon a ſtage. Lan

guage which could not be heard , incidents

which could not be witneſſed , at home

without a bluſh , ought not to be heard or

witneſſed abroad . It is not the place, but

the circumſtance, which corrupts. Among

the uſual cauſes by which female modeſty

is worn away, I know not one more effica

cious, than the indelicate ſcenes and lan

guage to which women are familiariſed at

the theatre ( m ).

For

(m) Thefuperintendence of the drama, exerciſed by legal

authority to prevent the Stage from being rendered an in

ftrument of political machinations, and of perſonal calumny

and reſentment, is extremely uſeful. Other benefits of the

higheſt value would attend its exertions, were they directed

with an encreaſe of energy topurify the ſtage from inci

dents, expreſſions, and alluſions, offenſive to modefty, and

injurious

1
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For ſome years paſt the cuſtom of acting

plays in private theatres, fitted up by indi.

viduals

injurious to the principles of moral rectitude. Whoever

poffefſes a power ' of accompliſhing a change of ſuch mo

ment to the intereſts of morality and virtue, cannot but be

reſponſible for the uſe and for the neglect of it . The in

fluence of the Managers of our theatres, aided by the au

thority of the Lord Chamberlain, would probably be ade

quate to accompliſh the complete purification of the Stage.

But if not, there is a quarter from which it might be

effected at once . To thoſe who act under a royal licence,

a ſingle hint from Royal Authority would be fufficient.

The reſpect due to wiſhes intimated from that authority,

would , of itſelf, inſure the rejection of every future compo

ſition contaminated with indecency, and the omiffion of

every ſcene, paflage, and expreſfion , liable to a ſimilar ob .

jection in any of the performances, whether of ancient or

of modern date, already in poffeffion of the Stage. Nor

could the interpoſition , to which I have ventured to allude,

fail of proving in its conſequences an act of particular

kindneſs to the performers at the public theatres. That

diffoluteneſs of manners and conduct, which , whatever

meritorious exceptions may exiſt, is admitted to be preva

lent among them, cannot but be aſcribed, in part, to the

profane and profligate language put into their mouths by

the authors whoſe works they exhibit. While the preſent

ftate of things continues, we need not wonder that perſons

who are ſerioufly concerned for the moſt important inte .

i refts
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viduals of fortune, has occaſionally pre

vailed. It is a cuſtom liable to this objection

among others ; that it is almoſt certain to

prove, in its effects, injurious to the female

performers. Let it be admitted , that thea

tres of this deſcription no longer preſent

the flagrant impropriety of ladies bearing a

part in the drama in conjunction with pro

feffed players. Let it be admitted , that the

drama ſelected will be in its language and

conductalways irreprehenſible. Let it even

be admitted, that eminent theatrical talents

will not heareafter gain admiſſion upon

ſuch a Stage for men of ambiguous, or

worſe than ambiguous, character. Take

the benefit of all theſe favourable circum

ſtances; yet, what is even then the tenden

cy !!of fuch amuſements ? To encourage

vanity ; to excite a thirſt of applaufe and

reſts of human beings, and deſirous to act in uniform con

ſiſtency with Chriſtian principles, ſhould be little diſpoſed

to countenance an inſtitution which ſo often diſplays in

citements to vice, and appears to produce ſuchlamentable

effects on a large proportion of thoſe who profeſſionally

belong to the ſtage.

admi.
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admiration on account ofattainments which,

if they are to be thus exhibited, it would

commonly have been far better for the in

dividual not to poſſeſs; to deſtroy diffidence,

by the unreſtrained familiarity with perſons

of the other fex , which inevitably reſults

from being joined with them in the drama;

to create a general fondneſs for the peruſal

of plays, of which ſo many are unfit to be

read ; and for attending dramatic repreſent

ations, of which ſo many are unfit to be

witneſſed ,

Another claſs of public amuſements com

priſes thoſe in which muſic conſtitutes the

principal ſhare, or the whole, of the enter

tainment. To the firſt of theſe deſcriptions

Operas belong As they may, in fome

meaſure, alſo be regarded in the light of

dramatic performances, moſt of the remarks

already offered on the ſubject of the Stage

may be extended to them. The dances

which accompany them , or the dreſſes of

the performers, are not unfrequently ſuch

as
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tators .

as ought not to be tolerated by modeſt ſpec

The entertainments, which conſiſt

wholly of muſic , are commonly fo free in

their own nature from objectionable cir

cumſtances, as not to require particular ob

ſervation . It muſt, however, be added, that

private concerts , in high life, are now con

ducted on ſo large a ſcale, as frequently to

ſubject ladies who perform in them to

fome of the dangers which have recently

been mentioned as awaiting the female per

former in private theatres .

When it was faid, that private muſical

entertainments were commonly free from

circumſtances intrinſically objectionable, the

benefit of the conceſſion muſt not be ex

tended to one which faſhion has recently

imported from the Continent and eſtabliſhed

in the Capital, namely, meetings for the

purpoſe of hearing muſic on Sunday even

ings. Such meetings have been encouraged,

and frequented, not only by thoſe ladies

who are always ready to take wing to every

4
ſcene
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ſcene of refort and entertainment, but by

fome who may be ſuppoſed no ſtrangers to

ſentiments of piety, and are profeſſedly fow :

licitous for the external obſervances of reli

gion. I ſpeak not of concerts, which, under

the fpecious name of ſacred muſic, a name

countenanced by a ſcanty admixture of re

ligious performances interſperſed ſolely for

the purpoſes of decorum and deluſion , are

in no reſpect, except in hypocriſy, different

from thoſe which are uſual on the common

days of the week . The tendency of ſuch

concerts, and the motives of thoſe who in

ſtitute them, are too plain to need illuſtra-'

tion . The meetings to which alone I mean

to refer, are thoſe which are what they

profeſs to be, meetings intended for the

excluſive performance of ſuch muſic as is

in itſelf adapted to the day. Their effects,

however, are , in various ways, likely to be

ſuch as will be very far from extending the

influence of Religion ; and ſuch , therefore,

as ought not to be aided by the counte

nance of its friends. The 'glow of devotion

which
N

7 4
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which is kindled in the breaſt by proper

muſic, in a properplace, is moſt favourable

to holineſs. And far be it from me to in

timate, that facred muſic is to be confined

to the walls of a church . Let it hallow

private houſes ; and not on Sundays only,

but on all days. On the evening of the

Sabbath in particular, let its efficacy be

called in to revive the attention and excite

the ardour of piety . But let the performers

and the auditors be the members of the fa

mily : or, if admittance is granted to any

other perſon , let it be only to the intimate

friend who comes without parade, and

comes for the purpoſe of uniting in an act

of religion. If you fling open your doors

to numbers ; if you prepare yourſelf and

your houſe as for the cuſtomary recep

tion of company ; ſervants are OC

cupied in the fame hurry of attendance as

at a rout ; if the ſtreet rings with the tu

mult, and is obſtructed with the chariots of

your viſitors; can you think that religion

will, on the whole, be promoted by the

employ

f

2

if your

2
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what may

employment of the evening? Your inten

tions, be it acknowledged, have been pure ;

the muſic has been well ſelected ; it has

been performed throughout by perſons not

hired from the theatre, nor hired at all ;

you have felt, during the performance, the

warmth of religious gratitude, and breathed

the fincerity of prayer. Conſider, then,

be ſtated , even while you take

the advantage of theſe moſt favourable cir

cumſtances, on the adverſe ſide of the quefe

tion . You have diſtracted your thoughts,

and waſted your time beforehand by the

buſtle of preparation. You have deprived

your domeſtics of the beſt opportunity

which the week affords them for religious

thought. You have loft the advantage of

the calm and uninterrupted devotion which

you might have practiſed during the time

occupied by the concert, either in private

or in conjunction with your family. Yo

have diſturbed the quiet of a neighbour

hood, employed perhaps better than yours

ſelf. You have exhibited to the undiſcern ,

ingN 2
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ing multitude the appearance of being en

gaged on the Sabbath , as at other times, in

the purſuit of amuſement; and have initi

ated or confirmed them in want of reve

rence for a day which, had it not been for

the effect of your example, they might have

continued, or might have learned , to keep

holy.

It
may

be proper to obſerve in this place,

that the practice of opening your houſe on

Sunday evenings to the influx of all your

acquaintance who may chooſe to frequent

it as a ſcene of refort and converſation, a

practice by no means unexampled in the

polite world , is productive of all the mif

chiefs which ariſe from the Sunday concert;

and is devoid of the oſtenſible excuſe by

which , in the other caſe, they are palliated.

Another claſs of public diverſions com

prehends thoſe meetings in which the pro

fefſed amuſement is dancing : an amuſe

ment in itſelf both innocent and falubrious,

and
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and therefore by no means improper, under

ſuitable regulations, to conſtitute the occa

ſional entertainment of youth. In the ball

room , however, a young woman has more

temptations to encounter than ſhe has expe

rienced at the public or at the private con

cert, At the former of theſe ſcenes of

muſical feſtivity, the may have felt the dif

ficulty of repreſſing ſenfations of vanity as

to perſonal appearance ; at the latter, ſhe

may have alſo been affailed by emotions al

lied to envy in conſequence of the ſuperior

performance of another. But the objects

-which, during the ſeaſon of youth , moſt

eaſily excite vanity and envy in the female

breaſt, are thoſe which are preſented in the

ball- room , ., Thisis deemed the ſtage for

diſplaying the attractions, by the poſſeſſion

of which a young woman is apt to be moſt

elated : and they are here diſplayed under

circumſtances moft calculated to call forth

-the triumph and the animoſities of perſonal

competition. This triumph, and theſe ani

mofities, betray themſelves occaſionally to

N3 the
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the leaſt difcerning eye. But were the re

ceffes of the heart laid 'open , how often

would the ſight of a ſtranger, of an ac

quaintance, even of a friend, fuperior för

the evening in the attractions of dreſs, or

enjoying the fuppoſed advantage ofpoſſeil

ing a wealthier, a more lively, a more active,

or a more fafhionable partner, be found to

excite feelings of diſguft, and of averſion

'not always ſtopping ſhort of malevolence !

How ofter would the paffions be ſeen in

" Alamed, and every nerveagitated, by athirſt

for precedence ; and invention be obſerved,

labouring to mortify a rivalby the affecta

tion of indifference or of contempt?: But

if a young woman cannot partake of the

amuſements of a ball-room , except at the

Texpence of benevolence, of friendſhip, of

diffidence, of fincerity, of good humour, at

the expence of fome Chriftian diſpoſition,

fome Chriſtian virtue, ſhe has no bufineſs

there. The recreation, to others innocent,

is, to her, a fin .

An
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• An evil of great moment, which is too

frequently known to occur at the places of

amufement now under notice, is the intro

duction of women to undeſirable and im

proper acquaintance among the other ſex ;

undeſirable and improper, as I would now

be underſtood to mean , in a moral point of

view . Men of this deſcription commonly

abound at all ſcenes of public reſort and en

tertainment ; and are not feldom diftin

-guifhed by fortune and birth , gay and con

ciliating manners, and every qualification

which is needful to procure a favourable

• reception in polite company. Hence,when

they propoſe themſelves as partners in an

äfſembly -room , a lady does not always find

it eaſy to decline the offer. The good

i principles or the worldly prudence of the

relations or the friends who accompany

her, will, in many caſes, guard her from

falling, though but for a ſingle evening,

into fuch hands. But the ſolicitude of re

lations and friends is ſometimes directed

excluſively to another object. They ſpare

N4 no
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no pains to preſerve her from dancing with

perſon in rank or connections inferior to

herſelf ; and having gained that point, are

contented. If their conſcience is apt to

flumber, it behoves her own to be the

more wakeful. If the alternative is, whe

ther the will incur the riſk, nay, the cer

tainty, of fitting ſtill during every dance,

or give her hand to a partner whoſe offer

ſhe knows, or ſtrongly apprehends, that on

principles of moral rectitude fe ought not

to accept ; the proper deciſion cannot long

appear doubtful to modeſty and confider

ation . The preſent cuſtom of changing

partners at ſtated intervals, is evidently at

tended with this bad conſequence that it

increaſes the difficulty of avoiding an ob

jectionable aſſociate.

Women in various occurrences of life

are betrayed, by a deſire of renderingthem

ſelves aģrecable, into an indiſcreet freedom

of manners and converſation with men'of

whomm they perhaps know but little; and

ſtill
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ftill more frequently into a greater degree

of freedom with thoſe of whom they have

more knowledge, than can fitly be indulged

except towards perſons with whom they

are connected by particular ties. : The

temptation is in no place more powerful

than in a ball -room . Let not indiſcriminate

familiarity be ſhewn towards all partners ;

nor injudicious familiarity towards any. -5

In particulariſing the different claſſes of

female amuſements now prevailing , it is

with deep regret that I perceive the necef

ſity of adding the gaming-table to the

number. The occupations of that ſcene of

anxiety, of paſſion , and of guilt, were once

in the almoſt excluſive poſſeſſion of men.

It was but ſeldom that an individual of the

other ſex copied the infamous example :

andwhen ſhe copied it, the imitation was

on an humble ſcale ; and was carried on

with a certain attention to privacy and de

corum , which evinced a mind not altogether

hardened by the practice of criminality, nor

pre
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prepared to inſult the laws of the country

with public manifeftations of contempt.

But in high life there are now to be found

thoſe who have diſcarded the reſtraints of ti

midity and of ſhame ; and , relying on the in

fuence of rank and faſhion, ſpread their

nets without diſguiſe; and exult in ſeeing

the deſtructive circle thronged with married

women and unmarried, old and young,

venturing to the very borders of ruin,

alike regardleſs of conſequences immediate

or remote (n ). In this promiſcuous al

ſemblage

(n .) The very meritorious and well informed author

of " A Treatiſe on the Police of the Metropolis " affirms

in his introductory addreſs to the reader, ( 2d edit . p . xi . )

that at this time ( 1796 ) there are in Weſtminſter at leaſt

forty houſes opened for the expreſs purpoſe of play, where

Faro Banks are kept, or where Hazard , Rouge à noir,

and other illegal gaines are introduced . Of theſe gaming

tables he proceeds to ſtate that "five are kept in the houſes

of ladies offaſhion , who are ſaid to receive fifty pounds

" each isut, befiles one -eighth of the profits.” Recurring

to the faine ſubject in another part of his work he makes

the following remarks, among many others which well

deſerve the attention of every perſon who upholds or is

tempted to viſit a gaming table .

By

1
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femblage of the plunderers and the plun

dered, ſhe who has been hackneyed in the

ways of polite life learns to join with her

? other

" By the 12th of George the fecond, the games of Faro,

" Hazard, & c. are declared to be lotteries, ſubjecting the

“ perſons who keep them to a penalty of two hundredpounds,

" and thoſe who play, to fifty pounds. One witneſs only

“ is neceſſary to prove the offence before any juſtice of

“ the peace, who forfeits ten pounds if he neglects to do his

“ duty. And by the 8th of George the firſt, the keeper of

" a Fara table may be proſecuted for a lottery, where the

“ penalty is five hundredpounds.”

“ Such has been the anxiety of the legiſlature to ſuppreſs

“ Faro tables and other games of chance, that the ſevereſt

“ penalties have been inflicted , founded on the pernicious

confequences of ſuch practices ; and yet, to the diſgrace

( « of the Police of the Metropolis, houſes are opened under

" the ſanction of high -founding names, where an indiſ

« criminate mixture of all ranks is to be found, from the

finiſhed parper to the raw inexperienced youth ; and

6 where all thoſe evils exiſt in full force which it was the

" object of the legiſlature to remove."

“ The idle vanity of being introduced into what is fup

poſed to be genteel ſociety, where a faſhionable name an

“ nounces an intention of feeing company, has been pro

“ductive of more domeſtic miſery and more real diſtreſs,

poverty and wretchedneſs to families in this great metro

s polis,
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other acquiſitions the talents, the purſuits,

and the morals of a profeſſed gamefter:

while the artleſs and inexperienced, daz

zled, by ſurrounding example, drop their

fcruples and their appréhenſions one by

one, and are gradually allured forward

from the low ſtake which at firſt was all

that they propoſed to hazard, to riſk, on

one card or one throw of the dice, ſums

polis, who but for their folly might have been eaſy and

& comfortable, than many volumes could detail."

“ A miſtaken ſenſe of what conſtitutes human hap

pineſs leads the maſs of the people, who have the means

“ ofmoving, in any degree, above the middle ranks of life,

“ into the fatal error of mingling in what is erroneouſly

called genteel company ; if that can be called ſuch where

” Faro tables and other games of hazard are introduced in

as

private families: where the leaſt recommendation (and
แ

“ fharper's ſpare no pains to obtain recommendations) ad

" mits all ranks who can exhibit a genteel exterior ; and

“ where the young and the inexperienced are initiated in

every propenſity tending to debaſe the human character,

« s and taught to view with contempt every acquirement

« connected with thoſe duties, which lead to domeſtic

happineſs, or to thoſe objects of utility which can render

4 either fex reſpectable in the world ." P. 150-152.

which
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1

which bear a conſiderable proportion to

the whole property which they poſſeſs,

and even to the whole amount of their

future expectations. It is no exaggeration

to affirm that there are recent inſtances

of young women having ſpeedily loſt at

play their entire fortunes. And ſituations

of pecuniary diſtreſs which , though very

grievous , fall ſhort of abfolute ruin , are

continually ſeen to ariſe from the ſame

cauſes. But does the miſchief terminate,

does it chiefly conſiſt, in pecuniary diſtreſs ?

If a ſchool is to be fought where the ſe

renity of a female mind may be ſup

planted by the moſt violent and the black

eſt paſſions ; where the ſprings of bene

volence and charity, of ſympathy and

friendſhip may be dried up, and the heart

conſigned for ever to obdurate ſelfiſhneſs;

where the foundations of domeſtic mifery,

of angry diſcontent, of blaſted hopes and

unavailing ſorrows may be laid ; where

every principle of delicacy, of virtue, of

religion
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religion may be fapped, and prepared to

be offered up on ſome preſſing emergency

as a facrifice to money ; let that ſchool

be fought at a gaming table, upheld by

ſome perſon of faſhionable eſtimation. It

is extremely to be lamented that women of

reſpectability of character, women attentive

on many occaſions to the dictates not ofpru

dence only but of conſcience, and ſo deeply

convinced of the dreadful' evils attendant

on gaming as ſcrupulouſly and at all times

to abſtain from play, ſhould yet
follow the

ſtream of cuſtom ſo far as to be viſitors

and ſpectators in the rooms in which this

ſyſtem of depredation and iniquity is car

To countenance by their pre

fence an aſſembly known to be held for a

purpoſe which it is impoſſible for them to

approve, is the height of inconſiſtency. It

is to add to wickedneſs the apparent ſanc

tion of their authority.ity . It is to filence

the doubts of the wavering ; and to pre

clude the inconſiderate from reflection .

ried on.

It
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3

1

It is to contribute to extend a moſt des

ſtructive practice to ranks of ſociety which !

it has not yet polluted. It is to encourage ,

thoſe nuiſances to the community , who

dare to ſtand forward in faſhionable life

as the inſtitutors and patrons of the Faro

Bank and the Hazard Table ; whoſe ef

frontery, while it yet continues to eſcape

the ſtrong arm of legal juſtice which ar ,

reſts inferior and leſs pernicious offenders,

ought to be encountered with univerſal

contempt, and be conſtrained to read in

every eye the language of deteſtation . 2

1

A paſſion for gaming, ſo eaſy to be ex

cited, is one of the propenſities moſt diffi

cult to be repreſſed. In barbarous as well

as in poliſhed nations, in the loweſt as well

as in the higheſt ranks of ſociety, the flame

once kindled, is ſcarcely to be extinguiſhed .

So captivating to moſtininds is the ſucceſſion

of ſituations depending much on chance

and characteriſed by viciſſitude ; fo ins .

tereſting is the pauſe of ſuſpence between

hope
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hope and fear ; ſuch is the confidence

which almoſt every perſon places, if not

on his ſkill, yet on his good fortune; that

we cannot wonder if they to whom fre

quent temptations are preſented ſhould by

degrees be enſnared in defiance of previous

reſolves, and ultimately loſe fight not only

of prudence, but even of far ſuperior prin

ciples of conduct. Hence to guard againſt

thoſe ſmall beginnings by which conſe

quences ſo deplorable may be entailed ' is

a duty of no little importance in the ſcale

of moral obligation . Some perſons, at

preſent too cautious to adventure as parties

in the game, think that they need not

ſcruple to indulge themſelves in hazarding

ſmall bets on the event of it. But they who

begin with venturing ſmall ſums, eaſily learn

to riſk larger ; and they who, without play

ing themſelves, make their own profit or

lofs to depend on the ſucceſs of an indi

vidual engaged in the conteſt, are them

ſelves gameſters. Others ſee no danger in

the habit of frequenting the card table,

provided
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provided that much money is not played

for. To devote the evening to cards where

the ſtakes are high , is manifeſtly to cheriſh

a paſſion for gaming : when they are low,

it is yet to encourage that paſſion, though

in an inferior degree. The exiſtence of a

Itake, however minute, proves that appli

cation is made to the avaricious feelings of

the mind ; feelings which, ere long, will

commonly look out for a more powerful

ſtimulus. In proportion too as practice

confers ſkill, or creates a perſuaſion that it

is poſſeſſed, the deſire of diſplaying it, per

haps alſo of turning it to profit, is often

ſeen to ariſe. As the recreation of the old

and the infirm , at times when the mind is

too weak or too much fatigued to receive

pleaſure from a cheerful book or cheerful

diſcourſe, cards occaſionally have their uſe.

It is poſſible too, that they may have their

uſe in providing employment for the mot

ley groupes which are ſometimes aſſembled

together at the party of a lady of faſhion.

It is expected, no doubt, that a large majo

O rity
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rity ofthe perſons collected on ſuch occas

fions will neither be qualified to join in

rational and entertaining converſation, nor

capable of liſtening with ſatisfaction to

thoſe who thus converſe ; and preparations

are made accordingly. The kindneſs of the

intention, and the fagacity ofthe contrivance,

merit praiſe. But let the healthy be tender of

encroaching on the remedies provided for

the ſick. In an age which is not exempt from

the charge of undervaluing diſtinctions ef

tabliſhed for the benefit of ſociety, ler pro

per deference be ſhewn to a regulation

which muſt be deemed intended to diſeri

minate mental incapacity from communica

tive intelligence. Cards too are celebrated

for their efficacy in enlivening the dulneſs

of a country viſit. When the dinner and

the deſſert,and the tea-table, have exhauſted

their gratifications; when the elegance of

the drawing -room has been admired in de

tail, and the proſpect from the windows

can no longer be diſcerned ; when the par

rot and the lap -dog have been praiſed till

invention
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invention can ſupply no additional terms

of eulogium ; when each lady has already

treaſured in her mind every item of the

dreſs of every other, but is obliged ,to ſuf

pend her criticiſms until the departure of

the object of them ; what reſource, what

pofſible occupation remains, except cards ?

To the unfurniſhed mind, none.

The apology which is ſometimes made

for the general introduction of cards, name

ly , that they prevent converſation from

degenerating into ſlander and themes of

ſcandal, is a vindication which was not to

have been expected from the mouth of a

perſon of the female ſex, nor from the

mouth of any individual accuſtomed to re

gard that ſex with eſteem . It is , perhaps,

one of the moſt pointed ſarcaſms that could

have been directed againſt thoſe perſons in

whoſe behalf it is alleged. Are we to have

ſuch an opinion of feminine juſtice, bene

volence, delicacy, and candour, as to con

clude that women cannot paſs a ſingle even
ly

ingO 2
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ing otherwiſe than in the indulgence of

detraction , unleſs their thoughts be occu

pied by the card -table : that their tongues,

unleſs charmed to filence by attention to

the game, will be inceſſantly exerciſed by

calumný and malice ? She of when this

repreſentation can with truth be given , has

no time to throw away upon trifles. Ob

jects of higher moment than viſits and

amuſements claim her undivided care ; re

tirement, reflection, ſelf -knowledge, the aca

quiſition of virtue, the purification of a

corrupted heart.

If we ſet aſide meetings profeſſedly or in

tentionally held for the purpofe of gaming,

the principal evil attending the uſe of cards

may, perhaps, be fairly ſtated to conſiſt not

ſo much in the reprehenſible paſſions which

they excite, as in the quantity of timewhich

they conſume. In many families, particu

larly in provincial towns, they 'regularly

enter as the tea -table departs, and occupy

ſeveral hours of the evening. In fome

houſes,
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be

houſes, where patience is weaker, they ap

pear ſpeedily after dinner. A conſiderable

portion of every day , Sundays excepted, an

exception which in the country may yet

commonly made, is thus rendered a mere

blank ; it is cut, as it were , out of life, and

conſigned, upon the moſt favourable ſup

poſition, to vacuity and oblivion. What

might have been the improvement made,

the knowledge acquired, the rational plea

ſure enjoyed , had theſe hours been habitu

ally allotted to inſtructive converſation or

intereſting books ? Had it been the cuſtom

of the family to allot them to ſuch em

ployments before a paſſion for cards was

become inveterate, habit would then have

operated in ſupport of an intelligent and

uſeful mode of paſſing time as ſtrongly as

it now does in upholding a puerile and

uſeleſs occupation. And a propoſal to ex

change the uſual delights of the afternoon

and evening for a pool at quadrille or a

rubber at whiſt, would have been received

with the diſguſt which would, at preſent,

attach0 3
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attach on the adventurous reformer, who

ſhould recommend, when the card -tables

are now fet and the partners taking their

places, to prefer liſtening to the page of

Robertſon to practiſing the rules of Hoyle.

^ Man," it has been well obſerved, “ is a

• bundle of habits. " . Life is made up
of

principles and actions familiariſed and con

firmed by cuſtom ., The uncouth faſhions

in dreſs and perſonal demeanour, the ſenſe

leſs decorations in building and in furniture,

which have univerſally prevailed in dif

ferent periods, and the moſt unnatural

modes of ornamenting nature which have

had poliſhed nations for their admirers from

the days of Pliny to thoſe of George the

fecond, ſhew , with numberleſs other in

ſtances which might be particulariſed , thạt

there is nothing ſo abſurd and extravagant

which the eye cannot by uſe conyertinto a

beauty, and the mind into a gratification.

Nor is there any employment fo trifling,

that it cannot be rendered, by uniform

practice, neceſſary to comfort. Were a fa

mily
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a por

mily to be long accuſtomed, with the ſame

regularity with which many
dedicate

tion of the day to cards, to amuſe themſelves

during ſome hours of every evening in

picking and meaſuring ſtraws from wheat

ſheaves, placed before each individual for

that purpoſe; an interruption of the cuſtom

would be felt at firſt as a loſs of one of

the eſſencial enjoyments of life, and would

leave, for a time, a vacancy ſcarcely to be

fupplied. Hence appears the importance

of guarding in the outſet againſt contract

ing a habit fo encroaching. The firſt

links are imperceptible; but the chain , once

formed , is ſcarcely to be broken.

:

Though ſome few individuals of the fe

male ſex may be obſerved to take their

places among ſportſmen in the field, the

faſhion, happily, is not ſo prevalent as to

entitle fox -hunting, and ſimilar occupations,

to rank among feminine amuſements. It

is not, perhaps, in common caſes felf-evi

dent, that diverſionswhich conſiſt in infict

0 : 4 ing۱ربا
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ing torture, and ſhedding blood, are alto

gether adapted even to perſons of the other

fex who lay claim to cultivated underſtand

ings. But, however that may be, the rude

clamour, the boiſterous exertions, and the

cruel ſpectacles of field -ſports, are wholly

diſcordant, when contraſted with the deli

cacy, the refinement, and the ſenſibility of

a woman .

The reflections, which have hitherto been

offered on the ſubject of amuſements, have

left unnoticed a material circumſtance ope

rating more powerfully in the caſe of ſome

amuſements, than in that of others ; yet, in

a certain meaſure, common to all . The

inquiry has, in each inſtance, been almoſt

excluſively directed to aſcertain , whether

the amuſement ſpecified was, in its nature

and circumſtances, innocent. But there is

a danger which is attached even to innocent

amufements ; the danger of purſuing them

to excefs. A poſſeſſion which we have al

ways in our hands, which every perſon

around
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around us appears to have equally with

ourſelves, is a poſſeſſion of the value of

which we are moſt likely to be ignorant or

regardleſs. Such a poſſeſſion is time. Men,

who are ſtimulated to intellectual exertions

by the concurrence of various motives,

either unknown to the female ſex, orknown

only in an inferior degree ; men, to whom

buſineſs is in one ſhape or in another con

tinually preſenting itſelf ; whom the capa

city of attaining to profeſſional honour and

emolument, and the attractions of the field

of literature, of which; until of late years,

they have almoſt enjoyed a monopoly,might

tempt to cultivate their underſtandings, and

to apply their talents to purpoſes of utility ;

frequently conſign themſelves to a laborious

life of amuſement; a life which, even if all

their modes of amuſement had been in them

ſelves irreproachable, would not have been

more uſefuland reſpectable than an equal pe

riod of obſtinate inactivity. Devoting their

mornings to the billiard-room, and their

evenings to the gaming -table ; occupied in

fuperintending the training of race-horſes,

and
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and in witneſſing, with unfeeling delight,

their exertions on the courſe ; or employed

in the unremitting purſuit and deſtruction

of various parts of the animal world ; they

live without reflection on the great objects

of human exiſtence, neither benefited by

its progreſs, nor preparing for its termina

tion. A picture ſimilar to this in its out

line and compoſition, though differing in

the particular objects preſented to the eye

of the ſpectator, might be drawn from fe

male life. Gay, elegant, and accompliſhed,

but thoughtleſs, immerſed in trifles, and

hurrying with impatience, never ſatisfied,

from one ſcene of diverſion to another ;

how many women are ſeen floating down

the ſtream of life, like bubbles on whichthe

fun paints a thouſand gaudy colours ; and

like bubbles vaniſhing, ſooner or later, one

after another, and leaving no trace of uſe

fulneſs behind ! The ſcriptural cenſure of

thoſe who are “ lovers of pleaſure more

ự than lovers of God ( )," a cenſure, the

(0) 2 Tim . iii . 4.- See alſo ſome of the preceding and

pf the ſubſequent verſes.

proper
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proper force of which may be eſtimated by

attending to the other characters included

in the ſame catalogue by the Apoſtle, per

tains not to thoſe perſons only who indulge

themſelves in gratifications in their own

nature criminal. It belongs in due propor

tion to all who ſacrifice duty to pleaſure ;

to all who elevate amuſements above the

rank which they ought to hold in the mind

of a Chriſtian ; to all who addict themſelves

to the purſuit of entertainment with an

ardour, or to an extent which ſo intrudes

on their attention and their time, as to pre

vent them from improving their under

ſtandings, cultivating holineſs and benevo

lence of heart, and diſcharging the relative

duties of life, with diligence and fidelity ;

to all, in ſhort, who, whatever may be the

nature of their amufements, 'follow them,

or any one of them, to exceſs. So diſpoſed

is the human mind to open itſelf to pleplea

furable impreſſions, that at all times until

age or forrow has dried up the ſources of

enjoyment, and above all other times, du

231 d. god., ring

.
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ring the fuſceptibility of youth, exceſs is

to be apprehended . What has delighted

us once , we feel aſſured will delight us

again. And though the trial ſhould termi

nate in diſappointment, or repetition ſhould

convert fatisfa &tion into wearineſs ; we ſeek

to fill up the void, not by ſearching after

pleaſures of a higher nature, but by eagerly

catching at gratifications ſimilar to that, the

deluſive nature of which we have fo lately

experienced. The very circumſtance of an

amuſement being innocent, renders its at

tractions the more likely to acquire unrea

ſonable power over the unſuſpecting breaft

of innocence. It excites no alarm ; it has

no features of deformity ; the time which

it occupies is ſpeedily gone, and leaves no

diſagreeable recollection . It may

before a young woman is led to diſcern , in

her own caſe, that an action individually

blameleſs may, by frequency, become cri

minal; and to perceive the deficiency of

what ſhe has done in the line of improve

ment and utility by conſidering what ſhe

might have done.

Among

be long
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Among the unhappy effects which at

tend an immoderate and confirmed thirſt

for amuſements, this is one of the moſt la

mentable ; that the malady is fitly ranked

among the mental diſorders moſt difficule

to cure. Like the dropſy, it is diſtinguiſh

ed by a burning deſire for the indulgences

moſt adverſe to the diminution of the com

plaint ; a deſire fo intenſe as ſcarcely to

permit the ſufferer to advert to any other

object. The mind, unaccuſtomed to ſerious

reflection, ſoftened and enfeebled by relax

ing habits, turns with diſguſt from argui

ment and intelligence, clings to the trifles

in which it has long delighted, and is almoft

incapable for a time of either ſeeking or of

receiving gratification from better purſuits.

The ſelf-denial, the painful efforts, requiſite

to break the ſhackles of habit, are fully

known to thoſe only by whom the ſhackles

of habithave been broken. Let every wo

man beware of being imperceptibly betrayed

into fetters from which, without ſuch felf

denial, fuch painful efforts, the cannot be

extri
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extricated ; yet from which it is neceſſary

that the ſhould be extricated , if ſhe is to

lead a life uſeful to others, ultimately com

fortable to herſelf, and calculated to obtain

the approbation of Heaven .

c. The riſk to which a young woman is

expoſed of contracting a habit of exceſſive

fondneſs for amuſements, depends not only

on the particular propenſities of her mind,

but alſo on the place and ſituation in which

the principally reſides. To the daughter of

a country gentleman, the paternal manſion,

inſulated in its park , or admitting no con

tiguous habitations except the neighbouring

hamlet, feldom furnilhes the opportunity

of acceſs to a perpetual circle of amuſe

ments. Viſitors are not always to be found

in the drawing-room ; the card -table can

not always be filled up ; the county town

affords a ball but once in a month ; and do

meſtic circumſtances perverſely ariſe to ob

ſtruct regularity of attendance. Suppoſe

then a young woman thus ſituated to labour

under

ܶܕܢܵܬ݇ܪܚ,
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under the heavy diſadvantage of not having

had her mind directed by education to proi

per objects. Finding herſelf obliged to

procure, by her own efforts, the entertain

ment which ſhe is frequently without the

means of obtaining from others, ſhe is ex

cited to ſome degree of ufeful exertion .

Family converſation , needle-work, a book,

even a book that is not a novel, in a word,

any occupation is found preferable to the

tediouſneſs of a conſtant want of employ

ment. Thus the foundation of ſome do

meſtic habits is laid : or , if the habits were

previouſly in exiſtence, they are ſtrength

ened, or, at leaſt, are preſerved from being

'obliterated. She who is fixed in a country

town, where ſociety is always within reach,

and ſomething in the of

ment is ever going forward, or may eaſily

be ſet on foot, may, with greater facility,

contract a habit of Aying from a companion,

who, if inſipid and unpleaſing to her, will

be, of all companions, the moſt inſipid and

unpleaſing, herſelf. But, it is in the metro

way . petty amuſe

polis
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polis that amuſements, and all the tempt

ations which flow from amuſements, are

concentred. So various are the ſcenes of

public diverſion , fo various the parties of

private entertainment, whichLondon affords

in the evening ; ſo numerous are the ſpec

tacles and exhibitions of wonders in naturę

or in art, and the attractive occupations

properly to be claſſed under the head of

amuſement, which obtrude on the leiſure

of morning in the capital and its environs;

ſo magnetic is the example of wealth , and

rank, and faſhion, that ſhe who approaches

the ſtream with a mind unſteadied by thoſe

principles of moderation and ſobriety which

are eſſential to the Chriſtian character, will

probably be fucked into the vortex, and

whirled, day after day, and year
after

year,

in a never -ending round of giddineſs and

diſſipation.

If the metropolis be the ſpot in which

the danger of becoming abforbed in amuſe

ments is moſt formidable; the ſcenes of re

fort,I
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C

ſort, whether inland or on the ſea -coaſt,

which are diſtinguiſhed by the general de

nomination of Public Places, exhibit it in a

degree but little inferior. Of ſuch places,

the predominant fpirit is thoughtleſfneſs ;

and thoughtleſſneſs, ever weary of its own

vacuity, flies with reftlefs -ardour from di

verſion to diverſion, and ſtimulates the in

herent love ofentertainment, which , in moſt

perſons, requires rather to be curbed than

to be inflamed . The contagion ſpreads, in

the firſt place, amongtheſe whoſe preſence

is owing to other cauſes than fickneſs: but,

in a ſhort time, it extends to many perſons

who are come in queſt of health ; and often

affects them ſo powerfully, that the hurry

of the evening more than counterbalances

the falubrious influence of air and of waters.

Let it be remembered , however, that there

is no place which affords an exemption

from the obligation of rational purſuits and

mental improvement; nor any place which

does not - afford opportunities for rational

purſuits and mental improvement to thoſe

who are inclined to make uſe of them.

1
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ON THE EMPLOYMENT OF TIME.
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Tooccupy the mind with uſeful employ-i

ments is among the beſt methods of guard

ing it from ſurrendering itſelf to diſſipation ,

To occupy. it with ſuch employments

regularly, is among the beſt methods of

leading it to love them . Young women

ſometimes complain , and more frequently

the complaint is made for them, that they

have nothing to do. Yet few complaints.

are urged with leſs foundation. To pre :

ſcribe to a young perſon of the female ſex

the preciſe occupations to which ſhe ſhould

devote her time, is impoſſible. It would be

to attempt to limit, by inapplicable rules,

what muſt vary according to circumſtances

which cannot previouſly be aſcertained .

Differences in pointof health, of intelle & ,

of taſte, and a thouſand nameleſsparticula

TAVI01
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rities of family occurrences and local ſitu

ation, claim , in each individual caſe, to be

taken into the account. Some general re

flections, however, may be offered .

I advert not yet to the occupations which

Aow from the duties of matrimonial life.

When , to the rational employments open

to all women, the entire fuperintendence of

domeſtic economy is added ; when parental

cares and duties preſs forward to aſſume

the high rank in a mother's breaſt to which

they are entitled ; to complain of the diffi

culty of finding proper methods of occupy

ing time, would be a lamentation which

nothing but politeneſs could preſerve from

being received by the auditor with a ſmile.

But in what manner, I hear it replied, are

they, 'who are not wives and mothers, to

buſy themſelves ? Even at preſent young

women in general, notwithſtanding all their

efforts to quicken and enliven the flow

paced hours,appear, if we may judge from

their countenances and their language, not

unfreeP 2
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unfrequently tofeel themſelves unſucceſsful.

If dreſs then, and what is called diſſipation,

are not to be allowed to fill ſo large a ſpace

in the courſe of female life as they now

overſpread ; and your deſire to curtail them

in the exerciſe of this branch of their eſta

bliſhed prerogative is, by no means, equi

vocal ; how are well-bred women to ſup

port themſelves in the ſingle ſtate through

the diſmal vacuity thatſeems to await them ?

This queſtion it may be fufficient to anſwer

by another. If young'afid well-bred wo

men are not accuſtomed, in their ſingle

ftaté, regularly to aſſign a large proportion

of their hours to ſerious and inſtructive

occupations; iwhat proſpect, what hope is

there that, when married, they will affume

habits to which they have ever been tran

gers, and exchange idleneſs and volatility

for ſteadineſsand exertion ?

1

To every woman, whether ſingle or

married, the habit of regularly allotting to

improving books a portion of each day,

and,
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and, as far as mayas may be practicable, at ſtated

hours, cannot be too ſtrongly recommended.

I uſe the term improving in a large ſenſe ;

as comprehending whatever writings may

contribute to her virtue, her uſefulneſs, and

her innocent ſatisfaction, to her happineſs

in this world and in the next. She who

believes that ſhe is to ſurvive in another

ftate of being through eternity, and is duly

impreſſed by the awful conviction, will not

be ſeduced from an habitual ſtudy of the

Holy Scriptures, and of other works calcu

lated to imprint on her heart the compara

tively ſmall importance .of the pains and

pleaſures of this period of exiſtence ; and

to fill her with that knowledge, and inſpire

her with thoſe views and diſpoſitions, which

may enable her to rejoice in the contem

plation of futurity. With the time allotted

to the regular peruſal of the word of God ,

and of performances which enforce and

illuſtrate the rules of Chriſtian duty, no

other kind of reading ought to be permitted

to interfere. At other parts of the day let

P 3 hiſtory,
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hiſtory, biography, poetry, or ſome of the

various branches of elegant and profitable

knowledge, pay their tribute of inſtruction

and amuſement. But let her ſtudies be

confined within the ſtricteſt limits of puri

iy. Let whatever ſhe peruſes in her 'moſt

private hours be ſuch as ſhe needs not to

be aſhamed of reading aloud to thoſe whoſe

good opinion the is moſt anxious to deſerve.

Let her remember that there is an aH - fee

ing eye, which is ever fixed upon her, even

in her cloſeſt retirement.

There is one fpecies of writings which

obtains from a conſiderable proportion of

the female ſex a reception much more fa

vourable than is accorded to other kinds of

compoſition more worthy of encourage

ment: 0 It is ſcarcely neceffary to add the

name of romances. Works of this nature

" nột ünfrequently deſerve the praiſe of inge

nuity of plan and contrivance, of accurate

and well-ſupported diſcrimination of cha

rácter, and of force and elegance of lan

guage.

.
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guage. 9. Some have profeſſedly beencom

poſed with a deſign to favour thel interefts

of morality ." And among thoſe which are

deemed to have on the whole a moral ten

dency , a very few perhaps might be fe

lectedwhich are not liable to the diſgraceful

charge of being contaminated occaſionally

by incidents and paſſages unfit to be pre

ſented to the reader ; a charge fo very

generally to be alleged with juſtice, that

even of the novels which poſſeſs great and

eſtabliſhed reputation , ſome are totally im-.

proper, in conſequence of ſuch admixture,

to be peruſed by the eye of delicacy. Poor,

indeed , are the ſervices rendered to virtue

by a writer, however he may boaſt that the

object of his performance is to exhibit the

vicious asinfamous and unhappy, who, in

tracing the progreſs of vice to infamy and

unhappineſs, introduces the reader to ſcenes

and language adapted to wear away the

quick feelings of modeſty, which form at

once theornament and the ſafeguard ofin

nocences and likethe bloom upon a plumb,

P4 if
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if once . effaced, commonly diſappear for

ever . vTo indulge in a practice of reading

romances is, in ſeveral other particulars,

liablerto produce miſchievous effects. Such

compoſitions are, to moſt perſons, extremely

engaging. That ſtory muſt be uncommonly

barren, or wretchedly told, of which , after

having heard the beginning, we deſire not

to know the end. To the pleaſure of learn

ing the ultimate fortunes of the heroes and

heroines of the tale, the novel commonly

adds, in a greater or in a leſs degree, that

which ariſes from animated deſcription,

from lively dialogue, or from intereſting

ſentiment. Hence the peruſal of one ro

mance leads, with much more frequency

than is the caſe with reſpect to works of

other kinds, to the ſpeedy peruſal of an

other. Thus a habit is formed , a habit at

firft, perhaps, of limited indulgence, but

9 a habit that is continually found more for

silmidable and more encroaching. The appe

tite becomes ' too keen to be denied; and in

proportion as it is more urgent, grows leſs

ο riggare?? tissidy Cu O nice
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nice and ſelect in its fare. . What would

formerly have given offence, now gives

none. The palate is vitiated or made dull.

The produce of the book -club, and the

contents of the circulating library are de

voured with indiſcriminate and inſatiable

avidity. Hence the mind is ſecretly cor

rupted. Let it be obſerved too, that in ex

act correſpondence with the increaſe of a

paffion for reading novels, an averſion to

reading of a more improving nature will

gather ſtrength. There is yet another con

ſequence too important to be overlooked .

- The cataſtrophe and the incidents of ro

-mances commonly turn on the viciſſitudes

and effects of a paſſion the moſt powerful

i of all thoſe which agitate the human heart.

Hence the ſtudy of them frequently creates

; a ſuſceptibility of impreſſion and a prema

ture warmth of tender emotions, which,

not to ſpeak of other poſſible effects, have

been known to betray young women into

a ſudden attachment to perſons unworthy

of their affection, and thus to hurry them

into marriages terminating in unhappineſs.

In
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In addition to the regular habit of uſeful

reading the cuſtom of committing to the

memory ſelect and ample portions of poetie

compoſitions, not for the purpoſe of ofens

tatiouſly quoting them in mixed company,

but for the fake of private improvement,

deſerves, in confequence of its beneficial

tendency, to be mentioned with a very high

degree of praiſe. The mind is thus (tored .

with a laſting treaſure of ſentiments and

ideas, 'combined by writers of tranſeendent

genius and vigorous imagination , clothed

in appropriate, nervous, and glowing lan

guage, and impreſſed by the powers of

cadence and harmony. Let the poetry,

however, be well chofen. Let it' be fuch

as elevates the heart with the ardour of dedi

votion, adds energy and grace to precepts

ofmorality ,kindles benevolence by pathetiel

narrative and refle&tion , enters with Tratura

and lively deſcription into the varieties of
character, or preſents vívid picturesofwhat

isgrand or beautifulin the ſcenery bfna_

tosứch are in general the works of

Milton, "of Thomſon , of Gray, of Maſon ,

and

ture .
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and of Cowper. It is thus that the beauty

and grandeur of nature will be contemplated

with new pleaſure. It is thus that taſte

will be called forth , exerciſed , and corrected,

It is thus that judgement will be ſtrength

ened , virtuous emotions cheriſhed , piety

animated and exalted. At all times, and

under every circumſtance, the heart pene

třated with religion , will delight itſelf in the

recollection of paſſages, which diſplay the

perfections of that Being on whom it truſts,

and the glorious hopes to which it aſpires.

When affliction weighs down the ſpirits, or

fickneſs the ſtrength , it is then that their

cheering influence will be doubly felt.

When, old age, diſabling the ſufferer from

the frequent uſe of books, obliges the mind

to turn inward upon itſelf; the memory ,

long retentive, even in its decay, of the ac

quiſitions which it had attained and valued

in its early vigour, ſtill ſuggeſts the lines

which have again and again diffuſed rapture

through the bofom of health , and are yet,

capable of overſpreading the hours of de

to i crepitudeA
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çrepitude and the couch of pain with con

folation.

But it is not from books alone that a

conſiderate young woman is to ſeek her

gratifications. The diſcharge of relative

duties, and the exerciſe of benevolence

form additional ſources of activity and en

joyment. To give delight in the affection

ate intercourſe of domeſtic fociety ; to re

lieve a parent in the ſuperintendence of

family affairs; to ſmooth the bed of ſick

neſs, and cheer the decline of age ;
to ex

amine into the wants and diſtreſſes of the

female inhabitants of the neighbourhood

to promote uſeful inſtitutions for the com

fort of mothers, and for the inſtruction of

children; and to give to thoſe inſtitutions

that degree of attention, which, without re

quiring either much time or much perſonal

trouble, will facilitate their eſtabliſhment

and extend their uſefulneſs: theſe are em

ployments congenial to female ſympathy;

employments in the preciſe line of female

duty :
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duty; employments which diffuſe genuine

and laſting conſolation among thoſe whom

they are deſigned to benefit, and never fail

to improve the heart of her who is engaged

in them.

In pointing out what ought to be done,

let juſtice be rendered to what has been done.

In the diſcharge of the domeſtic offices of

kindneſs, and in the exerciſe of charitable

and friendly regard to the neighbouring

poor, women in general are exemplary. In

the latter branch of Chriſtian virtue, an ac

ceſſion of energy has been witneſſed within

'a few years. Many ladies have ſhewn, and

ſtill continue to ſhew , their earneft ſolicitude

for the welfare of thewretched and the ig

norant, byſpontaneouſly eſtabliſhing ſchools

of induſtry and of religious inſtruction ; and

with a ſtill more beneficial warmth of be

nevolence, have taken the regular inſpe&tion

of them upon themſelves. May they ſted

faſtly perſevere, and be imitated by num

bers !

Among

150
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Among theemployments of time, which ,

though regarded with due attention by many

young women , are more or leſs neglected

by a conſiderable number, moderate exer

cife in the open air claims to be noticed .

Sedentary confinement in hot apartments on

the one hand, and public diverſions frem

quented, on the other, in buildings ftill

more crowded and ſtifling, are often per

mitted fo to occupythe time as by degrees

even to wear away the reliſh for the freſh

neſs of a pure atmoſphere, for the beauties

and amuſements of the garden , and for

thoſe “ rural ſights and rural founds,"

which delight the mind uncorrupted by

idleneſs, folly, or vice. Enfeebled health ,

a capricious temper, low and irritable ſpirits,

and the loſs of many pure and continually

recurring enjoyments, are among the con

ſequences of ſuch miſconduct.

But though books obtain their reaſonable

portion of the day, though health has been

conſulted, the demands of duty fulfilled ,

and
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and the dictates of benevolence obeyed,

there will yet be hours remaining unoccu

pied ; hours for which no ſpecific employ

ment has yet been provided. For ſuch

hours it is not the intention of theſe pages

to preſcribe any ſpecific employment. What

if ſomeſpace be aſſigned to the uſeful and

elegant arts of female induſtry? But is in

duſtry to poſſeſs them all ? Let the innocent

amuſements which home furniſhes claim

their ſhare. It is a claim which ſhall cheer

fully be allowed. Do amuſements abroad

offer their pretenſions? Neither ſhall they ,

on proper occaſions, be unheard. A well

regulated life will never know a vacuum

fufficienttorequire an immoderate ſhare of

public amuſements to fill it. viits
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CHAP, XÍ.

CONSIDERATIONS ANTECEDENT TO

MARRIAGE.

INN the preceding pages, which have had

an evident and primary reference to the

ſituation of unmarried women, I have been

under the neceſſity of ſpeaking largely con

cerning various duties, which appertain

equally to thoſe who are no longer ſingle.

I have therefore to entreat the reader, if

of the latter defcription , ſtill to regard the

foregoing part of this treatiſe as addrefled

alſo to herſelf; if of the former, to believe

herſelf, even at preſent, concerned in many

of the ſubſequent obfervations, though they

ſhould ſeem to refer ſolely to a condition of

life into which ſhe has not yet entered .

It will be proper, however, before the

duties of a married woman are particu

lariſed,

1
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lariſed , to be explicit concerning ſome points,

on attention to which the probability of

happineſs in matrimonial life radically de

pends.

The proſpect of paſſing a ſingle month

with an acquaintance,whoſe ſociety weknow

to be unpleaſing, is a proſpect from which

every
mind recoils. Were the time of inter

courſe antecedently fixed to extend to a year,

or to a longer period, our repugnance would

be proportionally great. Were the term to

reach to the death of one of the parties, the

evil would appear in foreſight ſcarcely to be

endured. But further; let it be ſuppoſed,

not only that the parties were to be bound

during their joint lives 'to the ſociety of

each other ; but that their intereſts were to

be inſeparably blended together in all cir

cumſtances. And, in the next place, let it

alſo be ſuppoſed that the two parties were

not to engage in this aſſociation on terms .

of perfect equality; but that one of them

was neceſſarily to be placed, as to various

Q par
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particulars, in a ſtate of ſubordination to

the other. What caution would be requi

fite in each of the parties, what eſpecial

caution would be requiſite in the party

deſtined to ſubordination, antecedently to

ſuch an engagement ! How diverſified, how

ftrict, how perſevering ſhould be the in

quiries of each reſpecting the other, and

eſpecially of the latter reſpecting the former !

Unleſs the diſpoſitions, the temper, the ha

bits, the genuine character and inmoft prin

ciples were mutually known ; what rational

hope, what tolerable chance of happineſs

could fubfift ? And if happinefs ſhould not

be the lot of the two aſſociates, would not

their diſquietudes be proportionate to the

cloſeneſs of their union ? Let this reaſoning

be transferred to the caſe of marriage.

!

c. Whether marriage eſtabliſhes between the

huſband and the wife a perfect equality of

rights, or conveys to the former a certain

degree of ſuperiority over the latter, is a

point not left among Chriſtians to be de

cided
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cided by ſpeculative arguments. The inti

mation of the divine will, communicated to

the firſt woman immediately after the fall,

is corroborated by various injun & ions de

livered in the New Teſtament. « Let the

wife ſee that ſhe reverence her huſband.”

“ Wives, ſubmit yourſelves unto your own

“ huſbands as unto the Lord ; for the huſ.

“ band is the head of the wife, even as

“ Chriſt is the head of the Church ;--there

“ fore, as the church is ſubject unto Chriſt,

Ś ſo let the wives be to their own huſbands

in every thing ( ).". The command in

the ſecond of theſe paſſages is ſo explicit,

and illuſtrated by a compariſon ſo ima

preſſive, that it is needleſs to recite other

texts of a ſimilar import. The obedience,

however, which is here enjoined by the

Apoſtle, is not unlimited obedience. Were

a huſband preſumptuouſly to require his

wife to infringe the property or other rights

( 0) Epher. v . 33.-22 . 24. - See alſo Coloff. iii . 18.

1 Cor . xiv . 34 , 35.- Tim. ii . 11. 15.-Titus, ii . s.

1 Peter, il

22
of
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the -

of a third perſon , or to tranfgreſs any of

divine laws, the 'would be bound to

obeyGodrather than man . And it is very

poſſible that he mightbe in other reſpects

ſo unreaſonable and injurious in his in

junctions, that ſhe might with juſtice con

ceive herfelf exempted, as to thoſe particu

lar inſtances, from the obligation of implicit

- ſubmiſſion to his authority. St. Paul di

rects children to obey their parents, and

ſervants their maſters“ in all things ( )."

Yet it is manifeſt that his direction was not

intended to reach to things ſinful,

other extreme caſes which might be deviſed.

It is reaſonable, therefore, and it is alſo con

formable to the general mode of conveying

moral directions which is adopted in the

Scriptures, to underſtand his ſtrong decla

ration concerning the authority of a hul

band, as limited by reſtrictions and ex

ceptions, correſponding to thoſe with which

his equally ſtrong declarations concerning

iw Colog.iži. 20. 22.

the

hor to
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the authority of parents and of maſters are

manifeſtly to be underſtood. But though

in cafes ſuch as have been ſuppoſed the

duty of femaleobedience is ſuſpended, it is

ſuſpended in theſe only. She who is com

manded to “ be ſubject toher head, the hul

“ band , as the church is ſubject to Chrift,

its head,” cannot doubt that obedience,

when it can innocently be rendered ,

branch of her connubial duty.

Sonen .

S. A branch of duty in its nature ſo import,

ant and extenſive, ought to be conſidered

antecedently to marriage with religious

ſcrupulouſneſs. And while the obligation

is acknowledged, let not the ends for which

it is impoſed be miſconceived . Let not

pride or ignorance be for a moment per

mitted to ſuggeſt that the Father of the

univerſe, in allotting obedience to the wife,

has diſplayed a partial regard to the welfare

and comfort of the huſband, Eternal wif

dom , incapable of error and of caprice, has

in this diſpenſation conſulted her happineſs

23
10
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no lefsthan that of her affociate. Ifit were

deſirable to preventor toʻlefſen the bickert

ings, the conflicts, the pertinacious contra

riety of plans and projects, which , in a ſtate

imperfect as human nature'is, would per

petually ariſe and involve families in un

ceaſing confuſion, were 'each party free

from any obligation to acquieſce'in the de

ciſion of the other ; by what method , were

we to conſult the dictates of unbiaſed judg

ment, ſhould we deem the object moſt likely

to be attained ? Undoubtedly by the method

which Providence has adopted ; by afſign

ing to one of the partners in matriage a

fixed pre-eminence over the other. If this

point be once 'conceded, there cannot be

room for much heſitation as to the only re

maining queſtion : to which of the two

parties would it be wiſeſt and beſt' that the

pre-eminence ſhould be aſſigned ? As the

burden of the moſt laborious offices in life,

of thoſe offices which require the greateft

exertions, the deepeſt reflection, and the

moſt comprehenſive judgement, is devolved

upon
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upon man ; and as man, that he may be

qualified for the diſcharge of theſe offices,

has been furniſhed by his creator with

powers of inveſtigation and of foreſight in

a ſomewhat larger meaſure than the other

fex, who have been recompenſed by an

ample ſhare of mental endowments of a dif

ferent kind ; it ſeems an appointment both

reaſonable in its nature and moſt conducive

to the happineſs, not only of the man him

ſelf, but of his wife, of his children , and

of all his connections, that he ſhould be the

perſon to whom the ſuperiority ſhould be

committed. But Heaven has not left the

wife deftitute or neglected . Security is

provided for her in various ways againſt an

arbitraryand tyrannical exerciſe of power on

the part of the huſband. Some limitations to

which his authority,is ſubjected have already

been noticed. Theſe he well knows. Не

knows too, that if he is entruſted with

power, he acts under a proportionate re

ſponſibility, that he acts under the all- ſeeing

eye of his future Judge. And if theScrip

tures are on the one hand expreſs in en

R4 joining
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joining obedience to the wife, they are no

lefs, explicit on the other in reminding the

huſband of the mildneſs, the conciliating

forbearance, the lively and never-failing

tenderneſs of affection, which every branch

of hisbehaviour towards his partner ought

to diſplay ; and of the readineſs with which

he ought to make large facrifices of per

ſonal inclination, eaſe, and intereft, when

eſſential to her permanent welfare. “ Huf

bands, love your wives, andbee not
bitter

againſt them (9) , " Ye huſbands, dwell

with your wives according to knowledge ;

" giving honour unto the wife, as unto the

weaker veſſel (r)." “ Huſbands, love

your wives, as Chriſt alſo loved the
Drug

Church , and himſelf for it (s) Ifgave

a woman marries a perſon without having

ſufficient reaſon to be fatisfied, from actual

knowledge of his character, that the com

mandsof the Scriptures will decide his con ,

duct, the fault ſurely is her own. r ëud : 2L

borau ei

(9 ) Coloff. ii. 19: ,

(5

The

2 ) Ephef. v.25.
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< The foundation of the greater portionof

the unhappineſs which clouds matrimonial

life, is to be fought in the unconcern fo

prevalent in the world , as to thofe radical

principles on which character and the per
manenceof character depend,-- the princi

ples'of religion. Popular language indi

cates the ſtate of popular opinion . If án

union about to take place, or recently con

tracted, between two young ' perfons, is

mentioned in converſation, the firſt queſtion

which we hear aſked concerning it is,

The verywhether it be à poogood match.

countenance and voice of the inquirer, and

of the anfwerer, the termsof the anſwerre

turned, and the obſervations, whether ex

preffive ofſatisfaction or ofregret,which

fall from the lips of the company preſent

in the circle, all concur to'fhew what, in

common eſtimation, is meant by being well

married. If a young woman be deſcribed

as thus married , the terms'imply , that the

is united to a man whoſe rank and fortune

is ſuch , when compared with her own or

thoſe

!
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thofe of her parents, that in point of prece .

dence, in point of command of finery and

of money, ſheis, more or leſs, a gainer by

the bargain. They imply, that she will

now poſſeſs the enviable !advantages of

taking place of other ladies in the neigh

bourhood ; of decking herſelf out with

jewels and lace ; of inhabiting fplendid

apartments ; rolling in handſomecarriages

gazing on numerous ſervants in gaudy, lic

veries, and of going to London, and other

faſhionable ſcenes of reſort, in ' a degree

fomewhat higher than that in which acalcu .

lating broker, after poring on her pedigree,

ſumming up her property in hand, and

computing, at the market price, what is

contingent or in reverſion , would have

pronounced her entitled to them. But what

do the terms imply as to the character of

the man ſelected to be her huſband ? Pro

bably nothing. His character is a matter

which ſeldom enters into the conſideration

of the perſons who uſe them , unleſs it, at

length , appears in the Shape of an after

-35-3955 Authought,

sanoir
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thought, or is awkwardly hitched into their

remarks for the ſake of decorum . : ! If the

terms imply any thing, they mean no more

than that he is not ſcandalouſly and noto

riouſly addicted to vice. He may be proud,

he may be ambitious, he may be malignant,

he may be devoid of Chriſtian principles,

practice, and belief ; or, to ſay the very

leaſt, it may be totally unknown whether

he does not fall, in every particular, under

this deſcription ; and yet, in the language

and in the opinion of the generality of

both ſexes, the match is excellent. In like

manner a ſmall diminution in the ſuppoſed

advantages already enumerated, though

counterpoiſed by the acquiſition of a com

panion eminent for his virtues, is ſuppoſed

to conſtitute a bad match ; and is univerſally

lamented in polite meetings with real or

affected concern. The good or bad fortune

of a young man in the choice of a wife is

eſtimated according to the ſame rules...

From thoſe who contract marriages, ei

ther chiefly, or in a conſiderable degree,

through
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through motives of intereſt or of ambition ,

it would be folly to expect previous ſolici

tudereſpecting piety of heart. And it would

be equal folly to expect that ſuch marri

ages, however they may anſwer the pur

poſes of intereſt or of ambition , ſhould ter

minate otherwiſe than in wretchedneſs.

Wealth
may be ſecured, rank may be ob

tained ; but if wealth and rank are to be

main ingredients in the cup of matrimonial

felicity, the ſweetneſs of the wine will be

exhaufted at once, and nothing remain but

bitter and corroſive dregs. When attach

ments are free from the contamination of

ſuchunworthy motives, it by no means al

ways follows that much attention is paid

to intrinſic excellence of moral character.

Affection , quick -fighted in difcerning, and

diligentin ſcrutiniſing, the minuteft circum

ſtances which contribute to thew whether

it is met with reciprocal ſincerity and ardor,

is , in other reſpects, purblind and inconfi

derate. It magnifies'good qualities which

exift ; it ſeems to itſelf to perceive merits

which ,
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which, to other eyes, are inviſible; it gives

credit for what it wilhes to diſcover , it

enquires not, where it fears a difappoint

ment. Yet, what ſecurity can a woman

have for happineſs in marriage, if the only

foundation on which confidence can be

fafely repoſed, be wanting ? And ought ſhe

not, in common prudence, to conſider it as

wanting, until ſhe is thoroughly convinced

of its exiſtence ? Hewhoſe ruling princi

ple is that of ſtedfaſt obedience to the laws

of God, has a pledge to give, and it is a

pledge worthy of being truſted , that he will

diſcharge his duty to his fellow -creatures,

accordingto the different relations in which

he may be placed. Every other bond of

confidence is brittle as a thread, and looks

fpecious only to prove deluſive. A woman

who receives for her huſband a perſon of

whoſe moral character the knows no more

than that it is outwardly decent, Itakes her

welfare upon a very hazardous experiment.

She who marries a man not entitled even

to that humble prạife, in the hope of re

claiming
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claiming him, ftakes it on an experiment

in which there is fcarce a probability of

her ſucceſs.

Among various abſurd and miſchievous

leffons which young women were accuf

tomed in the laſt age to learn from dramatic

repreſentations, one of the moſt abſurd

and miſchievous was this that a man of

vicious character was particularly likely ,

when once reformed, to make a good and

exemplary huſband. At the concluſion of

almoſt every comedy the hero of the piece,

ſignalized throughout its progrefs by qua

lities, and conduct radically incompatible

with the exiſtence of matrimonial happi

neſs, was introduced upon the ſtage as

having experienced a ſudden change of

heart, and become a convert, as by a mira .

cle, to the ways of religion and virtue. The

fame prepoſterous reformation occaſionally

finds a place in compoſitions of modern

date. The reaſons which have linduced

many writers, by no means unſkilled in

the
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the ſcience of human nature, to conſtruct

their dramas on a plan fo unnaturaly are

evident. Following the bent of his own

contaminated mind, or ſolicitous only to

ſuit the taſte of a corrupted audience, the

author conceived immorality feaſoned with

wit to furniſh the moſt copious and attrac

tive fund of entertainment. He formed

his plot, drew his characters, and arranged

his incidents, accordingly. His cataſtrophe

was to turn on the uſual hinge, marriage.

But though he had, without fcruple, exhi

bited his hero through four entire acts, and

three quarters of the fifth, as unprincipled ;

yet in the final ſcene to unite him unprin

cipled as he was to the lady of his wiſhes ,

a lady too whom it had been found conve

nient to repreſent throughout the drama in

acmuch more reſpectable light than her

intended huſband, was an indecorum too

flagrant co be hazarded. For form's fake ,

therefore, it was neceſſary that an inſtantan

neous reformation ſhould be ſuppoſed to be

wrought in his heart. Let the female ſex

bo
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be aſſured , that whenever on the ſtage of

real life an irreligious and immoral young

man is ſuddenly found, when on the eve

of matrimony, to change his external con

duct, and to recommend himſelf by pro

fefſions of a determination to amend ; the

probability that the change is adopted, as

in the theatre, for the ſake of form and

convenience, and that it will not be durable

after the purpoſes of form and convenience

ſhall have been anſwered by it, is one of

thoſe which approach the neareſt to cer

tainty.

The truths which have been inculcated,

are ſuch as ought to be eſtabliſhed in the

mind while the affections are yet unen

gaged. When the heart has received an

impreſſion, reaſon acts feebly or treacher

ouſly. But let not the recent impreffion be

permitted to fink deeper, ere the habitual

principles and conduct of him who has

made it ſhall have been aſcertained . On

theſe points in particular, points which a

young
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young woman cannot herſelf poffeſs -ade

quate means of inveſtigating,let the advice

and inquiries of virtuous relatives be ſoli

cited. Let not their opinions, though the

purport of them ſhould prove unacceptable,

be undervalued ; nor their remonſtrances,

if they ſhould remonftrate, be conſtrued as

unkindneſs. Let it be remembered that,

although parental authority can never be

juſtified in conſtraininga daughter tomarry

againſt her will, there are many caſes in

which it may be juſtified in requiring her

to pauſe. Let it be remembered, that if

ſhe thould unite herſelf to a man who is

unſettled as to the principles, or careleſs as

to the practical duties of Chriſtianity, ſhe

has to dread not only the riſk of perſonal

unhappineſs from his conduct towards her,

but the dangerous contagion of intimate

example; the has to dread that his unſteadi

neſs may render her unſteady, his careleff

neſs may teach her to be careleſs. Does

the proſpect appear gloomy? Let her be

wiſe, let her exert herſelf, before it is too

late,R
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late.ct it is better to encounter preſent

anxiety, than to avoid it at the expenſeof

greater and durable evils. And even if

affectionhas already acquiredſuch force, as

not to be repreſſed without very painful

ftruggles ; let her be conſoled and animated

by the conſciouſneſs that the ſacrifice is 'to

prevent, while prevention is yet in her

power, years of danger and of miſery; that

itis an act not only of ultimate kindneſsto

herſelf, but of duty to God; and that every

act of humble and perſevering duty may

hope to receive,in a better world , a reward

proportioned tothe ſeverity of the trials

w120 ) visi

4. In a'unionſo intimate as that of matri

monial life, thoſe diverſities in temper, há

bits,and inclinations,whichina leſs cloſe con

*nection might not have been diſtin @ ly per

ceived, or would have attracted notice but

ſeldom , unavoidably ſwell into importance.

When furfaces are contiguous, every little

prominenceis mutually felt. Hence;among

the qualifications which influence thepro

bability
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bability of connubial comfort, a reaſonable

fimilarity of diſpoſition between the two

parties is one of eſpecial moment. Where

Atrong affection prevails, a ſpirit of accom

modation will prevail allo : but it is not

deſirable that the ſpirit of accommodation

ſhould be ſubjected to rigorous or very fre

quent experiments. Great difparity in age

between a huſband and a wife, of a wide

difference in rank antecedently to marriage,

is, on this account; liable to be productive

ofdiſquietude. The ſprightlineſs of youth

feems levity , and the fobriety of maturer

years to be tinctured with moroſeneſs, when

cloſely contraſted. A fudden introduâion

to affluence, a ſudden and great elevation

in the ſcale of ſociety , are apt to intoxicate ;.

ſudden reduction in outward apa

pearance to be felt as degrading. Inſtances,

however, are not very rare in which the

force of affection, of good ſenſe, and of

good principles, ſhews itſelf permanently

ſuperior to the influence of cauſes, which,

- to minds leſs happily attempered, and leſs

under

and a

R 2
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under the guidance of religious motives,

prove ſources of anxiety and vexation. at

Cou !!

To delude a young man by encouraging

his attentions for the pleaſure of exhibiting

him as a conqueſt, for the purpoſe ofex

citing the aſſiduities of another perſon, or

from any motive except the impulſe of

mutual regard, is a proceeding too plainly

repugnantto juſtice, and to delicacy of fen

timent, to require much obſervation . On

ſuch fubjects, even inadvertence is highly

.culpable . What, then, is the guilt ofher,

who deliberately raiſes hopes which ſhe is

reſolved not to fulfil !
)

.
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CHAP. XII.

ON THE DUTIES OF MATRIMONIAL

LIFE,

.

Among the moſt important of the'du

ties peculiar to the fituation of a married

woman, are to be placed thofe ariſing from

the influence which ſhe will naturally pof

ſeſs over the conduct and character of her

huſband. If it be ſcarcely poffible for two

perſons, connected by the ties of common

friendſhip, to live conſtantly together, or

even habitually to paſs much time in the

fociety of each other, without gradually

approaching nearer and nearer in their

ſentiments and habits ; ftill leſs probable is

it, that from the cloſeſt and moſt attractive

of all bands of union a ſimilar effect ſhould

not be the reſult. The effect will be
expe

rienced by both parties, and perhaps in an

equalR 3
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3

equal degree : but if it be felt by one in a

greater degree than by the other, it is likely

to be thus felt by the huſband. In female

manners inſpired by affe & ion , and bearing

at once the ſtamp of modeſty and of good

fenſe, example operates with a captivating

force ,which few boſoms can reſiſt. When

the heart is won, the judgement is eaſily per

fuaded . It waits not for the flow proceſs of

argument to prove that to be right which it

already thinks too amiable to be wrong.

To the faſcinating charms of female virtue,

when adorned by its higheſt embelliſhment,

diffidence, the Scriptures themſelves bear

teſtimony. St. Peter, addreſſing himſelf to

married women , ſome of whom, in thoſe

days, had been converted to the Chriſtian

religion, while their huſbands remained

yet in idolatry, ſpeaks in the following

terms: “ Likewiſe, ye wives, be in ſub

;

any obey not the word, they alſo , with

huſbands

: 3

“ out the word, may be won by the con

verſation of the wives; while they behold

your

!
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your chaſte converſation coupled with

“ fear (0).” To every woman who, in mo

dern times, is unhappy enough to have a

huſband ignorant of the evidence, uncon

vinced of the truth, or utterly regardleſs of

the precepts of Chriſtianity, this direction

of the Apoſtle indicates an object which

ought to be among the neareſt to her heart;

and at the ſame time deſcribes, with an ac

curate inſight into the nature of the human

mind, the methods from which, under the

ſuperintending control of Providence, the

attainment of it is to be expected. But it

ſpeaks to married women univerſally. To

every one who diſcerns in the behaviour of

her huſband a habit of deviation, in any

reſpect, from the path of Chriſtian recti

tude, it ſpeaks the language of inſtruction

and of encouragement. If the example of

a wife endearing herſelf to her huſband by

“ chafte converſation," by purity of man

ners and of conduct, “ coupled with fear,"

united with modeſt reſpect and unaffuming

( t ) Peter, ii. 1 , 2 ,

R4 mildneſs,
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mildneſs, would be thus efficacious in re

claiming a perſon immerſed in the darkneſs

and the immoralities of Paganiſm "; fhall it

now be without power to detach him who

daily beholds it from ſmaller errors ?' Shall

not the divine bleſſing, which heretofore

enabled it to do fo much, enable it now to

do what is leſs ? Its power is neither dimi

niſhed , nor forſaken of'the divine bleſſing."

It labours in ſecrecy and ſilence, unobtrum

ſive and unſeen ; but it is, at this hour ,

performing its part throughout every quar

ter of the Chriſtian world, in weaning from

prejudices, in diſſuading from vice, in fix

ing the wavering, in foftening the obdurate,

in rendering virtue and holineſs beloved , in

diffuſing peace and happineſs, and in prezi

paring thoſe on whom it operates for higher

felicity hereafter. Women appear to be,

on the whole, more diſpoſed to religia

ous conſiderations than 'men . They have

minds more ſuſceptible of lively impreſ

fions , they are leſsexpoſed than the other

ſex to the temptations of open vice ; they

have
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have quicker feelings ofnative delicacy,and

a ſtronger fenſe of ſhame, no inconfiderable

fupports to virtue ; and they are ſubjected,

in a peculiar degree, to viciſſitudes of health

adapted to awaken ſerious thought, and to

ſet before them the proſpectand the conſe

quences of diffolution . The ſteady glow

of piety excited in the mind of the wife

has, in numberleſs inſtances, diffuſed itſelf

through the breaſt of the huſband; and it

has in no inſtance diffuſed itſelf through his

breaſt, without adding to the warmth of

connubial affection .

! " re !

But never let it be forgotten that female

example, if it be thus capable of befriend

ing the cauſe of religion and the intereſts

of moral rectitude, is equally capable of

proving itſelf one of the moſt dangerous of

their foes. We are all prone to copy as

model,y though a faulty model, which is

continually before us. When the perſons

by whom it is exhibited are indifferent to

uş, We,yet conform to it imperceptibly ;

when
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then they are eſteemed and loved, we are

enſnared into imitation even with open

eyes, She who, at preſent, appears to

regard piety of heart as a matter but of ſe

condary importance, knows not whether

ſhe ſhall not have to anſwer at the day of

retribution for having betrayed her huſband

into a neglect of his eternal welfare. She

who ſets the pattern of flighting one Chriſ

tian ordinance, of diſobeying one Chriſtian

precept, contributes not only to lead her

huſband into the fame fault, but likewiſe

to weaken his attachment to every other

Chriſtian ordinance, and to impair the ſenſe

which he entertains, be it more or leſs

ſtrong, of the obligation and importance of

the other precepts of the Goſpel. If you

are incapable of being, in the moſt impor

tant points, a beneficial companion to your

huſband , beware at leaſt of being a noxious

aſſociate. If you are unable to throw any

weight into the ſcale of his virtues, at leaſt

beware that the oppoſite ſcale be not loaded

with failings borrowed from yourſelf.

1

1

4 But,
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But, whatever be the influence which

the amiable virtues of a wife
may

obtain

over her huſband, let not the conſciouſneſs

of it ever lead her to ſeek opportunities of

diſplaying it, nor to cheriſh a wiſh to in

trude into thoſe departments which belong

not to her juriſdiction. Content with the

province which reaſon and revelation have

aſſigned to her, and ſedulous to fulfil, with

cheerful alacrity, the duties which they

preſcribe ; let her equally guard againſt

deſiring to poſſeſs undue weight over her :

huſband's conduct, and againſt exerciſing

amiſs that which properly belongs to her.

Let her remember too that the juſt regard,

which has been acquired by artleſs attrac

tions, may be loſt by unwarrantable and

teaſing competition.

The love of power, congenial to the hu

man breaſt, reveals itſelf in the two fexes

under different forms, but with equal force.

Hence have ariſen the open endeavours

ſometimes diſcernible on the part of wives

of

3
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ofturbulent paſſions, and the oblique ma

chinations viſible among others of a cun

ning turn of mind, to carry favourite points

againſt the will of their huſbands. If we

may give credit to the writers of comedy,

and to the weekly or diurnal editors of pe

riodical papers, at the end of the laſt century

and early in the preſent, for accurate obſerv.

ation and juſt deſcription of the manners

of their contemporaries ; the grand reſource,

at that period, of a lady whoſe huſband

was cruel enough to deny her any thing on

which ſhe had ſet her heart, from a London

journey to a piece of brocade, was to fall

into an hyſteric. " The reign of fits and

vapours ſeems now to be cloſed. Let not

the diſpoſitions, by which it was introduced

and upheld, be found to ſurvive its fall.

Let it ever be remembered, that ſhe who

by teaſing, by wheedling, by fineſſe under

any ſhape whatever, ſeeks to weary or to

deceive her huſband into conſent or acá

quieſcence, acts no leſs plainly in oppoſition

to her duty of fcriptural obedience, than

fhc
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?

ſhe would have done hadthedriven himinto

compliance by the menaces and weapons of

an Amazon.4

“ I beſeech you,” ſaid St. Paul to his

Epheſian converts, " that ye walk worthy

“ the vocation wherewith ye, are called

" with all lowlineſs and meekneſs, with

" long -ſuffering, forbearing one another in

" love; endeavouring to keep the unity of

the ſpiritin thebond of peace (u )." This

earneſt and affectionate advice, though ori

ginally referring to the general condition

and manner of life to which Chriſtians are ,

called, has a propriety ſingularly appoſite

when applied to the ſtate of marriage. Let

every, married woman , regard the admo

nition as though it had been pronounced

by the Apoſtle for her fake .

To preſerve unimpaired the affections of

her aſſociate, to convince him, that in his

9.4 ( ) Ephef. iv . 1-3.

judge
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judgement of her character formed antece

dently to marriage, he was neither blinded

by partiality , nor deluded by artifice, will

be the uniform ſtudy of every woman who

confults her own happineſs and the rules of

Chriſtian duty . The ſtrongeſt attachment

will decline, if it ſuſpects that it is received

with diminiſhed warmth . And the fufpi

cion will preſent itſelf to the mindof a

huſband who fees not in the behaviour of

his wife, a continuance of that ſolicitude to

render herſelf pleafing to him, 'which he

had experienced at the commencement of

their union. The advice which has been

feriouſly given, that a married woman

fhould ever conceal with care from her

huſband the extent of her affection for

him, iş 'happily too abſurd to gainmany

converts among women who really love

thoſe to whom they are united ; and too

difficult to be frequently put in practice by

wives of that deſcription, fhould theyblindly

deſire to follow it.

Next
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7 Next to the attractions of virtue, the

qualification which contributes, perhaps,

more than any other to cheriſh the tender

feelingsof regard, andto eſtabliſh connubiál

happineſs, is good temper. It is indeed

itfelf a virtue ' As far as it is the mere gift

ofnature, it may not in ſtriáneſs be entitled

to that appellation. But as far as it reſults

from cultivation and conſcientious vigilance,

it has a claim to the honourable diſtinction .

Some minds are originally imbued with an

Samplet ſhare of benevolence and kindnefs

than has been infuſed into others. The dif .

"ferenceisobvious, even in early childhood.

" Care however and exertion , founded " on

Chriſtianmotives, andſtrengthened byuni

form habit, are able both to meliorate dif

pofitionsalready excellent, and to overcome

The greateſt inherent defects. But if they

on whom Providence, varying the ſources

of moral probation in different individuals,

has beſtowed fweetneſs of temper with a

ſparing hand, are 'not ſtrenuous and unre

mitting in their efforts to improve, under

the
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the divine bleſſing, the ſcanty ſtock ; if,

inſteadof conſidering a native, failingasan

intimation reſpecting the quarter on which

it is their eſpecial duty to be on their guard ,

they convert it into an apology for cap

tiouſneſs, peeyiſhneſs, and violence ; what

but domeſtic miſery can be expected ? A

fretful woman is her own tormentor ; but

the is alſo a torment to every one around

her, and to none ſo much as to her huſband.

No day, no hour is ſecure...No incident is

ſo trifling, but it may be wrought up into

La family diſturbance. The Apoſtle's ex

clamation, “ Behold, how great a matter

“ a little fire kindleth ( ),” is in that houſe

fully and continually exemplified. But the

ſcene to which that exclamation is appli

cable, is not the ſchool of conjugal affec-'

tion ... “ Let all bitterneſs, and wrath , and

anger, and clamour be put away .

«. is better to dwell in the wilderneſs, than

« with a contentious and an angry woman." .

“ It is better to dwell in a corner of the

受E

( x) James, iii . s .

6 houſes
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houſe -tóp, than with a brawling woman in

" a wide houſe (y).”

vinta

To “ the ornament of a meek and quiet

ſpirit, which in the fight of God is of

great price, ” and poſſeſſes an intrinfic

charm to which the breaſt of man can

ſcarcely be inſenſible, let there be added

Diſcretion . The value of this quality in

promoting and upholding matrimonial hap

pineſs is ineſtimable. It is a quality which

the Scriptures have not overlooked . St.

Paul, in his Epiſtle to Titus, after having

directed that young women ſhould be in

ſtructed " : to be ſober, to love their huſ

“ bands, to love their children," enjoins

further that they ſhould be taught to be

" diſcreet ( % ).” Diſcretion is not one of thoſe

virtues, which come into practice only in

ſingular conjunctures, under circumſtances

which can happen feldom to the ſame in

dividuals, and to ſome perſons may never

5

( y) Ephef. iv. 31. Prov. xxi . 19. XXV. 24.

( z) Titus, ii. 5 .

S occur
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occur at all. It is not a robe of ſtate, to be

drawn forth from its receſs on ſome day of

feſtivity ; or a ponderous cloak, to be put

on to repel the violence of a thunder

ſhower. It is to the mind what the every

day clothing is to the body, requiſite under

every viciſſitude to health, and propriety,

and comfort. Its ſphere embraces every

ſeaſon and incident of life. Athome

and abroad, with intimates and with ſtrang

ers, in buſineſs and in leiſure, it is vigilant

and active, and unwearied. It enhances

the utility of virtue, and anticipates the al

lurements of vice. It attends to perſons ( a)

and times, occaſions and ſituations, and

“ abſtains from all appearance of evil ( 6)."

It is worthy of being inculcated with the

more earneftneſs on married women, be

cauſe they appear in ſeveral reſpects to be

every

(a ) No advice could eaſily be more repugnant to dif

cretion and common ſenſe, than that which hasbeen given

to women , by at leaſt one writer of eminence, ſtudioufly

to ſeek their friendſhips among perſons of the other ſex

(b ) Theff. v. 22.

in
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in greater danger than the ſingle of being

led by cuſtom , or hurried by inadvertence,

to neglect it. Marriage, though to a cer

tain degree a ſtate of reſtraint, is not un

frequently regarded as beſtowing ſome de

ſirable acceſſions of liberty. The giddy

and the vain , ſecured by having already

contra& ed an indiffoluble engagement from

the charge of being on the watch to obtain

a ſettlement for life, often indulge them

felves without concern in a freedom of

manners, and a levity of converſation , from

which the fear of cenſure had previouſly

taught them to refrain . Plunging with

augmented eagerneſs into the hurry of dif

fipation, and little fcrupulous as to the ſo

ciety with which they tread the circle of

amuſements ; they take fire at each remon

ſtrance of a huſband as a reflection on their

character, and feel the ſmalleſt obſtacle to

the career of their pleaſures as an act of

tyrannical control. Hence, while the wife

on the one hand relies on the innocence of

her intentions, and the huſband, on the

S 2 other,
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#

other, has not to charge himſelf with a

ſingle act of unkindneſs ; the ſecret ſprings

of diſquietude, perhaps of indifference, of

incurable diſſenſions, are already opened.

Is the wife then innocent ? Unqueſtion

ably not. Admit her giddineſs and her

vanity, no trifling ſubjects of reprehenſion,

to be deemed blameleſs. Admit her mán

ners and her converſation to have been

clear from every imputation , except that

of thoughtleſs imprudence. A heavy charge

will yet remain ." She has wounded the

feelings of her huſband ; ſhe has expoſed to

riſk the warmth of his affection , ſhe has

laid herſelf open to the inſinuations of

calumny ; The ' has exhibited a dangerous

example ; ſhe has hazarded her own hap

pineſs , and that of the perſon moſt dear

to her, by a neglect of Diſcretion . Butthe

giddy and the vain are not the only már

ried women who are found to be indiſcreet

in their manners and deportment. Some,

whoſe feelings are not very refined, no

longer take the pains to preſerve their diſ

CS
courſe
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1

courſe and behaviour from being tinctured

with the conſequences of that native defect;

heſitate not to dwell in common conver

ſation on acts of miſconduct and guilt, from

the contemplation of which a mind of in

nate modeity would inſtantly recoil ; be

have to their acquaintance of the other ſex

with blunt and unreſtrained familiarity ;

and are even blind enough to allege the

circumſtance of their being no longer ſingle

as a ſufficient reaſon for laying aſide a

guarded demeanour, and what they are

very willing to term faſtidious delicacy.

Some, whoſe perceptions of right and

wrong are pure as well as lively, are

miſled by faſhion and example, or by an

eagerneſs to evince themſelves of a frank

and open diſpoſition, into leſs prominent

inſtances of the ſame errors . To obſerve

the medium between oppoſite failings is one

of the moſt difficult exertions of good fenſe.

The ſtiffneſs, the proud and artificial re- ,

ſerve, which in former ages infected even

the intercourſe of private life, are happily

S 3 diſcarded .
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diſcarded. It is poſſible, however, that

modernmanners may have in ſome reſpects

a tendency to the contrary extreme. At

all events modeſt propriety is not ſtiffneſs ;

nor will that portion of reſerve which be

longs to diffident ſenſibility appear proud

and artificial in the eye of any perſons, ex

cept of thoſe who deſire to promote un

warrantable freedom , or who are igņorant

how greatly decorum of manners contributes

to fecure rectitude of conduct . ? Odious as

formality is, it were far better even to be

deemed ſomewhat formal, than actually to

be indiſcreet. To imagine that marriage,

a ſtate which impoſes new duties upon you,

which renders the happineſs of another per

ſon as well as your own dependent on your

actions, ſhould diminiſh the obligations to

prudence, ſhould leſſen the duty and the

value of female delicacy and reſervė, is an

opinion as obviouſly groundleſs as it is per

nicious. What can more keenly wound

the boſom of a huſband, what can be more

likely to deaden his affections, than to per

ceive

1
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ceive his wife daily paying leſs and leſs re

gard to qualities, which were amongthoſe

that antecedently to marriage endeared her

to him the moſt ? li

::

By writers , who have ſuggeſted many

excellent rules of dury, and many uſeful

admonitions to the female ſex, it has been

recommended to women ſtudiouſly to re

frain from diſcovering to their partners in

marriage the full extent of their abilities

and attainments. And on what grounds

has the concealment been recommended ?

It has been recommended as a probable

method of inducing the huſband to give

the wife credit for greater talents and know

ledge than ſhe poſſeſſes. This is not dif

cretion, but art. It is diſſimulation, it is

deliberate impoſition . It is a fraud, how

ever, to which happily there is no great

encouragement. It could ſcarcely be prac

tiſed long without detection ; and it could

not be detected without exciting in the

breaſt of the deluded party, ſuch a degree

of diſguſt at the deceitfulneſs of his affo

S 4 ciate,
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ciate, as would overwhelm her, if the re

tained a fpark of ingenuouſneſs, of virtue,

of affection, with ſhame, with remorſe,

and with anguiſh. There is yet another

motive on which the ſame advice has been

founded. Men, it is ſaid , are not partial

to women of ſtrong underſtandings. Jea

lous of that pre-eminence which they claim

in depth of reſearch and ſolidity of judge

ment, they bear not in any female, and

leaſt of all in a wife, the moſt diftant ap

pearance of rivalſhip. Admit for a mo

ment the obſervation to be well-founded.

Is folly to be pretended , becauſe ſenſe

may diſpleaſe? Becauſe a man is abſurd ,

is a woman to be a hypocrite ? The ob

fervation, however, taken in the unquali

fied acceptation in which it is com

monly alleged, is by no means well

founded. That it may be practicable to

Thew occaſional inſtances of men, who are

themfelves fo deficient, either in under

ſtanding or in rational conſideration, as to

feel mortified by thoſe proofs of unaffected

intel
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intelligence in a wife, which ought to have

placed her higher in their eſteem , I acknow

ledge. 3 For there is not, perhaps, any

ſpeciesof weakneſs, of thoughtleſſneſs, or

of pride, of which an example may not be

diſcovered. But in general it is not the

fenfe that offends; it is ſome quality or

fome difpofition by which the ſenſe is ac

companied . It is ſome quality or diſpo

fition which has no natural connection

with that ſenſe. It is one which that fenfe

ought to be employed in eradicating. It is

one, which, if it continues to adhere to

that ſenſe, adheres by the fault of the in

dividual herſelf. If, conformably to the

example heretofore exhibited in polite life

at Paris, a real or ſuppoſed eminence in

intellectual endowments were generally to

inflame a lady with a propenſity to erect

herſelf into an idol forthe votaries of ſcience

and taſte to worſhip : were it to fill her

with ambition to give audience to a levee

of deiſtical philoſophers ; to ſee her toilet

ſurrounded with wits and witlings ; to pro

nounce
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nounce to the liſtening circle her deciſion

on a manuſcript ſonnets and to appretiate

the verſification and the point of the laſt

new epigram which aſpired to divert the

town ; it would neither have been denied

nor regretted that a female ſo qualified

would, in this country , be deemed one of

the leaſt eligible of wives. Such females,

however, are phænomena rarely ſeen in the

meridian of Great Britain. Further ; if

ſtrength of underſtanding in a woman is

the ſource of pride and ſelf - ſufficiency; if it

renders her manners overbearing, hertemper

irritable, her prejudices obſtinate ; we are

not to wonder that its effects are formidable

to the other ſex, and eſpecially to him by

whom they are with moſt frequency to be

endured. But is arrogance, is impatience

of contradiction , is reluctance to diſcern

and acknowledge error, the natural or the

uſual fruit of ſtrong ſenſe in the female

mind ? Undoubtedly, not. In the mind

where that fruit is thus produced, ſome

thing far more valuable than a powerful

under
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underſtanding is wanting. Ler talents be

graced with ſimplicity, with good humour,

and with feminine modeſty, and there is

ſcarcely an huſband's heart which they will

not warm with delight.

Dig

But if a fund of good ſenſe, larger than

is commonly the lot of an individual, be

allowed not to be unacceptable in a wife ;

yet wit, we are told , is a qualification which

almoſt every huſband diſapproves in his

partner. In this inſtance, as well as in that

which has recently been conſidered , com

mon opinion appears not to do complete

juſtice to men. If wit be continually exer

ciſed in ridicule and ſatire ; if it nouriſhes

an itch'to ſhine in converſation ; if it ſtimu

lates the poſſeſſor to aim at the manners

and reputation of what is called a woman

of ſpirit; if it indiſpoſes the poſſeſſor to

improving purſuits, and to the pleaſures of

calm and unaffected diſcourſe ; iş it won

derful that the huſband ſhould regret that

it had been granted to his aſſociate ? Yet it

4

3
is
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is not the wit that he diſlikes, but the abuſe

of it ; it is the vanity, the ambition, the

forward demeanour, and the farcaſtic ſpirit

by which it is accompanied . Let the wit

be divefted of theſe caſual appendages ; let

it be characteriſed by gentleneſs and mo

deſty ; let it be exhibited only in the play

ful fallies of good nature ; and the who is

endowed with it will commonly find, i that

it holds in her huſband's eſteem a due place

among the attractions by which ſhe is en ,

deared to him But it is not to be con

cealed, that among women , no leſs than in

the other fex, there are individuals who

deem themſelves poſſeſſed of this attraction ,

when, in fact, they have it not. If what &

wife conceives to be wit ought to bear the

name of flippancy and of pertneſs; her huf

band may be pardoned, though it ſhould

not fill him with rapture. If the dread of

her breaking forth, in company, into a rat

tle , of nonſenſe and affectation keeps him

perpetually ſitting on thorns ; he may be

pardoned, though he ſhould with that his

wife
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wife had limited her deſire of mental ata

tainments to the region of common ſenſe.

1

There is an apprehenſion which is not

unfrequently ſeen to obtrude itſelf on the

minds of men, when ſpeculating on the

queſtion , whether it is deſirable to be united

to a woman of extraordinary abilities and

quiſitions; and is the more worthy of

notice, as experience has ſometimes proved

it to be juſt. While the heart is yet unoc.

cupied, caution, looking to the ſphere of

domeſtic'ceconomy, draws-a formidable pic

ture of a learned and philoſophic wife. It

repreſents her as one from whom due at

tention to houſehold affairs will be expected

in vain . It pictures her as immerſed in

her cloſet, and fecluded in abſtraction ; or

ſallying forth from her books only to en

gage in literary diſquiſitions, and to- ftun

her wearied mate with ſonorous periods

and cumbrous terms of ſcience. It aſks

what ground there is for hoping that ſhe

will deſcend from mental elevation to the

concerns
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concerns of common life, and the vulgar

details of family management ; or that ſhe

will be capable of adminiſtering affairs

which ſhe has never ſtudied, and muſt af

ſuredly deſpiſe ? That women may addict

themſelves to ſolitude and ſtudy, until

they contract habits and a turn of mind

which unfit them for the ſphere of matri

monial life, is not to be denied . The num

ber however of ladies of this deſcription

does not appear likely to ſwell to ſuch an

exceſs, as to alarm the other ſex with the

proſpect of greatly narrowing the circle

from which partners for the connubial ſtate

are to be ſelected. It muſt alſo be admitted,

that the more profound reſearches of phi

loſophy and learning are not the purſuits

moſt improving to the female mind, and

moſt congenial to its natural occupations.

But if we ſpeak of intelligent and well-in

formed women in general, of women, who,

without becoming abſorbed in the depths

of erudition , and loſing all eſteem and all

reliſh for ſocial duties, are diftinguiſhed by

a cul
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a cultivated underſtanding, a poliſhed taſte,

and a memory ſtored with uſeful and ele

gant information ; there appears no reafon

to dread from theſe endowments a neglect

of the duties of the miſtreſs of a family, !

To fuperintend the various branches of

domeſtic management, or, as St. Paul briefly

and emphatically expreſſes the ſame office,

to guide the houſe (c),” is the indiſpenſa

ble duty ofa married woman. No mental

endowments furniſh an exemption from it ;

no plea of improving purſuits and literary

pleaſures can excuſe the neglect of it. The

taſk muſt be executed either by the maſter

or the miſtreſs of the houſe ; and reaſon

and ſcripture concur in aſſigning it un

equivocally to the latter. Cuſtom alſo,

which in many inſtances preſumes to de

cide in plain contradiction to theſe ſovereign

rules of life, has, in this point, fo generally

conformed to their determination , that a

huſband who ſhould perſonally direct the

re ! Oci i Tim . v. 14 .

pro

c
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proceedings of the houſekeeper and the

cooky and intrude into the petty arrange

ments of daily oeconomy, would appear in

all eyes, except his own, nearly as ridiculous

as if he were to aſſume to himſelfthe habi.

liments of his wife, or to occupy his morn

ings with her needles and work -bags.

then the miſtreſs of a family ?

Fulfil the charge for which you are reſpon

fible. Attempt not to transfer your proui

per occupation to a favourite maid, how

ever tried may be her fidelity and her ſkill, ,

To confide implicitly in ſervants, is the

way to render them undeſerving of confi

dence. If they are already, negligent, or

diſhoneſt, your remiffneſs encourages their

faults, while it continues your own lofs

and inconvenience. If their integrity is

unſullied, they are ignorant of the princi

ples by which your expences ought to be

regulated ; and will act for you on other,

principles, which, if you knew them , you

ought to diſapprove. They know not the

Are
you

amount
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amount of your huſband's income, or of

his debts, or of his other incumbrances ;

nor, if they knew, all theſe things, could

they judge what part of his revenue may

reaſonably be expended in the departments

with which they are.concerned. They will

not reflect that ſmall degrees of waſte and

extravagance, when they could eaſily be

guarded againſt, are criminal ; nor will they

ſuſpect the magnitude of the ſum to which

ſmall degrees of waſte and extravagance,

frequently repeated, will accumulate in the

courſe of the year. They will conſider

the credit of your character as intruſted to

them ; and will conceive, that they uphold

it by profuſion. The larger your family

is, the greater will be the annual portion

of
your expenditure, which will, by theſe

means, be thrown away. And if your am

ple fortune inclines you to regard the fum

as ſcarcely worth the little trouble which

prould have been required to prevent the

loſs; conſider the extent of good which it

might have accompliſhed, had it been em

ployedT

1
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ployed in feeding the hungry and clothing

the naked . Be regular in requiring, and

punctual in examining, your weekly ac

counts. Be frugal without parfimony ;

ſave, that you may diſtribute. Study the

comfort of all under your roof, even of the

humbleſt inhabitant of the kitchen. Pinch

not the inferior part of the family to pro

vide againſt the coſt of a day of fplendor.

Conſider the welfare of the ſervants of your

own ſex as particularly committed to you.

Encourage them in religion , and be ađive

in furniſhing them with the means of

inſtruction. Let their number be fully

adequate to the work which they have to

perform ; but let it not be ſwelled, either

from a love of parade, or from blind indul

gence, to an extent which is needleſs. In

thoſe ranks of life where the mind is not

accuſtomed to continued reflection, idleneſs

is a 'never- failing fource of folly and of

vice. Forget not to indulge them at fit

ſeaſons with viſits to their friends ; nor

grudge the pains of contrivingopportuni

ties
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dies for the indulgence. - Let not one týka

fanniſe over another. In hearing com

plaints, be patient ; in inquiring into faults,

be candid ; in reproving, be temperate and

unruffled. Let not your kindneſs to the

meritorious terminate when they leave your

houſe ; but reward good conduct in them,

and encourage it in others, by ſubſequent

acts of benevolence adapted to their cir

cumſtances. Let it be your refolution ,

when called upon to deſcribe the characters

of ſervants who have quitted your family,

to act confcientiouſly towards all thepar

ties intereſted, neither aggravating nor dif

guifing the truth . And never let any one

of thoſe whoſe qualifications are to be

mentioned, nor of thoſe who apply for the

account, find you ſeduced from your pur

poſe by partiality or by reſentment.

There is fometimes ſeen in families an

inmate, commonly a female relation of the

maſter or of the miſtreſs of the houſe, who,

though admitted to live in the parlour, is,

T 2 in
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in truth , an humble dependent, received

either from motives of charity, or for the

ſake of being made uſeful in the conduct of

domeſtic affairs, or of being a companion

to her protectreſs ,when the latter is not

otherwiſe engaged or amuſed. Have you

ſuch an inmate ? Let your behaviour to

her be ſuch as the ought to experience.

Pretend not to call her a friend, while you

treat her as a drudge. If ſickneſs, or in

firmity, or a ſudden preſſure of occupation ,

diſqualifies you from perſonally attending

in detail to the cuſtomary affairs of your

houſehold , avail yourſelf of her aſſiſtance.

But ſeek it not from an indolent averſion

to trouble, nor from a haughty wiſh to rid

yourſelf of the employment. - While you

have recourſe to it, receive it as an act of

kindneſs, not as the conſtrained obedience

of an upper fervant. Teach the inferior

parts of your family to reſpect her, by re

{pecting her yourſelf. Remember the awk

wardneſs of her , ſituation, and conſult her

comfort. Is the to look for friends in the

kitchen ,
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kitchen, or in the houſekeeper's room ?

Afluredly not. Is ſhe to live an inſulated

being under roof ? Your benevolence

revoltsat the idea. . Admit her then not

merely to the formalities, but to the free

dom and genuine ſatisfactions of inter

courſe. ' Tempt her not , by a reſerved de

meanour, perpetually reminding her of the

obligations which ſhe is unfortunate enough

to owe you, to echo your opinions, to

crouch to your humours, to act the part of

a diffembler. If ſervile affiduities andfawn

ing compliances are the means by which

ſhe is to ingratiate herſelf, bluſh for your

proud'and unfeeling heart. Is it the part

of friendſhip, of liberal protection, to har .

raſs her with difficulties, to enſnare her

ſincerity, to eſtabliſh her in the petty arts

of cunning and adulation ? Rather diſmiſs

her with ſome ſmall pittance of bounty to

ſearch in obfcurity for an honeſt main

tenance, than retain her to learn hypocrify

and to teach you arrogance, to be corrupted

and to corrupt.

your

T 3

I
n
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one of

In all the domeſtic expences which are

wholly,or in part, regulated by youropinion ,

beware that , while you pay a decent regard

to your huſband's rank in ſociety, you are

not hurried into oſtentation and prodigality

by vanity lurking in your breaſt. Examine

your own motives to the bottom . If you

feel an inward ſenſation of uneaſineſs when

your neighbours is reported to main

tain a table more elegant than your own,

to furpaſs you in the number of ſervants,

or in the coftlineſs of their liveries ; if you

feel ſolicitous for an additional carriage on

hearing that the equipage of an acquaint

ance has recently been enlarged ; if you

are eager to new-model or to decorate

a room afreſh , when neither uſe nor

propriety requires the alteration, becauſe

a fimilar ſtep has been adopted in a

manſion in your vicinity ; if you diſcard
handſome furniture" before it has ren

dered half the ſervice of which it was ça

pable, becauſe ſome frivolous lady, can no

longer bear the fight of the chairs and the

window

CI.
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window -curtains which have remained two

or three tedious years in her drawing-room ;

your profeſſions of being only deſirous to

do what is requiſite in your ſtation are

mere pretences to deceive others, or proofs

that you are ignorant of yourſelf. You are

laviſh , vain, proud, emulous, ambitious ;

you are defective in ſome of the firſt duties

of a wife and of a Chriſtian . Inſtead of

ſquandering, in extravagance and parade,

that property which ought partly to have

been reſerved in ſtore for the future benefit

of your offspring, and partly to have been

liberally beſtowed for the preſent advantage

of thoſe whom relationſhip or perſonal me

rit, or the general claims which diſtreſs has

upon ſuch as are capable of removing it,

entitle to your bounty ; let it be your con

ſtant aim to obey the ſcriptural precepts of

ſobriety and moderation ; let it be your

delight to fulfil every office of unaffected

benevolence. Picture to yourſelf the diffi,

culties, the calamities, the final ruin, in

which tradeſmen , with their wives and

children, are frequently involved, even by

T4 the
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the delay of payments due to them from

families to which they have not dared

to refuſe credit. Subject not yourſelf in

the ſight of God to the charge of being ac

ceſſary to ſuch miſeries. Guard by every

fit:method of repreſentation and perſuaſion ,

if circumſtances ſhould make them neceffa

ry, the man to whom you are united from

contributing to ſuch miſeries either by pro

fuſion or by inadvertence. Is he careleſs as

to the inſpection of his affairs ? Open his

eyes to the dangers of neglect and procraf

tination . Does he anticipate future, per

haps contingent, reſources ? Awaken him

to a conviction of his criminal imprudence.

Encourage him , if he ſtands in need of en

couragement, in vigilant but not avaricious

foreſight ; in the practice of enlarged and

never-failing charity. If your huſband, ac

cuſtomed to acquire money'by profeſſional

exertions, ſhould becometoo little inclined

to impart freely what he has laboriouſly

earned ; ſuggeſt to him that one of the in

ducements to labour, addreſſed to him by

an
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an Apoſtle, is no otherthan this, « that he

may have to give to him that needeth (d )."

If his extenſive intercourſe with the world ,

familiarifing him to inſtances of merited of

of pretended diſtreſs, has the effect of ren ?

dering him ſomewhat too ſuſpicious of de

ceit, ſomewhat too ' ſevere towards thoſe

whoſe misfortunes are , in part at leaſt, to

be aſcribed to themſelves ; remind him that

“ God is kind to the unthankful and the

“ evil (c);” and that what conſcience may

require to be withheld from the unworthy,

ought to be dedicated to the relief of indi

gent deſert. Win him conſtantly and prac

tically to remember the words of the

“ Lord Jeſus ; how he ſaid, It is more

« bleſſed to give than to receive (f ).

Women , who have been raiſed by mar

riage to the poſſeſſion of rank and opulence

unknown to them before, are frequently

the moſt oftentatious in their proceedings.
1743

( d) Ephef. iv , 28.
yukle)Luke, vi. 35e soub

(f) A & ts, XX . 33 .

A mon
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A moderate share of penetration might have

taught them to read, in the example of

others, the ill ſucceſs of their own ſchemes

to gain reſpect by diſplaying their eleva

tion. All ſuch attempts ſharpen the diſ

cernment and quicken the reſearches of

envy ; and draw from obſcurity into pub

lic notice the circumſtances which pride

and pomp are labouring to bury in obli

vion .

The want of the fedateneſs of character,

which Chriſtianity requires in all women ,

is in a married woman doubly reprehen

fible. If, now that you are entered into

connubial life, you diſcloſe in your dreſs

proofs of vanity and affectation , or plunge

headlong into the wild hurry of amuſe

ments ; the cenſure which you deſerve is

greater than it would be, were you fingle.

Any approach towards thofe indelicate

faſhions in attire, which levity and ſhame

leſſneſs occaſionally introduce, would for

the ſame reaſon be even more blamable in

you
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you now than heretofore. The general ſub

jects of dreſs and amuſements have occu

pied ſo much attention in the preceding

pages, that it is unneceſſary to dilate upon

them here. There is, however, one point

which requires a few words. It is a com

mon obſervation that thoſe women, who in

public are moſt addicted to finery in dreſs,

are in private the greateſt flatterns. Let the

dread of verifying it contribute in its reaſon

able degree to extinguiſh the propenſity to

finery in Remember that any

diſguſting habit on your part will be the

more offenſive to your huſband, on account

of the cloſeneſs of the union ſubſiſting be

your breaſt.

tween you .

St. Paul, among various admonitions re

lating to married women in particular, en

forces on them the duty of being “ keep

“ ers at home ( 8 )." The precept, in its

application to modern times, may be con

ſidered as having a twofold reference. It

may reſpect ſhort viſits paid to acquaint

( 8 ) Titus, ii . S.

ances
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ances and friends in the vicinity of your

refidence, or excurſions which require an

abfence of confiderable duration. In the

remarks about to be offered , I mean not to

allude to viſits or excurſions, which are un

dertaken on fit occaſions from benevolence

to neighbours who are in affliction , from

conſiderations of perſonal health ( b ), or

from
any other urgent motive of duty and

utility. I ſhall ſpeak of ſuch only as are

nearly or altogether ſpontaneous ; of viſits

(h) Yet it may not be unneceſſary to obſerve that, when

a previous diſpoſition to rambling exiſts, it ſometimes

preffes motives of health into the ſervice of inclination in

a manner not altogether warrantable : and that, even in

perſons who are attached to their own homes, the reaſonable

attention which is due to health , is ſeen occaſionally to de

viate into the abſurdities of whim and folly, abſurdities

which gain ſtrength from every indulgence. " It is fur

“ priſing,” ſaid Dr. Johnſon , “ how people will go to a dif

tance for what they may have at home. I knew a Lady

who came up from Lincolnſhire to Knightſbridge with

" one of her daughters, and gave five guineas a week for

a lodging and a warm bath, that is, mere warm water.

“ That, you know, could not be had in Lincolnſhire. She

" faid it was made either too hot or too cold there." Bora

well's Tour to the Hebrides, ad Edit. p . 354 .

which
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which are made in the common intercourſe

of ſociety, and journies which ariſefrom

curioſity and the proſpect of entertainment,

Of theſe voluntary abſences from home,

each kind is proper in its ſeaſon , each cul

pable and pernicious in its exceſs.
A

- Formerly, when the want of turnpike

roads and of other accommodations, now

univerſal, precluded families in the fame

diftrict from viſiting each other except on

long previous notice, and rendered each

viſit an object of almoſt as much folicitude

and preparation as now precede a faſhion ,

able trip to the Continent ; what was the

refult ? Stiffneſs of manners, arrogant pomp,

prejudices never to be removed , and ani

mofities entailed with the paternal eſtate.

At preſent, facility of acceſs and intercourſe

expoſe women, and not only thoſe who

fixed in towns, or, within a ſmall diſtance

of towns, but moſt of thoſe alſo who live

in the country, to the danger of acquiring

a habit of continual viſiting, and the other

La
re

habits
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habits which St. Paul juſtly aſcribes to thoſe

who have contracted the former. They

“ learn to be idle, wandering about from

“ houſe to houſe ; and not only idle, but

« tatlers alſo andbuſy -bodies, ſpeakingthings

“ which they ought not ( i). ” The “ wan

“ derers ” of the preſent day could not have

been more happily characteriſed, had the

Apoſtle been witneſs of their proceedings.

If, week after week , the morning be per

petually frittered away in making calls, and

the reſt of the day ſwallowed up by the

frequent recurrence of dining viſits, what

but idleneſs can be the conſequence ? Do

meſtic buſineſs is interrupted ; vigilance as

to family concerns is ſuſpended ; induſtry,

reflection , mental and religious improve

ment are deſerted and forgotten. The mind

grows liſtleſs ; homebecomes dull ; the car

riage is ordered afreſh ; and a remedy for

the evil is fought from the very cauſe which

produced it. From being “ idle " at home,

the next ſtep naturally is to be “ tatlers and

( i ) 1 Tim . v. 13.

« buſy
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“ buſy-bodies" abroad. In a ſucceſſion of

viſirs, all the news of the vicinity is col

lected ; the character and conduct of each

neighbouring family are ſcrutiniſed ; neither

age nor ſex eſcapes the prying eye and in

quiſitive tongue of curioſity. Each “ tatler,**

anxious to diſtinguiſh herſelf by the diſplay

of ſuperior knowledge and diſcernment, in

dulges unbounded licence to her conjec

tures ; and renders her narratives more

intereſting by embelliſhment and aggrava

tion . And all, in revealing ſecrets, in

judging with rafhneſs, in cenſuring with

fatisfaction , in propagating ſlander, and in

various other ways, “ ſpeak things which

6.they ought not.

The commodiouſneſs which now attends

travelling, has rendered diſtant expeditions

and long abſences from home far more fre

quent than they were in the days of our

anceſtors. · By a more extenſive communi

cation with the world, knowledge, libe

rality of ſentiment, and refinement of man

4 ners,
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ners, have been widely diffuſed. Ra.

tional curioſity has gladly availed itſelf of

the eaſe and convenience with which the

pleaſure that attends the inſpection of cele

brated worksofart, and ofgrand and beauti .

ful ſcenes of nature, may be enjoyed. Jour

nies undertaken for ſuch purpoſes, though

neither the improvement of health, nor

any other urgent call of duty ſhould be

among the motives which give birth to

them , are at ſuitable times not only inno

cent but commendable. But the numerous

and protracted excurſions from the family

manſion , which faſhion , the deſire of dif

playing, wealth , and the reſtleſſneſs of a

vacant mind, excite at preſent, are produce

tive of conſequences very unfavourable to

individuals and to the public. I do not

ſpeak of the expenſe with which they are

uſually attended ; though it is in many

caſes a burden which preſſes heavily on

private fortunes, and cripples the exertions

and extinguiſhes the ardor of benevolence.

Nor ſhall I enlarge on the interruption of

domeſtic

a .
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domeſtic habitsand occupations, nor on the

acquiſition of an unſettled, a tatling, and a

meddling ſpirit: evils which ſpring from the

cuſtoin of " wandering ” from place to place,

no leſs than from that of “ wandering froin

“ houſe to houſe ;" and often diſplay them

ſelves in the former cafe on a wider ſcale,

and in ſtronger characters than in the latter.

But the loſs of the power and opportunity

of doing good, and the poſitive effects of a

pernicious example, are points which muſt

not be overlooked. Home is the center

round which the influence of every married

woman is principally accumulated .' It is

there that ſhe will naturally be known and

reſpected the moſt ; it is there, at leaſt, that

ſhe may be more known and more reſpected

than ſhe can be in any other place. It is

there that the general character, the ac

knowledged property, and the eſtabliſhed

connections of her huſband , will contribute

with more force than they can poſſeſs elfe

where, to give weight and impreſſivene's to

all her proccedings. Home, therefore, is

theU
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ant.

the place where the pattern which ſhe ex

hibits in perſonal manners, in domeſtic ar

rangements, and in every branch of her pri

vate conduct will be more carefully ob

ſerved , and more willingly copied by her

neighbours in a rank of life ſimilar to her

own, than it would be in a ſituation where

ſhe was a little known and tranſitory viſit

Home too is the place where ſhe will

poffefs peculiar means of doing good among

the humbler claſſes of ſociety. All the fa

vourable circumſtances already mentioned

which ſurround her there, add fingular

efficacy to her perſuaſions, to her recom

mendations, to her advice. Her habitual

inſight into local events and local neceſſities;

her acquaintance with the characters and

the ſituations of individuals, enable her to

adapt the relief which ſhe affords to the

merit and to the diſtreſs of the perſon af

ſiſted ; and in the charitable expenditure of

any ſpecific fum , to accompliſh purpoſes of

greater and more durable utility than could

have been attained in a place where ſhe would

not
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not have enjoġed theſe advantages. They

who are frequently abſentfrom home, with

out an adequate cauſe, ſpontaneouſly aban

don all theſe eſpecial means of benefiting

their equals, their inferiors, poſſibly even

their fuperiors ; means which Providence

has committed to them, in order that each

might be thus employed ; means for the

due employřent of which they will be

deemed reſponſible hereafter. Continually

on the wing from one ſceneto another, they

are like trees tranſplanted fo often , that they

take firm root no where. .. They appear

covered with ſhewy verdure ; bat they bear

little fruit. The ties of connection between

them and the vicinity are broken. With

the upper ranks, their intercourſe is that of

form and hurry ; to the lower, they are

become diftant, cold , and eſtranged. When

at their nominal home, they are there with

out attachment . They perch there, like a

bird on a branch, rather as having found a

convenient baiting-place, than from para

tiality to the ſpot. Every perſon who comes

.

U 2 to
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1

to ſee them expects to hear of another ,

approaching expedition ; and if he finds

himſelf miſtaken , ſurpriſes all whom he

meets with the wonder. The habit
grows

by indulgence. Every trifle ſwells into a

motive and a pretext for quitting their na

tural reſidence. In the winter, London is

the magnet which attracts them . The de

fire of appearing polite, and the pride of

being able to ſpeak of having recently

viſited the metropolis, conſpire with their

impatience of home. If they hear that a

neighbouring family is going to town, to

ſtay behind becomes intolerable... When

ſtationed in the capital, ſome impending

feſtivity, fome approaching day of ſplendor

at Court, affords an excuſe for delaying

their return. When ſummer commences, the

center of attraction is transferred to ſome

watering -place ; and its force again proves

irreſiſtible. Neither are the intervals be

tween thefe prominent periods in the ſyſtem

of wandering condemned wholly, to the

drearineſs of the family ſeat. Little tours

3
to
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to ſee fights, long circuits of viſits from the

houſe of one acquaintance to that ofanother,

and various incidental excurſions, break the

weariſome period into ſmall parts ; and

aided by the cheering hope of longer ex

peditions, render life capable of being en

dured . When theWhen the rage of rambling has

ſeized a woman , it is not always that the

malady proceeds to the height which has

been deſcribed. Like other maladies, it :

has its degrees. Neither are its attacks

confined to the female ſex . The duties of

the Maſter of the family, the Landlord,

the Country Gentleman, are on many oc

caſions groſsly neglected in conſequence of

the immoderate indulgence of a propenſity

to roving. The occupier of the land, de

prived of the friendly intercourſe, which

formerly ſubſiſted between him and the

owner, and created a mutual regard , tem

pered with reſpect on one ſide, and ſtrength

ened by affability and kindneſs on the other,

is degraded into a dependent on the caprice

of a ſteward. The abſence of a common

patronU 3
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patron who uſed to conciliate differences,

to encourage the meritorious, to overawe

the refractory, is ſeverely felt in the neigh

bouring villages and hamlets. The rents

of the eſtate, which formerly were ex

pended on the ſpot to the general benefit

of the vicinity, are now ſunk in the me

tropolis, or abſorbed in ſome faſhionable

reſort of diſſipation . I apprehend, however,

that it happens much more frequently that

the huſband is led from home in accom

modation to the humours of his wife, than

that the latter is dragged away by the de

termination of her huſband. But be that

conjecture true or falſe, the moral obliga

tion incumbent on you , who now read

theſe lines, if you are a wife, is the ſame.

To you the Apoſtolic precept in either caſe

is equally addreſſed. In either caſe, the

Apoſtle equally enjoins you to be a “ keeper

at home.” Obey the ſpirit of the in

-junction. Remember the duties which you

have to perform at home, duties not ſo

well to be performed elſewhere ; and the

good
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good which you can there accompliſh by

exertions'and liberality, that would by no

means be equally productive of advantage

in a place where you were comparatively a

ſtranger. ' Give the benefit of your ex

ample and of your benevolence chiefly

to thoſe, whom Providence entitles to it by

having placed them within the natural

ſphere of your influence.influence. Inſtead of en

couraging a gadding and unſettled ſpirit in

others, byimitating the pattern which they

exhibit ; ſtudy by exhibiting a better to im

prove them, or at leaſt to exculpate yourſelf.

Let your behaviour to all your acquaint

ance be the reſult of modeſty united with

benevolence. Be obliging to all with whom

you affociate ; cultivate the friendſhip of

the good ; and ſtedfaſtly perſiſt in ſhunning

all intercourſe with perſons of bad or of

doubtful character, however complying

others may be around you. To be thus

complying, is to impair the falutary prin

ciple of ſhaming into obfcurity the corrupt

U 4 ing
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ing example of vice : it is to withdraw from

virtue the collateral ſupportwhich it derives

from the dread of general diſgrace . Purſue

not the ſociety of women of higher, rank

than your own ; be not elạted by their no

tice ; look not down on thoſe who enjoy it

not. If one of your neighbours, one who

in the drawing-room was accuſtomed to be

ranged below you, is ſuddenly raiſed ,in

conſequence of a title being conferred on

her family , to pre-eminence in her turn ;

envy her not, love her not the leſs, pant

not for ſimilar advancement. You already

enjoy a decoration , or, if
you do not, the

fault is your own , ſuperior to all the glories

of the Peerage, “ the ornament of a meek

" and quiet ſpirit. ” If your huſband ſhould

happen to receive ſome acceſſion of dignity,

let it , not excite in your mind one arrogant

emotion, nor change your demeanour to

your friends and neighbours. " New and

“ unaccuſtomed dignities,” to uſe the words

of an accurate obſerver of manners, often :

“ inſpire weak minds with a diſpoſition to

“ diſplay
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diſplay ſupercilious airs, and a ridiculous

deportment towards thoſe whom they

“ conſider as their inferiors, and from whom

they are jealous of a want ofreſpect be

“ cauſe of their late equality. Something

" of this kind is obſervable even in England,

particularly in the wives of new - created

Baronets, and the families of new - created

“ Peers. But in England, airs of this kind

are received with ſuch contempt, and

“ ſometimes repelled with ſuch ſeverity that

they are ſeldom aſſumed ( k ).” Shun ſuch

airs with unremitting ſolicitude. Shun them,

however, on the principles of Chriſtian hu

mility far more than from an expectation

of the contempt with which they may be

returned. “ Let your moderation be known

unto all (1) ;” not by artificial condeſcen

fion , which either betrays the pride which

it was intended to conceal , or indicates at

beſt a miſguided judgement ; but by per

3

( k ) Dr. Moore's View of the Cauſes and Progreſs of

the French Revolution, Vol. i . p . 131 .

(2) Philip . iv . s .

feverance
I
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feverance in the ſame ingenuous affability,

the fame diffident mildneſs, the ſame bene

volent concern for the happineſs of all your

friends and acquaintance, which you cul

tivated before your elevation . Beware, leſt

the acquiſition of honour ſhould create a

deſire of diſtinction , which previouſly did

not exiſt in your breaft. She, who, as long

as her huſband was a Commoner, was con

tented in her ſtation, has often been ſeen,

when a Peereſs, to be inflamed with tor

menting eagerneſs to aſcend higher in the

ſcale of Nobility.

The remark has been made, and perhaps

with juſtice, that if attention be directed to

the character and conduct of the different

parts of families reſident in the vicinity of

each other, it will commonly be found, that

leſs cordiality prevails between the ladies

than between their huſbands. It is certain,

that neighbouring gentlemen are continu

ally ſet at variance by very unwarrantable

cauſes; by petty offences unworthy of con

fideration ;
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ſideration ; by diverſities of opinion con

cerning points, of which each individual is

entitled to judge for himſelf; by contending

claims which ought to have been ſettled by

amicable arbitration , or by an amicable re

ference to the deciſion of law. Treſpaſſes,

real or ſuppoſed, on manerial rights, tranſ

greſſions againſt theſublimecode offox -hunt

ing juriſprudence, differences of ſentiment as

to the meaſures of thoſe who guide the

helm of Government, or as to the nomi

nation of a candidate to repreſent fome

adjoining borough at an election, are fre

quently ſufficient openly to embroil half

the gentlemen of the diſtrict with their

neighbours ; or at leaſt to produce, while

the ſemblance of friendſhip is upheld, the

lurking malevolence of enmity. By ſome

of theſe cauſes of diſagreement even the

female boſom is capable of being actuated ;;

and the ill - will produced by any one of

them in the breaſt of the maſter of the fa

mily will generally diffuſe itſelf through

the houſe. In addition to the ſhyneſſes

and
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and diſſenſions between ladies in the fame

vicinity , which originate from theſe fources,

there are others ſpringing from that irrita

bility reſpecting circumſtances of perſonal

attention which, in the female fex, is fin

gularly conſpicuous. In all caſes where

contempt and neglect are to be apprehend

ed, women are far more quick -lighted than

And their anxiety on the ſubject

miſleads them on a variety of occaſions

into fufpicions for which there is no found

ation . When the mind is in this ſtate, if

a viſit be not returned at the cuſtomary

time, the delay, ſhould no ſtrong reaſon for

it preſent itſelf at once to the expecting

party , is attributed to faſtidiouſneſs and

pride. If an invitation is not given at

the time, or to the extent, which was fe

cretly deſired, ſimilar motives are affigned.

An obſcure or ambiguous expreſſion ,' uſed

inadvertently, is twiſted into an injurious

or a diſdainful meaning. Silence, or feri

ouſneſs of manner, proceeding from acci

dental thoughtfulneſs, or from ſome caſual

men .

vicifli
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viciffitude of health, is conſtrued into pre

meditated coolneſs. Hence ariſe prejudices,

and antipathies, which years may not be,

able to eradicate. Or filly affronts are

taken on points of precedence. Becauſe a

lady is uſhered into a room, or taken out

to dance a minuet, before another who

deemed herſelf ſuperior ; the company is

thrown into confuſion, and laſting hoſtili

ties take place between the parties. Yet

the preference was perhaps given , where,

according to the rules of etiquette, it was

deſerved. Or the merits of the caſe, though

determined erroneouſly, might be ſo nearly

balanced, that the whole aſſembled body of

heralds would have been perplexed to de

cide the queftion. Where then is the

ſpirit inculcated by the Apoſtle ? “ Let

“ nothing be done through ſtrife or vain

glory ; but in lowlineſs of mind let each

“ eſteem others better than themſelves (m ).” .

In the progreſs of matrimonial life it is

ſcarcely poſſible but that the wife and the

( in ) Philipp . i . 3 .

huſband
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huſband will diſcover faults in each other,

which they had not previouſly expected.

The diſcovery is by no means a proof, in

many caſes it is not even a preſumption,

that deceit had originally been practiſed.

Affection , like that Chriſtian charity of

whoſe nature it largely participates, in its

early periods, “ hopeth all things, believeth

all things (n ).” Time and experience, with

out neceffarily detracting from its warmth ,

ſuperadd judgement and obſervation . The

characters of the parties united, mutually

expand ; and diſcloſe thoſe little receſſes,

which even in diſpoſitions moſt inclined to

be open and undiſguiſed, ſcarcely find op

portunities of unfolding themſelves antece

dently to marriage. Intimate connection

and uninterrupted ſociety reveal ſhades of

error in opinion and in conduct, which, in

the hurry of ſpirits and the dazzled ſtate of

mind peculiar to the ſeaſon of growing at

tachment, eſcaped even the vigilant eye of

ſolicitude. Or the fact unhappily may be,

( n ) Cor. xiii. 7 .

that
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that in conſequence of new ſcenes, new -cir

cumſtances, new temptations, failings which

did not exiſt when the matrimonial ſtate

commenced, may have been contracted

ſince. But the fault, whether it did or did

not exiſt while the parties were ſingle, is

now diſcerned . What then is to be the

conſequence of the diſcovery ? Is affection

to be repreſſed ; is it to be permitted to

grow languid, becauſe the object of it now

appears tinctured with ſome one additional

defect ? I allude not to thoſe flagrant deſer

tions of moral and religious principle, thoſe

extremes of depravity, which are not un

knowntothe connubial ſtate, and give a ſhock

to the tendereſt feelings of the heart. I ſpeak

of thoſe common deficiencies, which long

and familiar intercourſe gradually detects in

every human character. Whether they are

perceived by the huſband in the wife, or

by the wife in the huſband, to contribute

by every becoming method to their re

moval is an act of duty ftri& ly incumbent

on the diſcoverer. It is more than an act

of
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of duty ; it is the firſt office of love. 1 ,

“ Thou ſhalt 'not bate thy neighbour in ;

“ Sufferingfin upon him (6) ,” is ia précept,

the diſregard of which is the moſt criminal

in thoſe perſons, by whom the wärmeft re- ,

gard for the welfare of each other ought to .

be diſplayed. In the courſe of the forego- , ;

ing pages I have had occaſion fully to no- ;

tice the power which a married woman ,

pofſefſes of influencing the diſpoſitions of ;:

her huſband, and the confequent duty of

exerting it for the improvement of his

moral and religious character. It remains

now to guard the wife againſt the effect of

emotions and impreſſions, which might

prevent her from reaping the benefit of .

ſimilar exertions of duty and kindneſs on :

the part of her huſband. Let her beware : 14

of diſcouraging him, by irritability of tem , s

pers from communicating to her his opi

nion , when he believes that ſhe has fallen , ori,

is in danger of falling, into error. To points

out failings in the ſpirit of kindneſs, is one

( 0) Levit.„xix. i7. bir duru

of
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of the cleareſt indications of friendſhips It i

is, however, one of thoſe delicate offices

from which friendſhip may the moſt eaſily

be deterred . If à huſband finds his endeas

vours to diſcharge it frequently miſcona

ceived; if he ſees them uſually producing

perturbations difficult to be allayed, and

extending far and wide beyond the original

ſubject of diſcuſſion ; he may learn to think

it wiſer' to ' let an evil exiſt in ſilence, than

to attempt to obviate it at the hazard of a

greater. If his conſcience at any time calls

upon him to ſer before his aſſociate in con:

nubial life fome defect, either in her general

conduct, or in a particular inſtance ; he

ought unqueſtionably to fulfil the talk with

a lively conviction of his own imperfections;

and ofthe need which he has of indulgence

and forbearance on her párt ; with a ten

derneſs of manner flowing from the genuine

warmth of affection ; with an ardent folici

tude to fhún as far as may be poſſible the

appearance of authoritative direction ; and

with prudence adapting itſelf to the peculi

aritiesX
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1

arities of the mind which he is defirous to

impreſs. ( In all caſes he ought to guard ,

with ſcrupulous anxiety, againſt exciting in

the breaſt of his wife a ſuſpicion that he is

purpoſely minute in prying into her fail

ings ; and againſt loading her fpirits with

groundleſs apprehenſions that the original

glow of his attachment is impaired by thoſe

which he has noticed. He ought to re

member, that however culpable the diſpo

ſition may be, there is a diſpoſition not

unfrequent in women when reſtrained , and

in their own opinion withoạt ſufficient

cauſe, from proceeding in any particular

path, to feel in conſequence of the reſtraint

itſelf a ſtrong propenſity to advance further

in that path than they had proceededbefore.

But what if in one or more oftheſe points

he ſhould be negligent and defective ? Let

not a momentary quickneſs of manner,let

not an inadvertent expreſſion haſtily drop

ping from his lips, nor even the diſcovery

of fome emotion tinctured with human in

firmity, be noticed with reſentment, or
followed
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followed by retort and recrimination. If

he ſhould evidently be liable to juſt cenſure

himſelf, his admonition may yet be wiſe ;

his reproof, if he is neceſſitated even to re

prové, may be juſt. Though on former

occafions he ſhould have been hurried into

animadverſion without reaſon , there may

be reaſon for his animadverſion now. Let

him not be thought partial and unwarrant

ably ſtrict, if he ſhould chance to obſerve

a failing when exemplified by his wife,

which in other women he had ſcarcely re

garded. Is it ſurpriſing that he ſhould be

alive to circumſtances in the conduct of the

perfon moſt intimately connected with him,

which affected him little or not at all in a

more diſtant relation , in an acquaintance, in

a ſtranger ? It ſometimes happens, when

a married woman has not been led to at

tend to confiderations ſuch as thoſe which

have now been ſuggeſted, that advice which ,

if given by the huſband, would not have

met with a favourable acceptation, is thank

fully received from others. To know that

thisX 2
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this ſtate of things is poſſible ſhould be a

leſſon to the huſband againſt miſconduct

and imprudence ; for to them its exiſtence

may be owing. But let it alſo be to the

wife an admonition againſt captiouſneſs and

prejudice; for had the been free from them,

it could not have exiſted.

* }

vilajitats

11.100775 ... ;11015;
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CHAP. XIII.
535

DUTIES OF MATRIMONIAL LIFE CON

TINUED, WITH A VIEW TO THE DIF

FERENT SITUATIONS AND CIRCUM

STANCES OF DIFFERENT INDIVIDU

ALS .

Tue reflections which have hitherto been

made on the duties of married women

have had little reference to particularities

of rank or ſituation .ſituation . Yet by ſuch particu

larities, moral advantages and diſadvantages,

duties and temptations, are in many in

ſtances created or diverſified. London and

the country, elevated rank and middle

ſtation , differ fo far from each other in

ſome of the opportunities of good and of

evil which they reſpectively furniſh ; that a

little time and conſideration may not be

unprofitably employed in explaining fome

of the points of difference, and enforcing

X 3 the
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the obligations which ſeverally reſult front

them. It'will , perhaps, be found that no

obſervation can be addreſſed to a perſon

reſident in the metropolis, which , in cer

tain circumſtances, may not be applied with

proprietyto the conduct of the wife of a

country gentleman ; nor any admonition

ſuggeſted to the higher ranks, which may

not be transferred with ſlight alteration to

fome of the inferior orders of the commu

nity . In the remarks therefore which are

about to be ſubmittedto the reader, though

ſome of the duties reſpectively incumbent

on married women of different deſcriptions

may , for the ſake of perſpicuity, be inveſtic

gated under ſeparate heads, correſponding

to the different ſituations of the parties; I

would by no means with it to be undert

Hood, that what is primarily offered to the

attention of one claſs of married women

maynot appertain in a certain meaſure to alli

重

Among the temptations to which a lady

reſident in London is by that cireumftanice

expoſed,
I
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expoſed, few are more enfnaring than thoſe,

the primary and immediate effect of which

is to encroach upon time. The public

amuſements, which the metropolis and its

precincts afford , are daily. ſeen to prove fo

faſcinating by their number and their va

riety to the younger part of the polite

world, as to occupy a very large proportion

of the day and of the evening ; or, to ſpeak

with more propriety, of thoſe hours, whez

ther before or after midnight, during which

the polite world is abroad. For it is not

merely the time actually ſpent in theen

joyment of the amuſement which is to be

placed to the account ; the hours of pre

paration which precede, and thoſe of lan

guor and inactivity which follow , equally

belong to it. Neither do the ſcenes of

public entertainment loſe their power, as

far as the conſumption of time is in quef

tion , over thoſe who, fatiated and palled by

tedious familiarity , no longer find in any

{ pectacle or mode of diverſion the gratifi

cation which it once beſtowed. The de:

botas lightsX 4 i
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lights of novelty are paſt ; but the chains

of faſhion and habit are rivetted. The

mind, incapable through diſuſe of reliſhing

better purſuits, experiences in the theatre

and the rotunda, if not a . pofitive fatif

-faction, yet a relief from the dulnefs of

vacaacy, and the painfulneſs of intercourſe

with itſelf. But it is unneceſſary to dwell

on a topic which has already been the fub

ject of much obſervation. Let us turn our

thoughts to other circumſtances, which , if

not peculiar to the capital, yet exiſt there to

an extent not to be parellelled elſewhere ;

and occafion in all places, according to the

degree in which they exift, an unprofitable

conſumption of time, and all the evils

attendant on the waſte of irrevocable hours,

.لدرد

London is the centre to which almoſt all

the individuals who fill the upper and

middle ranks of ſociety, are fucceflively at

tracted. The country pays its tribute to

the ſupremecity. Buſineſs, intereſt, and

curiofity, the love of pleaſure, the deſire of

know
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knowledge, the thirſt for change, the am

bition to be a a ,

tinual influx into the metropolis from every

corner of the kingdom. Hence, sa large

and a widely diſperſed and a continually.

encreaſing acquaintance is the natural con

ſequence of frequent reſidence in London ,

If a married lady ſuffers herſelf to be drawn

into the ſyſtem of proceeding , to which

ſuch an acquaintance is generally ſeen to

lead ; uſeful occupations and improving

purſuits are either at an end, or are carried

on with extreme diſadvantages, multiplied

interruptions, declining activity, ardour,and

ſatisfaction. The morning, at leaſt what

is called the morning, is ſwallowed up

in driving from ſtreet to ſtreet, from ſquare

to ſquare, in purſuit of perſons whom ſhe

is afraid of diſcovering, in knocking at

doors where ſhe dreads being admitted.

Time is frittered away in a ſort of ſmall in

tercourſe with numbers, for whom ſhefeels

1 little regard , and whomſhe knowsto feel

as little for herſelf Yet everything

-701 breathes

{
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breathes the ſpirit of cordiality and attach

ment . The pleaſure expreſſed at meeting

is ſo warm, the enquiries after each other's

health ſo minute, the ſolicitude, if either

party has caught a cold at the laſt opera, fo

extreme; that a ſtranger to the 'ways of

high life, and to the true value of words in

the modern dictionaries' of compliment,

would be in aſtoniſhment' at fuch effuſions

of diſintereſted benevolence. ' Invitation

ſucceeds invitation ; engagement preffes on

engagement: ' etiquette offers, form accepts,

and indifference affumes the air of gratitude

and rapture. Thus a continual progreſs is

made in the looks , the language, and the

feelings of inſincerity. A lady thus büfied,

thus accompliſhed, becomes difinclined to

friendſhip , or unqualified for it. She has

too many acquaintance to be at leiſure

to have a friend. The unreſtrained com

munication of ſentiment, the concern of

genuine fympathy, the manifeſtation of
kind affections by deeds of kindnefs, re

quire time, and calmneſs, and deliberation ,

and
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and retirement. They require what diffi

pation is leaſt able and leaſt willing to be

ftow ...!!!

2
<

: Next to thoſe principles of Chriſtian

“ fobriety,” which the Scriptures again and

again inculcate on women, whether ſingle

or in matrimonial life, as well in precepts

addreſſed immediately to the female ſex (p),

as in others directed to Chriſtians in gene

ral (9), one of the moſt powerful preſer

vatives againſt this prevailing abuſe of time,

and all its unhappy effects on the mind, is

a ſettled habit of methodical employment,

founded on a fair review of the ſeveral

duties daily to be performed, and of their

relative nature and importance. To devote

with regularity certain hours to certain

purpoſes may be ſomewhat more difficult

in the crowd and hurry of the metropolis,

than in the tranquillity of a rural reſidence.

6 ) Titus, ii . 4.- 1 Tim . ii.9. 15.- i. 11 .

(9 ) 1 Theff. v. 6 , 8-1 Peter, i . 13.-iv. 7 : -V . 8 .

- & c . &c .

But
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But the ſame circumſtances, which caufe

the difficulty of adhering to a predetermined

plan, prove the neceſſity of inftituting one

and of obſerving it . For how would that,

which can ſcarcely be attained even with

the aid of method and habit, be accom

pliſhed if left to depend on chance ? Not

that adherence to plan is to be carried to

the púncilious exceſs of never tolerating

the ſmalleſt deviation . : But the danger of

acquiring a cuſtom of deviating, and of

thus-being gradually ſeduced from your re

folution, is ſo formidable, that ſome oc

cafional inconveniences. may well bei en

duredin order to avoid it. In methodifing

time, as in all plans of life, let the ſtandard

which you propoſe to yourſelf be reaſon

able, if you
would find it uſeful. Cheat

not lyourſelf into indolence by aiming at

Little ciNeither let your deſire to perform

much lead you into the error of ſetting

yourſelf to imitate a pattern , which you are

aware is carried to an extreme, with the

view that notwithſtanding your probable

defi.
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deficiencies you may ſtill reach what you

already difcern to be the proper medium.

This is not ſober and rational conduct. rrIt

is to attempt to prevent yourſelf from fee

ing what you cannot but ſee. ' It is to try

to impofe on yourſelf by a ſcheme which

you know to be an artifice. It is to pre

pare pretexts for remiſſneſs, and tempta

tions to abandon the whole undertaking.

Proceed according to the plain dictates of

common ſenſe. Trace out to yourſelf the

exact line which your judgement tells you

that you ought to follow , and endeavour to

purſue it with accuracy . Remember your

domeſtic duties ; inform your mind , ad

vance in piety ; be not ſnatched into the

wild vortex of amuſements ; dare to refuſe

an invitation. Be not ſhaken from your

rational purpoſes and rational mode of life

by the ſurpriſe, the ridicule, the ſpecious

but hollow arguments, of the giddy and

diffipated of your own ſex ; who think it

& ftrange (r) that ye run 'not with them to

Citig

( v ) i Peter, iv . 4.

6 the
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« the ſame exceſs of riot, " and like them

whom the Apoſtle deſcribes, if they cannot

perſuade or allure, will probably ſtrive to

ſpeak evil of you .” Leave the :n to their

folly and unhappineſs ; and purſue ſteadily

the dictates of your underſtanding and your

conſcience. Comply not with any thing

which you deem intrinſically wrong to gain

the good word of multitudes. Incur not

the guilt of thoſe who “ loved the praiſe of

men (of human beings) more than the

praife of God (s)." Retrench the inter

courſe of form within narrow limits. Cul

tivate the affections of the heart. In the

yaſt concourſe of the capital , there are

numbers of your own ſex, and of a ſtation

correſponding to that which you occupy,

who are worthy of your friendſhip. Cheriſh

ſuch friendſhips as inſtruments of comfort,

of virtue, and of uſefulneſs. Co - operate,

procure co -operation , in aiding not only

with your purſe but with the influence, be

it greater or ſmaller, which your ſituation

( s ) John, xii .

43•
por
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pofTefles, public and private, inſtitutions of

Charity, and thoſe in particular which are

calculated for the relief of female diſtreſs.

Mindful of the ſcarcity of modes of em

ployment in which perſons of the female

ſex can properly engage for a ſubſiſtence (0),

encourage women in all ſuch occupations

by ſteady and active preference. In reliev

ing the temporal amfiction of

creatures, forget not the higheſt office of

Charity, that of providing for their religious

improvement. Extend reſearches and

your beneficence to the villages and hamlets

thickly ſtrewn round the metropolis, and

corrupted by its vicinity. Do good by ex

ertion and by example ; be a bleſſing to

others and to yourſelf.

your fellow

your

(t ) This evil might be conſiderably lefſened. Several

kinds of ſhops, now chiefly in the poſſeſſion of men, might

be conducted with eaſe by women . Would not propriéty

alſo be conſulted by a transfer of ſome occupations from

the former ſex to the latter ? Why has the indelicate cuſtom

of ladies employing hair -dreſſers of the other fex been to

lerated ſo long ?

There
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There ſeems at preſent to be an opinioii

gaining ground in high life, that in viſiting,

no leſs than in amuſements, it is neceſſary

that all polite ladies ſhould go every -whither;

an opinion among the moſt pernicious of

thoſe which pervade the modern ſyſtem of
faſhionable manners. Hence it ariſes that

women of the moſt amiable and excellent

character are often ſeen to frequent routs

and other ſimilar meetings in houſes, the

miſtreſſes of which they hold in merited

contempt and abhorrence. This confe

quence alone might be ſufficient to mani

feſt the miſchievous tendency of the opinion

from which it flows. But the ſame erro

neous perſuaſion contributes alſo to confirm

many women in their practice of hurrying,

evening after evening, from company to

company, from diverſion to diverſion ; de

prives them of all deſire and all opportu

nity of reflection on the tempers and diſpo

ſitions of their own hearts; and incapacitates

them for tranquil' recreations and rational

employments.

Another
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Another temptation which attends women

who reſide in London, and who are entitled

to mix in the higher circles of life, origi

rates from this circumſtance ; that the capi

tal is the ſeat of Government, the centre of

political power and political intelligence.

Hence the deſire which women are prone

to feel of aſſociating more and more with

perſons of rank, and which on many oc

eaſions is of itſelf ſufficiently ſeductive to

betray them into extravagance and indif

cretion, derives an additional ſtimulus. It

Peereſſes and the wives of Mem .

bers of Parliament, and thoſe whoſe huf

bands diſcharge the executive functions of

Government, or are ſtationed in ſome of

the ſubordinate departments of office, that

we are to look for the perſons whom the

rage of politics ſeizes firſt. At their own

houſes, and at the houſes of their near con

nections, they are accuſtomed to hear queſ

tions relating to the national welfare can

vaffed ; they witneſs a miniature reſemblance

of the Parliamentary debate of the preced

is among

Y ing
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ing evening ; they become perſonally as

quainted with fomeof the public characters,

whom eloquence and talents have elevated

into fame. To liften to the cenſure and to

the applauſe ſeverally beſtowed on indivi

duals in the political world , while it excites

and nouriſhes curioſity, pleaſes and foments

the ſpirit of party . To be addreſſed in

private circles, though it be only on the

ſtate of the weather, by him whom Se

natęs have admired , Nimulates while it gra .

tifies ambition. By degrees they catch the

paſſions of the other ſex, and are tranf

formed into profeffed partizans ; and when

the change has once taken place, generally

exceed their huſbands in violence, and bibit

terneſs, and a prying fpirit. To worm

out a political ſecret, to extract from the

higheſt authority, the earlieſt tidings of a

victory, of a defeat, of a projected diſmiſſion

from office, of an intended penſion or grant

of nobility, is an object which calls forth,

the utmoſt exertions of their adroitneſs,

When they have attained it, the pride of

triumph
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triumph commences. They haften from

dreſſing -room to dreſſing - room , from af

ſembly to affembly , ſpreading the news as

they fly along, exaggerating the truth to

heighten aſtoniſhment, and confounding

their rivals with the blaze of ſuperior in

telligence.' In the mean time their atten

tion is not blind to more fubftantial acqui

fitions. They omit neither addreſs nor

importunity towards men in power , when

there is a hope that the 'one or the other

may affect the diſtribution of preferment.

To obtain a living, an appointment, a ſtep

in navalor in military promotion, for a re

lation or a dependent, affords them the

double delight of conferring an obligation

on a perſon whomthey are defirous to ſerve,

diſplaying their intereſt with the

rulers of the ftate. The ſpirit of freedom

and ofreſpect for popular opinion, by which

the Engliſh Conftitution and Government

were happily diftinguiſhed from the ancient

monarchy of France ; and the ſpirit of

ftoadineſs and order by which they have

been

and of dir

Y 2
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been diſtinguiſhed no leſs happily from the

modes of political adminiſtration by which

the French Monarchy has been ſucceeded ,

have precluded the ladies of this country

from advancing to thoſe enormous lengths

in political intrigue, which have been ſuc

ceſsfully attempted on the Continent. The

pattern , however, exhibited at Paris, has

long been imitated in London as nearly as

circumſtances would allow . In proportion

as the example of ladies in the higheſt

circles affords encouragement to vanity or

to hope ; it is ſtudied and followed by num

bers of their female acquaintance, whoſe

ſituation gives them an opportunity of

treading, though at an humble diſtance, in

the ſame ſteps. Even women who have

no connection with the political heiniſphere

are feen to be inſpired by the paſſion com

municated from their ſuperiors ; imbibe

the quinteſſence of political attachment and

antipathy ; and by the ardour with which

they copy the only part of their model

which they have the means of emulating,

thew

1
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Thew that it is not through want' of ambí

tion that they are left behind in the race.

>

It may, indeed , be ſtated generally that,

in conſequence of the peculiar circumſtances

already ſpecified, by which the capital is

diſtinguiſhed , the love of eminence and the

thirſt of admiration are there rouſed by in

citements far more powerful than any other

place could fupply. Hence, whatever be

the object to which female ambition is di

rected ; whether it aſpires to be conſpi

cuous as the leader of faſhion and the oracle

of politeneſs; or as the ſtately aſſociate of

rank and dignity, to outſhine all its com

petitors in the diſplay of magnificence ; or

to anticipate them in the knowledge of po

litical tranſactions, and drive them from the

field in every ſtruggle for the acquiſition of

political favours ; it is in the metropolis

that it hurries its votary to unparallelled

extremes of folly , of pride, of envy, of ex

travagance.
The eſtimation in which the

Scriptures hold ſuch paſſions and ſuch con

Y 3
duct,
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duct, or, to ſpeak with more propriety,the

judgements there denounced againſt them ,

have been noticed already in ſuch a man

ner , that they muſt be freſh in the reader's

recollection . Let us for once attend to

advice from the mouth of a Pagan , ad

dreſſed to the ladies of the moſt polite city

of antient times. , “ Be ambitious of at,

taining thoſe virtues which are the prin

cipal ornaments of ſex. Cheriſh

your inſtinctive modeſty; and look upon

“ it as your higheſt commendation not to

“ be the ſubject of public diſcourſe (u )."

your ſex .

That inſtinctive modeſty , ſo deſerving of

being cheriſhed, requires, like every other

virtue, to be ſtrengthened by culture ; and

is perhaps of all virtues that which, when

impaired, is the moſt difficult to be reſtored

to its original ſenſibility. In the rude con

ficts of the world it is expoſed to ſerious

riſk of being imperceptibly worn away,

(u ) Speech of Perieles to the Athenian women . Thư

cydides, Book ü .

In
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man.

In the metropolis the danger is aggravated

partly by the ſhameleſſneſs with which

vice, confident in its numbers, there ſhews

its face abroad ; partly by the rank of many

of the vicious, which draws on their wica

kedneſs,the eye of public attention ; and

partly by means of the ſoftening appella

tions which faſhion , enliſted in the ſervice

of profligacy, has deviſed for the moſt

flagrant breaches of the laws of God and

Hence not only among the unprin

cipled, but in virtuous families, among

women of modeſty, and by women of

modeſty , converſation is not unfrequently

turned to topics and incidents, of which ,

to uſe thelanguage of an Apoſtle, “it is å

“ fhame even to ſpeak (x ):" To conceive

that delicacy of ſentiment ſhould not thus

be undermined is impoſſible. The evil now

in queſtion contaminates the country alſo ;

but, though not reſtricted to the metropolis,

it is there moſt prevalent. It ought to be

added , that men of worth are , in number

(x ) Epheſ. v . 12 .

Y4 leſs
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leſs caſes, highly cenfurable for the little

regard which they evince to female delicacy

even in their own families, by the ſubjects

of converſation which they introduce or

purſue. The miſchief done is not the leſs

becauſe the phraſeology may be guarded, t

The habits of life which prevail in the

metropolis, and particularly in faſhionable

families, are, in ſeveral reſpects, totally re

pugnant to the cultivation of affection and

connubial happineſs. The hufband and

the wife are fyftematically kept afunder.

Separate eſtabliſhments, ſeparate fets of ac

quaintance, ſeparate amuſements, altcon

fpire to render them firſt ſtrangers, and

afterwards indifferent to each other. If

they find themſelves brought together in

mixed company, to bę mutually cold , inat

tentive, and forbidding, is politeneſs. They

who are inſpired, or are ſuppoſed to be

inſpired, with the warmeſt attachment, are

reciprocally to behave with a degree of

repulſive unconcern , which, if exhibited

towards
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towards a third perfon , would be conſtrued

as an affront: The truth is; that ſuch 'unna

tural maxims of behaviour have originated

from caſes in which , however blamable,

they were not artificial. They have ſprung

from that indifference which was really

felt. But thoſe perſons who are ſolicitous

to preſerve affection, will do well to cheriſh

the outward manifeſtations of regard . 19 If,

on the onehand , it is poflible to difguſt by

an ill-timed diſplay of the familiarity of

fondneſs ; let it be remembered, on the

other, that to diſguiſe the natural feelingsof

the heart under the fyftematic reſtraints of

affumed coldneſs, is offenſive to every ra

tional obſerver ; at variance with ſimplicity

and ingenuouſneſs of character ; and ulti

mately ſubverſive of the tenderneſs of affec

tion both in the party which practiſes: the

diſguiſe, and in the perſon towards whom

it is practiſed.

.

The influence of faſhion, which of late

has unhappily contributed in the metropolis

..11ی12:

to
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to ſeparate the huſband and the wife,would

have flowed in a more beneficial channel,

had it been applied to draw cloſer the bands

of domeſtic ſociety. The wives of lawyers,

of phyſicians, and of ſeveral other deſcrip

tions of men, are ſeldom allowed a large

Thare of the company of their huſbands.

While the latter are occupied abroad by

profeſſional buſineſs, the former are left

expoſed to the temptations of a diffipated

capital, temptations which borrow ſtrength

from the wearineſs of ſolitude at home.

Hence , in addition to the common obliga

tions which bind the conſciences of married

men to ſtudy the comfort and the welfare

of their partners, the huſband is under yet

another tie to ſpend his leiſure in the

boſom of his family, Hence alſo the duty

of the wife to render home, by the winning

charms of her behaviour, attractive and de

lightful to her huſband, derives additional

force. Let her conſider the numberlefs

temptations to vice, to profuſion,to idle

amuſement, with which he is encompaſſed.

Let

1
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Let her remember with what various cha

racters the buſinefs of his ſtation renders

him familiar; ofwhom ſome perhaps openly

deride the principles of religion ; others fap

them by inſidious machinations ; others

extenuate by their wit and talents the offen ;

fiveneſs of guilt ; others add to the ſeducing

example of gay
wickedneſs the faſcinations

of rank and popularity. Is ſhe deſirous of

his fociety ? Would ſhe confirm him in

domeſtic habits ? Would the fortify him

againſt being allured into the haunts of

luxury, riot, and profaneneſs ? Let her

conduct thew that home is dear to herſelf

in his abſence, ſtill dearer when he is pre

fent. Let her unaffected mildneſs, her in

genuous tenderneſs, place before his mind

a forcible contraſt to the violence, the arti

fice, the unfeeling ſelfiſhneſs which he wit

neſſes in his commerce with the world.

Let the cheerful tranquillity of domeſtic

pleaſures ſtand in the place of trilling and

turbulent feſtivity abroad . Let his houſe,

as far as her endeavours can be effectual,

1 be
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be the abode of happineſs ; and he will

have little temptation to bewilder himſelf in

feeking for happineſsunder anotherroof.

There are motives of health or conve

nience which occaſionally determine indi

viduals, bufied in mercantile concerns, ra

ther to fix themſelves at a country reſidence

within a few miles of London than in the

heart of the city ; and thence to pay daily

viſits to their counting-houſes in town. To

the wives of perſons thus circumſtanced,

the obſervations in the preceding paragraph

may be addreſſed . It may indeed be faid

generally , that the turn of mind and the

habits of life in the immediate neighbour,

hood of the capital are naturally become ſo

far ſimilar to thoſe prevalent in St. James's

fquare, that almoſt every remark on moral

duties, which is applicable to the latter

ſituation , may be transferredto the former.

e .

One of the duties which require to be

exprefsly itated as incumbent on ladies who

3 paſs
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paſs a large portion of the year in the me

tropolis, and eſpecially on ladies of rank

and influence, is the following ; to endea

vour to improve the general tone of ſocial

intercourſe, and particularly in the article

of amuſements. Let them exchange the

vaſt and promiſcuous aſſemblages, which

now crowd their ſuite of rooms from éven

ing almoſt to day-break, for ſmall and ſelect

parties, to which a virtuous character ſhall

be a neceſſary introduction , and in which

virtuous friendſhip and rational entertain

ment may be enjoyed. Let them diſcouna

tenance the prevailing ſyſtem of late hours,

which undermine the conſtitution ; and

entail languor and idleneſs on that period

of the day, which they whº have not

adopted the modern and deſtructive cuſtom

of late-riſing know to be the moſt delight

ful and the moſt uſeful. Let them fet
up a

ſtandard againſt play, faſhionable follies,

and enſnaring cuſtoms; and unite the in

nocent pleaſures of improving and enter

taining ſociety with the ſmalleſt poſſible ex

penſe
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penfe of time, money, and domeſtic order.

The benefits which might accrue to the

youth ofboth fexes from the amelioration

of the general ſtate of meetings for purpofes

of converſation and amuſement in polite

circles are incalculable. The proſpect of a

happy ſettlement in life for individuals,

their domeſtic conduct, their domeſtic com

fort, the manners and habits of various

claſſes of the community prone to imbibe

the opinions and to copy the example of

their immediate ſuperiors ; all theſe are cir

cumſtances which that amelioration would

contribute to improve.

In the metropolis, the morals of ſervants

are expoſed to extraordinary dangers. By

common temptations they are there beſet

more powerfully than in the country ; and

have alſo to contend with others peculiar

to the capital. Yet it is, perhaps, in London

that they receive the leaſt attention from

maſters and miſtreſſes of families. The

proper inference to be drawn from theſe

facts
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facts is obvious. " Act conformably to it

in all points. Let not your domeftics

of either ſex be ſuffered to depend for a

part of their emoluments on the perquifites

of gaming. Let them be guarded to the

utmoſt of your power againſt the irrepa

rable miſchiefs, which attend the practice

of inſuring in ſtate lotteries ( y ).

i

Ladies who, being united to men occu

pied in the tranfactions of trade and buſineſs,

find themſelves reſident in the city, often

fhew themfelves extremely diffatisfied with

their fituation . Each wearies her huſband

with importunate earneftneſs that he would

renounce the degrading profits of thecount

ing -houſe and the ſhop, which he is now

wealthy enough to deſpiſe ; and exchange

the ungenteel dulneſs of Lombard - ſtreet for

the modiſh vicinity of the court. Affect

ing to look down on the polite world , des

i elit

(y ) For ſome account of thoſe miſchiefs, ſee the

« Treatiſe on the Police of the Metropolis, " 2d Edit.

p. 163-16ği

riding
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riding the barren rent- rolls of encumbered

eftates, apparent to their imaginations

through the veil of ſuperficial fplendor ;

they are eager to ape the follies and to

crowd into the ſociety of the gilded fwarm

which they would ſeem to hold in con

tempt. Ladies of faſhion in the mean time

are exulting, at the other end of thetown,

that the hands of their huſbands were never

contaminated with the filthy gains ofcoma

merce; and delight in turning into ridicule

the awkward efforts of the citizen's wife to

rival the route and the public breakfaſt of

the Peereſs by 'expenfe void of propriety,

and pomp deſtitute of taſte. It is thus that

pride and envy, diſplaying themſelves un

der 'oppoſite forms, are equally confpicuous

in both parties.

When the period of reſidence in the me

tropolis is come to a concluſion ,' a lady is

fometimes apt to diſplay among her neigh

bours in the country, in a manner which

cannot be miſtaken, her conſciouſneſs that

ſhe
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the is lately arrived from the centre of

faſhion and politeneſs. Her pride betrays

itſelf under various aſpects and modifi

cations according to the particular fhades

of her temper and diſpoſitions, and the re

ſpective circuinſtances of the individuals.

thrown into her ſociety. Sometimes it

appears, without diſguiſe in ſupercilious

ſtatelineſs ; ſometimes it is revealed by the

infolence of affected condeſcenſion. At

one time, it expatiates, on the intimacies

which it has formed , or profeſſes to have

formed , in high life ; and deſcribes the per

ſons, particulariſes the characters, and retails

the converſation of peers and peereſles. At

another, it officiouſly fhews itſelf to be

lowering the tone of diſcourſe to the level

of the country ; and with a parade of

attention turns aſide from ſubjects, with

which it gives the company preſent to un

derſtand that they are not ſuppoſed to be

acquainted. The contempt which airs of

this nature evince, is ever found to recoil

on thoſe who practiſe them.

z A lady ,
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A lady, when the leaves London, ought

to be careful not to corrupt the country by

the introduction of fooliſh and culpable

faſhions. Her example, whichever way iş

țurns, is likely to have conſiderable weight.

In the metropolis ſhe was only one in a

crowd. Even there it was her duty invari

ably to recollect that her conduct would by

no, means be without influence on others ;

that the whole maſs was compoſed of indi

viduals
and that each individual was re

ſponſible for an individual fháre. . But

when ſhe comes down to the family man

fion , the eyes of the neighbourhood will,

for a time, be turned upon-herſelf. If ſhe

imports a cargo of modifh follies and

modifh vices, they will ſoon be diffufed

throughout the diſtrict in which the refides.

If ſhe neither introduces them herſelf nor

adopts them though they ſhould be intro

duced into the vicinity ; her friends and

acquaintance, thoſe who ſee her and thofe

who hear of her, will then dare not to give

into them.

Among

...

1
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Among perſons of the female ſex who

reſide conſtantly in the country, and at the

fametime poſſeſs few opportunities ofmix

ing with poliſhed and intelligent fociety,

errors and failings originate, no leſs than

among men , from the want of enlarged

ſentiments and a greater knowledge of the

world. Prejudice fhews itſelf in various

Thapes, and extends to a multitude of ob

jects. Changes in manners and cuſtoms,

though in reality for the better, are repro

bated. The conduct of others, eſpecially

of thoſe who move in a higher circle, is

judged with acrimony. Little allowance is

made for unfeen motives and unknown cir

cumſtances. The ſpirit of party broods

over imaginary offences. Sometimes its

operations are more active : inſomuch that

ladies, inſtigated by vanity, and liſtening

with greedy actention to the flatteries of

ſome intereſted partizan of the other fex,

who enlarges on the advantages which their

interference would fecure to a fayourite

candidate at an election , are ſeen to plunge

intoZ 2
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into the rude intercourſe and degrading

occupations of a local conteft. In ſmall

towns, and in their immediate neighbour

hood, the ſpirit of detraction ever appears

with fingular vehemence. In the metro

polis, and in other large cities, it may per

haps be no leſs active. There, however,

its activity is diſperſed amidſt the crowd of

individuals whom it affails. It has there

fuch an overflowing abundance of delin

quents, or fuppofed delinquents, to purſue,

that perſons who are not conſpicuous in the

routine of faſhion, nor by any other inci

dent particularly drawn forth into public

notice , have a reaſonable chance ofeſcaping

very frequent attacks. But here the ſmall

nefs of the circle renders all who move in

it univerſally known to each other. The

objects on which curioſity can exerciſe her

talents are fo few , that ſhe never withdraws

her eye from any of them long ; and ſhe

already knows ſo much reſpecting each,

that the cannot reſt until the has learned

every thing. Nor is this all . Among the

females
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females who are acting their parts on f

narrow a ſtage, claſhings, and competitions,

and diffenſions, will have been frequent;

and grudges of antient date are revived to

ſupply food for preſent malevolence and

.

ſcandal. :

A propenſity to puſh faſhions in dreſs to

abſurd extremes is alſo very frequent in

country towns. Ladies who have been

converſant with the polite world know

that, however generally a particular mode

may be prevalent, much latitude is ſtill left

to inclination and taſte ; and that a mode

rate degree of conformity is always ſufficient

to ward off the charge of ſingularity. But

they who have ſeen leſs, or have been leſs

obſervant, are in common ſo little aware

either of this truth , or of the preciſe limits

within which the exiſting mode is circum

ſçribed, that in their zeal to outvie each

other, and their dread of falling ſhort of

☺ the pattern exhibited in high life, they puſh

their attempts at imitation to a prepoſterous

exceſs.2 3
نم،
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excefs. And while they are exulting in

the thought that their head - dreſs is con

ſtructed and their gown cut out and trim

med preciſely according to the lateſt model

exhibited at court ; they would find, if they

could tranſplant themſelves into a public

room in the metropolis, their appearance

an extravagant caricature of the decorations

of which they had conceived it to be an

accurate reſemblance.

Some of the duties and temptations

ſeverally pertaining to different married

women in conſequence of profeſſional dif

ferences in the ſituations of their huſbands

remain to be conſidered.

4

It
may be proper to direct our attention ,

in the firſt place, to the wives of clergymen.

St. Paul , ſpeaking of the miniſters of the

Goſpel from the biſhop to the deacon, add :

verts particularly to the conduct of their

wives , and expreſsly requires, that they

grave, not ſlanderous, ſober, faith ,be "

« fu !
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* ful in all things (% ).” . Not that any

one of the virtues, which ought to orna

mentthe wife of the clergyman, is not alſo

required of every woman. But the Apoftle

well knew that the want of any of them

would prove, in the way of example, far

more prejudiciał in the wife of a clergy

man than in another perſon . Hence the

repeated injunctions which he delivers to

the teachers of Chriſtianity, that they ſhould

“ rule well their own families (a ).” Hence

too the promiſe given by every clergyman

of the eſtabliſhed Church of England at his

admiſſion into holy orders, that he will

" frame and faſhion his family, as well as

himſelf, according to the doctrine of

Chriſt; that both may be wholeſome ex

Samples and patterns to his flock (6 )." ,If

a clergyınán, he whole office it is to guide

others from the follies and corruptions of

the world into the way of ſalvation, to

" let his light ſo ſhine before men that they

66

(z ) 1 Tim . ji. II. (a ) i Tim . iii . 4, 5. 12.

b ) See the office of ordination .

Z4 may
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" may fee his good works and glorify by

imitating them , “ his Father who is in

“ heaven ( c),” forgets that branch of his

facred function ; and indulges, I will not

fay in groſs, vices, but in thoſe lighter in

ſtances of miſconduct, which are yet fuf

ficient to evince that religion holds not an

undiſputed predominance in his heart; the

dulleft underſtanding is quick -fightedenough

to diſcern his faults, and to avail itſelf of

the pretences which they may be
repre

ſented as affording for criminal indulgences

in others. This obſervation may

tended in a certain degree to the example

diſplayed by his family, more eſpecially to

that exhibited by his wife. : If fhe, who is

the conſtant companion of a miniſter of re

ligion , ſhe who, in addition to the mo

tives which preſs on all.“ women profeſfing

godlineſs (d),” allwomen who profeſs to

believe and practiſe Chriſtianity ,l is i urged

bypeculiar obligations to the attainment of

be ex

( c ) Matthew , v . 6. (0 ) 1 Tim . ii . 10 .

Chriſtian

1
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Chriſtian excellence, proves herſelf aduated

by a worldly temperzis afpiring, vain ,giddy ,

calumnious, avaricious, or unforgiving ; the

tranfgreffes the lawsof her Saviour,anddiſ

regards the ſpirit of the Goſpel, with ſtrong

circumſtances of aggravation ; and con

tributes not a little to leſſen the general ef

fect of her huſband's inſtructions from the

pulpit. Such is the conſequence of her de

fects, whatever be the ſtation which the

perſon to whom the is united may occupy

in the church . In proportion to theemi

nence of that ſtation , the miſchief of her

bad example is increaſed. On the other

hand, if religion has its genuine effect on

her manners and diſpofitions ; if it renders

her humble and mild ,benevolent and candid,

fedate, modeſt, and devout; if it withdraws

her inclinationsfrom faſhionable foibles and

faſhionable expenſes ; if it leads her to acti

vity ini ſearching out and alleviating the

wants of the neighbouring poor , and in

promoting, according to her ſituation and

ability, ſchools and other inſtitutions for the

advancement of religion , and the encourage

ment
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ment of induſtry among the children in

the dioceſe or the pariſh committed to her

huſband ; ſhe is a “ fellow -labourer” with

him “ ,in the Goſpel.” She prepares the

hearts of all who liſten to his inſtructions

and exhortations to receive them without

prejudice ; and attracts others to the ſpirit

of Chriſtianity by the amiable luftre which

it diffuſes round herſelf.

Hiſtory affirms, that in the days of Queen

Elizabeth, the wives of the prelates mani

feſted no ſmall diffatisfaction at not being

permitted to ſhare with their huſbands the

honors and privileges of nobility ; and thať

they applied with earneſt but ineffecual ſo

licitude to procure the removal of the fan

cied degradation. It is to the credit of the

wives of modern biſhops that fo few indi- .

cations of a ſimilar fpirit have appeared

among them , as rarely, if ever, to have

been held up to public notice, even by thofe.

who have been the moſt acute in difcover

ing, and the moſt active in divulging , the

faults of perſons cloſely connected with epiſ

сорасу..
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copacy. In every other reſpect let them

be ſhining models of unaffected humility

and moderation. Never let them be in

duced by ties of conſanguinity, or by any

other motive, to ſtrive to exert an im

proper influence on the judgement of their

huſbands 'as to the diftribution of eccleſi

aſtical preferment. It is no more than

equity to acknowledge that in ſeveral ins

ſtances the wife of a biſhop is expoſed to

peculiar temptations ofconſiderable ſtrength.

The prelate has, perhaps, little private for

tune : he has been elevated from an humble

condition : though pomp and luxury be

ſhunned as ſcrupulouſly as they ought to

be, the unavoidable expences of his ſtation,

augmented by the occaſional reſidence re

quired from him in the capital, make deep

inroads into his revenue. Under theſe cir

cumſtances his wife ought to be, in com

mon with himſelf, uniformly mindful, not

only that the elevation of his family ter

minates with his life, but that every attempt

to provide for the continuance of a portion

3
of
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of thatelevation by ſhutting the hand ofcha

rity,and greedily hoarding almoſt everything

that can be faved from the annual profits of

the fee, in order that the favings may roll up

into a large fortune for his children , is ut

terly unjuſtificable in the fight of God.

Was he raiſed by merit ? Let her not re

pine, that her ſons, whoſe merit, be it what

ever it may, has not hitherto ſtood the teft

of time and experience, are to be reduced

to the level whence he rofe. If they ſhould

not have their father's ſucceſs, they may yet

equal his deſert. Was he raiſed without

adequate merit ? Let her not regret that her

children no longer poffeſs, what in ſtrictneſs

even their father ought never to have en

joyed. Let her not fecretly murmur'at the

proſpect of deſcending, if ſhe ſhould furvive

him , to the ſtation in which he would have

left her, had he died before his advance

ment to the mitre. Let her be thankful

toProvidence for the additional goodwhich

ſhe is now enabled by the rank and fitua

tion of her huſband to effect both in his

dioceſe
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dioceſe and elſewhere; and without anxiety

leave that Being who at preſent entruſts

her with the power, to determine whether

it ſhall or Thall not remain with her to the

end of her days. The laws and uſages,

which withhold from the wife of a prelate

the diſtinctions of peerage, will appear,

when conſidered with a reference to the

caſe of her widowhood, not leſs benevolent

than wiſe. The ſhock of misfortune, as

relating to outward circumſtances, is ex

tremely diminiſhed. She can now retire

without difficulty to modeſt privacy, un

burdened with the real or imaginary ſources

of expence...with which rank and titles

would have oppreſſed her. She retires en

circled with the reſpect which her own

virtues and thoſe of her huſband have ac

cumulated around her ; and enriched with

an acceſſion of friends whoſe attachment,

were it to be put to the trial in an hour

of diftreſs, would not be found to forſake

her !ben

1 )

I :) Some
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Some of the temptations to which the

wife of a biſhop is obnoxious, in conſe

quence of the temporary nature of the in

come which the partakes, attach , in a certain

meaſure, on women united to perfons who

poffefs inferior dignities in the church , and

even on the wives of private clergymen.

There is, in each caſe, a continually ope

rating inducement to be too ſparing in

charity for the ſake of providing for pofte

rity. It is an inducement to which num

bers are daily proving themſelves fupe

rior : but as it acts with particular force

on all deſcriptions of perſons whoſe income

deſcends not to thoſe whom they leave be

hind, it well deſerves to be pointed out in

the way of caution. Attention to lay up

proviſion for the future exigencies of a fa

mily is innocent , is laudable, when reſtricted

within proper bounds, in an ecclefiaftic as

well as in others. It is only blamable when

it proceeds to exceſs ; when it interferes

with the reaſonable demands of benevo

lence,
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lence. From that exceſs let the wife guard

her huſband and herſelf.
tas

The wife of an officer in the naval or

in the military ſervice is, in ſeveral reſpects,

expoſed to moraltrials of conſiderable mag

nitude. In time of war fhé is left to en

dure the anxieties of a long ſeparation from

her huſband, while he is toiling on the

ocean , or contending in a diſtant quarter of

the globe with the bullets of the enemy

and the maladies of the climate . The ſtate

of tremulous ſuſpenſe, when the mind is ig

norant of the fate of the object which it

holds moſt dear, and knows not but that

the next poſt may confirin the moſt dread

ful of its apprehenſions, can be calmed only

by thoſe confolations which look beyond

the preſent world . ..Let not deſpondency

withhold the confidence due to the protect

ing Power of Him , “ without whom , not

even a ſparrow falleth to the ground (e).”

(e ) Matth . X. 29 .

Let
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be «

Let not folicitudequeſtion thewiſdomwhich

uniformly marks the determinations of that

Being, one of whoſe characteriſtics it is to

wonderful in counſel ( f ) :" nor af

fiction forget that he has promiſed that

« all things ſhall work together for good to

" them that love Him (8 ).” When the

huſband is fighting the battles of his coun

try , the whole management of the domeſtic

economy of his family.devolves upon his

wife. Let her faithfully execute the truſt,

and ſhun even a diſtant approach towards

extravagance. In her whole demeanour,

let her guard againſt every ſymptom of

levity, every trace of inadvertence, which

might give riſe to the miſconceptions of igr

norance , or awaken the cenſorious tongue

of malice. Let it be her conſtant object

that, if it ſhall pleaſe the divine Providence

to reſtore her huſband, ſhe may preſent

herſelf before him at leaſt as worthy of his

eſteem and love as ſhe was when he left

c Ifaiah , xxviii . 29 . (g ) Romans, viii , 28.

her,
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her.r. The wife of the military officer has

ſometimes to encounter 'new and peculiar

temptations, at times when ſhe is not lepas

rated from her huſband. Various circum

ſtances frequently concur to lead her through

the viciſſitudes of a wandering life, in ac

companying him ſucceſſively from onecoun

try townwhere he is quartered to another

and occaſionally fix her during the time of

war in the vicinity of the camp where his

regiment is pofted. Difuſe to a ſettled

home; and the want of thoſe domeſtic Oca

cupations and pleaſures which no place of

reſidence but a : fettled home can ſupply ,

tend to create a fondneſs for roving, an

eagerneſs foramuſement, an inveterate pro

penſity to card- playing, and an averfion to

every kind of reading, except the peruſal

of the miſchievous traſh which the circu

lating library pours forth for the entertain

ment of a mind unaccuſtomed to reflection .

It unfortunately happens too, that, in this

ſituation , hier föciety is not fufficiently com

poſed of perſons of her own fex. Feminine

reſerve,A A
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reſerve, delicacy of manners, and even de

ļicacy of ſentiment, are in extreme danger

of being worn away by living in habits of

familiar intercourſe with a crowd of officers;

among whom it is to be expected that there

will be ſome who are abſolutely improper ,

and more who are very undeſirable aſſo

ciates. Duty and affection may in certain

caſes render it neceſſary, that ,a married

lady ſhould ſtand the brunt of thoſe tempta

tions. But the conſequent danger ſhould

excite her to unwearied and univerſal cir

cumſpection ; and warn her to cultivate

with unremitting vigilance thoſe habits of

privacy, and of uſeful and methodical em

ployment, without which female diffidence,

purity of heart, and a capacity for the en

joyment and the communication of domeſtis

happineſs, will ſcarcely be found to ſurvive,

The wife of a manufacturer, or of a per .

ſon engaged in any branch of trade pro

duđive of conſiderable gain , is likewife

ſubjected by her own Qtuation and that of

her
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her huſband to moral duties and trials,

which require to be briefly noticed . If her

huſband has raiſed himſelf by ſucceſs in his

buſineſs to a ſtate of affluence and credit

much ſuperior to that which he originally

poffeſſed, and in particular if he has thus

raiſed himſelf from very low beginnings';

his wife is not unfrequently puffed up with

the pride which he is ſometimes found to

contract during the period of his elevation ;

looks down with the contemptuous inſo

lence of proſperity on her former acquaint

ances and friends ; frowns into ſilence the

•hopes and the requeſts of poor relations ;

and would gladly conſign to oblivion every

circumſtance, which calls to mind the con

dition from which ſhe has been exalted.

She becomes ambitious to diſplay her newly

acquired wealth in the parade of dreſs, in

coſtly furniture, in luxurious entertainments.

Ever apprehenſive of being treated by her

late equals or ſuperiors with a leſs degree

of reſpect than ſhe now conceives to be her

due, the perpetually finds, or ſuppoſes that

ſheAA 2
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ſhe finds, what ſhe is taking ſuch pains to

diſcover. If from the operation of abſurd

and arrogant prejudices which, though far

leſs prevalent in modern times than here

tofore, are not yet wholly extinguiſhed, ſhe

is occaſionally treated by ladies of fuperior

rank and fortune with the ſupercilious airs

reſerved to be exhibited towards thoſe who

have recently emerged into opulence ; in

ſtead of proving by her conduct the juſtice

of the Scriptural admonition that “ before

“ honour is humility (b ),” ſhe fails not to

convince them that her pride is equal to

their own ': Though ſhe may control the

efferveſcence of her wrath , and break not

forth into turbulence, and outrage ; the

broods in ſecret over the affront, and grati

fies her malevolence with every thing which

truth or falſehood can ſuggeſt to the detri

ment and diſparagement of the offending

party The diſgracefulneſs and the guilt

of theſe unchriſtian tempérs appear in the

(b ) Proverbs, xv. 33 .

deepeſt
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deepeſt colours of deformity, when con

trafted with the behaviour of thoſe women

who are ſeen to retain, after the largeſt ac

ceffions of riches and conſequence, the un

affuming manners, the meekneſs of diſpo

fition , the ſame principles, the ſame attach

ments, by which they were originally

diſtinguiſhed.

When a large manufactory collects to

gether, as is the caſe in cotton mills and

ſome other inſtances, a number of women

and children within its walls ; or draws a

.concourſe of poor
families into its imme

diate vicinity, by the employment which it

affords to the different parts of them ; ler

the wife of the owner continually bear in

mind that to their toil her opulence is ow

ing. Let her remember that the obligations

between the labourer and his employer are

reciprocal. With cordial activity let her

unite with her huſband, in all ways com

patible with the offices of her ſex , to pro

mote the comfort and welfare of his de

pendents by liberal charity adapted to their

reſpectiveA A 3
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reſpective wants, and by all other means

which perſonal inſpection and inquiry may

indicate as conducive to the preſervation of

their health, and the improvement of their

moral and religious character. The af

femblage of multitudes is highly unfavour

able to virtue. The conſtant occupations

of children in a manufactory, may eaſily

be puſhed to an extreme, that will leave

neither time nor inclination for the acqui

ſition of thoſe principles ofrectitude, which,

if not impreſſed during childhood, are rarely

gained afterwards. If ſuch occupations are

carried on in the contaminated atmoſphere

of crowded rooms, they fap the conſtitu

tion in the years deſtined according to the

courſe of nature for its complete eſtabliſh

ment. Theſe are evils which every perſon

who has an intereſt in a manufactory is

bound by the ſtrongeſt ties of duty to pre

vent,

A ſimilar obligation reſts on the wives of

tradeſmen in general, in proportion to the

ability and the opportunities which they

poſſeſs
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poſſeſs of benefiting, in any of the methods

which have been pointed out, the families

of the workmen employed by their huſ

bands. If a woman has herſelf the ſuper

intendence and management of the ſhop ,

let induſtry, punctuality, accuracy in keep

ing accounts, the ſcrupulouſneſs of honeſty

ſhewing itſelf in a ſteady abhorrence of

every manoeuvre to impoſe on the cuſtomer,

and all other virtues of a commercial cha

racter which are reducible to practice in her

ſituation, diſtinguiſh her conduct (i). If

her

( i) It is faid , by thoſe who have ſufficient opportunities

of aſcertaining the fact, to be no unfrequent practice among

the wives of ſeveral deſcriptions of ſhopkeepers in London ,

knowingly to demand from perſons who call to purchaſe

articles for ready money, a price, when the huſband is not

preſent, greater than that which he would have aſked .

This overplus, if the article be bought, the wife conceals,

and appropriates to her own uſe. If the cuſtomer demurs

at the demand, and the huſband chances to enter ; the

wife profeſſes to have been miſtaken, and apologiſes for

the error. Thus detection is avoided . It is ſcarcely ne

ceffary to ſay, that the whole of the proceeding is grofs

diſhoneſty and falſehood on the part of the wife. If the

huſband has led her into temptation, by withholding from

A A4 her
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her'occupation be ſuch as to occaſion young

women to be placed under her roof as affift

ants in her buſineſs, or for the purpoſe of

acquiring the knowledge of it ; let her be

have to them with the kindneſs of a friend,

and watch over their principles and moral

behaviour with the folicitude of a mother,

her an equitable ſupply of money for her proper expences,

he alſo deferves great blame. Does the then attempt to

juſtify herſelf on this plea ? As reaſonably might the allege

it in defence of forgery..

1

.

+
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CHAP. XIV ,

ON PARENTAL- DUTIES.

Of all the duties incumbent on mankind,

there are none which recommend them

ſelves more powerfully to natural reaſon

than thoſe of the parent. The high eſti

mation in which the ſcriptures hold them

is evident, from a variety of precepts, re

flections, alluſions, compariſons, and inci

dents, in the Old and New Teſtaments. The

obligations which reſt on the father and

the mother, in many points the ſame, are,

in ſome few reſpects, different. Thus, for

example, the taſk of making a reaſonable

proviſion for the future wants of children

belongs, in common caſes, to the father,

" If any,” faith St. Paul, “ provide not for

" his own, and eſpecially for thoſe of his

own houſe, he hath denied the faith , and

is
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“ is worſe than an infidel(k );” he diſobeys

one of the cleareſt injunctions of Chriſti

anity, and omits to diſcharge , an office,

which Pagans in general would have been

afhamed of neglecting. That theſe words

of the Apoſtle include parents, is a truth

which will not be queſtioned. They are

now quoted not for the ſake of inculcating

the particular obligation to which they re

late, but for the ſake of an inference which

they furniſh . They enable us to conclude,

with certainty, what would have been the

language of St. Paul, had he been led ex

preſsly to deliver his ſentiments concerning

mothers regardleſsof maternal duties.

In the former part of this work, when

the education of young women and their

introduction into general ſociety were the

ſubjects under diſcuſſion , ſeveral of the moſt

important topics of parental duty were il

luſtrated and enforced. It remains now to

fubjoinſome detached remarks, which could

( k) 1 Tim . v.8.8

not
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not hitherto be commodiouſly ſtated . Like

the preceding, they relate to points which

will preſs on the attention of a mother,

whether ſharing with a huſband the duties of

a parent, or called by his death to the more

arduous office of fulfilling them alone,

The firſt of the parental duties which nas

ture points out to the mother is to be her

ſelf the nurſe of her own offspring. In

ſome inſtances, however, the parent is not

endued with the powers of conſtitution re

quiſite for the diſcharge of it. In others,

the diſcharge of it would be attended with

a riſk to her own health greater than ſhe

ought to encounter when it can be avoided.

In every ſuch caſe the general obligation

ceaſes. The diſappointment, which will be

felt by maternal tenderneſs, ought to be

borne without repining ; and without in

dulging apprehenſions refpe & ing the welfare

of the infant, which experience has proved

to be needleſs. But ſpontaneouſly to tranſ

fer to a ſtranger, as modern example dic

tates,
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tates, the office of nurturing your child,

when your health and ſtrength are adequate

to the undertaking; to transfer it that
your

indolence may not be diſturbed , or that

your paſſion for amuſement may not be

crippled in its exertions ; is to evince à moſt

ſhameful degree of ſelfiſhneſs and unnatural

infenfibility. When affection fails even in

this firſt trial, great reaſon have we to fore

bode the abſence of that diſpoſition to ſub

mit to perſonal facrifices, which will be

found indiſpenſably neceſſary to the per

formance of the ſubſequent duties of a

parent.

Whether a mother is or is not able to

rear her offspring at her own breaſt, con

ſcience and natural feelings unite in direct

ing her to exerciſe that general fuperin

tendance over the conduct of all the

inhabitants of the nurſery, which is requi

ſite to preſerve her infant from ſuffering

hy neglect, by the prejudices of ignorance,

or by the immoderate officiouſneſs of care .

When
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When the dawning intellect begins to

unfold itſelf, the office of parental inſtruc

tion commences. The diſpoſitions of a

child are ſuſceptible of very early culture :

and much trouble and much unhappineſs

may be prevented by nipping in the bud

the firſt ſhoots of caprice, obſtinacy, and

paffion. · The mind foon learns by habit

to expect diſcipline; and ere long begins to

diſcipline itſelf. By degrees the young

pupil acquires the capacity of underſtand

ing the general reaſons of the parent's com

mands, denials, commendations, and re

proofs : and they ſhould be communicated

in moſt caſes in which they can be com

prehended . Perfect freedom from irritability

and capriciouſneſs, patience not weary of

attending to minute objects and minute op

portunities , and ſteadineſs never to be won

by mere entreaty , or teaſed by importunity,

from its original right determination, are

among the qualifications at all periods, and

eſpecially at the period of which , we now

ſpeak , eſſential to the parent.

As
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* As childhood advances, the opening fa

culties are employed under maternal direc

tion on the rudiments of knowledge. The

parent in theſe days poſſeſſes, in the variety

of elementary tracts of modern date, advan

tages of which, when ſhe herſelf was a

child, her preceptreſs was deſtitute. The

firſt principles of religion are inculcated in

a mode adapted to intereſt attention ; and

information on many other ſubjects is

couched under the form of dialogue and

narrative ſuited to the comprehenſion and

amuſing to the imagination of the pupil.

A
proper

ſelection from the multitude of

little publications, differing materially as to

intrinſic worth, requires no large portion of

time and trouble. Where caution is eaſy,

negligence is in the ſame proportion repre

henſible,

2

1

The time now arrives, when the regular

buſineſs of education , in all its branches, is

to begin ; and the great queſtion, whether

it ſhall be conducted at home or abroad, is

to
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to be decided. The grounds on which that

point is to be determined have been ſuf

ficiently diſcuſſed already ; and the degrees

of attention reſpectively due to each of the

various objects, to which youthful applica

tion is to be directed, have been explained.

It is true that the chapter (?) to which I

allude pertains excluſively to the education

of girls. But the general principles there

illuſtrated may be transferred, without dif

ficulty, to the caſe of boys ; and will guide

the mother in the part which ſhe bears in

ſettling the plan of their education . To

fix that plan is an office which belongs

jointly to both parents. But the ſuperior

acquaintance which the huſband poſſeſſes

with the habits and purſuits of active life,

and his ſuperior inſight into thoſe attain

ments which will be neceſſary or deſirable

for his ſons in the ſtations which they are

to fill, and the profeſſions which they are

to practice, will entitle his judgement to

( ?) Chap . iv.

1

the
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the fame preponderance in determining the

ſcheme of their education, as, for ſimilar

reaſons, he will commonly do well to give

to the opinion of his wife with reſpect to

the mode of bringing up his daughters.

If domeſtic circumſtances be' ſuch, that

the girls are to be ſent to a boarding-fehool,

let not the mother be influenced in her',

choice by the example of high life and

faſhion ; nor by the practice of her neigh

bours and acquaintance z nor by a groundw

lefs partiality for the ſpot where ſhe was

herſelf placed for inſtruction . Let her re

member what are the objects of prime im

portance in education , and give 'the predi")

ference to the ſeminary where they are moſt !

likely to be thoroughly attained. Let not

the difficulty of afcertaining the ſeminary

worthy of that deſcription incline her toi

acquieſce in one which the ought not to

approve. Her child's happineſs in this

world and in futurity is to be deemed åt's

ftake. The ſecondary objects of education

mayi

1
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may in a competent degree be obtained in

almoſt every place. And what is the im

portance of theſe when compared with that

of theothers ? Be it remembered, that among

the parents, who; in the hour of reflection ,

neither eſtimate accompliſhments above their

true value, nor forget the peculiar tempta

tions attached to eminence in ſuch acquire

ments, there are ſome whom the contagion.

of faſhion, and an emulous deſire of ſeeing

their children diſtinguiſhed, lead to a de

gree of earneſtneſs and anxiety, reſpecting

the proficiency of their daughters, which

could be juſtified only, if ſkill in dancing,

muſic, and French, ought to be the prime

objects of human ſolicitude. Let the oppor

tunities which vacations furniſh be watchfully

employed in ſupplying what is defective, in

correcting what is erroneous, in ſtrengthen

ing what is valuable, in the inſtruction con-"

veyed, and the ſentiments inculcated at the

ſchool. And let the inſtructors beencouraged

to general exertion , and to the greateſt ex

ertion in points of the higheſt concern , by .

perceiving that the progreſs of the pupil in

theBB
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the various branches of improvement is ob

ferved with a ſteady and a diſcriminating

eye.

If a daughter is educated at home, and re

courſe is had to the aſſiſtance of a governeſs,

much care is requiſite in the choice. To meet

with a perſon tolerably qualified, as to mental

accompliſhments, is ſometimes not an eaſy

talk . But to find the needful accompliſhments

united with ductility, a placid temper, and

active principles of religion, is a taſk of no

ſmall labour ; and a taſk deſerving of the

labour which it requires. Let the aſſiſtant

be ever treated with friendly kindneſs. But

let her be kept attentive to the duties of her

office by the ſuperintending vigilance ofthe

parent. And let the parent, now that the

is relieved from much of the buſineſs of the

ſchool-room , be the more affiduous in thoſe

maternal occupations, in which the go

verneſs will probably afford her lefs fub

ſtantial aid, the regulation of the daughter's

diſpoſitions, and the improvement of her

heart.

1

In
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In the government of children, the prin

ciple of fear as well as that of love is to be

employed. There are parents, eſpecially

mothers, who, from an amiable but extreme

apprehenſion of damping filial attachment

by the appearance of ſeverity, are deſirous

of excluding the operation of the former.

'To work on the youthful mind primarily

by means of the latter, and to employ the

intervention of fear only in a fubordinate

degree, is unqueſtionablythe way to con

ciliate fondneſs while authority is upheld.

But among imperfect beings, conſtituted as

we are, the maintenance of authority ſeems

ever to require the aid, in a greater or a

leſs degree, of the principle of fear. The

Supreme Father of the Univerſe, fees fitto

employ it in the moral government of man

kind. On what grounds are we to hope

that love ſhould prove fufficient to ſecure to

the parent the obedience of the child, when

it is not of itſelf able to enſure the obedience

of the parent to his Maker ? In proportion

zas the ſpirit of religion gains a ſtronger pre

dominance in the human breaft, conformity

в в 2 to
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to the laws of God ſprings leſs from the

impulſe of fear, and more and more from

the warmth of grateful love. But the im

perfections of mortality muſt be put off,

before we can arrive at that ſtate, in which

" perfect love (m ) caſteth out fear." In

like manner as reaſon unfolds itſelf, and

chriſtian views open to the mind, the child

will ſtand leſs and leſs in need of poſitive

control, and will be more powerfully ac

tuated every year by an affectionate earneſt

neſs to gratify the parent's deſire. But as

long as the rights of parental authority ſub

lift, the impreſſionofawe, originally ſtamped

on the boſom of the offspring, is not to be

conſidered as uſeleſs. Children are diftin

guiſhed from each other by ſtriking differ

ences in the bent of their inclinations, and

the ſtrength of their paſſions. Fear, there

fore, is an inſtrument more frequently

needful in the management of ſome that

in that of others. But it ought never to be

employed by itſelf. Whenever reproof, re

( m) John, iv . 18 .

ſtraint,
یلوزا
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ftraint, or any mode of puniſhment is requi

ſite ; ftill let affection be viſible. Let it be

fhewn not only by calmneſs of manner and

benevolence of expreſſion , proofs'which

may appear not very concluſive to the child

at the time when it is experiencing the

effects of parental diſpleaſure ; but alſo by

ſtudying to convince the underſtanding of

the pupil, both that the cenſure and the

infliction are deſerved, and that they are

intended ſolely for the ultimate good of the

offender.
I

Let not.maternal love degenerate into

partiality. Children are in no reſpect more

quickfighted than in diſcovering preferences

in the behaviour of their parents. It is not

partiality in a mother to feel a temporary

preference in a caſe where merit demands

it. Nor is it in all caſes wrong to avow

the preference, for the purpoſe of exciting

the lefs deſerving to progreſſive induſtry

and virtue. For that very purpoſe, and alſo

to preclude miſconception, it ought to be

avowed whenever yoù perceive the exiſt

B B 3 ence
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ence of it to be ſuſpected. But beware of

teaching your children to vie with each

other ; for it is to teach them envy and

malevolence. Point out at fit opportunities

to thoſe who have not done their duty the

proper conduct ofthoſe who have performed

it; but proceed no further. Urge no com

pariſon ; provoke no competition. An emi

nent moral writer (n ) , adverting to two op

poſite but unneceffary evils in the ſyſtem of

education , has pointedly obſerved ; “ I would

“ rather have the rod to be the general ter

ror to all to make them learn, than tell a

“ child, if you do thus or thus, you will be

« more eſteemed than your brothers or

w ſiſters. By exciting emulationand com

“pariſons of fuperiority, you lay the found

"tation of laſting miſchief. You make

" brothers and ſiſters hate each other."

If I were required to ſingle out from the

failings, which invade the boſom of child

hood, that which from the facility with

(n ) Dr. Johnſon -- Sec Boſwell's Journal of a Tour to

the Hebrides, ad Edit. p . 103 .

which
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which it is acquired and nurtured, and from

its inſidious, extenſive, and durable effects

on the character which it taints, calls for

the moſt watchful attention from parental

folicitude ; that to which in my appre

henſion the diſtinction would be due, is

art. Other faults uſually diſcloſe themfelves

by indications viſible to common eyes.

This is frequently found capable of eluding

even the glance of penetration ; and of con

cealing not only itſelf, but almoſt every

other defect of heart and conduct with

which it is aſſociated. Other faults in moſt

caſes appear what they are. This con

tinually aſſumes the ſemblance of virtue.

Other faults incommode, thwart , and ſome

times contribute to weaken and correct each

other. This confederates and co -operates

with all. In the dawn of life it is often en

couraged by the leſſons inſtilled by ſervants,

who teach children to diſguiſe from their

parents by indirect falſehood petty acts of

miſconduct and diſobedience ; and ſome

times by the indiſcretion of parents them

ſelves, who applaud in aforward child thoſe

inв в 4
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inſtances of cunning , which either provean

inherent tendency to habits of deliberate

artifice, or will eaſily pave the way for the

acquiſition of them . Openneſs in acknow

ledging improper behaviour of any kind , is

á diſpoſition to which a child ought from

infancy to be led by the principles both of

duty and of affection . To accept ſpon

taneous confeffion as a ſatisfaction for every

fault would not be to cheriſh virtue, but tó

foſter guilt by teaching it a ready way to

impunity. But an immediate and full avowal

ought ever to be admitted as a ſtrongcir

cumſtance of palliation ; and the refuſal or

neglect of it to be noticed as the addition

of a ſecond and a heavy fault to the former .

Parents are ſometimes extremely impru

dent both in the manner and in the ſub

ſtance of their converſation in the preſence

of their children. If they feel a ſudden

impulſe to ſpeak of ſome tranſaction which

they are aware ought not to be divulged ;

or to give an opinion concerning the cha

racter or conduct of an individual, while at

the
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the fame time they are unwilling that it

ſhould tranſpire ; they often appear to for

get the acuteneſs and intelligence which

their children have attained. They atteinpt

to obſcure the purport of their diſcourſe by

whiſpers, ' ambiguous phraſes, and broken

ſentences, which ſerve to excite the young

liſteners to attention ; teach them to annex

importance to what they have heard ; and

ſtimulate them to communicate it in the

nurſery, partly from an early vanity to

ſhew the knowledge which they have col

lected, and partly from the deſire of having

their curioſity gratified with the remainder

of the ſtory. Sometimes the ſubject of

the myſterious converſation held by the

parents reſpects the child itſelf. Fondneſs

cannot refrain from eulogium ; while judge

ment fuggeſts the conſequences of its being

heard . It is therefore couched in terms,

and darkened by alluſions, which the child

is feldom at a loſs to interpret.' Praiſe,

heightened by ineffectual attempts at dif

guiſe, excites more vanity and conceit than

even the imprudence of open panegyric.

During
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During the years when both the body

and the mind are to acquire the firmneſs

which will be eſſential to each in the ſtrug

gles and temptations of life, let not your

offspring be enfeebled and corrupted by

habits of effeminate indulgence. Let them

be accuſtomed to plain food, ſimple clothing,

early and regular hours, abundant exerciſe

in the open air, and to as little regard of

the viciſſitudes of ſeaſons as is conſiſtent

with reaſonable attention to health. Let

them be guarded againſt indulging timidity ;

and more eſpecially againſt affected appre

henſions, to which girls are frequentlyprone.

Let humanity and mildneſs be among the

principles impreſſed moſt early on their

hearts. Let not the impreſſion be permitted

faint. And in common with all juſt

and amiable impreſſions, let it be traced up

to the hand of religion. Teach them to ab

hor the deteſtable ſports derived from the

ſufferings of animals. They who are inured

in their childhood to perſecute the bird or

torture the infect, will have hearts, in

maturer years, prepared for barbarity to

to grow

their
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Allow not yourtheir fellow creatures.

riſing family to contract pernicious inti

macies with ſervants. But exact in their

behaviour to your domeſtics a deportment

invariably gentle and unaſſuming. Point

out the impending hour, when all dif

tinctions of rank will be at an end ; when

the important queſtion to each individual

will not be, What ſtation in life have you

occupied ? but , How have you diſcharged

the duties of that which you were ap

pointed to fill ?

When your children approach to that

period at which they are to be introduced

into general ſociety ; be it your care to

cheriſh the ingenuous openneſs which your

previous conduct has been calculated , or

ought to have been calculated , to inſpire.

Antecedently to the Reformation , when

young women were removed to their own

homes from the monaſteries, in thoſe days

the ſeminaries of education, in which they

were inſtructed in writing, drawing, con

fectionary, needlework, and alſo in phyſic

and
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told ( ),

and furgery , then regarded as female ac

compliſhments ; they were treated in a

manner calculated to preclude confidence

and friendſhip between them and their

parents. « Domeſtic manners,"? 1 we are

were ſevere and formal. A

haughty reſerve was affected by the old ;

“ and an abject deference exacted from

“ the young.-- Daughters, though women ,

were placed like ftatues at the cupboard;

“ and not permitted to ſit, or repoſe them

“ ſelves otherwiſe than by kneeling on a

“ cuſhion , until their mother departed.

“ Omiſſions were puniſhed by ſtripes and

“blows : and chaſtiſement was carried to

“ fuch exceſs, that daughters trembled at

" the fight of their mother.” Even in times

not very diſtant from thoſe in which we

live, it was the cuſtom for girls, when’ar

rived at ſuch an age, as to be fully capable

of bearing a part in general converſation ,

tobecondemned to almoſt perpetualſilencé

1

ine

10) Henry's Hiſtory ofEngland, Vol. vi. p . 648,649.

in
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in the preſence of their parents. To guard

children, whatever be their age, againſt ac

quiring a habit of pert or inconſiderate lo

quacity, is a branch of parental duty. But

to encourage your daughters, and ſo much

the more as they approach nearer to the

time of life when they muſt act for them

ſelves, ito an unaffected eaſe in converſation

before you, and a familiar interchange of
ſentiment with you , is

among
the leaſt un:

certain methods of rendering your ſociety

pleaſing and inſtructive.

Though time and judgement have ſo

bered the exceſs of warmth and of ſenſibility

by which your feelings, when you began

firſt to be introduced into the world, were,

like thoſe of other young people, charac

teriſed ; let it however be apparent to your

children, when at the period of life now

under conſideration, that you have not for

gotten what they were. To the welfare of

your daughters in particular this is a point

of the higheſt concern . Unleſs it be evi.

dent

1
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.

dent that
you

underſtand and frankly enter

into the emotions, which new ſcenes and

new temptations excite in their minds ;

how will it be practicable for you to correct

the miſconceptions, diſpel the deluſions,

and unravel the artifices, by which the

fervour and inexperience of youth are en

fnared ? If you encounter errors occaſioned

or encreaſed by ſenſibility with auſtere

coldneſs, with vehement chidings, or with

unbending authority that diſdains to affign

reaſons, and to make allowance for circum

ſtances of mitigation ; you deſtroy your

own influence, and produce not conviction .

Your diſapprobation is aſcribed to preju

dice, to temper, to deadneſs of feeling. You

are obeyed ; but it is with inward reluc

tance, and with an augmented proneneſs to

the ſtep which you have forbidden .' Con

fidence, withdrawn from yourſelf, vis tranf

ferred to companions of the ſame

your child, and therefore liable to the fame

miſtakes and the ſame faults. Coincidence

of ideas rivets her opinion of their judge

ment ;

age with

1
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ment ; friendſhip blinds her to their mif

conduct. She is thus in a great meaſure

removed from your hands into the hands

of others, who are not likely to be qualified

for the office of guiding her, and may be

in various reſpects ſuch as are likely to

guide her amifs. Her love for you may

remain ſtedfaft; but her reſpect for your

determinations, her folicitude to have her

own ſentiments, confirmed and ſanctioned

by your concurrence, her diſtruſt of her

own views of characters and proceedings

when contrary to your opinion, is univer

ſally impaired. Study then during the

childhood of your daughter, ſtudy even

with greater anxiety as her youth advances,

to train her in the habit of regarding you

not as a parent only, but as a friend. Fear

not; when ſhe enters into the temptations

of the world, to point out, with unreſtrained

fincerity, the dangers in which novelty,

and youthful pafſions, and faſhionable ex

ample, involve her. If you point them not

out fully and affiduouſly, you abandon the

duty
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duty of a parent. But to preſerve the con

fidence of a friend, point them out with

affectionate benignity, mindful of the ha

zards to which you were yourſelf expoſed

under ſimilar circumſtances, at a ſimilar

period of youth. It is thus that you may

hope effectually to guard your daughter

from modiſh folly and diffipation , from

indiſcreet intimacies and dangerous connec

tions. It is thus that you may engage her

to avail herſelf of the advantage of your

experience ; and render to her, by your

counſel, the moſt ſignal benefits both in the

general intercourſe of ſociety, and particu

larly ,when the meditates on any proſpect

which may be opened to her of ſettling in '

connubial life. 亲 "

There is a medium which is not always

eaſy to be obſerved , with reſpect to daugh !!

ters being allowed to accept invitations to :

paſs ſome time in other families. Such in

tercourſe on proper occaſions is improving...

as well as pleaſant. But if a young woman ....

is
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1

is accuſtomed to be frequently abſent from

home, roving from houſe to houſe, and ac

cumulating viſit upon viſit ; ſhe is in no

ſmall danger of acquiring an unſettled and

diſlipated ſpirit; of becoming diſſatisfied

with the calin occupations and enjoyments

of the family fireſide ; and even of loſing

ſome portion of the warm affection which

ſhe felt for ' her parents and near relations,

while the was in the habit of placing her

chief delight in their ſociety. If the parent

would guard her daughters from all pro

penſity to this extreme, let her aid the

ſobriety of diſpoſition and fedateneſs of

characters already inſtilled into them , by

the charms of never -failing and affectionate

good humour on her own part, which are

eſſential to the comfort of domeſtic life, and

particularly attractive in the eye of youth .

Thereare faſhionable mothers who, at the

ſame time that they introduce their daugh

ters into a general and free acquaintance

with others of their age, ſex , and ſtation ,

carefully inftil into them the prudential

maxim,CC
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maxim , to contract friendſhip with none.

The ſcheme either fails to ſucceed, or breeds

up a character of determined ſelfiſhneſs.

Let the parent encourage her daughters in

friendly attachment to young women, in

whom amiable manners and virtuous prin

ciples are exemplified. With the ſociety

of ſuch friends let her willingly gratify

them ; ſometimes abroad ; more frequently

under her own roof. But let her not con

fent to their reſidence in families where

they will be converſant with enſnaring

company of either ſex ; where boldneſs

of demeanour will be communicated by

example, an extravagant fondneſs for amuſe

ments inſpired, habits of ferious reflection

diſcouraged, and the rational employment

of time difregarded. Let her not be flat

tered by the ſolicitations, imprudent, how

ever well intended, of ladies of ſuperior

rank, deſirous to introduce her daughters

into circles in which they are not deſtined

If ambition be once kindled by

introduction into a higher ſphere, is it likely

to move.

I that
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that it will deſcend contentedly from its

elevation ? Is it likely that the modeſt

retirement of private life will remain as

engaging as before ?

It is a common remark , that fifters genes

rally love their brothers more warmly than

each other. If the fact be admitted, it muſt

be acknowledged to have been rightly af

cribed to competition. When brothers enter

into active life, they are immediately diſtri

buted into different profeſſions and fitu

ations. One is a clergyman, another purſues

phyſic, a third ſtudies law, a fourth becomes

a merchant. One reſides in a country vil

lage, another in a provincial town , another

in the capital, another in a ſea-port. They

may forward each other ; but they cannot

claſh . They move on in parallel lines ;

ſome with greater, ſome with leſs celerity,

but never croſs each other's courſe. Whereas

ſiſters, both while they continue in the

paternal manſion , and afterwards when ſet

tled in marriage, are frequently drawn into

compe1 CC 2
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competitions by the ſhewy trifles and follies

on which the female mind is apt to dote.

And whenever they begin to enter into

competitions, mutual affection inſtantly

cools. A mother, in confirming her chil

dren in reciprocal love, oughtuniformly to

bear this diſtinction in her mind.

There is ſcarcely any circumſtance by

which the ſober judgement and the fixed

principles of parents are ſo frequently per

verted, as by a ſcheming eagerneſs reſpect

ing the ſettlement of their daughters in

marriage. A mother, who has perſonally

experienced how light the connection is

between connubial happineſs and theworldly

advantages of wealth and grandeur, is yet

ſeen training her children in the very paths

which the has found rugged and ſtrewed

with thorns. The opinions, the paſſions;

which, having ſmothered , ſhe imagined that

ſhe had extinguiſhed , ſhew themſelves to

be alive. She takes pains to deceive her

felf, to deviſe apologies to her own con

ſcience

+
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ſcience for indulging in the caſe of her

children the ſpirit of vanity and the anxiety

for pre -eminence, which on every other

occafion ſhe has long and loudly con

demned . She magnifies in fancy the power

of doing good, the command of worldly

enjoyments, all the advantages, comforts,

and gratifications, which rank and opulence

confer ;; diminiſhes in the ſame proportion

the temptations and the drawbacks with

which they areaccompanied'; anddiſcovers

reaſons which would render them peculiarly

trifling in the preſent inſtance." Has the

herſelf been unhappy, notwithſtanding the

poffefſion of richesand honours ? She aſcribes

her misfortune to accidental cauſes, from the

effect of moft, if not all , of which the con

ceives that her daughter may eaſily be ſe

cured. Her huſband's temper unexpectedly

proved indifferent: ſhe herſelf had unfore

ſeen bad health, and partly through want

of care : the neighbourhood unluckily was

more unfriendly and diſreſpectful than 'could

have been apprehended : 'opportunities of

doing

1

Сс 3
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doing good happened to be uncommonly

rare, and generally occurred at times when

it chanced not to be thoroughly convenient

to embrace them ; and various other fingu

lar and unaccountable circumſtances, the

exiſtence of which the perfectly remembers,

though ſhe does not at preſent recollect the

particulars, all conſpired to prevent her

from enjoying the happineſs 'naturally be

longing to her ſituation. Her daughter,

however, may be more provident, and

aſſuredly will be more fortunate. ' Satisfied

with this explanation, ſhe ſtudies the means

of throwing her daughter into the way of

young men of ſtation more or leſs fuperior

to her own, And while ſhe continues to

perſuade herſelf, that religious principles and

a worthy character are the grand objects to

which ſhe attends in the future huſband of

her child ; ſhe is prepared to admit with

reſpect to each of thoſe particulars a con

ſiderable deduction from the ſtandard which

The profeſſes to have fixed , when com

penfated by a title, or the addition of a

thouſand
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thouſand pounds in the rentroll. Public

places now preſent themſelves to her mind

as the ſcenes where her wiſhes may have

the faireſt proſpect of being realiſed. She

enlarges to her huſband on the propriety

of doing juſtice to their daughter's attrac

tions, and giving her the ſame chance

which other ladies of her age enjoy of

making a reſpectable conqueſt ; dwells on

the wonderful effect of ſudden impreſſions;

recounts various examples in which wealthy

baronets and the eldeſt ſons of peers
have

been captivated by the reſiſtleſs power of

female elegance in a ball room, and forgets

or paffes over the wretchedneſs by which

the marriage was in moſt inſtances ſucceed

ed ; and drags him, unconvinced, from

London to Bath, from Tunbridge to Wey

mouth , that the young woman may be

corrupted into difſipation, folly and miſcon

duct, and expoſed, as in a public market,

to the inſpection of bachelors of faſhion. It

would ſcarcely be practicable to invent a

ſyſtem more indelicate to the feelings of

CC 4 the

1
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the perſon for whoſe benefit it is profeffedly

carried on ; nor one whoſe, effect, confi

dered ina matrimonial point of view, would

have a greater tendency to betray her into

a hafty engagement, and the unhappineſs

which a haſty engagement frequently fore

bodes . But in this plan , as in others, cun

ning not ſeldom overreaches itſelf. The

jealouſy of other mothers ſuſpects 'the

ſcheme; the quickfightedneſs of young men

diſcerns it. When once it is diſcerned, its

confequences are wholly oppoſite to thoſe

which it was intended to produce. The

deſtined captive reçoils from the net. The

odium of the plot, inſtead of being confined ,

as juſtice commonly requires, to the mother,

is extended to the daughter, and purſues

her whitherſoever ſhe goes,. In the inter

courſe of private families in the country,

where ſimilar ſchemes are not unfrequent,

though conducted on a ſmaller ſcale ; the

forward advances and ſtudied attentions of

the mother to young men of fortune whom

the wiſhes to call her fons-in -law , are often

in
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in the higheſt degree diſtreſſing to her

daughters as well as offenſive to the other

parties ; and in many caſes actually pre

vent attachments , which would otherwiſe

have taken place.

The adjuſtment of pecuniary tranſactions

antecedent to marriage commonly belongs

to the fathers of the young people, rather

than to maternal.care. But the opinion of

the mother will, of courſe, have its weight,

Let that weight ever be employed' to coun

teract the operation of ſordid principles ;

and to promote the arrangement of all ſub

ordinate points on ſuch a baſis as may

promiſe permanence to the reciprocal hap

pineſs of the two families which are about

to be connected.

When matrimonial alliances introduce a

mother to new ſons and new daughters ; let

her ſtudy to conduct herſelf towards them

in a manner befitting the ties of affinity, by

which ſhe is now united to them . If the

harbours
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harbours prejudices againſt them, if pride,

jealouſy, caprice, or any other unwarrant

able emotion marks her behaviour towards

them ; the injuſtice of her conduct to the

individuals themſelves has this further ac

ceſſion of criminality, that it alſo wounds

in the tendereſt point the feelings of her

own children .

The peculiar obligations of parent and

child are not wholly cancelled, but by the

ſtroke which ſeparates the bands of mor

tality. When years have put a period to

authority and ſubmiſſion ; parental folici

tude, filial reverence, and mutual affection

ſurvive. Let the mother exert herſelf dur

ing her life to draw cloſer and cloſer the

links of benevolence and kindneſs. Let

her counſel, never obtruſively offered or

preſſed, be at all times ready when it will

be beneficial and acceptable. But let her

not be diſſatisfied, though the proceedings

which ſhe recommends ſhould not appear

the moſt adviſable to her children, who are

now
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now free agents. Let her ſhare in their joy,

and fympathiſe with their afflictions; “re

“ joice with them that rejoice, and weep

“ with them that weep ( p ). ” She may

then juſtly hope that their love will never

forget what ſhe has done and what ſhe has

ſuffered for them ; and that the hand of

filial gratitude will delight to ſmooth the

path of her latter days.

(p) Romans, xii . 15 .
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CHAP. XV.

1

FURTHER REMARKS ON THE DUTIES

BELONGING TO THE MIDDLE ' PE

RIOD OF LIFE .

Among the duties appērtaining to the

female ſex in the middle period of life,

thoſe which are peculiar to the wife and to

the mother hold the principal rank, and

form the larger proportion . They have

already been diſcuſſed at ſufficient length.

It may not, however, be unprofitable to

fubjoin ſome farther remarks, partly re

ferring to the conduct of married women

during that period , and partly to the fitu

ation of individuals, who have remained

ſingle.

So engaging are the attractions, ſo im

preſſive is the force of beauty, that women ,

diſtinguiſhed by perſonal charms, are not

permitted
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permitted long to continue unconſcious of

being the objects of general attention. Ad

mired and flattered, purſued with affi

duities, ſingled out from their aſſociates at

every ſcene of public reſort, they perceive

themſelves, univerſally treated with marked

and peculiar preference. To thoſe in whom

harmony of form and brilliancy of com

plexion are not conſpicuous, youth itſelf,

graced with unaffected ſimplicity, or at

leaſt rendered intereſting by ſprightlineſs

and animation, is capable of enſuring no in

conſiderable portion of regard. As youth

and beauty wear away, the homage which

had been paid to them is gradually with

drawn. They who had heretofore been

treated as the idols of public and private

circles, and had forgotten to anticipate the

termination of their empire, are ſuddenly

awakened from their dream, and con

ftrained to reſt ſatisfied with the common

notice ſhewn to their ſtation, and the re

ſpect which they may have acquired by

their virtues. To deſcend from eminence

is
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is painful ; and to many minds not the leſs

painful, when the eminence itſelf had no

real value, and the foundation , on which

it reſted, no durable ſolidity. She who is

mortified by the loſs or diminution of thoſe

ſuperficial obſervances which her perſonal

attractions had ſometimes induced admi

ration to render ; and had more frequently

drawn from curioſity, or vanity, or polite

neſs, while the blindly gave admiration

credit for the whole, has not known or has

diſregarded the only qualities and endow

ments, which ſecure genuine eſteem, and

attra&ions worthy of being prized. Yet,,

ſcarcely any ſpectacle is more common in

the haunts of polite life, than to behold a

woman in the wane of beauty courting

with unremitting perſeverance the honours

which ſhe can no longer command ; exer

ciſing her ingenuity in laying traps for

compliment and encomium ; fhutting her

eyes againſt thofe alterations in countenance

and figure which are viſible to every other

perfon on the flighteſt glance ; ſupplying

by
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by numberleſs artifices, and expedients per

petually changing, the odious depredations

of time ; ſwelling with envious indignation

at the fight of her juniors enjoying in their

day the notice once paid to herſelf; un

willing to permit her daughters to accom

pany her into public, left their native bloom

ſhould expoſe by contraſt the purchaſed

complexion of their mother, or their very

Atature betray that ſhe can no longer be

young ; and diſgracing herſelf, and diſguſt

ing even thoſe who deem it civility to flat

ter and deceive her, by affecting the flip

pancy of manners, for which youth itſelf

would have been a moſt inadequate apo

logy.

Among ladies, who have fully arrived at

the period of age of which we now ſpeak ,

there are to be found many, who, in conſe

quence of having been early taught by a

rational and religious education to fix their

minds on proper objects, have eſcaped even

from their firſt introduction into the world

the
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the dazzling influence of thoſe allurements,

which faſcinate the greater part of their ſex ;

or have learned from reflection and ex

perience in the progreſs of a changeful life

to rate them according to their proper value.

Of thoſe, however, to whom the one or

the other of theſe deſcriptions is applicable,

there are fome, who in their converſation

and intercourſe with young perſons of their

own fex contribute to eſtabliſh others , in

the errors which they have themſelves been

happy enough to avoid. Impelled by, the

deſire of rendering themſelves agreeable to

their youthful aſſociates ; a deſire com.

mendable in itſelf, but reprehenſible when

in practice it becomes the evident cauſe of

indiſcretion ; they endeavour to ſuit their

diſcourſe to the taſte of their hearers by

confining it to the ſubjects of dreſs, per

ſonal appearance , public amuſements, and

other ſimilar topics ; and by expatiating :

upon them in a manner from which their :

ſentiments reſpecting them might reaſons ,

ably be inferred to be very different from

what
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what they really are. Not that they are

auſterely to turn away from lighter 'themes

of converſation ; or to conſider a total ab

ftinence from innocent trifling as one of the

eſſential characteriſtics of wiſdom and vir

But it is one thing to be auſtere , and

another to be prudent and diſcriminating.

There is an extreme on the ſide of com

pliance, as well as on that of auſterity. And

good humour is carried to exceſs, when it

rivets miſtakes; ſanctions enſnaring cuſtoms;

and prohibits experience from intermixing,

amidſt the effuſions ofcheerfulneſs and bene

volence, the voice of ſeaſonable inſtruction .

The firſt obligation incumbent on every

individual is habitually to act aright in the

ſphere of perſonal duty : the next, to en

courage, and in proportion to exiſting

ability and opportunity, to inſtruct others

to do the ſame. St. Paul , in his directions -

to Titus (9) , reſpecting the admonitions to

be delivered by the latter to elderly women ,

( 9 ) Titus, ii . 1. 5 .

D D attends
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attends to this diſtinction. Speak thou

“ the things which become ſound doctrine

" that the aged women likewiſe be in be

“ haviour as becometh holineſs, not falſe

“ accuſers ;” not guilty of calumny and

ſlander. Having ſubjoined to theſe in

junctions reſpecting their perſonal conduct

another which , it may be hoped, is in

the preſent times leſs frequently appli

cable in our own country than it ſeems

to have been in Crete (n) in the days

of the Apoſtle, “ that they be not given

to much wine ;" he extends his view to

the duties which they owe to the younger

part of their own ſex. He directs that they

be “ teachers of good things; that they

young women to be ſober,”

( full of prudence and moderation ,) “ to love

“ their huſbands, to love their children , to

“ be diſcreet, chaſte, keepers at home,

good,” (of kind tempers ,) “ obedient to

“ their own huſbands ; that the word of

may teach the

(r ) Where Titus was reſident when St. Paul addreſſed

this Epiſtle to him . See Chap. i . 5-12, 13. ;

« God
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" God be not blaſphemed.” The obliga

tion of imparting inſtruction to young

women preſſes on thoſe who are further

advanced in life with the greater force and

urgency in proportion to the cloſeneſs of

the ties, whether of conſanguinity or of

friendſhip , by which the latter are con

nected with the former ; and alſo to the

circumſtances of diſpoſition, of time and

place, and various other particulars, which

may give to the admonition a more or leſs

favourable proſpect of ſucceſs. Let it not

however be imagined that it binds you to

conſult the improvement of your daughter

only and your niece, or of ſome individual

thrown by peculiar events under your im

mediate ſuperintendence. It binds you to

conſult the improvement of all whom it is

in your power to improve, whether con

nected with you more or leſs ; whether

your ſuperiors, your equals, or your in

feriors ; whether likely to derive a higher

or a lower degree of advantage from your

endeavours. It binds you to conſult their

improveD D 2
.
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improvement by deliberate advice, by in

cidental reflection , by ſilent example ; ftu

diouſly ſelecting, varying, and combining

the means which you employ according to

the character and ſituation of the perſon

whom
you

deſire to benefit. It binds
you

to do all with earneſtneſs and prudence ;

with ſincerity and benevolence. It binds

you to beware, leſt by negligence you lofe

opportunities which you might with pro

priety have embraced ; or through inad

vertence and miſtaken politeneſs contribute

to ſtrengthen ſentiments and practices, to

which, if you are at the time unable to

oppoſe them with effect, you ought, at leaſt,

not to have given the apparent ſanction of

your authority.

The good ſenſe and refinement of the

preſent age have abated much of the con

tempt, with which it was heretofore the

practice to regard women, who had at

tained or paſt the middle period of life

without having entered into the bands of

1

mar
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marriage. The contempt was unjuſt, and

it was ungenerous. Why was it ever

deemed to be merited ? Becauſe the ob

jects of it were remaining in a ſtate of

ſinglehood ? Perhaps that very circum

Atance might be entitled in a very large

majority of inſtances to praiſe and admi

ration . So various are the motives which

men in general permit to have conſiderable

influence on their views in marriage ; ſo

different are the opinions of different in

dividuals of that ſex as to perſonal appear

ance and manners in the other ; that of

the women who paſs through life without

entering into a connubial engagement, there

are , probably, very few who have not

had the option of contracting it. If then ,

from a wife and delicate reluctance to ac

cept offers made by perſons of objection ,

able character ; from unwillingneſs to leave

the abode of a deſolate parent , ſtruggling

with difficulties, or declining towards the

grave ; from a repugnance to marriage

DD 3 pro.
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produced by affection ſurviving the lofs

of a beloved object prematurely ſnatched

away by death ; if in conſequence of any

of theſe or of fimilar cauſes a woman

continues ſingle, is ſhe to be deſpiſed ?

Let it be admitted that there are ſome

individuals, who, by manifeſt ill-temper,

or other repulſive parts of their character,

have even from their youth precluded

themſelves from the chance of receiving

matrimonial propoſals. Is this a reaſon for

branding unmarried women of a middle

age with a general ftigma ? Be it admitted

that certain peculiarities of deportment, cer

tain faults of diſpoſition, are proverbially

frequent in women, who have long re

mained ſingle. Let it then alſo be re

membered that every ſituation of life has

a tendency to encourage ſome particular

errors and failings ; that the defects of

women , who, by choice or by neceſſity,

are in a ſituation extremely different from

that in which the generality of their fex

is
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is placed , will always attract more than

their proportional ſhare of attention ; and

that whenever attention is directed to

wards them, it is no more than common

juſtice at the ſame time to render ſignal

praiſe to the individuals, who are free

from the faults in manners and temper,

which many under ſimilar circumſtances

have contracted . Let it alſo be obſerved,

that in the ſituation of the perſons in

queſtion there are peculiarities, the recol

lection of which will produce in a generous

mind impreſſions very different from ſcorn.

They are perſons cut off from a ſtate of life

uſually regarded as the moſt deſirable. They

are frequently unprovided with friends, on

whoſe advice or aſſiſtance they can tho

roughly confide. Sometimes they are deſ

titute of a ſettled home ; and compelled

by a ſcanty income to depend on the pro

tection , and bear the humours, of ſuper

cilious relations. Sometimes in obſcure re

treats, folitary, and among ſtrangers, they

DD 4 wear
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wear away the hours of fickneſs and
age,

unfurniſhed with the means of procuring

the affiftance and the comforts which ſink

ing health demands. Let not unfeeling

deriſion be added to the difficulties which

it has perhaps been impoſſible to avoid, or

virtue not to decline.

了
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CHAP. XVI.

ON THE DUTIES OF THE DECLINE OF

LIFE.-- CONCLUSION .

The courſe of our enquiry now conducts

us to the period, when gray hairs and aug

menting infirmities forebode with louder

and louder admonition the common termi

nation of mortality. The ſpring and ſum

mer of life are paſt; autumn is far advanced ;

the frown of winter is already felt. Age

has its privileges and its honours. It claims

exemption from the more arduous offices

of ſociety, to which its ſtrength is no

longer equal ; and immunity from ſome at

leaſt of the exertions, the fruit of which it

cannot enjoy. Deprived of many active

pleaſures, it claims an equivalent of eaſe and

repoſe. Forced to contract the ſphere of

its utility, it claims a grateful remembrance

of
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of former ſervices. From the child and

the near-relation, it claims duty and love :

from all , tenderneſs and reſpect. Its claims

are juſt, acceptable, and facred . Reaſon

approves them ; ſympathy welcomes them ;

Revelation ſanctions them . “ Let children

requite their parents ( s). " Deſpife not

“ thy mother when ſhe is old (t). ”

treat the elder women as mothers (w )."

“ Ye younger, ſubmit yourſelves unto the

“ elder ( x ).” " Thou ſhalt rife
up

before

" the hoary head ( j')." But if age would

be regarded with affection and reverence ;

it muſt ſhew itſelf inveſted with the quali

ties by which thoſe feelings are to be con

ciliated . It muſt be uſeful according to its

ability, by example, if not by exertion. If

unable to continue the full exerciſe of active

virtues, it muſt diſplay the excellence of

thoſe which are paſſive. It muſt reſiſt the

temptations by which it is beſet, and guard

( s ) Tim . v. 4.

(u ) 1 Tim . v . 1 , 2.

(y ) Levit. xix. 32

( t ) Prov . xxiii . 22 .

( * ) Peter, v . 5 :

itſelf

1
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itſelf againſt indulging faults on the plea of

infirmity. In a word, if the “hoary head

is to be'“ a crown of glory,” it muſt be

« found in the way of righteouſneſs (% ).” .

Of all the methods by which a woman

arrived at old age may preclude herſelf

from enjoying the reſpect to which by her

years alone ſhe would have been entitled ,

an attachment to the gay amuſements of

youth is perhaps the leaſt uncertain . To

behold one whoſe countenance,whoſe figure,

whoſe every geſture proclaims that the laſt

ſands of life are running out, clinging to

the levities of a world which ſhe is about

to leave for ever ; haunting with tottering

ſteps the ſcene of public entertainment ;

and labouring, with fickly efforts, to win

attention by the affectation of juvenile

ſprightlineſs and eaſe ; to behold gray hairs

thus ſpontaneouſly degraded and debaſed ,

is not only one of the moſt diſguſting, but

one of the moſt melancholy ſpectacles which

can be ſurveyed.

(z) Prov . xvi . 31 ,

Avarice

+

1

i
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**Avarice is one of the vices of
age,

which

is more frequently exemplified among men

than in the female ſex . · The cauſe of the

difference may eaſily be explained. The

attention of men in general is more or leſs

directed by the circumſtances of their con

dition to the accumulation of money. In

the caſe of thoſe who purſue lucrative pro

feſfions, commerce, or any other employ

ment of which gain is the object, the fact is

manifeft. It is ſcarcely leſs apparent in

the caſe of noblemen and private gentlemen ,

who live upon the incomes of their eſtates.

A reaſonable deſire of providing fortunes

for their younger children , without leaving

an immoderate burthen on the patrimonial

inheritance, commonly diſpoſes them to

ftudy at leaſt, if not to accompliſh , plans of

annualſaving. From theſe cares and occu

pations women , whether married or unmar .

ried, are comparatively free. Hence, wher

advancing years bring in their train timi:

dity , ſuſpicion , an high opinion of the

power of wealth to command reſpect, or

any
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any other feeling or perſuaſion which is

adapted to excite or confirm a propenſity to

avarice ; that propenſity finds in the ante

cedent purſuits and habits of men encou

ragements and ſupports which among indi.

viduals of the female ſex it experiences in

a leſs degree, or not at all. Among the

aged, however, of the female ſex, there are

examples of covetouſneſs ſufficient to au

thoriſe a deliberate admonition againſt it...

: A deficiency in tender concern for the

intereſts of others is occafionally perceptible

in the aged. Of the ties which united them

to the world, many are broken . The ho

nours, the purſuits, the profits, even the

temporary happineſs and misfortunes of in

dividuals, now appear to them in the light

in which they ought to be ſeen by every

individual of the human race, as trifles

when contraſted with eternity. The ſen

ſations too become blunted ; and the inert

neſs of the body weighs down the activity

of the mind. Hence the livelineſs and

warmth

?
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warmth of benevolence are ſometimes im

paired. To preſerve them undiminiſhed in

the midſt of infirmity and pain, and while

perſonal connection with mortal events

becomes looſer and loofer, is one of the

nobleſt and moſt endearing exertions of old

age.

Affectionate tendencies, however, in the

bofoms of the old proceed, in ſome in

ſtances, to an extreme ; and require, though

not to be checked, yet to be regulated.

Fondneſs attaches itſelf with pernicious

eagerneſs to one of the children of the

family ; reſts not without the preſence of the

favourite object ; deſtroys its health by

pampering it with dainties ; and ſtimulates

and ſtrengthens its paſſions by immoderate

and indiſcriminate gratification. Many a

child , whom parental diſcipline would have

trained in the paths of knowledge and vir

tue, has been nurſed up in ignorance and

prepared for vice by the blind indulgence

of the grandmother and the aunt. Unwil

lingneſs
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lingneſs to thwart the wiſhes of old age,

curtailed of many enjoyments and impatient

of contradiction, frequently reſtrains the

parent from timely and effectual inter

ference. Were this obvious circumſtance

conſidered beforehand, and with due ſeri

ouſneſs by women advanced in years, they

would leſs frequently reduce thoſe with

whom they live to the embarraſſing dilem

ma of performing a very irkſome duty, or

of acquieſcing in the danger and detriment,

perhaps in the ruin , of their offspring.

1

Among the defects of old age querulouſ

neſs is eſteemed one of the moſt prominent.

Complaint is the natural voice of ſuffering ;

and to ſuffer is the common lot of declining

years. Even in the earlier periods of life,

women of weak health and irritable ſpirits

not ſeldom contract a habit of complaining ;

and though, when called to ſevere trials,

they diſcloſe exemplary patience, yet they

indulge in common life a frequent recur

rence of the tones and language of queru-,

louſneſs.
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louſneſs. The inward trouble feems ever

on the watch for opportunities of revealing

itſelf ; and any little mark of regard , any.

expreſſion of tenderneſs, from a huſband or

a brother, immediately calls forth the inti

mation of an ailment. In age, when the

affection of children and near relations is

rightly diſtinguiſhed by particular aſfiduity

and folicitude; when, if the hand of Provi

dence withholds acuteneſs of pain, fome

degree of infirmity and ſuffering is merci

fully allowed to give almoſt conſtant admo

nitions of an event which cannot be remote ;

when garrulity, no longer employed on the

variety of ſubjects which once intereſted

the mind , dwells with augmented eagerneſs

on preſent objects and preſent ſenſations ;

it is not ſurpriſing that a diſpoſition to

complaint ſhould gather ſtrength. But let

all who ſuffer remember, that it is not by

continual lamentation that the largeſt miea

ſure of compaſſion is to be obtained. Rea

iterated impreſſions loſe their force. The

ear becomes dull to founds to which it is

habituI.
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habituated. A part of the uneaſineſſes de

cribed by the fufferer is attributed to ima

gination ; and the mind of the hearer, in

ſtead of eſtimating the amount of the re

mainder, wonders and regrets that they are

not borne better. Among the ſtrongeſt

ſupports of pity is the involuntary reve

rence commanded by filent reſignation.

Another of the unfavourable character

iſtics by which age is ſometimesdiſtinguiſhed,

is a peeviſh and diſſatisfied temper. To

thoſe who are converſant with a narrow

circle of objects, trifles ſwell into im

portance. Small diſappointments are per

mitted to aſſume the form of ſerious evils ;

inadvertence and unintentional omiſſions

are conſtrued into poſitive unkindneſs. No

velties of every ſort diſguſt ; and every
little

variation is a novelty. All things appear

to have changed, and to have changed for

the worſe. Manners are no longer fimple,

as they were once : faſhions are not rational

and elegant, as heretofore : youth is become

noiſy,EE
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very courſe,

noiſy, petulant, and irreverent to its feniors :

rank and ſtation are no longer treated with

reſpect. Moral virtue has diminiſhed :

tradeſmen have loſt their honeſty, ſervants

their ready and punctual obedience. Even

in perſonal appearance the riſing generation

is farinferior to the laſt. The

and aſpect, and energy of nature ſympathiſe

in the general transformation . The ſeaſons

are no longer regular and genial : the ver

dure of the fields is impaired : flowers have

loſt their odours, fruits their reliſh . Such

are the ſuſpicions prone to irritate the bofoms

of the old ; ſuch the repinings which too.

often dwell upon their lips. To tolerate,

to pity this waywardneſs is the office of

the young ; to guard againſt indulging it is

the duty of the aged. Let the former an

ticipate the hour in which they too , ſhould

they ſurvive, will be tempted blindly to at

tribute to every ſurrounding obje & the de

cay which has taken place in their own

faculties alone. Let the latter, recall to

mind the ſenſations with which they them

ſelves,I
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ſelves, in the prime of life, witneſſed ſimilar

miſconceptions, and liſtened to ſimilar com

plaints.

If
age has its peculiar burthens, it has

alſo its peculiar conſolations. The fervid

pafſions which agitated the breaſt of youth

have fubfided : the vanities which dazzled

its
gaze have ceaſed to delude. Cheerfulhours,

enlivened by the ſociety of deſcendants, of

relations, perhaps of ſome coeval friend en

deared by the recollection of long eſtabliſhed

regard, ſtill remain. If maladies preſs

heavily on the functions of life, if pain

embitters the remnant of your
ſatisfactions ;

yet the duration of your ſufferings cannot

be long. If the day is far ſpent, the hour

of reſt muft neceſſarily be at hand. The

young, when overtaken with calamities cor

reſponding to thoſe which you endure,

know not but that according to the ſettled

order of human events, a very long period

of forrow and anguiſh may await them,

From all ſuch diſtreſſesyou will ſhortly be

EE 2 at
1
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1

at peace. Whether your waning years be

loadedwith affli& ion , or glide away placid

and ſerene ; you have ſtill in your poffeffion

the chief of earthly bleſſings, the promiſes

of theGoſpel, the proſpect of immortality.

If thoſe promiſes, that proſpect, be not

adapted to give you comfort, lay not your

diſquiet to the charge of age ; charge it on

your paſt life, on your own folly, on your

own fin. But if you have ſo lived as to

have an intereſt in the glorious hopes of

Chriftianity ; how peculiarly Atrong muſt

be your delight in looking forward to re

wards, from which you are ſeparated by ſo

brief an interval !

/

Endear then yourſelf to all around you

by cheerful good-humour, by benevolence,

by affectionate kindneſs, by patience, and

refignation. By ſeaſonable exhortation,

by uniform example, endear to them that

piety which is your ſupport. Engage them

to a continual remembrance of the hour,

when they ſhall be as you are. So ſhall

your
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your memory ſpeak the languageofin

ſtruction and of comfort, when you are

filent in the grave.

In youth and in age, in ſingle and in ma

trimonial life, in all circumſtances and under

all relations, to live ſtedfaſtly and habitually

under the guidance of thoſe principles which

they who are now lying on the bed of death

are rejoicing that they have obeyed, or

mourning that they have diſregarded, is the

fum of human wiſdom and human happi

neſs. . " The fear of the Lord, that is wif

dom , and to depart from evil is under

“ ſtanding (a ).” “ He that will love life

6 and fee good days, let him refrain his

tongue from evil, and his lips that they

" ſpeak no guile. Let him eſchew evil,

" and do good : let him ſeek peace and en

“ fue it. For the eyes of the Lord are over

“ the righteous, and his ears are open to

“ their prayers : but the face of the Lord

" is againſt them that do evil (6).” “ The

(a ) Job, xxviii . 28 . ( b ) 1 Peter, iii. 10-12.

“ righteous
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“ righteous ſhall be recompenſed in the

" earth — the righteous hath hope in his

" death (c ).” “ If thou wilt enter into life,

keep the commandments (d ).” You may

diſbelieve Chriſtianity : but its truth is not

on that account impaired. You may ſlight

the impending day of retribution : but its

approach is not on that account retarded.

“ The Lord hath purpoſed ; and who ſhall

« diſannul it ?" “ I am God, declaring the

“ end from the beginning, and from antient

“ times the things that are not yet done ;

ſaying, My Counſel ſhall ſtand (e).” What

if Chriſtianity had commanded you wholly

to refrain even from reaſonable pleaſures

and moderate indulgences ? Would you

have murmured at temporary forbearance

when compared with an eternal reward ?

Chriſtianity however impofes no ſuch re

ftri & ion. Its “ yoke is eaſy, " and its “bur

" then is light;" eaſy and light to all who

are diſpoſed to fulfil what they perceive to

(d) Matt. xix. 17 .( c ) Prov . xi . 31.-xiv . 32 .

( ej Ifaiah, xiv . 27. xlvi. 9, 10 .

be

003
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be their duty. It prohibits you from no

pleaſures except thoſe which, had Chrifti

anity never been revealed, your own reaſon,

if unbiaſſed , would have condemned. It re

ſtrains you from no innocent gratifications,

except when they would be unſeaſonable or

exceſſive; when , by preventing you from

diſcharging fome preſent duty, or rendering

you leſs qualified for the diſcharge of duty

at a future period, they would diminiſh

your everlaſting recompenſe. If your days

are crowned with worldly bleſſings, if you

have competence and health , if you are

happy in your parents, your connections,

your children ; what ſolid delight could you

feel in the contemplation of your felicity,

did you know no more than that ob :

ject whence it is derived is together with

yourſelf deſcending with ceaſeleſs rapidity

to the abyſs of death ? How would you

have borne to ſtand on the brink of the

gulph, gazing acroſs in vain for an oppoſite

fhore, and looking down into unfathomable

vacuity ; if Religion had not unfolded to

you the ſecrets of another world, and in

every

ſtructed
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ſtructed you how to attain its never- ending

glories ? But your comforts perhaps are

undermined by ſickneſs or misfortune, and

your proſpects darkened by grief. Religion

can blunt the arrows of pain , and brighten

the gloom of calamity and ſorrow . It

teaches you the moral purpoſes for which

affliction and chaſtiſement are mercifully

fent. It teaches you that “ by the ſadneſs

“ of the countenance the heart is made bet

ter ( f ).” . AreAre your parents unnatural;

or are they no more ? It tells you
that

you

have an Almighty and all-bounteous father

in Heaven. Is your huſband unkind ? It

teaches you to win him by your modeſt vir

tues ; and gives you a ſolemn aſſurance that

patience ſhall not loſe its reward . Are you

deprived by death of a beloved partner in

marriage ? It repreſents to you the Ruler

of the Univerſe as the eſpecial protector of

the widow and the orphan. Are your chil

dren taken from you in their early child

hood ? It tells you that " of ſuch is the

Eccl. vii. 3 .

king
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kingdom ofGod (8)." Are they ſnatched

awayin riper years ? It reminds you
that

they are removed from trials which they

might not have withſtood. Were their ta

lents more than uſually promiſing ? It tells

youthat'thoſe talents might have proved thë

ſources of ruinoustemptations. Whether you

have loſt parent, huſband, or child , it tellsyou

that “ them which ſleep in Jeſus will God

“ bring with him (b ).” It tells you that the

means of ſecuring to yourſelf a participation

of the unchangeable happineſs, deſtined for

thoſe who have been faithful ſervants of

Chriſt, are placed within your reach. Re

ligion at times ſpeaks to you the language

of terror. It ſpeaks the language of terror

to lead you to repentance. It denounces

judgements that, under the bleſſing of God,

you may avoid them. But, remember, that

it ſpeaks no terrors, it denounces no judge

ments, which ſhall not be executed on all

who perſevere in diſobedience. If you are

not among thoſe who hear the final fen

(8) Mark, X. 14. (1 ) 1 Theff. iv . 14 .

tence ,FF

1
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tence , Comę, ye bleſſed of my Father,

“ inherit the kingdom prepared for you

« from the foundation of theworld ;" you

will be of the number of them to whom it

is ſaid, " Depart, ye curſed , into everlaſt

“ ing fire, prepared for the Devil andhis

« Angels (i);"

( i) Matthew , xxv. 34• 41 .

THE END
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beria, and the Hiſtory of the Tranſactions and Com

merce between Ruſſia and China . By William Coxe,

A. M. F. R. S. Illuſtrated with Charts, and a View of

a Chineſe Town. 3d Edit. 75 6d

A complete Tranilation of the Count de Buffon's Na

tural Hiſtory, from the 4th Edit. in 16vol. 4to, with

occaſional Notes and Obſervations. By William Smellie,

Member of the Philofophical and Antiquarian Societies

of Edinburgh. Illuſtrated with 300 Copperplates, 9 yol ,

41 15
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A new Tranſlation of the Count de Buffon's Natural

Hiſtory of Birds. Illuſtrated with near 300 Engravings,

and a Preface, Notes, and Additions by the Tranſlator,

9 vol . 41 is

A new Syſtem of the Natural Hiſtory of Quadrupeds,

· Birds, Fiſhes, and Inſects. With about 150 Copper

plates, 3 large volumes 8vo, il 16s

A Tour through Sicily and Malta, in a Series of Let

ters to William Beckford, Eſq. fromP. Brydone, F. R. S.

2 vol . Illuſtrated with a Map. 3d Edition, 12s

Obſervations and Reflections made in the Courſe of a

Journey through France, Italy, and Germany . ' By

Hefter Lynch Piozzi, 2 vol.145

Obſervations made in a Tour from Bengal to Perſia,

in the Year 1786-7 ; with a ſhort Account oftheRemains

of the celebrated Palace of Perſepolis, and other intereft

ing Events. By William Francklin , Enſign on the Hon.

Company's-Bengal Eftabliſhment, lately returned from
Perſia. 2d Edit. 8vo, 75

A View of Society and Manners in France, Switzer

land, and Germany, with Anecdotes relating to ſome

eminent Characters. By John Moore, M. D. 2 vol.

7th Edit. 125

A View of Society and Manners in Italy, with Anec

dotes relating to ſome eminent Characters. By John

Moore, M , D. 2 vol . 4th Edition , 143

A Journey to the Weſtern Ides of Scotland. By the

Author of the Rambler, 6s

The State of the Priſons in England and Wales, with

Preliminary Obſervations, and an Account of ſome Fo

reign Priſons and Hoſpitals. By John Howard, F. R. S.

400, 4th Edit. with all the Plates complete, il 5S

An Account of the principal Lazarettos in Europe;

with various Papers relative to the Plague, &c. by the

{ame, 2d Edit. with all the Plates complete, il 5s

DIVINITY.

Ifaiah : a new Tranſlation, with a Preliminary Differ

tation, and Notes Critical, Philological, and Explana

tory . By Robert Lowth, D. D. F. R.S. Londin. &

Goetting, late Lord Biſhop of London . 3d Edit, 2 vol .

Svo, 148

Jeremiah and Lamentations: a new Tranſlation , with

Notes Critical, Philological, and Explanatory. By Ben ,

jamin Blayney, D. D.& c.& c. 4to , il 5s
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The Four Goſpels, tranſlated from theGreek ; with

Preliminary Differtations, and Notes Critical and Ex

planatory . By George Campbell , D. D. F. R. S. Prin

cipal of Maritchal College, Aberdeen. 2 vol. 4to , 21 108

Sermons on ſeveral Subjects. By the Right Rev.

Beilby Porteus, D. D. Biihop of London . Oth Edit.

2 vol . 135

*** The ſecond Vol , may hehad ſeparate, 6s in Bds.

An Introduction to the Study of the Prophecies con

cerning the Chriſtian Church, and in particular concern

ing the Church of Papal Rome. By Richard Hurd,

D. D, now Lord Biſhop ofWorceſter. 3d Edit. 2 vol . 78

Sermons preached at Lincoln's Inn Chapel , between

the Years 1765 and 1776. By Richard Hurd, D.D.

Lord Biſhop of Worcefter. 2 Édit. 3 vol . 18

The Worksof the Right Rev. Jonathan Shipley, D.D.

Lord Biſhop of St.Afaph, 2 v. 8vo, with a Portrait, 125

Sermons by Hugh Blair, D. D. one of the Miniſters

of the High Church, and Profeſſor of Rhetoric and Belles

Lettres in the Univerſity of Edinburgh. 19th Edition,
4 vol . il 8s

*** The 4th Volume may be had ſeparate, 6s in

Boards.

Sermons by William Leechman , D. D. with ſome Ace

count of the Author's Life, and of his Lectures. By

James Wodrow , D. D. 2 vol . 145

Sermons by the late Rev. John Dryſdale, D. D.

F. R S. Ed . one of the Miniſters of Edinburgh,

&c. & c . With an Account of his Life and Character,

by Andrew Dalzel, M.A. F. R. S. Edinburgh, Profeſſor

of Greek , & c . in the Univerſity of Edinburgh , 2 v . 145

Sermons by George Hill, D. D. F. R. S. Ed.

Principal of St.Mary'sCollege in the Univerſity of St.

Andrew ; one of the Miniſters of that City, and one of

hisMajeſty's Chaplains in Ordinary for Scotland, 7s

Diſcourſes, chiefly on the Evidences of Natural and Res

vealed Religion. By John Sturges, LL . D. 78

Diſcourſes on various Subjects. By Jacob Duché,

M. A. 3 Edit, 2 vol . 145

Sermons on different Subjects, left for Publication by

John Taylor, LL . D. late Prebendary of Weſtminſter,

Rector of Boſworth , Leiceſterſhire, and Miniſter of St.

Margaret, Weſtminſter. Publiſhed by the Reverend

Samuel Hayes, A. M.2 vol . 125

** Theſe Volumes include the Serinon written by

Dr. Johnſon, for the Funeral of his Wife ; and
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all the Sermons exhibit ſtrong internal evidence

of their having been carefully reviſed, at leaſt, if

not wholly written by that eminent Moraliſt,

who had been, for a great Number of Years, in

Habits of cloſe Intimacy with the Divine whoſe

Name they bear.

Sermons on the Preſent State of Religion in this Coun

try , and on other Subjects. By the Rev. Septimus"Hod

fon, M. B. Rector of Thrapſton, Chaplain to the Afy

lum, and Chaplain in Ordinary to his Royal Highneſs

the Prince of Wales, 8vo, 5s

One hundred Serinons on Pra&tical Subjects, extracted

chiefly from the Works of the Divines of the laſt Cen

tury . By Dr, Burn, 4 vol . il 45

Sermons by the late Lawrence Sterne , M. A. 6 v . 18s

Sermons on the Chriſtian Do &trine, as received by the

different Denominations ofChriſtians, & c. & c . By . R.

Price, D.D. LL, D. F. R. S. &c. 2 Edit, 6s

Sermons on various Subjects, and preached on ſeveral

Occaſions. By the late Rev. Thomas Francklin , D. D.

4th Edition, 3 vol . il 45

Sermons on the Relative Duties. By the fame, 6s

Sermons to Young Men. By W.Dodd,LL. D. Pre

bendary of Brecon, and Chaplain in Ordinary to his Ma

jeſty . 3d Edit. 7 6d

Four Diſſertations. J. On Providence . II . On Prayer.

III . On the Reaſons for expecting that virtuous Men

ſhall meet after Death in a State of Happineſs. IV. On

the Importance of Chriſtianity, the Nature of Hiſtorical

Evidence, and Miracles. By Richard Price, D. D.

F.R.S. 4th Edit. 8vo, os

Sermons to Young Women. By Jaines Fordyce, D.D.
2 vol . 6th Edit. 75

Addreſſes to Young Men, by the ſame.' 2 vol.8s .

Sermons on Various Subjects. By the late John Far
quhar, A. M. Carefully corrected from the Author's

MSS. by George Campbell, D.D. and Alexander

Gerrard ,' D. D. 4th Edit. 7

A Review of the Principal Queſtionsin Morals. By

Richard Price, D. D. F. R. S. 3 Edit . corrected, 7s

7

MISCELLANIES, BOOKS OF ENTERTAINMENT,
& c .

The Works of the late Right Hon. Henry St. John?

Lord Viſcount Bolingbroke ; containing all his Poli 1 - ***
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and Philoſophical Works : a new and elegant Edit . 5 vol.

4to ,

** Another Edition in II vol. 8vo, 21 16s

The Works of Francis Bacon , Baron of Verulam ,

Viſcount St. Alban's ,and Lord High Chancellor of Eng

land . 5 vol . Royal Paper, 4to .

An Inquiry into the Nature and Cauſes of the Wealth

ofNations. By Adam Smith, LL , D, F.R.S. 3 vol.

óth Edition , 8vo, il is

An Inquiry into the Principlesof Political Economy;

being an Efray on the Science of Domeſtic Policy in Free

Nations ; in which are particularly conſidered, Popula

tion, Agriculture, Trade, Induſtry, Money, Coin, In

tereſt, Circulation , Banks, Exchange, Public Credit,

Taxes, & c. By Sir James Stuart , Bart . 2 vol . Royal

Paper, 4to , 21 2s in Boards,

Eſſays and Treatiſes on ſeveral Subjects. By David

Hume, Eſq. with his laft Corrections and Additions. -

2 vol. 4to , il 16s

** Another Edition , in 2 vol. 8vo, 148

Moral and PoliticalDialogues, with Letters on Chi

valry and Romance. By Richard Hurd, D. D. now

Lord Biſhop ofWorceſter, 3 vol. 10s 6d

An Efſay on the Hiſtory of Civil Society. By Adam

Ferguſon, LL. D. 4th Edit. 78

Zeluco. Various Views of Human Nature, taken

from Life and Manners, foreign and domeftic. 2d Edit.

2 vol. 143

The Theory of Moral Sentiments. · By Adam Smith,

LL. D. F.R.S. 5th Edit, 2 vol . 145

The Elements of Mural Science . By James Beattie ,

LL . D. Profeſſor of Moral Philoſophy and Logic in

Mariſchal College, Aberdeen. 2 vol. 8vo, 158

· The Works of Alexander Pope, Eſq. with his laſt Cor
rections, Additions, and Improvements, as they were de

livered to the Editor a little before his Death ; together

with the Commentary and Notes of Dr. Warburton.

With Cuts. In 9 large Volumes, 8vo, 21 145

The fame in 6 Volumes, 12mo, 18s

A complete and elegant Edition oftheEngliſh Poets,

printed in 75 Pocket Volumes, on a fine Writing Paper.

Illuſtrated with Heads , engraved byBartolozzi, Caldwalk,

Hall, Sherwin, &c. &c. with a Preface Biographical and

Critical to each Author. By Samuel Johnton, LL.D.

131 28 6d

Miſcellaneous Works of Edward Gibbon, Eſq. With
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Memoirs of his Life and Writings, compoſed by himſelf;

illuſtrated from his Letters, with Occaſional Notes and

Narrative. By John Lord Sheffield . 2 vol. 4to, 21 ios
in Boards .

The Works of Soame Jenyns, Eſq . including ſeveral

Pieces never before publibed. To which are prefixed,

fhort Sketches of the Hiſtory of the Author's Family,

and alſo of his Life. By Charles Nalfon Cole, Eſq.

with a Head of the Author. 4 vol . 2d Edition, il

Letters to and from the late Samuel Johnſon, LL, D.

To which are added , fome Poems never before printed .

Publiſhed from the Original in her Poffeffion . By Hef

ter Lynch Piozzi. 2 vol . 145

The Lives of the moft eminent Engliſh Poets; with

Critical Oblervations on their Works. By Samuel John

fon, LL , D. 4 vol . new Edition, il 45

The Life of Milton, in three Parts. To which are

added Conjectures on the Origin of Paradite Loft, with

an Appendix . By William Hayley, Esq. 4to, 18s

Anecdotes of ſome diſtinguiſhed Perſons, chiefly of
the pretent and two preceding Centuries . Adorned

with Sculptures. 4 vol. 3d Edit. i1.8s in Boards.

** The Fourth Volume may be had ſeparate.

The Works of Mr. Thomion, complete, elegantly

printed on a fine Writing Paper, with Plates, and a Life

of the Author. 3 vol . il 45

Another Edition, 3.vol. Crown, 18s ; or 2 vol . com

mon, 75

The Seaſons, in a Twelves Edit. Price only 2s 6d

Another Edition of the Seaſons, in . a Imaller Size ,

printed on a fine Paper, with new Plates, 6s

The Triumphs of Temper : a Poem in 6 Cantos. . By

Williain Hayley , Eſq. 6th Edit . 7s 6d

Elegiac Sonnels: By Charlotte Smith. 5th Edit. with

additional Sonnets, and other Poems, 79 60

The Pleaſures of Memory, with ſome other Poems.

By S. Rogers, Eſq. 7th Edit. 78 6d

The Pleatures of Imagination. By MarkAkenſide,

M. D. To which is prefixed, a Critical Eſſay on the

By Mrs. Barbauld, 7s 6d

The Art of preſerving Health . By John Armſtrong,

M. D. With a Critical Effay on the Poem, by J. Aikin,

M.D. 75 60

The Spleen , and other Poems of Matthew Green .

With a Critical Effay by Dr, Aikin, 6s

The Shipwreck, a Poem ,in 3 Cantos. By a Sailor, 6s

oem .
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** The ſeven laſt -mentioned Works are printed in a

moft beautiful and uniform Manner, and are all einbel.

liſhed with very fine Plates.

Eſſays on various Subjects, principally deſigned for

youngLadies. By Hannah More, 35 ſewed, 2 Edit.

Adelaide and Theodore, or Letters on Education :

containing all the Principles relative to the different

Plans of Education, tranſlated from the French ofMa

dame la Comteffe de Genlis. 3.vol. 3d Edit. Ios 6d

The Moral Miſcellany, or a Collection of Select Pieces,

in Profe and Verſe, for the Inſtruction and Entertain

ment of Youth . 3d Edit. 38

An Hiftorical Miſcellany. 3d Edit. 38

The Poetical Miſcellany ; confifting of Select Pieces

from the Works of the following Poets, viz . Milton,

Dryden, Pope, Addiſon , Gay, & c. 2d Edit. 3s

A Father's Legacy tohis Daughters, by the late Dr.

Gregory, of Edinburgh. With a Frontiſpiece, 2s ſewed .

The Mirror : a Periodical Paper, publiſhed at Edin

burgh in theYears 1779 and 1780. 3 vol . 8th Edit. 98 ;

or 2 vol . large 8vo, 145

The Lounger ; a Periodical Paper. By the Authors

of the Mirror. 4th Edit. ios 6d ; or 2 vol. large 8vo, 145
The Adventurer, by Dr. Hawkeſworth, 4 vol . A

new Edit. adorned with Frontiſpieces, 12s; or 3 vol. large

Svo, il is

The Rambler, 4 vol . with Frontiſpieces, and a Head

of the Author, 128 ; or 3 vol. large 8vo, il is

A complete Edition ofthe Works of Lawrence Sterne,

M. A. containing his Triſtram Shandy, Sentimental
Journey, Letters, &c. &c. Adorned with Plates, de

ſigned by Hogarth, Rooker, Edwards, &c. 10 vol. 21

The Man of Feeling, a Novel . A new Edit. 38

The Man of the World, by the Author of theMan of

Feeling, 2 vol . 6s

Julia de Roubigne, by the ſame, 2 vol . 6s

Sentimental Journey, 2 vol. A new Edit. with Fron

tiſpieces, 55 – Another Edit.

Triſtram Shandy, 6 vol . 18s

The Receſs ; or, a Tale of other Times . By the Au

thor of the Chapter of Accidents. 4th Edit . 3 vol. 13s 6d

Julia, a Novel,interſperſed with ſome Poetical Pieces.

ByHelen Maria Williams, 2 vol . 75

Emmeline, the Orphan of the Caſtle. By Charlotte

Smith, 4 vol . 3d Edit, 148

3s
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Ethelinde ; or, the Reclufe of the Lake, by the ſame,

5 vol. 2d Edit. 178 6d

Celeſtina, a Novel, by the ſame, 4 vol , 2d Edit. 145

The Baniſhed Man , a Novel, by the ſame, 4 vol .
2d Edit. 16s

Extra & s, elegant, inſtructive, and entertaining, in

Profe, from the moſt approved Authors, diſpoſed under

proper Heads, with a View to the Improvement and

Amuſementof young Perſons, one vol. Royal 8vo, 145

Extracts in Poetry, upon the ſame Plan, i6s

Epiſtles, elegant , familiar, and inftructive, feleted

from the beſt Writers, ancient and modern : a proper

Companion to the tiro preceding Works, os

LAW.

Commentaries on the Laws of England, in Four

Books. By Sir William Blackſtone, Kniglit, one of the

Juſtices of his Majeſty's Court of Common Pleas .

Twelfth Edition, with the Author's iaft Corrections, and

Notes and Additions by Edward Chriſtian , Eſq. Bar

riſter at Law, and Profeſſor of the Laws of England in

the Univerſity of Cambridge. 4 large Volumes, 8vo,

with 14 Portraits, elegantly engraved , il 165

Tracts, chiefly relating to the Antiquities of the Laws

of England. By Judge Blackſtone, 400, il is

A Digeſt of the Lawsof England. By the Right Hon.

Sir John Comyns, Knt. late Lord Chief Baron of his Ma

jeſty's Court of Exchequer. 3d Edit. conſiderably en

larged , and continued down to the preſent Time, by Ste

wart Kyd , Barriſter at Law , of the Middle Temple,

6 val. Royal Svo, 41 4s

Caſes in Crown Law , determined hy the Twelve Judges,

by the Court of King's Bench, and by Commiffion

ers of Oyer and Terminer, and General Gaol Delivery ;

from the 4th Year of George II. to the 32d Year of

George III . By Thomas Leach, Eſq. of the Middle

Temple, Barriſter at Law. " 2d Edit.with Additions, 125

Caſes argued and determined in the High Court of

Chancery, in the Time of Lord Chancellor Hardwicke,

from the Years 1746-7 to 1755, with Tables, Notes, and

References. By Francis Vezey, Eſq. 2.v. 3d Edit. 11 Is

The Attorney's Vade Mecum , and Client's Inſtructor,

treating of Actions (ſuch as are now moſt in Ufe); of

proſecuting and defending them ; of the Plçadings and
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Law , with a Volume of Precedents. ByJohn Morgan ,

of the Inner Temple, Barriſter at Law , 3 vol. 11 2s

ory.
Compl Edita

Arol128

A new

Ecclefiaftical
Law, by the ſame Author, 4vol. il 8s

Anew Law Dictionary, intended for General Uſe, as

well as for Gentlemen of the Profeſſion. By Richard

Burn, LL. D. and continued to the preſent Time, by

his Son, 2 vol. 165

A Digeſt of the Law of Actions at Nifi Prius. By

Iſaac Eipinaffe, Eſq. of Gray's Inn , Barriſter at Law .

2d Edit , 2 vol . il is

The Solicitor's Guide to the Practice of the Office of

Pleas in his Majeſty's Court of Exchequer at Weft

minſter ; in which are introduced, Bills of Coſts in vari.

ous Caſes, and a Variety of uſeful Precedents . With a

complete Index to the whole. By Richard Edmunds,

one of the Attornies of the ſaid Office, 75

PHYSIC .

Domeſtic Medicine ; or, a Treatiſe on the Prevention

andCure of Diſeaſes, by Regimen and Simple Medicine.

By Wm. Buchan , M. D. ofthe Royal College of Phyfi

cians, Edinburgh . A new Edit. 7s6d

** This Treatiſe comprehends not only the Acute,

but alſo the Chronic Diſeaſes ; and both art ,

treated at much greater Length than in any Per
formance of the like Nature. It likewiſe contains

an Etfay on the Nurſing and Management of

Children ; with Rules for preſerving Health,

ſuited to the different Situations and Occupations

of Mankind and Directions for the Cure of

Wounds, the Reduction of Fractures, Diſloca

tions, & c .

MedicalHiſtories and Reflections. By John Ferriar,

M.D. Phyſician to the Manchefter. Infirmary and Lu,

natic Hoſpital, 2 vol. 115

Firſt Lines of the Theory and Practice of Philoſophical

Chemiſtry, By John Berkenhout, M, D. 8voj; with

Plates, 78 6d

The Seats and Cauſes of Diſeaſes inveſtigatedbyAna
tomy, in five Books ; containing a great Variety of Dira
ſections, with Remarks. Tranilated from theLatin of

John Baptiſt Morgagni, Chief Profeſſor of Anatomy ,

1
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and Preſident of the Univerſity of Padua . By Benjamin

Alexander, M. D. 3 vol . 4to , il 16s

A full and plain Account of the Gout ; from whence

will be clearly ſeen the Folly, or the Baſeneſs, of all

Pretenders to the Cure of it : in which every Thing ma

terial by the beſt Writers on that Subject, is taken notice

of, and accompanied with ſome new and important In

ſtructions for its Relief ; which the Author's Experience

in the Gout, above thirty Years, has induced him to im

part. By Ferdinando Warner, LL. D. 3 Edit . 5s

A Treatiſe upon Gravel and uponGout, in which their

Sources and Connexion are aſcertained ; with an Exa

mination of Dr. Auftin's Theory of Stone, and other

Critical Remarks. · A Diſſertation on the Bile, and its

Concretions; and an Enquiry into the Operations of

Solvents . By Murray Forbes, Member of the Surgeons

Company, 6s

An Account of the Efficacy of the Aqua Mephitica

Alkalina, or, Solution of fixed Alkaline Salt, ſaturated

with fixable Air, in Calculous Diſorders, and other Com

plaints of the Urinary Paſſages. By W. Falconer, M. D.

F. R. S. Phyfician to the General Hoſpital at Bath .

4th Edit. 38

An Enquiry into the Nature, Cauſes, and Method of

Cure of Nervous Diſorders. By Alexander Thompſon,

M. D. 25

Anew Enquiry into the Cauſes, Symptoms, and Cure

of Putrid and Inflammatory Fevers, &c . &c. By Sir

William Fordyce, M.D.45

Diſcourſes on the Nature and Cure of Wounds. I.

Of Generals : of procuring Adheſion , Wounded Arteries,

Gun -ſhot Wounds, Wounds with Sword , &c. the Medi

cal Treatment of Wounds. II . Of Particulars : of

Wounds of the Breaſt, Wounds of the Belly , Stitching

an Inteftine, Wounds of the Head, Wounds of the

Throat . 111. Ofdangerous Wounds of the Limbs. Of

the Queſtion of Amputation. By John Bell, Surgeon,

i vol . Royal 8vo, 75 od in Boards.

** In this Book are contained all thoſe Accidents of

Practice and leſſer Operations which do not belong

to a Syſtem of Surgery, but which, as they occur

inore frequently, are the more important.-- This

Book , it is hoped, will be found particularly uſe

ful to Country Surgeons, and to young Men en

tering into the Army and Navy.

Engravings explaining the Anatomy of the Bones,
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Muſcles, and Joints, with copious Deſcriptions. By

John Bell, Surgeon, 4to, il is in Boards.

A Collection of Caſes and Obſervations in Midwifery.

By Wm. Smellie, M. D. 3 vol. with Cuts, il is

PHILOSOPHY , MATHEMATICS, MECHANICS, &c. & c .

Elements of the Philoſophyof the Human Mind . Ву

Dugald Stewart, F. R. S. Edin . Profeſſor of Moral Phi

loſophy in the Univerſity of Edinburgh. 4to, 1155
Aſtronomy explained upon Sir Iſaac Newton's Prin

ciples , and made eaſy to thoſe who have not ſtudied the

Mathematics. By James Ferguſon, F. R. S. llluſtra

ted with 28 Copperplates. A new Edit. 8vo, os

An eaſy Introduction to Aftronomy, for young

Gentlemen and Ladies, by the faine. 3d Edit. 55

An Introduction to Electricity, in 6 Sections, by the

ſame. Illuſtrated with Plates, 4s

Lectures on Select Subjects in Mechanics, Hydroſtatics,

Pneumatics, and Optics, with the Uſe of the Globes,

the Art of Dialling, and the Calculation of the Mean

Times of New and Full Moons and Eclipſes, by the

fame, 7s 6d

Select Mechanical Exerciſes, ſhewing how to conſtruct

different Clocks, Orreries, and Sun -Dials, on plain and

eaſy Principles, & c. &c. By the ſame. With Copper

plates, and a ſhort Account of the Life of the Author, 55

Obſervations on Reverſionary Payments ; on Schemes

for granting Anouities to Widows, and to Perſons in old

Age; on theMethod of finding the Value of Aſſurances

on Lives and Survivorſhip ; and on the National Debt.

To which are added, new Tables of the Probabilities of

Life ; and Effays on the different Rates of Human Mor

tality in different Situations , &c . &c. By Richard Price,

D.D. F.R.S. A new Edit, 2 vol. Svo, 15$

The Doctrine of Annuities and Aſſurances on Lives

and Survivorſhips, ſtated and explained . By William

Morgan, A &tuary to the Society for Equitable Aſſurances
on Lives and Survivorships , 8vo , 6s

AGRICULTURE, BOTANY, CARDENING, &c.

The Complete Farmer ; or, a General Dictionary of

Huſbandry in all its Branches ; containing the various

Methods of cultivating and improving every Species of

Land according to the Precepts of both the oldand -new

Huſbandry; compriſing every Thing valuable in the beſt

Writers onthe Subject : together with a great Variety of
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new Diſcoveries and Improvements. 4th Edit. confider

ably enlarged , and greatly improved. By a Society of

Gentlemen, Members of the Society for the Encourage

ment of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce. With a

great Number of Plates, Folio, 21 28

Practical Eſſays on Agriculture : containing an Ac

count of Soils, and the Manner of correctingthem ; an

Account of the Culture of all Field Plants, including the

Artificial Graffes, according to the old and new Modes of

Huſbandry, with every Improvement down to the pre

ſent Period ; alſo an Account of theCulture and Manage

ment of Graſs Lands ; together with Obſervations on In

cloſures, Fences, Farms, Farm - houſes, &c. Carefully

collected and digefted from the moſt eminent Authors,

with experimental Remarks. By James Adam, Eſq. 2 v.145

Every Man his own Gardener; being a new and much

more complete Gardener's Calendar than any hitherto

publiſhed ; containing not only an Account of what Work

is neceſſary to be done in the Hot-Houſe, Green -Houſe ,

Shrubbery, Kitchen, Flower,and Fruit Gardens, for every

Month in the Year, but alſo ample Directions for per.

forming the ſaid Work according to the neweft and moſt

approved Methods now in Practice amongſt the beſt Gar

deners . By Thomas Mawe, Gardener to his Grace the

Duke of Leeds; and other Gardeners . 6th Edit. 55

An Introduction to Botany : containing an Explana

tion ofthe Theory of that Science, and an Interpretation
of its Technical Terms ; extracted from theWorks of Dr.

Linnæus, and calculated to aſſiſt ſuch as may be deſirous

of ſtudying the Author's Methodand Improvements.

With Plates. 3d Edit, with a Gloſſary, and other Addi

tions . By James Lee, 7s 6d

Synopſis of the Natural Hiſtory of Great Britain and

Ireland: containing a Syſtematic Arrangement and conciſe

Deſcription of all the Animals, Vegetables, and Foſfils,

which have hitherto been diſcoveredin theſe Kingdoms.

By John Berkenhout, M. D. 2d Edit. 2 vol. 128

Clavis Anglica Linguæ Botanicæ ; or, a Botanical

Lexicon. In which the Terms of Botany, particularly

thoſe occurring in the Works of Linnæus, and other mo

dern Writers, are applied, derived, explained, contrafted ,

and exemplified . By John Berkenhout, M. D, 2d Edit, 6s

Hiſtorical and Biographical Sketchesofthe Progreſs of .

Botany in England , from its Origin to the Introduction

of the Linnæan Syftem . By Richard Pulteney, M. D.
F. R. S. 2 vol . 125
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New Editions of the following.Works have

been lately publiſhed by T. CADELL jun .

and W. DAVIES ( Succeffors to Mr. CA

DELL) in the Strand.
:

1. Essays on various Subjects, principally deſigned

for young Ladies.. By Hannah More. 45.

2. Sacred Dramas, chiefly intended for youngPerſons,
the Subjects taken from the Bible. By the ſame. 5ś .

3 : The Search after Happineſs, a Paſtoral Drama. By

the ſame is.6d,

4. Letters to a Young Ladyon a Variety of uſeful and

important Subjects, calculated to improve the Heart, form

the Manners, and enlighten the Underſtanding: By the

Rev. John Bennett. 2.Vols. 8s.;

5. Strictures on Female Education, chiefly as it relates

to the Culture of the Heart. By the ſame. 48.

6. A Father's Legacy to his Daughters. By the late

Dr. Gregoryof Edinburgh. 35.

7. The Female Mentor ; ör, Select Converſations.

3 Vols. 1os . 60 . * . * The third Volume may be had

feparate, 35. ſewed .

8. Sermons to Young Women . By James Fordyce,

D.D. 2 Vols. 75.

9. The Temple of Virtue, a Dream , By the fame. 35,

10. Rural Walks, in Dialogues; intended for young

Perſons. By Charlotte Smith . 2 Vols. 5s .

11. Rambles farther ; being a Continuation of Rural

Walks. By the ſame. 2 Vols . 5s.

12. The Governeſs; or , The Little Female Academy,

By the Author of David Simple. is. 6d.

13. Adelaide



Books publiſhed by Cadell and DAVIĖS.

13. Adelaide and Theodore ; or, Letters on Education ;

containing all the Principles relative to three different Plans

of Education ; that of Princes, and thoſe of young Per
fons of both Sexes. Tranſlated from the French of Madame

la Comteſſe de Genlis. 3 Vols. 1os . 6d.

14. The Correſpondent; a Selection of Letters from

the beſt Authors : together with ſome Originals, adapted

to all the Periods and Occaſions of Life ; calculated to

form the epiſtolary Style of Youth of both Sexes; to im

part a Knowledge ofthe World and of Letters, and to

inſpire Sentiments of Virtue and Morality . 2 Vols. 8s.
1

15. Extracts, elegant, inſtructive, and entertaining, in

Prole, from the moſt approved Authors, ( diſpoſed under

proper Heads, with a view to the Improvement and

Amuſement of young Perfons. Vol. Royal 8vo . 145.

* 16 . Extracts, in Verfe, upon the fame Plan. 16s.

17. Epiftles, elegant, familiar, and inſtructive, ſelected

from the beft Writers, Antient and Modern, and forming

a proper Companion to the two last -mentioned Works,

12S .
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